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ABSTRACT
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behaviors: 1) "Organized Retention and Cued recall" by Fniel Tuiving:
2) "Developmental Processes in Thought," Kenneth 'oven: 3)
H7,romoting Creative Thinking in the Classroom," Martin Covington: 4)
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Richard deCharms; t) "Curriculum research in Mathematics," r.G.
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"Research in Reading," Wayne Otto; n) "Strategies fcr Concept
Attainment in Mathematics," Myron RosskoPf; 10) "Instructional
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"Research and Development Strategies: The current Scene," Louis
Bright; 16) "The Wisconsin research and Development Center for
rognitive L2arning," Herbert Klausmeier; 1") "An Output-Oriented
Model of Research and Development and its Relationship to educational
Improvement," HeArick Gideonse. (15)
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IN THIS BOOK 20 eminent scholars, researchers, and research administrators
present their latest thinking about the processes and conditions of human
learning, the processes and programs of instruction, and the application of
research and development strategies to educational problems.

As the editors point out m the Preface, the application of research and develop-
ment strategies for the improvement of educational practices is a pioneering
venture begun in 1904 under the provisions of the Cooperative Research
Program of the United States Office of Education and now continuing through
Title IV of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

Worldrig from a proposed model outlined in Chapter 16, the editors have
organhed the book around the major components of an instructional system.

Basic to the improvement of education is knowledge about the processes end
conditions necessary for efficient 1?arning. In Part I, four authors discuss
retention and recall, thought processes, creative thinking, and motivation.

A major component of an instructional system is subject matter content and
sequence, In Part II, five authors provide scholarly insights into the structures of
such disciplines as mathemrties, science, English, and reading. They state or
imply that the structure of the discipline itself, as formulated by one or more
scholars, has provided much of the basis for recent curriculum development.

Instructional materials and media can be ,..onsidered as the interface between
the learner and the subject matter being learned. In Part III, the discussion
focuses on instructional television, on some aspects of the status, defects,
and needs of instructional research, and on computer-based instruction.

Teaching methods, or the interactions which occur between a teacher and
students, have been the subject of many research studies in the last decades.
In Part IV, two recent paradigms for research on teaching are presented.
One approach discusses what is commonly called micro- teaching and the other
is interaction analysis.

Finally, in Part V, three research administrators discuss the current application
of research and development strategies for the improvement of educational
practices. The present scene in educational R & I) is one of rapid change
brought about largely by the advent of Federal funding. The development of
these changes with reference to Federal involvement is traced in one chapter.
In another chapter the focus and programs of the Wisconsin Research and
Development Center for Cognitive Learning are described. And in the final
chapter an author presents an output-oriented model of Rik U.

Research and Development Toward The Improcement of Education grows out
of a colloquium series sponsored recently by the Wisconsin R & I) Center. The
book has been published by Dembar Educational Research Services, Inc., as.a
contribution to the field, without fieantial support other than that
engendered by sales.
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Ns= PREFACE

THE FIRST systematic attempt to apply research and development
strategies to education occurred with the establishment of four research and
development (R & D) centers in 1964 as part of the Cooperative Research Pro-
gram of the United States Office of Education. The R & 0 Centers pogrom attempted
to combine the best features of the separate programs of the U.S.O.E.s basic
and applied research, development, curriculum improvement, and demonstration.
Thus, on R & D Center is organized to conduct basic research related to a sig-
nificant problem area) to develop substantive and prom 'oral products and con-
duct related research) to demonstrate the results of the research and develop-
ment activities in a few school settings; and to take initiative for the eventual
widespread dissemination of the research results and tested products. An R & D
Center, located on a university campus, draws its professorial staff from the be-
havioral sciences, subject disciplines, communications, educational methodology,
and other fields. It is a community of scholars, capable of dealing with a prob-
lem area effectively. In an R &D Center, then, human and financial resources
are concentrated on a particula. problem area over on extended period of time
in order to secure a better understanding of that problem crea and to improve
related educational practices. Since 1964 the number of R & D Centers has in-
creased from four to nine.

Our major universities, including the nine where R & D Centers ore
located, have a large pool of able researchers and many other resources. How-
ever, the development and applicotion of research and development strategies to
education is a pioneer venture. Developing imaginative strategies for extending
!knowledge about cognitive learning and improving related educational practices
is a toniirwi.no con'ern of the Wisconsin Research and Development Center for
Cognitive Learning.

In this Center, bask research is done to extend knowledge about
the processes of cognitive learning, particularly those associated with concept
looming and problem solving, and about the conditions associated with efficiency
of learning in the cognitive domain. Some of this knowledge goes immediately
into the development of instructional systems. A second objective of +he Wiscon-



sin R & D Center is the imprc.,vement of educational practices in the cognitive
domain. The development and refinement of on instructional system related to
a subject field, such as mathematics, requires appropriate strategies for dealing
with the various components independently and also for interrelating them to
that desired behavioral objectives ore achieved. Three impoituni components of
the system are subject matter content and sequence; instructional materials and
media; and instructional methods, including teacher behaviors and learner activi-
ties. A colloquium series was organized to bring information to the Center staff
regarding these research and development strategies.

One part of this colloquium series was concerned with research on
learning that has fairly direct implications for improving education. (A previous
volume, Analyses of Concept Learning, Academic Press, 1966, on the other hand
outlined more basic research.) The main portion of the colloquium series was
addressed to development and related research dealing with subject matter con-
tent and sequence, instructional media, and instructional methods. This volume
is organized in the some pattern.

As might be expected, the research methods reported by the partici-
pants are varied. In Part I, Endel Tulving of the University of Toronto shows that
substantive results concerning information storage and retrieval, derived from the
typical controlled laboratory experiment, require us to reconsider our notions about
why pcsons do not effectively reproduce information they once learned. Kenneth
Lovell, University of Leeds, shows that the charting of thought processes develop.
mentally is moving ahead rapidly by means of Piaget's methods and refined mi
ants thereof. Marlin Covington, University of California, describes a straightfor-
ward aitempt to develop materials designed to facilitate productive thinking in
school children and to utilize tho material in extending knowledge about chit-
chen's productive thinking skills. Here there is a continuous interweaving of theor-
izing, developing material based on theory, and research activities concerning
the abilities nurtured by the instructional program. Richard DeCharms and Vir-
ginia Carpenter of Washington University and Lindenwood College proceed in a
siznitiar manner as Covington; however, their main concern is with motivational
theory and the measurement of strength of motivation in culturally disadvantaged
children. In these chapters substantive research results and theory properly receive
most attention; however, sufficient attention is given to the procedures to make
clear that extending knowledge about processes and conditions of learning can
be accomplished by a variety of strategies.

In Part II, somewhat similar c rrlenly-n development and research
procedures ore outlined by the first three CIO S. 0. Regle, Stanford Univer-
sity, outlines development and reloted research in mat. !Tootles, including his expe-
riences with the widely known School Mathematics Study Group. Arthur Liverriore,
AAAS Commission on Science Education, briefly describes the large science cur-
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riculum projects, kindergarten to Grade 12, but gives major attention to the
elementary program: ScienceA Process Approach. Robert C. Pooley, The Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, also synthesizes many research and development activities
related to the teaching of literature, composition, and language but gives par-
ticular attention to the Wisconsin EnglishLanguage Arts Project. Common to the
curriculum development strategies in these subjects is an increasing emphasis on
the structure of the discipline and a decreasing emphasis on other criteria such
as social utility, difficulty, children's interests, and possible transfer to other sub-
ject fields. In the last two chapters of Part II, Wayne Otto, The University of Wis-
consin, describes a rigorous and productive research effort in reading, and Myron
Rosskopf, Teachers College, Columbia University, relates curriculum ,evelopment
in mathematics to recent research in concept learning.

In Part 111, Wilbur Schramm, Stanford University, reports information
on the use of instructional television. Three case studies are presented in suffi-
cient detail :o renew confidence in the value of careful observation in the natural
environment by an interested, objective scholar. Lawrence Stolurow, Harvard Uni-
versify, describes the computer-based instructional system, SOCRATES, that he
developed while at the University of Illinois. Problems assoc!ated with develop-
ment of the hardware and software are noted briefly or may be inferred. The use
of the computer in research to improve instruction and to validate behavior theory
Is noteworthy. Arthur Lumsdaine, University of Washington, deals with research
and development in the entire field of instructional media.

In Part IV, N. L. Gage, Stanford University, outlines a recent con-
cept, micro-teaching, and related research strategies. The concept r,rcnises to
generate much research and development on instructional methods. In L ,,roach,
the teacher and student rather than the content, hardware, or pr. _gam, are
central in the educative process. Ned Flanders, University of Michigan, describes
the new directions of his long-standing research on teacher- student interaction anal-
ysis. In the current model, the number of categories of interactions is reduced. By
employing a computer for rapid feedback, the current model holds much promise
of providing immediate (daily) correction of teacherstudent interactions and also
for supplying the extensive research data required in validating and extending
the theoretical basis of the system of interactio I analysis.

Part V of this volume contains p( its which did not arise from the
colloquium series. They are included because the contribu!1 to the survey of
rcearch and development activities in ec Pt) porticulorly very r, **nt trends.
Louis Bright and Hendrick Gideonse of the U.S.0 aolirte the bro'.i I ,,seep of
research and development strategies and activities, lesAiing from the passage
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. Included here are the
R & D centers, regional educational laboratories, Title III centers, and other R & D
instrumentalities funded by other governmental agencies. The comprehensive edu-
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cational research and development program of the U.S.O.E. merits careful atten-
tion by anyone interested in the improvement of education. A more complete
description of one federally-supported R & D instrumentality, the Wisconsin Re-
search and Development Center for Cognitive Learning, follows the chapter by
Bright and Gideonse. Here we review the main components of a Center and their
interrelations. Particular attention is given to the problem area of the Center;
its programs, strategies, and outcomes; staffing pattern; administrative organi-
zation; locus of operation; and source and stability of funding.

In a new field, models are required as guides to operations. Many
models have been outlined to indicate how systematic improvement in education
might be managed through sequential research, development, and dissemination.
None of the models thus far appeared particularly appropriate to the current scene.
Hendrick Gideonse, active privately and not as a U.S.O.E. official, has been
attempting for some time to formulate a comprehensive model that would simul-
taneously meet the test of reality and also provide a more adequate conceptuali-
zation of Research and Development octivities designed to improve education.
Fortunately his conceptualization was completed at the time the volume was in
final editing. The Gideonse model is especially relevant to those who have been
concerned with relating research, development, and educational improvement.

The colloquium series was planned and executed by the editors of tesis
volume; Herbert 3. Klausmeier assumed primary responsibility for organizing the
colloquium seriA around topical areas of relevance to the R & D Center. He ideoti-
fied most of the participants and the broad organization framework for each par-
ticipant's contribution. George T O'Hearn participated in the planning and organi-
zation of the colloquium series, worked out the presentation schedule and other
details with each participant, and handled editorial queries from the publisher.
He also edited the papers and wrote the introductions to each part. Borbaro
Kennedy, Project Assistant, read the papers, checked the references, and put
the references in APA style. The Wisconsi.- Research and Development Center for
Cognitive Learning, the education research and development community, and
the teaching profession generally is indebted to the internationnIiv recognized
scholars who made this volume possible.

September 1968

Herbert J. Klausmeier, Profess r of
Educational Psychology; Director,
Wisconsin Research and Development
Center for Cognitive Learning

George 1'. O'Hearn, Associate Professor,
Acting Director, Division of Education
University of WisconsinGreen Boy
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111111111111tolim PART I

111111111111111 III 111E1 Conditions and Processes of Learning

UNDERSTANDING Isarning phenomena and conditions associated
with efficiency of learning is a foremost concern of psychologists throughout West-
ern civilization. Increasingly sophisticated experiments are being executed in labo-
ratory and non - laboratory settings. Representative of work in this vast domain,
with implications for education, are the following:

a) controlled observations to infer thought processes.
b) controlled experimentation in the laboratory to extend our knowledge of

human memory.
c) development of material and related research to nurture the creative abili-

ties of school children.
d) development of dependent measures to extend a motivational theory to

school settings.
Permanence of learning necessarily requires the storage and recall

of information. In Chapter 1, Endel Tulving discusses various verbal learning and
memory experiments conducted in the laboratory at the University of Toronto,
and suggests that "the success of retention and recall is to a large extent deter-
mined by what the subject does with the material he is to memorize, by the meth-
ods he uses to organize the material, and by the cues that he uses to effect the
recall of the material." The data reported by Tulving support his contention that
the ability to recall is determined more by the limitation of the retrieval mechanism
than by the limitation of the storage mechanism, He concludes:

. . . that understanding of many phenomena of verbal learning and memory would
be enhanced if we adopted u basic orienting attitude. That a person's mnemonic perform-
ance depends to a very large extent on the method that he wittingly or unwittingly
uses to organize the material. The important function of such organization is to facili-
tate retrieval of information from the memory storage.

The inferring of thought processes has always been difficult but is
essential to exp'aining changes that occur ontogenetically. In "Developmental Proc-
esses in Thought," Kenneth Lovell, University of Leeds, reports on the stages of



human intellectual growth hypothesized by Jean Piaget and his followers. Lovell
suggests that the schemas interiorized by the child undergo constant modifica-
tion and are the basis and limitation of all subsequent learning. "The implication of
Piaget's findings is that we need to beyiii to stimulate the intellectual growth of
the child in the early weeks of life." Research reported by Lovell confirms the
general classification of the developmental stages of thought hypothesized by
Piaget, and also indicates the importance of previous learning and the cultural
milieu on the child.

Martin Covington in his paper "Promoting Creative Thinking in the
Classroom" states, "In order ta take full advantage of the unrestrictive atm:s-
phere the child must first come to understand what constitutes creative ideas in
the given situation, and how he con achieve such ideas for himself . In order
to think creatively the child must have at his disposal a repertoire of creative think-
ing skills. To name a few: the ability to recognize gaps in exist' 19 information; a
facility for formulating relevant questions, and a facility to the demands of the
task so one can adequately judge the suitability of the proposed ideas."

The General Problem Solving Program described by Covington repre-
sents an attempt to ;nitiate creative thought in students within a school setting
and within a curriculum framework. The objective is to teach a number of cog-
nitive skills which are fundamental to creative thinking and then determine whether
such generalized skills can be applied to a specific subject matter area.

Before specified learning can take place the learner must seek and
accept the learning situation. The probability that an individual will seek or ac-
cept a new learning situation is referred to as motivation by Richard deCharms
and Virginia Carpenter. When a tendency to avoid a learning situation increases,
i.e.., when there is a lack of motivation, the problem becomes crucial. The dis-
cussion of this problem by deCharms and Carpenter is based on their work with
inner-city youngsters. In their chapter "Measuring Motivation in Culturally Disad-
vantaged School Children" the authors propose a model of motivation in which
a person perceived to be originating his own behavior is called an "Origin" while
a person perceived to be behaving in a certain way because )f an external "power
source" is said to be acting like a "Pawn." "Pawn behavior implies powerless-
ness, but origin behavior implies freedom of choice, not necessarily the ability to
wield power over others." The theoretical framework of the "OP" model is dis-
cussed in detail. The n achievement procedures developed by McClelland were
used in measuring motivation in a sample of culturally disadvantaged school chil-
dren. The data obtained tend to support the theoretical point of view expressed.



=gm Organized Retention and

Cued Recall'

EVER SINCE Hermann Ebbinzhaus
(1885) brought phenomena of memory under experi-
mental scrutiny in the psychological laboratory and
William James (1890) eloquently epitomized the dis-
tilled wisdom of other great thinkers on the subject,
research on remembering and forgetting has be en
growing by leaps and bounds. Everyone agrees that
this research has by now produced an immense quan-
tity of empirical data, but fcw are willing to claim
that it has created any genuine novel conceptual in-
sights. More often than not, new empirical findings
have generated more heat than light at the theoreti-
cal level. Thus, despite everything we believe we
know about the role of a multitude of experimentally
manipulable variables on verbal learning, retention,
and recall, we seem to be no nearer to the under-
standing of the basic nature of me mory than were
psychologists and other writers of previous genera-
tions. If someone asked us today what do we know
that is truly worth knowing and that was not known
to Ebbingtrus and James, we would be linrd pressed
to provide a convincing answer.

Those who share this pessimistic assessment of
the state of affairs in research on verbal learning
and memory have been quick to suggest remedies,
but their advice has been inconsistent. So me have
argued that experimental conditions between labora-
tories be more rigidly standardized, others would
like to see a greater diversity of methods. Some ad-
vise that only limited sets of carefully calibrated ma-
terials be used, othera insist on a fuller variety of
materials. Some are convinced that true understand-
ing of memory can be achieved only through mam-
moth parametric studies, others are equally certain

C

mismisi Ends' Tuiving
University of Toronto

Toronto, Ontario

that at least for the tier, being the solution lie s in
simpler "miniature" experiments, I am listing
these conflicting attitudes not to pass judgment on
them, but rat '-.:r as a background for my own favor-
ite complaint about the general orientation of re-
search in this broad field.

My complaint is that far too little attention has
been devoted to the implications of the well-known
fact that subjects in verbal learning and memory ex-
periments are not passive organisms. Too many
students of human learning and memory have predi-
cated the interpretation of their data and the formu-
lation of their theoretical statements on the basic
assumption that in learning and remembering cer-
tain things happen to the person or cer t a In ents
take place in his nervous system, and that these
events are governed by nothing more than the present
and past inputs. Eventually, of course, sciencr may
be able to interpret all phenomena of memory with-
out recourse to a highly sophisticated, conscious, ac-
tive, thinking organism, but at the present time
nothing much seems to be gained, and a good deal
may be lost, if we pretend that the articulate human
subject is a passive recipient of external stimula-
tion, and that acquisition, retention, recall, trans-
fer, interference, etc., occur in a mental vacumn.
If we know anything at all about what subjects do in
verbal learning and memory experiments, we know
that they use plans (Miller, Galanter, and Pribram,
1980), that they consciously and deliberately employ
strategies (e.g. , Pollack, Johnson, and Knaff, 1959)
or mediational devices (e.g., Bugelski, 1982; Un-
derwood and Schulz, 1960), or simply thatthey think
(e.g., Mandler, 1985). There are some who would
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argue that these covert activities of the subject, and
their behavioral manifestations, merely accompany
processes of memory and that they play no signifi-
cant role in determining the quantity and quality of
a person's mnemonic performance, but such views
are rapidly losing their appeal. A great dealof evi-
dence accumulated in recent years, added to evi-
dence resurrected from isolated and forgotten ex-
periments from the past, points to the wittingor un-
witting use of plans, strategies, and mediationalde-
vices by the subject as the sine qua non of remem-
bering. A fuller understanding of what the subject
does when faced with the requirements of memory
tasks 7.)I various kinds, therefore, seems indispensa-
ble f'r the comprehension of many, if not all, phe-
nomena of memory. In all probability, an active
search for such understanding will turn out to be
more fruitful than the mere introductionof standard-
ized conditions of experimentation, callbrationof ma-
terials, or mammoth experiments.

In the present paper I v. li describe some recent
work we have been doing at t`oronto to probe into
some of the long-standing problems of memory.
Two questions that I have been particularly in te r-
ested in are, first why is repetition effective in in-
creasing the amount of material the subject can re-
call, and secondly, how does retrieval of mnemonic
information from the memory storage take place. I
will obviously not be able to answer these questions,
but I would like to offer some suggestions re/event
to them. These -uggestions are firmly anchored to
the basic assumption that the success of retention
and recall is to ^ large extent determined by ,v hat
the subject does .. ith the material he is to memorize,
by the methods he uses to organize the material,
and by the cues that he uses to effect the r ec a 11 of
retained material. The data I will report, I believe,
will offer good support to this assumption.

FREE RECALL AND ORGANIZATION

The expert mental data come from experiments in
which the subject's task is to learn, that is to com-
mit to memory, a Leto! discrete verbal items.
Some of these experiments are concerned with free
recall of items, while others constitute variations
on the theme of free recall. In the free-recall ex-
periment the subject is presented with a list of
familiar items, such as meaningful words, and his
task is to remember as many of these items as pos-
sible, in any order that they occur to him. Thus the
free-recall paradigm constitutes a test for the at-
quisiton, retention, and utilization of retained infor-
mation about the membership of otherwise familiar
Items in an unfamiliar set. Free recall as a labor-
atory task, like other paradigms of verbal learning
and memory, involves mnemonic performance of the
kind often required of individuals outside the labora-
tory. A teacher's knowledge of names of students
Ln a class, a person's memory for the names of
guests at a cocktail party he attended the night be-
fore, and a ctild's recollection of animalshe saw on
his visit to the too are based on retentionot informa-
non of the kind that we investigate in free-recall ex-
periments.

I have been particularly interested in free-recall
phenomena for three reasons. First, the require-

ments imposed on the mnemonic information proces-
ring mechanisms in the free-recall task are neces-
sarily present in any other paradigm. The subject
cannot learn the order of a set of items in a serial
learning task, or specific inter-item associations in
E, paired-associate Lash, unless he knowswhat items
constitute the set. This means that the processes in-
volved in free recall are in oame ways more b a sic
than those underlying many other laboratory tasks in
memory, and that therefore the study of these prof-
esses constitutes a logical starting point for the
study of memory. Secondly, free - recall phenomena
were ignored by students of verbal learning and
memory for a long time. As a consequence they
have not yet been fitted into a relativelyfixed theo-
retical frarneworlt as have been aerial- and paired-
associate learning phenomena. Thus, when we are
faced with the problem of interpreting experimental
findings in free recall, we are not hampered by ex-
taut theoretical notions. Thirdly, and most impor-
tantly, it is easier to find out in free-recall s t tu a-
tions what the subject is doing when he is memoriz-
ing a set of items. The task set to the subject in
serial- and paired-associate paradigms is toorikidly
prescribed by the experimenter and all that c nn be
observed at the behavioral level is howweli the sub-
ject can meet the experimenter's requirements. In
free recall, the subject is told to recall as many
items as possible, but he is le::t free to r ec a 11 the
items in any order. Examination of the order in
which he recalls the items provides considerable in-
sight into the subject's covert activities in the proc-
ess of memorization.

In multi-trial free-recall tasks, the same set of
items is presented on a numberof su.ieessive trials,
the order of presented it.: ms usually varyiaz from
trial to trial (cf. Waugh, 190), and after each inont
trial the subject recalls all items he can. When the
number of items the subject recalls are lot t ed
against trials, a typical negatively accelerated learn-
ing curve results (Miller and McGill, 1952; Murdoch,
1960; Tulving, 1962a, 1961; Waugh, 1961). One of
the questions I wish to raise is, why does such learn-
ing, i. e., improvement In trial-to-trial recall, oc-
cur. I have argued elsewhere (Tulving, 1962a, 1964)
that learning in multi-trial free recall Is a conse-
quence of the fact that the subject organizes list-
items into larger units of material, :nto subjective
units or S-units. At any given time t he subject car.
retrieve from memory only a limited number of units
of a particular set of materials, but the larger these
units, that is, the more individual items ea c h unit
contains, the larger the number of items r eca II ed
(Miller, 1956a, 1956b).

ORGANIZATION AND LEARNING

The original evidence for this contentionwas pro-
vided by the observations that the amount of organi-
zation subjects imposed on the material incrersed
systematically over trials, accompanying the in-
crease in the number of items recalled , and that
when the amount of practice was held constant, there
was a sizable correlation between recall scores and
organization scores as subject variables. Such cor-
relational evidence, of course, is not vr;ry compelling.
One can justifiably argue that organization and recs 11
are two parallel but otherwise unrelated manifesta-
tions of some common underlying mechanism. Some
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writers (e.g., Asch and Ebenholtz, 1962) have in-
deed claimed that free-recall learning occurs inde-
pendently of any inter-item associations, being a
conseque Ice of greater availability of items result
ing from t.epeated presentation of items. To the
extent that the development of S-units reflects the
development of specific inter-item associations, the
denial of the primary role of inter-item associations
in free rzcall learning a I so constitutes a denial of
the dependence of learning on organizational proces-
ses. How can we evaluate the hypothesized relation
between organization and froe-recall leat..1ng more
directly than is possible on he ha s i s of observed
:orrelations between the two measures?

o possibilities suggest. tnemselves. The first
is to present a set of items w the subject under eon-
diticns where ha makes repealed responses to the
items, 1+4 not actively tali deliberately try to
organize the material into larger S-unit 3. If n-
irg depends upon organiza' on, then such non-di-
rected repetition should have little effect on recall-
abill1y of items. The second possibility is to in-
struct subjects .o use effectivb methods of organiza-
tion. If teal-M..1g depends on organization, such in-
structions wo..ld be expected to facilitate learning.
We have &.u: both types of experiments.

AUDITION AND ORGANIZATION

/It first glance, it may stem difficult to create
cowilions under v.hich subjects ar e repeatedly
exposed to a set of items and whey they make overt
responses to these iterate, tut do not think about and
thun organize the items. Sine e we iiltially knew
nothing a'aout the problems Involved, we decided to
start with the meat obvious approach, alt nough
mu et admit, at the time we did not have much faith
in it. Subjects were simply shown a set of common
words, asked to read these words aloud a number of
titres, and then, immediately after such reading,
were given the same set of words to learn under the
typical free-recall instructions fruhrAg, 1966). A
control group le-sned the same set of words under
identical condlaons, but without having seen the
words beforehand.

The list to be learned contained twenty-two high-
frequency English words. In the "reading task,"
the subjects in one group were shown each of the
weeds six times, in an uninterrupted sequence of 132
exposures. The words were exposed one at a time
by means of a memory drum, at the r ate of one
word /second, and the subjects were instructed to
call out each word as it appeared. The subjects in
the other group went through the s am a procedure
with a list of twenty-two names. Immediately follow-
ing the reading task, all subjects were asked to
learn the same set of twenty-two words to which the
first group had been exposed already. Typical free-
recall Instructions were given, words were pr e-
sented at the rate of one word/second, and at the
end of each input phase subjects had 60 seconds for
oral recall. Every subject received twelve learning
trials. Thus, both groups learned the identical list
of words under identical conditions. The only dif-
ference was that the subjects in the Prior Acquaint-
ance Group has just finished reading aloud the same

FIGURE I. Learning curves for two groups of sub-
jects. One group received six trials of prior ac-
quaintance with the set of twenty-two words to be
learned later, the other group had no such prior ac-
quaintance.
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words on six continuous roading "trials, " while the
subjects in the No Prior Acquaintance Group had
been "warmed uo" with a drerent set of words.

The two lemming curves f , o re this experiment
are shown Li Figure 1. The Pr for Acquaintance
Group had a small, but statistically nom significant
edge over the No ?rior Acqualntaice Group on the
very first trial, but none thereafter. Over a:I
twelve trials, the mean number of words recalled
by the former group was 13, 'il, while the mean num-
ber of words recalled by the latter group was 15. 91.

These rest its thus suggest that mere repetition
of list Items had no effect on subsequent memoriza-
tion of these items. According to the present inter-
pretation, repetition had f...) effect because the sub-
jects did not attempt to organize items in any way.
Post-experimental interviews revealed indeed that
very few subjects had thought that they might be
asked to recall the words they were reading in the
original reading task. Most of them said they
thought the experimenter was interested in how well
they could read, how fast they could read or how
clearly or consistently they could pronounce the
words.

Although we did not give an immediate recall test
to the subjects at the end of the preliminary reading
task, it is extremely unlikely that they would not
have remembered any words that they had seen.
Thus, this experiment does not provide any evidence
against incidental learning measured in a single re-
call test following a reading task of the kind we used.
It only demonstrates that directed memorization un-
der the conditions of free recall Is not facilitated by
whatever prior incidental learning has occurred.
This is not a surprising result, if we assume that
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no organization ,Jccurs during the reading task, that
incidental memory of items read, therefore, would
involve indivi 'that items as S-units, and that the sub-
ject can only recall a constant limited number of &-
units on any given trial in free recall. If the subject,
on the first trial in the directed learning task, re-
calls some of the items he learned incidentally, he
could not recall too many other items because his
limited retrieval capacity would already be partially
exhausted. One of the implications of thesefindings
is that if the subject, before the ;presentation of
a longer list for directed recall, were told what scnie
of the items in the list are, his recall would be no
greater than that .)f the subject who has no such prior
information, provided the items; re not meaningfully
related to one anther and that t?.e rate of presenta-
tion is rather fast. The hypotheses that increased
recall can occur only as a consequence of organiza-
tion and that the retrieval capacity in limited to a
fixed r.trut..r of S.-units would completely account for
this tin.iing, even though it could not be readily pre-
dicted from many other theoretical points of view.

ALPHABETIC/I. ORGAtilAilON

Th. second tn.- of more direct test of the r eta..
tin n between learning and organization, as I eald,11.-
volvas manipulation of organizing strategies through
instructions to subjects. An initial study of this kind
was done as a classroom expertm nit (Tuiving, 1962b)
The subjects were eiety university students. They
had h.; learn a list of tweloy-Lwo nouns, each begin-
ning with a different letter, and the whole set cover-
ing it wide range of Thorndike-Lorge (1944) frequen-
cies. Tn the input phase of each trial, words were
projected en a screen at the rate of 1.5second/word.
In each output phase of 90 seconds duration subjects
wrote down as many words as they remembered.

At the beginning of the experiment, all subjects
were given typical free-recall instructions. Fur the
first three trials all subjects worked under the se
identical instructions. Before the fourth trial,
subjects were asked to open and read additional in-
structions on folded shecta handed out to them before
the experiment. For half the subjects, the instruc-
tions simply reiterated wh. t all subjects had been
told at the beginning of thc experiment, name ly to
"do your very best on ea th recall trial and put down
as many words from the list as you can." The in-
structions for the other half of tha subjects r e ad:
"Try t.. organizo your recalled words alphabetically.
When you look at the words on the screen, note th...ir
first letters, and make an attempt to associate the
word with the letter. When you write the w or ds
down, go through the letters of the alphabet one at
a time and try to remember the word that goes with
each letter." Subjects in each group, the Standard
Group and the Alphabetical Group, were given 30
seconds to read these additional instructions. The
experiment was then continued under otherwise iden-
tical conditions for eight more trials.

The learning curves for the two groups are shown
in Figure 2. For the first three trials, when both
groups worked under identical standard instructions,
the curves are almost indistinguishable indicatingno
differences in learning "ability" of the two groups.

FIGURE 2. Learning curves for two groups of sub-
jects. After Trial 3, one group was given instruc-
tions to recall the wet ds alphabetically, while t he
other group continued learning under standard n -
structions.
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From Trial 4 on, however, the curves draw rrpicily
apart, the mewl number of words recalled by the
Alphabetical Group on Trial 5 equaling that of the
Standard Group on the last trial of the experiment,
Trial 11. Judging by the shape of the curve of t he
Standard Group, it appears that it would have taken
them many additional trials to reach the level of per-
formance comparable to that reached by the Alpha-
betical Group on Trial O. The differences between
the two groups would undoubtedly be even greater if
it were not.- fe: the axtifictal limit on the perform-
ance of the Alphabetical subjects imposed by the
"ceiling effect."

These results clearly indicate that methodsof or-
ganization are very important in determining the
course of memorization of a list of items. AI ph a-
betical organization Is apparently much more effec-
tive in this type of task than are other methods of
organization - grouping of words by their meaning -
used by the subjects in the Standard Group. The
learning curve of the subjects in the Standard Group
reflects their limited performance, but the limit is
r..t woolly deterrilned by their inacequate tanemonic
ability. To a large extent, it is determinedby their
ignorance as to how to make best use of their mne-
monic ability in this type of task. When subject s
are given more powerful organizing instructions,
their "ability" increases considerably.
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One important implication of this observation -
1 am now going to digress somewhat from my main
theme - has to do with the problemof individual dif-
ferences ir learning ability. It lr commonplace to
study individual differences in learning ability by
dividing subjects into "fast" and "slow" learners
on the basis of their performance in a learning task,
and then look for similar differences he t w e en the
Nu groups in various other situations, such as var-
ious psychometric tests. In the experiment I have just
described, there were pronounced differences in the
memorization performance between the subjects in
two groups, but since the groups were selected ran-
domly it Is a foregone conclusion that they would
have shown no differences on any other tests. How
frequently are individual differences in le ar n I ng
"ability" determined by the same factors as those
manipulated in the present experiment? The long
history of failures to find powerful psychometric cor-
relates of learning performance, or sizeable corre-
lations between different learning tasks, suggest
that individual differences in learning "ability" may
be largely governed by individuals' knowledge of ef-
fective strategies of handling a particular task, rath-
er than by the sheer goodness of their memory. At
any rate, in the light of data from this experiment it
seems that if we wish to add to our understanding of
individual differences In learning "ability," a good
place t) start is to analyze the learners' strategies
of memorizing In a given learning situation, and not
to observe his behavior in some other extra-experi-
mental situation.

ORGANIZATION AND LEARNING

Let me sow return to the relation between organ-
ization and `c.arning. We hare seen that when a sub-
ject has to memorize a list of randomly selected
words, alpl,abetical organization is more effective
tb;..n other methods of organiatelo,.. Alphabeticalor-
garization changes the task Into a kind of paired as-
sociate learning task. The initial letter of each
word serves at: a cue for the recall of thewhole word
The experimetcr does not have to present these
cues since ar articulate subject can generate the m
on his own. Plc could say that in alphabetical organ-
ization each input word is cued with respect to its
initial letter :::c1 that its retrieval is facilitated by
the availability of relevant cues. Wien other meth-
ods of organization are used, such as grouping of
items in terns of their assodiative meaning, their
belonengnees ' to etemrordinate conceptual catego-
ries, or the degree o. her prior famitlarity, input
words are cued with respect to their properties oth-
er than the Initial letter and their retrieval is pr e-
sumably effected through these other ewe. it Is pos-
sible, of course, that a given word is c end in sev-
eral ways and that the way it is cited changes in the
course of the experiment, but under the usual time
pressure in a typical experiment, multiple cueing is
probably an exception rather than a rule.

Suppose now that a subject has been exposed to a
set of Ize.ns for a number of trials, that he has not
discovered alphabetical method of organization, and
tilt he has been cueing the words in terns of their
other characteristics. What -would happen, if t he
subject were now told to switen to another met hod
of organization, say alphabetical organization? We

know already that alphabetical organization is likely
to be more effective than other methodsof organiza-
tion and that therefore alerting the subject to it
should facilitate learning. But it is also possible
that changing the method of organization requires not
only the adoption of the new strategy, but also the
suppression of the previously used strategy. One
might expect, therefor:, that immediately after the
introduction of alphabetical Instructions t he of f i-
ciency of the storing and retrieval mechanism s
is temporarily reduced and that t he disturbance is
the greater the more highly developedthe non-alpha-
betical organization.

Data relevant to these hypotheses come from an
experiment done by Marcia Ozier as part of her PhD
thesis (Oiler, 1965). Her subjects learneda list of
twenty-two words, each beginning with a different
letter. Words were projected on a screen at the
rate of 1. 5 second/word and subjects recorded their
recall on paper-pullers that prevented them from
seeing more than one word of their recall at any
time. The duration of output phase of eachtrial was
90 seconds.

Most subjects were initially given standard free-
recall instructions and then switched over to alpha-
betical instructions at some point in the experimen-
tal sequence. The two independent variables in the
experiment were, first, the ordinal number of the
"critical" trial on which alphabetical instructions
were given, and second, pre-input versus post-in-
put alphabetical instructions, Different groups of
subjects were riven alphabetical instructions on Tri-
als 1, 5, 9, 16, and 21. In each of these groups,
half the subjects were given alphabetical in st r u c-
tions before the input phase of the critical trial,
while the other half received these instructions after
the input phase, that is, before the output phase, of
the critical trial. Before the critical trial, subjects
in a given group worked under standard free-recall
instructions. Thus, for instance, one group of sub-
jects worked under free-recall instructions for eight
trials, then received alphabetical instructions, fol-
lowed by the input and output phasesof the ninth and
subsequent trials. Another group wor ked under
standard free-recall instructions for eight tr i als ,
was then shown the words in the input phase of the
ninth trial, and then was asked to start recalling
words in the alphabetical order, beginning with the
immediately following output phase. There was thus
a total of ten independent groups, with h twelve sub-
jects per group. Scoring was lenient; even if the
subject had deviated somewhat f romthe alphabetical
order when he was supposed to recall the words al-
phabetically, he was given credit for each word cor-
rectly recalled. Subjects who obviously did not fol-
low alphabetical instructions, however, were r e-
placed.

The somewhat schematized results of this exper-
iment are shown in Figure 3. The upper heavy
smoothed curve shows the learning curve for the
subjects who received alphabetical instructions be-
fore Trial I, the lower heavy smoothed curve rep-
resents the free-recall conditions. Subjects who
had received pre-input alphabetical instructions on
Trial 1 had a mean recall of approximately eight
words on that trial, while those who had received
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FIGURE 3. The effect of alphabetical organizing
instructions given at various points in the course of
learning. See text for explanation.
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post-input alphabetical instructions on Tr la 1 1 re-
called approximately five words, a difference of
three words. The learning curvefor the latter group
is not shown on the graph. It reached the learning
curve of tho former group by the fifth trial, be ing
practically identical with it thereafter.

The other data in Figure 3 show the initial drop
and subsequent rapid recovery in recall of groups
who were given alphabetical instructions at Trials
5, 9, 16, and 21. For each of these groups, with
the exception of those for whom Trial 21 w as the
critical trial, mean recall scores are shownforfive
trials after the critical trial. These data show,
first, that immediately after the introduction of al-
phabetizal instructions there is a drop in perform-
ance - with the exception of pre-input instructions
on Trial 5 - with the magnitude of the drop varying
directly with the ordinal number of the critical trial
and being consistently greater for post-Input alpha-
betical instructions, and second, that the subsequent
recovery of the effectiveness of alphabetical instruc-
tions given on the critical trial varies inversely
with the ordinal number el' the critical trial.

The percentage loss in recall in the first output
phase following the introduction of alphabetical in-
structions Is plotted as a function of the ordinal num-
ber of the critical trial, for both pre-input and post-
input instructions, in Figure 4. Each data point in
this graph represents the mean difference in recall
between the number of words recalled on the critical
trial and the immediately preceding trial divided by
the mean number of words recalled on the immediate
pre-critical trial. The data plotted in Figure 3
showed that the drop in performance after the intro-
duction of alphabetical instrmtions, measured in
terms of absolute number of items, varied directly
with the ordinal number of the critical tr lei. The
data shown in Figure 4 indicate that the same rela-
tion holds between percentage lose in recall and the
ordinal number of the critical trial.

From previous experiments we already know that
organization of material increases over tr ialsof
practice in the free-recall situation (Bouslield, Puff,
and Cowan, 1964; Ehrlich, 1965; Tulv lug, 1962a,
1964). Therefore, manipulating the temporal point
at which subjects are switched from other forms of
organization to alphabetical organizationessentially
amounts to manipulation of the degreeof existing or-
ganization that has to be changed. The results of
Ozier's experiment suggest that the stronger the
pre-existing organization, that is, the more firmly
the list-items are cued with respect to characteris-
tics of words other than their initial letter s , the
more disruptive is the requirement that the subject
change his system of cueing and the longer it takes
for the otherwise powerful alphabetical system of
organization to become effective.

AVAILAINUTY AND ACCESSIBILITY
OF STORED INFORMATION

I have so far talked about two general classes of
n.ethods of organization: organization of words into
Lsger groups in terms of their perceived, discov-
ewed, or fabricated meaningful relations to one an-
other; and organization to terms of s tr uc tur al
features of words, such as Initial letters. In either
case it is as if words stored In memory - or infor-
mation about words to be reproduced - are in stor-
age in a way that would facilitate retrieval: two or
more related words are stored in or near the same
locatin, such that when the retrieval mec ha ni
finds one, the other one is also ea s lly located, or
else a word Is stored in a location in which its initial
letter Is stored. Thus, one part of the stored in-
formation can be thought of as a retrieval cue for an-
other part. Organization of information in the stor-
age, how*. 'er, can facilitate retrieval only to the ex-
tt t that retrieval cues are available at the time of
recall. Alphabetical organization is more effective
than organization of items interms of their semantic

FIGURE 4. Percentage loss of recallon the trial
immediately following the introduction of alphabet-
ical organizing instructions, as a function of the
"critical" trial on which alphabetical instructions
were given.
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features because the initial letters of the words,
serving as retrieval cues are readily available to the
subject at the time of recall.

This kind of speculation implies that organization
of material in the memory storage, or organized
retention, does not necessarily increase the storage
capacity, but rather makes the stored information
more accessible to recall by providing distinctive
retrieval cues through which individual items of in-
formation can be reached. It also implies that the
atnount of information potentially available in t he
storage at a given time may be greater than is ap-
parent in typical unaided recall. In other words,
limitation of memory is primarily determinedby the
limited capacity of the retrieval mechanism and not
necessarily by the limited capacity of the storage
mechanism.

In experiments of the kind that we have examined
so far it is impossible to distinguish between reten-
tion and recall. If a subjectusing alphabetical or-
ganization can recall wore words than an otherwise
comparable subject who uses less efficient methods,
we do not know whether this difference is attributa-
ble to differences in retention or only in recall. It
is possible that both subjects have retained the same
number of words and that the alphabetical organizer
simply has access to a larger number of retained
words, but it is also possible that the alphabetical
organizer in fact has been able to store more infor-
mation in his memory, that therefore more informa-
tion is available in the storage, and that his superi-
or recall merely reflects the greater amount of in-
formation that he has stored.

The logical requirements for the analytical sepa-
ration of retention and recall, or the distirction be-
tween availability and accessibility of stored mate-
rial, are simple enough. All that we needto do is to
present the material to be remembered to different
subjects under identical conditions, including iden-
tical instructions, and then vary experimentally the
number of retrieval cues at the time of recall. If
the groups are treated idenitcalty upte the beginning
of the recall test, we can assume that the amount of
information they have stored and 'hus the amount of
information available is the same for all groups. If
the number and kinds of retrieval cues giver. to dif-
ferent groups at the time of recall produce differ-
ences in recall, thee' differences would reflect dif-
ferences in accessibility of the stored information
and not differences in availability.

In the initial experiment we did to distinguish be-
tween availability and accessNiity (Tulvi ng and
Peartstone, 1968), we used a dual-level input list,
consisting of category names and appropriate words
as instan:es of these categories. Thus,for instance,
one of the lists consisted of twenty -four words in
twelve categories, with two words per category. The
list presented to subjects might contain items like
this: things found on a farm WHEAT, TRACTOR;
nubstances for flavoring food SUGAR, CLOVES;
geological formations PLAIN, LAKE; musical in-
struments DRUM, FLUTE; etc. Subjects were In-
structed that their task was to remember as many
words as possible, that they would be tested for the

words only, and that they did not have to memorize
the category names. All subjects learning a partic-
ular list were treated identically up to the beginning
of the recall test. At that point, half the subjects
were asked to recall all the words they remembered,
i.e, words other than the category names, w hile
the other hall were presented with the category
names as retrieval cues and asked to write down all
the words belonging to each category that they re-
membered from the list.

The design of the experiment included lists of
three different lengths (twelve, twenty-four, and
forty-eight words) and three levels of number s of
words per category (one, two, and four). W ithin
each of these nine conditions of presentation, there
were then two conditions of recall, cued and non-
cued, as I have just described. The experiment was
done with high-school students of both sexes as sub-
jects, and data were collected in regular class ses-
sions. Input material (category names and words
to be remembered) was presented by means of tape
recorder. The subjects wrote their recall in appro-
priately designed booklets. The presentation time
varied with the length of the list and with the number
of categories according to the formula: T. NoC+L,
where T is presentation time in seconds, NoC is the
number of categories, and L is list length. The
amount of time given for recall was 1, 2, and 4 min-
utes for lists of twelve, twenty-four, andforty-eight
words, respectively. A total of 949 subjects was
tested, with approximately fifty-three subjects for
each of the eighteen conditions of the experiment.

The mean number of words correctly recalled
under each of the conditions of the experiment is
shown in Table 1, together with c or responding
standard deviations. As these data show, cu ed re-
call was superior to non-cued recall for all nine
lists, the superiority varying directly with list
length and inversely with the number of words per
category. The difference between cued and non-cued
recall thus was smalls.ct for the list in which twelve
words were organized into threo categories, with
four words per category. In this case, presentation
of category oames ap retrievalcues apparently does
not help subjects -,ery much since they presumably
can remember the category names on their own.
The largest difference was found for the 4 8- word
list in which each rmrd belonged to a different cate-
gory. Presentation of category names as retrieval
cues in this list facilitated recall considerably: sub-
jects in the cued recall group recalled over thirty -
five words on the average, r hile the subjects in the
non-cued group recalled less than sixteen words.

The major implication of the results of t hi s ex-
periment is that the subject's failure to rec all a
word he was instructed to recall does not necessar-
ily mean that information about the membership of
the word in the list is no more available in the mem-
ory storage. It is available, but not accessible un-
der the typical unat led recall conditions. If the sub-
ject receives cues about the "location" of the rele-
vant information in Li e storage, hewill "find" many
otherwise inaccessible words. Thus, intratrial "for-
getting' (Tuiving, 1984) of at least some of the items
does not reflect the failure of the storage mechanism,
b.it only the failure of the retrievalmechanism. How
does the retrieval mechanism operate?
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TABLE 1

MEAN NUMBER OF WORDS RECALLED AND THEIR STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE EIGHTEEN
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

List
Length

Recall
Conditions

Number of Words Per Category

1 2 3

M S. D. M S. D. M S. D.

Cued 10.70 1.57 10.94 1. 12 9.98 1.55
12

Non -cued 7. 70 1.61 8. 13 2, 03 9.31 1.91

Cued 21.70 1.97 19.31 2. 38 15. 11 3. 17
24

Non-cued 11.18 2.56 11. 82 2.54 13. 38 3, 08

Cued 35.35 6.42 35.76 7.86 29. 60 6.00
48

Non -cued 15. 57 3.53 18.79 5.99 19.33 5.34

The Tulving and Pearl stone (1966) experiment pro-
vides some data relevant tothis question. Word-re
call data in an experiment of this type, where words
are organized into higher-order units by the experi-
menter in this case, into superordinate catego-
ries - and where this organization is adopted by the
subject, can be analyzed into two independent multi-
plicative components, number of categories recalled
and number of words recalled per recalled category
(cf. Cohen, 1963, 1966). A category is s aid be
recalled - to be accessible - if at least one word
from that category is recalled. Given t he number
of total words recalled and the number of categories
recalled, the mean number of words recalled within
recalled categories can be obtained simply by divid-
ing the former number by the latter. For instance,
if the subject recalls the words SUGAR, CLOVES,
and LAKE, he has recalled two categories - sub-
stances for flavoring food and geo log !cal forma-
tions - and an average of 1.5 words per category,
two words from one category, and one from the
other.

The breakdown of the word - recall data into these
two components revealed two inter e sting facts.
First, presentation of category names as retrieval
cues affected only the number of categories recalled.
In all lists the mean number of words recalled with-
in a recalled category was the same under the cued
and non-cued recall conditions. Second, word-re-
call increased as a direct function of list length for
both cued and non-cued recall conditions, but again
this increase was attributable primarily to the in-
crease in the number of recalled categories and not
to the increase in the number of words recalled per
category. For the 24-word and 48-word I i sts the
number of words recalled per category -vas invari-
ant.

These data suggest then that recalled wordefrom
accessible categories is independent of the number

of categories recalled, regardless of whether differ-
ences in category recall are brought abut through
presentation of category names as retrievalcues or
through increasing the list length and thus the total
number of categories presented. Retrieval mechan-
ism seems to operate in some sense independently
at two Ievele: at the level of higher-order units of
organization and at the level of individual items with-
in these higher-order units. Limitation of recall is
determined by limitation of retrieval at both levels.

A further demonstration of the relation between
number of categories and recall is provided by an-
other experiment of Ozier's (1965). In this experi-
ment subjects learned lists of twenty -four words
either under conditions of free recall or under con-
ditions of alphabetical organization. For different
groups of subjects the number of unique initial let-
ters of words in the list was varied. For one group,
all words began with different letters. For another
group there were twelve pairsof words (words with-
in each pair beginning with the same letter); f or a
third group, eight initial letters were used , each
associated with three different words, and so on, to
the group in which twelve words began with one let-
ter and twelve words with another. Thus, the ex-
periment can be thought of as an analogy to the Tul-
ving and Learistone experiment, with list length
held constant at twenty-four words, the number of
categories (initial letters of words) varying over the
range of two to twenty-four, and the nu mber of
words per category (words sharing the initial letter)
varying correspondingly over a range of twelve to
one. Ozier's expritm nt differed from the Tulving
and Pearistone experiment in that it was a multi -
trial learning experiment. Each subject was given
twenty trials of practice on the list to which he had
been assigned. The order of wordswas randomized
on all trials, the words were projected on a screen
at the rate of one word/second, and subjects had 95
seconds for written recall on each trial. Under the
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FIGURE 5. Mean recall on successive blocks of
four trials for lists varying in number of different
initial letters and learned under alphabetical organ-
izing instructions (A), and for a list learned under
free-recall instructions (FR). In the designation of
A lists, the first figure refers to the number of dif-
ferent Initial letters of words, and the second rep-
resents the number of words beginning with a com-
mon letter.
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BLOCKS OF FOUR TRIALS

conditions of alphabetical recall, initial letters of
the words were given as retrieval cues in the output
phase. Subjects were premedical students, mostly
men, with twelve subjects per group.

On the first trial, there were no systematic dif-
ferences in the number of words recalled by differ-
ent groups, and only after the first three trials did
differences become noticeable. This suggests that
the presentation rate of 1 second/word was too fast
for words to be cued with respect to their initial let-
ters. The learning curves for tour alphabetical
groups and a free-recall group are shown in Figure
5. The mean number of words recalled is plotted in
Figure 5 against five blocks of four trials each on a
logarithmic scale. These curves show that learning
varied directly with the number of categories (num-
ber of unique initial letters) or inversely with the
number of words per category. It is also interest-
ing to note that free recall is more efficient than al-
phabetical recall of the list in which there are only
two categories and twelve words per category.

The results of the last two experiments suggest
that under conditions where the subject is provided
with efficient retrieval cues or where he can eas-
ily generate them from his own memory and where
the inter-item associative strength of items within
a category is minimal, the optimum strategy is to
organize the items into a maximum number of cate-

gories. On the other hand, under conditions where
the subject can benefit from organization of individ-
ual items into higher-order units only to the extent
that he himself remembers what these higher-order
units are, the optimum strategy is to organize items
into relatively few categories. It is most likely, how-
ever, that when the number of categories is de-
creased beyond a critical limit t he difficulty of re-
trieval of items from withina given category will
outwaigh the facilitating effects of smaller number
of categories, and recall will decrease. In the lim-
iting case where all items in a list belong to a single
category, recall is no better than recall of a list in
which each item belongs to a different category.

SUMMARY

I have argued that understanding of many phenom-
ena of verbal learning and memory would be en-
hanced if we adopted the basic orientingattitude that
a person's mnemonic performance depends to a very
large extent or the methods that he wittingly or un-
wittingly uses to organize the material. The impor-
tant function of such org.m1zatioa is to facilitate re-
trieval of information from the memory storage.

I considered in some detail the problemof the ef-
fect of repetition on recall of a set of discrete items.
Mere mechanical repetition of items does not seem
to have any noticeable effect on the subsequent
directed memorization of these items, provided that
individual items as such 'ere already well known to
the subject before the experiment. Learning of the
set, however, can be considerably speeded up if the
subject uses effective methods of organizing the ma-
terial. Individual differences among subjects in
various learning tasks may reflect primarily their
knowledge of, and the ability to utilize effective
strategies and medlational devices, and only second-
arily their innate differences in memorizing ability.

Different methods of organizing material may
be incompatible with one another. Whenthe subject
has been using one method and then is asked to ap-
ply some other method to the material he is memo-
rizing, the adjustment to the new method requires
some time, Interference with overt recall under
these conditions reflects incompatibility of different
types of organization, and adds further support to
the hypothesis that learning is critically dependent
upon how the material to be remembered is organ-
ized.

It is not necessary to assume that organization
changes the amount of material that the subject can
retain, or the amount of information potentially
available in the memory storage. Evidence sug-
gests that organization only serves to make more
of the available Information accessible. The learn-
er has always more mnemonic information avail-
able, relevant to the successful accomplishment of
a memory task, than he can ordinarily make acces-
sible to recall. Accessibility of information de-
pends not only on its availability In the storage, but
also on retrieval cues. Retrieval cues may be part
of the environmental conditions prey ailing at the
time of recall, or they may have to be carried in
memory. Limitation of the retrieval mechanism a
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thus seems to be determined by the lack of accessi-
bility of efficient retrieval cues, and the functional
significance of organization lies in its role of pro-
viding such retrieval cues.

Optimum organization depends on t require-
ments of the recall task. U retrieval cues have to
be generated from memory, the material is best or-
ganized into a relatively small number of c at eg o-
nes Mandler (1987) suggests that this number
for common words is approximately five - if, on the
other hand they will be available in the perceptual
environment at the time of recall, the nu mber of
categories should be as large as possible. Retriev-
al cues such as category names provide access t o
categories or other kinds of higher-order units of
material, but once access to such higher-order units
becomes possible, retrieval of individual elements
within units is unaffected by the number of higher-
order units already recalled or yet to be recalled.

The evidence on which this account has been based
is admittedly rather fragmentary, but the initial re-
sults are quite encouraging. Certain consistencies
have already become apparent and further work will
probably clarify those aspects of the cone e pt ua 1
framework that are still obscure.

While all this research that I have discussed was
not undertaken with a view to solving practical prob
lems as they occur in learning andr e me mber ing
in real-life educational settings, it does have some
implications for these problems. I will review just
one, fully realizing that it is simply a reiteration of
what many people have said before.

The kinds of findings from the simple experi-
ments I have described in this paper once more un-
derscore the need for the examination of methods
that learners in classrooms use when they acquire
knowledge and skills. We can never be certain that
the methods of learning a person uses are the opti-
mum ones for the requirements of any given task,
or that these methods are sufficiently flexible to fit
all tasks which in fact do require different str at e-
gles. And at the present time, we probably could
not even evaluate the appropriateness of different
approaches to different tasks or different s ubjec t
matters, since we know so little about which meth-
ods are optimal for which kinds of learners in which
situations. It seems to me that educators and psy-
chologists have been more interested in methods of
teaching than in methods of learning. Teachers are
frequently taught how to teach, but how often ar e
learners given specialized Instruction in how to
learn? A good teacher may be successful because,
among other things, he organizes the material to be
learned for the learner, but a good learner is likely
to be more successful because he can organize the
material on his own even if it is not optimally struc-
tured by the external environment.

To the extent that methods of teaching and meth-
ods of learning can be separated, it would seem that
In the final analysis the latter are more important
than the former, if for no other reason then at least
because it might have greater transfer value as far
as the individual learner is concerned. Even a poor
learner, one who does not know how touse his innate
intellectual abilities most effectively in learning sit-

uations, can do better if he has a good teacher to or-
ganize the material for him, but he cannot always
expect to have good teachers around him. In many
situations he has to be his own teacher. Would it
be too rash to suggest that instruction in how to learn
and how to remember be as important a part In the
curriculum of the schools of tomorrow as are the
three R's now?

FOOTNOTE

1. Research reported in this paper has been sup-
ported by Grant No. APT-39 from the Nation-
al Research Council of Canada, and Grant No.
GB-3710 from the National Science Foundation.
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Developmental Processes

in Thought

WHEN Professor Klaus me ler c ho se
the title for my paper, he asked me :o deal with
three points. First, give an outline of the concep-
tual framework that 1 am going to use to indicate de-
velopmental processes in thought. Second, give
c'me account of the research that has been carried
ou. to test the validity of the general framework.
Third, point out the educational implicit ions of what
Is dealt with In the first part of the paper.

The treatment of intellectual processes, includ-
ing thought, is rather different in American psychol-
ogy from that in either Russian or Swiss psychology.
Only the future can show the extent to which these
treatments can enrich one another, or the extent to
which the different approaches say the same thing
using different terminologies. Individuals wishing
to know more of these three approaches would, no
doubt, be interested in Berlyne's most reuent book
Structure and Direction In Thinking (1965). However,
1 shall deal with my topic largely from the st ar d
point of the Genevan school, for Piaget has great in-
fluence in British educational circles, although he
is not quite so influential among British psyc ho 1-
Nista.
FIRST 21 MONTHS OF CHILD'S LIFE

There Is now much data which Indicates that the
first 21 months or so of a child's life a r e of great
importance from the point of view of the growth of
thought. Paget has shown that a baby's movements
are not random; iodeed, on close Inspectin they are
seen to conform to a pattern. This period of devel-
opment was called by Plaget the period of sensorl-
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University of Leeds
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motor intelligence, because the schemas, that is the
sequence and the structure of the act ions slowly
built up in the mind, are dependent upon the (+tree(
support of perception and motor activity. from
12 to 18 months of age the goes thr ou g ha pe-
riod of intense experimentation. He will let an ob-
ject fall to the floor to see what happens; he w .11
knock things, shake them, or throw them to see it
they roll. New ways of doing things are discovered
based on a grasp of sew relationships. For example,
a child will pull a box toward him in order to obtain
a toy placed on it, which otherwise would be out of
reach. And between 18 and 21 months of kge, the
awareness of relationships is sufficiently developed
for the child to be able to invent new means, and to
be able to foreseewhlch acts will succeed and which
will not, without putting them to the test. This in-
vention comes through a covert process that amounts
to internal experimentation. The earlier trial and
error period is not now so important, for the child
can Increasingly represent to himself the various
possible set ions and how they must be combined, to
attain a desired end. The child is beginnirgtothink,
for his actions are now carried out in an inward form.
Some psycholoyu4s would call such internalised se-
ll° s. incipient or implicit responses.

During the first 21 months or roof life, the ordi-
nary child elaborates the bask schemas of the ob-
ject, of space, of time, and of causality. For ex-
ample, the basic schema, In relation to space and
time are laid down as when the child adjust s his
reaching actions for near and distant objects, a rd
when he moves to catch a swinging tattle.
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In Piagets's view, the child in adapting himself
to his environment has to assimilate or absorb new
experiences Into his existing schemas. At the same
time he must accommodate to the en-tironment
through the modification of existing schemas or the
build up of new ones. Cognitive adaptation to some
new situation, and hence the ability to deal with it
in thought, involves both these processes. To a s-
simqate the meaning of a new situation the c hi Id
must accommodate to It; and in order to accommo-
date to it, he must be able to assimilate it. Cogni-
tive growth is thus a step by step process with the
new always building on the old. But once new ex-
perience is assimilated, the child's se hem as be-
come more complex, and because of this, mot e com-
plex accommodations are possible. Moreover, the
child's schemas do not remain unchanged even in the
absence of ervironmental stimulation, for meanings
are constantly reorganized, and linked with of her
meanings. This internal renovation is, in Plaget's
view, an important source of cognitive development.
Even so, intellectual growth is slow. We must also
note that Piaget's observations lead him to believe
that it is schemas in the processof organization that
children tend to repeat playfully and w nil seeming
pleasure. But when such schemas have become or-
ganized, the apparent pleasure disappears and they
cease to be repeated unless they a re combined to
form new schemas or serve as a means to some end.
Flavell (12(33) remarks that schemas are structures,
and one of their Important, built Li properties, is
that of repeated assimilation of anything.. eimilable
in the environment.

BETWEEN 2 AND 6 YEARS OF AGE

Throughout the sensor i-motor period the child is
unable to use an Image or word, which could repre-
sent to him an object or event not actually present.
For Nagel, the child moves out of this stage into
what he calls the re-operational stage of thought
when the child can differentiate a word from what it
stands for; for example, use the sound "dog' 'V.
stand for, or represent, a dog. When he can do this
he can represent to himself situations that are no
longer in actual evidence, and thought is lifted Wan
entirely new level. Note carefully, however, that
thought comes before language; the latter is fittedon
to thought that already exists. But once the Chit d
Can use language, thought Is extended over an inn-
mensoly increased range. Moreover, he now has a
more permanent and far more flexible model of the
outside world, for be Is no longer dependent upon
immediate perception end motor activity for thought.
Nevertheless, between 2 and 4 or S year s of age,
thinking tends to center on one stn Wing f e elute of
the situation; it Is also irreversible in that the child
is unable to move back, in his mind, to the starting
point from which his immediate thinking began. The
child at this stage can only are an event from his
own viewpoint; he is unable to conceive the viewpoint
of other children. Yet by 3 or 4 yenta of age the
child has copied the adult model of language, and it
this age we are In grave danger of overestimating
his level of thought from the nature of his speech.

By about S years of age a change begins to set tr,
and by 7 to 6 years of are the child's lb ink ing be-
comes more systematized; that is, his thoughts now
cortorm to certain rules and hid thinking becomes

what we adults call logical. The sequence and struc-
lure of actions in the mind, or the ache m as, now
available are now altogether different in kind. The
ability to reason and "understand"demands higher
order schema. which permit a simultaneous grasp
of the successive sequences of actions taking place
in the mind. The ordinary child of 7 to S years can,
as it were, "look down 011 his schemas" or "turn
round on his schemas." He is then aware of the se-
quences of action in his mind; he can see the par t
played by himself In ordering his experiences; and
for any action in his mind, he can see that there are
other actions that give the same result. That is, he
sees equivalences. Thus he understands that 4+2.
3 + 3 7 - 1 or that all girls plus all boys plus all
adults all boys plus all adults plus all girls. In-
deed, there is now a new kind of coordination of
schemas, yielding a simulataneousunderstanding of
equivalences for actions within the mind. Thus the
child can now measure the same distance infeet and
inches and understand that the different figures
mean the same thing; he can perform subtraction us-
ing the method of complementary sidition; he can
decompose 42 units In 4 tens and 2 units with under
standing. Thinking now conforms to a system, and
there Is learning with a certain amount of understand-
ing-

At the level of sensor motor and pre-operational
thought there was a great deal of learning, but little
or no understanding 'o the sense that the child
learned a linear sequence of actions but was unable
to elaborate a set of equivalences. We must not In
any way belittle learning that takes pia c e bet or e
thought becomes systematic, for such learning is es-
sential for the growth of thought itself. Indeed in
older normal children, and in adults, a great deal
of learning Is of this type.

Now because the elementary-school child can in-
creasingly see the part played by himself In order-
ing his experiences, end because he can increasing-
ly coordinate actions in his mind and mske them con-
form to a system, he can build the concepts of a
class, a series, length, time, and so on. But the
concepts that he builds are only those that he
can attain from experience with first band reality,
and his systematized or logical thought is r elated
only to the world of perceivable things and events.
For Piaget, the elementary- school child is at the
stage of concrete operational thought and is, for ex-
ample, able to understand certain aspects of mathe-
matics.

END OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PERIOD

Toward the end of the elemeneary-sehool period,
however, children begin to realize that there are
gaps and uncertainties in their thinking, and that cer-
tain kinds of problems cannot be solved by them. As
the child becomes better at organizing and structur-
ing problem data with concrete operational methods,
he becomes more aware that the latter does not yield
a logically exhaustive solution to hir problem. He
gropes form", methods of attack, often in Pleget's
view, as the adolescent commits himself torte' lite
situations.

So from 11 to 12 years of Lgt in able e h i ld r e
and from 13 to 14 in ordinary mils, new thinking
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skills begin to emerge. Due to his continued inter-
actions with the cultural milieu, and to the matura-
tion of the central nervous system, the Individual
can produce more complex expectations when faced
with certain kinds of situation and data. His logical
thought is no longer restricted as before, for he can
Increasingly use statements or propositions relevant
to objects and their relations. The sequence and
structure of his mental actions, or his schemes,
are new in kind. The pupil can now begin to manip-
ulate statements which refer to classes and r ela t ions.
For example, he can answer the question"ll .ferry
is taller than Mary and shorter than Debbie, who is
the tallest?" Or he can argue from the situation in
front of him that, "Either this must be true br that
must be true, "or he can see that "X implies Y."
The pupil can, for any sequence of actions in his
mind, see a greater range of equivalent actionsthan
was the case at elementary-school level. Faced
with certain situations the child can, at 13 or 14, set
up an hypothesis and work out what would happen if
this hypothesis was true. He is now able to deal
with the merely possible. The pu pit has reached
what Piaget calls the stage of for mat operational
thought, and many experiments to Illustrate the
growth of such thought ve to be found in Inhelder
and Plaget's (1953) book The Grow t h of Logic al
Thinking from Childhood to Adolescence (1951). A
number of these experiments were repeated by Lov-
ell (1961) and Jackson (1965), and the broad stages
in the growth of logical thinking were mainly coe-
firmed although the positicn is more complicated
than tribelder and Piaget suggested. it must be
stressed, however, that forms' thought is found In
alt areas of thinking - in history, literature, poli-
tics - and not Just in science and technology. There
is much published work to support this statement,
and IS apace permitted, I could give you some inter-
esting Illustrations for formal thinking In these
fields.

With the onset of formal thought, the pupil !sable
to elaborate an entirely new kind of concept. You
will remember that in the elementary school the
child could say how he ordered his experience, for
he could dissociate the part played by hi m se If 111

classifying his experience from the chirecteristka
of that experience. But In adolescence the pupil Is
able to structure and cooclinste actions upon rela-
tions, which themselves tesuit from the coordina-
tion of actions. For example, in the case of beat In
physics, the concept depends on the earlier eraCor-
ation of the concepts of mass and temperature. The
bitter are developed at the level of concrete opera-
tional thought, for each la a coordination of some
Intuitive aspect of reality, but their product Is not.
Concepts derived at the level ci formal thought de-
pend upon the conceets elaborated at the level of
concrete thought being comp/Mel/del a c bed tram
their concrete contexts and manipulated as "pure"
concepts.

BEHAVIOR TREORY

Many individuals have been brought up oh what
may be broadly called behavior theory, although moo
all Americans think of cognitive growth In billev -
lora] terms. Some are now talking of "strategies";
"structure'. and "rule"; "programs"; "pl en N."
But for people who have studied behavior theory I

would like to review a few points that will help them
grasp how the simplest principles of behaviorism
look to a Piagetian. First, if two schemes are fre-
quently tvoked in regular succession they tend to
form a single, larger, schema comprising the first
and then the second in that order. The new and
larger schema is then evoked as a whole. This is
"coaclitioning." The Individual action is, of course,
the limiting case of a schema. Second, if two or
more schemes are frequently evoked in irregular
succession they, too, tend to form a larger schema
made up of all the original schemes. T`iis larger
schema will also be evoked as a whole, although the
order of the evocation of its parts will depend upon
the stimulus properties of the situation. Neverthe-
less, its value, as a larger schema, lies in the mu-
tual inter-facilitation of its parts. This provides
the basis for 'trial and error" behavior thought by
Thorndlke to be the prototype of all learning. Thiro
if a situation evokes a larger "trial and error" sys-
tem of actions or schema as inditeted in my second
point, and the larger schema includes a particular
sub-schema that is particularly appropriate to the
situation, the effect of accommodation will be to in-
hibit ant, f inally eliminate the other sub-sc he m a s
and so strengthen the particular sub-schema (Thorn-
dike's Law of Effect).

The functional principles Ind lc a t ed under my
three points seem to be common to all schemes and
show the most elementary forms of coordination of
schemes. They may account for habit formation, or
for simple kinds of learning, either in humans or In
animals, which Involve a linear sequence of actions.
But we do not know if they could be made to account
for understanding, for the capacity to reason and to
understand are not functions or properties of all
schemes. From time to time a combination of my
first two points may well give more "intelligent"
trial and error behavior from which outsiders or on-
lookers may titer that two separate sequencesof *e-
llen, are equivalent to one another. For example,
a young child, or an older retarded child runs into
the house by the snortest route which is the one nor-
mally used. But if he finds the gate locked, he at
once selects Lie best alternative. Equivalence is im-
plied by the detour behavior, but it is not explicit
in the child's representation of the situation.

Within these first and second order operational
achemas, I. e., schemes that function at the level
of concrete and formal operational thought respec-
tively - the operational structure of systeras of
equivalences form a sub-echemaof great generality
and enter Into all peocessesof learning. The tkevi-
sition of such schemes are essential to tear sing.
Such schemes do not arise merely by the wet I know-
ing if his answers are right or wrong; rather they
seem to depend upon an active coordination by the
subject of his existing schemas - on his ability to
order these actions simultaneously and to recog-
nise their systematic equivalences. Good teaching
presents situations In which such coordination is
possible and necessary, ono in enough VP/ lett for
the pupil to dissociate what is common, although it
cannot ensure thls. It will readily be realised that
not all learning either In elementary or high school
is of this form. When a 9- or 15-year-old Is pre-
tented with a problem for whi-h he has an adequate
schema, he will sasimilatethe problem to the
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schema by an appropriate method of attack and a r -
rive at a solution. This is learning of content. He
has not acquired a new method of coordination for
he already had the method. Ali the problem did
was to strengthen the tendency for this schema to
be evoked when faced with problems of this type.

The most elementary ways inwhich schemes can
be coordinated have just been indicated and al l
schemas probably lend themselves to this torn, of
coordination. But since these simple methods of
coordination do not involve a simultaneous a ppr e-
hension of successive schemes by higher order
schemas, the connections implied by the coordina-
tions are linear. We thus have a linear series of
actions at the first level of abstraction involving
"learning" but little onderstanding. Most learning
In the mentally retarded, and much In ordinary hu-
mans, is of this type.

Let me emphasize that I am well aware that
have not allowed myself to get bogged down over the
question of whether or not the stages of cognitive
grcrath that I have indicated do actually exist in the
child's intellectual growth. Pieget has been mush
criticised over his stages, some having argued that
stages do not exist In other aspects of growth. The
current practice among researchers of subjectively
deciding whether responses can be fitted into Pla-
ters schema of stageb is obviously not suitable for
assessing the validiti of these stages. More objec-
tive methods are required which would allow the
data to determine their own patterns and groupings
and to confirm or deny the existence of stages.

ENDINGS FROM RESEARCH ON PUGET'S IDEAS

The second part of my paper is about the findings
from the research that has been carried out to test
Plaget's Ideas. I have heavily condensed the liter-
ature above since the material now at hand Is very
great. Studies have been made in the realm of the
general growth of logical thought, Into the child's
ability to classify and serialize, and into his notions
of spike, time, causality, and the like. Whatever
the future holds regarding the presence of stages,
It can be said at the pecsent that research shows
that a high proportion of protocols obtained from pu-
pils can be put into the stages proposed by Nagel,
or into intermediate stages. It is true to say that
the broad picture of the growth of thought, pre-
sented by Plaget, has been confirmed, although
there are many blots on the canvas, and At times
one must be extremely critical of Ms work-But all
in all be has done more than anyone else to throw
light on the growth of thought processes. His ex-
periments will stand the test of throe, ahhough his
theoretkel system Is certain to undergo changes.

The great number o( studies relating 10 the
growth of concepts Pints that it is between 8 and
years of age that thl pupil begins to elaborate the
bask concepts of mathematics and science for he
can WTI dissociate the part played by himself in or-
dering his experience. k *2 take, say, the conceit
of time, k has been amply Confirmed that the child
begins to coordinate instants and intervals around
8 years of tit', although he may well have bees es-
Int time words and telling the time for sotno years
previously. Likewise experiments relating to the

overall growth of logical thought have shown the
same general progression whether in the area of
science, history or religlous thinking. The availa-
ble data again confirms that it is not until 19 to 14
in ordinary pupils and 11 to 12 in the very able, that
formal thought is possiole and second order con-
cepts are elaborated. I must stress, howevir, that
the btoges arc not clear cut, and !shall return to
this point. Indeed the stages are blurred, so that
when a pupil is approaching the stage of concrete or
formal thought, he is found to be eta more advanced
stage o f thinking In one situation than he i s I n an-
other although both involve the same o pe r t tonal
structure. It is also true that in some experiments
certain stages appear to bo absent; some responses
are found that cannot be I Med into Plaget's stages;
and occasionally a child is found who appears tocon-
serve, say, weight before substance. On the other
hand, there in no research that I know of, that has
shown that Piaget was wrong c on c er n in g the se-
quence of stages for any one situation for any one
child. This was clearly seen in a recent study, just
completed, where a group of boys was tested on the
same experiments each year between H and 15
years of age.

ft would not be irappropriate if I now gave you a
couple of examples of protocols obtained Ina recent
study in the growth of logical thought In relation to
history. It will keep our discussion well and truly
about children. I take the example from history as
I cannot then be accused of being interested only in
mathematics and science. Pupils read a story con-
cerning William the Conqueror - the last man who
successfully invaded England and that was In 1066.
With the story stilt In front of him, each child was
asked individually, "Was William the Conqueror a
cruel man?" This was followed by "W hy do you
think so?"

One pupil age 13 years 8 months ga ve &reply
that was clearly at the level of concrete thought.
He said, "Well, William wasn't cruel at the begin-
ning because he allowed the English to collect the
dead bodies. If he was really a cruel man hewould-
n't even have allowed that. Yet tater on, after the
Danes had left, he'd no need to take revenge. He
could have reconquered the North - tried to mate
treaties and things." Here the pupil could use the
information provided, but he wasnot able to form
a mature hypothesis from a consideration of all the
Implications in a situation.

Another pupil age 14 years and 8 months replied
at the level of formal operational thought. "It de-
pends on what you call cruel. II the definition of
'cruel' is to kill and ravishindburnfor any purpose
whatever, William was cruel. On the other hand,
If one is prepared to accept political sec.'s It y,
William's cruelty was justified. Compared with
many other feudatories, knights and to on, he was
essentially a kind man. They ravaged generally for
their own advantage and without tare for the corn-
mos folk of the land. Duce William, V the common
people went with him, seems to have been prepared
to protect the common people from ravages. k, bow-
ever, they went against him, he seems to have
treated It as a deliberate breaking of faith and sated
accordingly. So, by the standards of his awe day -
for we really cannot judge him by oar standards -
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he was probably not a 'cruel man.' " This pup! I
was clearly able to reason by implication of an ab-
stract lead.

One of the consistent findings in our studi es at
Leeds, and it has been supported by the work of
Jackson (1965) a student of Dr. Lunzer of Man-
chester is that only a proportion of school educa-
ble retarded pupils reaches the level of concrete
operational thought even at the age of 15. It has re-
peatedly been shown to be true to respect of mathe-
matics and science; while re,:ently we have shown
that the growth of English morphology in such chil-
dren, even at 15, is less advanced than that of nor-
mal children of 4 and 5 years of age if we acne pt
Berko's (1951) data as representative of American
children. Our findings, which will be published,
were predicted from our knowledge of the thinking
of this type of child in other areas. The learning
problems of school educable retarded children, and
of the least able left in elementary and high school,
stem from the fact that their schemaa permit only
a linear series of actions below, or Just at, the lev-
el of concrete operational thought. They learn, but
they do not "understand." Transier certainly takes
place in these pupils as it did in Harlow's apes, but
only when the schema, involved are less complex
than those required at the level cf concrete oper a-
tional thought.

One great issue that research hasc le arty indi-
cated is snit problems that appear to have the same
operational structure are not all solvable at the
same time. Much research shows that both concrete
and formal operational thought is, at first, a task
spe..:ific within limits, and that thinking is not organ-
ized to the eit'ent that Paiget's theory would indicate.
Dodwell (1960, 1961) showed that there was only a
moderate correlation between tests which, In P 1 a-
get's view, all involved the same le re! of thinking
and which all involved integral aspects of the number
concepts. Later Dodwell (1962) pointed out that
while the concepts of class and number develop with-
in the same age range, there was no clear indication
that they both arose together or that one was elabo-
rated before the other. Likewise we at Leeds have
found, as did Dodwell (1963), that a pupil could be
at different stages of thought in three tests dealing
with the concept of axes of reference. Indeed, Pia-
get (1960) himself has now admitted that operations
are only gradually applied to larger and larger ma-
merkal sets, while he has always made Helfer that
it takes a child, on the average, two year s to gen-
eralize concrete operations involved in appreciating
Conservation of quantity before they can be applied
to conservation of weight, although from the point of
view of cognitive structure the operations are the
Same. Sven when the concept Involved remains pre-
cisely the same, the quality of the child's thinking
will vary according to the apparatusused (cf. Lovell
and Slater, 1960).

It would, of course, be unfair to the Genevan
workers. If one failed to emphasite that they have
made some proviskai for these eventualities. Inheld-
er and Piaget (1911) pointed out that concrete opera-
tions consist of the direct organirationof immt tate.
ly given data and they cannot be generalized to a !I
situations at ono*. For example, length Is co n
ceived before weight This, in the view of Inhelder

and Piaget, is because it is more difficult to serial-
ize, equalize, etc., objects whose properties are
less easy to dissociate from one's act ions, e.g.,
weight, than to apply concrete operations to proper-
ties that can be rendered more objective, e.g.,
length. Piaget (1956) also speaks of the not ion of
"horizontal differentials." This suggests that the
same or similar concepts when derived from differ-
ent materials or situations, deveiopin staggered se-
quence rather than simultaneously. But this notion
does not (it well into his general thsory.

At the level of formal thought we find much the
same. In a study recently completed, in which chil-
dren were questioned individually, we have f ou nd
that the schema of proportion is not available :n
problems involving money, speeds, areas, series,
etc., at the same time. Mathematical concepts
seem often to be Mailable at first In specific situa-
tions, even when they depend on second order oper-
ational schemas. Lack of specific experience, in-
formation, vocabulary, expectancyor individual dif-
ferences in intellectual functioning whic h are un-
known, most probably all play some part.

A number of studies have been undertaken, based
on a neo-behaviorist approach, to see if intensive
periods of specific training lasting afew weeks, can
speed up the growth of understanding of particular
issu, 0, 'or example, the conservation of number or

rc, outcome of these studies has been
largely ..,conclusive. Plaget's view (R ipple and
Rockcastle, 1964), which was expressed in 1984,
Is that the child may learn something of the situa-
tion, but the training will have no effect on his gen
eral level cf understanding for the Ppm the attack
is too trivial. The modification of a child's mental
structures in Paiget's view, necessitates a tar
wider, more lasting, and more radical approach
which involves many of its child's activities.

THE WORK OF SMEDSLtJND

In concluding this section of my paper twill re-
view a few details of a recently published work of
Smedslund (1964). It was a very important study as
it is tatrememly relevant to some of the points that
I have raised in this section of my paper. The spe
c !fie pir pose of the study was to investigate the in-
terrtlations cif the specific atqlisition of ability for
concrete reasoning using different items. He care
fully laid down a number of methodological rules
which were applied to the construction of items in
order to maximize their diagnostic validity. The
items included class Inclusion, reversal a spatial
order, conservation of discontinuous quantities, con-
servation of length, transitivity of length. etc. , -
nine items in all. Many of the Items have sub-items.
All the tests were 'ilea individually to 160 children
age 4 years 3 months to 11 years 4 months, evenly
die.tributed over age and sex.

the upshot of his findings was that under the giv-
en %millions of the experiment, one c on Id predict
with a fairly high degree of confidence from the suc-
cess or failure on one sub-item to success or fail
ure on another sub-Item; that is, intra-ite in relia-
bility was high. On the other hand, the picture was
different between items, for the Inter-item
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relationships were tar lower. The difficulty of the
items varied ieom 122 passes to 77 passes. When
children who had passed or failed all the items were
excluded, only 18 percent of the remaining subjects
conformed with the hypothesis that the items are ac-
quired it the order of their difficulty as measured
by the total number of subjects passed.

Smedslund points out, in retrospect,ivhat he con-
siders to be a marked weakness in his study. He
proposes that when investigating a concrete reason-
ing task we need to make a clear distinction between
percept - a process depending upon the momentary
stimulus input; goal object- that which the subject
is told to attain; and Inference pattern which Is
formed by the set of premises and the conclusion.
For example, the stimulus situation as apprehended
by the subject are the percepts; quantity and length
are goal objects; and conservation and transitivity
are inference patterns. Smedslund thinks that since
all three factors influence the solution rate of items,
the effect of a single factor can only be studied with
the others held constant. The author Is of the opin-
ion that other things being equal, conservation pre-
cedes transitivity, but he feels that only in relation
to one goal cbject, and one narrow perceptual con-
text, will it t,s possible to determine whether or not
conservation, transitivity, seriation, assoc latIvIty,
commentativity, addition/subtraction, multiplica-
tion, etc., are acquired In rigid predictable se-
quences. Here, indeed, is a fled for research.

IMPLICATIONS

In this section of my paper, I want to discuss nay
interpretation of the educational implications of Pia-
get's work and to suggest onr or two lines of r e-
search. Tobe helpful t have listed a number of points.

1. While experience is always necesearyfor men-
tal growth, Piaget Is cleat that mere submission to
external experience is not suffiErelri to make a child
restructure his own thinking. Rather the child has
to be active. He has to act on material things and
become aerated the significance of his actions.

2. Ma observations lei hire to believe that it Is
schemes that are in the process of orient/anon that
children tend to repeat playfully and with seeming
pleasure. Further, when such ahems have be-
come organised, the apparent pleasure disappears
and the schemes cease to be repeated unless they
are combined to form new schemes or serve as a
means to some end. L earning then seems to start
from the child, from the schemes that he air e a dy
has available. Actions on his part, that Is, explor-
ing, discovering, using new ways to solve old prob-
lems, all have an intrinsic Interest for the young.
and are self-extending. Naturally the !eve I of in-
trinsic motivation vales from child to child, du e,
perhaps, to the level of activity In certain areas of
the central nervous system. But when the schemes
required for the solution to some problem are not
too far removed is complexity from those available
to the child, the inadequacy of existing schemes will
force him to accommodate to the conditions of t he
problem. Heoce the child rests tic tarts his own
schemes toward greater cognitive adaptation to his
environment. Not only does the child solve the prob-
lem, but he extends his capacity for farther learn-
ing. The imptication of Piaget's findings le that we
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need to begin to stimulate the intellectual growth of
the child In the early weeks of life. Thechild needs
to encounter a variety of changesof sensory experi-
ence in respect of sight, sound, touch, and move-
ment. He needs an opportunity to see and grasp a
variety of objects, and later, suitable toys that in-
volve him in a greater range of cetions; opportuni-
ties for physical movement and experimentation;
and novelty. We must always bear in m Ind that
there must not be too gr eat a gap betwe en the
schemes available to the child and those demanded
by the situation. Yet In spite of the he 1 p given by
Piaget assessing a child's level of thinking, what
is involved in producing the correct amount of gap
between the schemes available to the child and those
demanded by the situation remains vague. This is
where the intuitive skill of the teacher is called for.
It Is his task to arrange, or find in the environment,
problems which tall for'.h the schemes of the child
In new and novel ways.

3. While language acts as a vehicle f or thought
and enables It to be carried immensely further,
language Is fitted into the thinkir.g that originates In
the first two years of life. If thought and language
are to keep In step with one another as the child con-
tinuously models his language on that of adults, the
child must be active in building his thought proc-
esses. If this is not the case, it limos. likely that
the child's verbalisations will lead adults to think
that he understands more than he actually does.
There is a grave danger of this happening between
about 2 and S years of age since the child has copied
the adult model of language yet he remit/is at the
pre-operallenal level of thought. One fmdainantel
lesson for parent and teacher from Piaget Is that
while language is important, mere verbalitat Ion end
verbal knowledge are of little value In themselves.

4. Piaget (1926) indicated that social influences
play a role in helping a child to move from cognitive
egocentrism to systematic thought. Mere experi-
ence may have no effect on the available schemes,
or an attempt may be made to distort the experience
so that it could be assimilated. But social Interac-
tion with the peer group forces the child to re-
examine his own thinking, se that he tan satisfy his
need to shire the thoughts of others and his need to
communicate with them. Argument with the peer
group forces the child to reason with himself. Like-
wise, dialogue and discussion with parents and
teachers, the answering of questions, etc.,contrib-
tete to the growth of concrete operational thought.

5. Piaget's views clearly support What is broad-
ly cal' a discovery approach to learning w it h a
judick, use of exposition alit* elementary school
kreL _id in high school more use can be made et
exposition since the child's ability to appreciate
form of an argument improves, and be Is able to
elaborate concerts not themselves derivable from
first hand experience. The Geneva school argues
that the onset of the stage of ft./ mat thought is rel-
ative to the culture pattern. Beyond the age of 12
years or so, due physiological factors, this lev-
el el thinking err te a product of the progressive
acceleratioa of individual development under the in-
fluence of education and culture. The 13 year -old
is not only dissatisfied with the gaps and uncertain-
ties resulting from concrete operational t height,
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but he is beginning to think beyond the present.
This thinking ahead is likely to be determined by the
experiences received at home, at school, and at
work; his social attitudes; the climate ofopinion and
expectancy in the community, and the concepts that
are frequently made use of in the society. In com-
mitting himself to the future, the adolescent begins
to build theories.

All high school pupils thus need the opportunities
to discuss with adults and teachers, and among
themselves, viewpoints and theories relating to var-
ied problems; the viewpoints and theories some-
times being in direct conflict with one another. They
also need the chance to see, at first hand, the kinds
of employment that will be available to the m, and
be in k position to think of, aid discuss, the 1 r fu-
ture roles as workers and ettiat.,s. They thereby
get greater opportunities to comm themselves to
possibilities. The greeter the need to question and
find out, to struggle for solutions to problems, and
to commit oneself to possibilities, thegreater
seems the likelihood of formal thought developing.
It may be that the culture pattern rather than the
school plays the greater role in the growth of formal
thought although we do not know if this is so in fact.
Peluffo'a (1964) study, which compared c hildr en
born In Sardinia but who had been inGenoa for vary-
ing lengths of time, with children born and bred In
Genoa, gives some indication of the likely effects of
the culture patters on the onset of formal thought.

6. In the upper - elementary classes and in high
school, extrinsic motivation begins to influence the
pupil. For example, he may become aware of what
his parents or society expect of him; or he may fear
failure or punishment If he does not work hard.One
must not belittle this kind of motivation for it often
stimulates the child to learn and to work as hard as
he can al the level of thinking at which he is. But
there is no evidence that it can, in itself,change the
quality of the pupil's thought. Extrinsic motivation
may well hold a pupil to a task, and in virtue of the
prolonged child-task inter- action enable him to re-
structure his own schemes. Thus external Influ-
ences which are at work over a number of years ,
as, for example, parental encouragetnett,ean play
an important but indirect part in htel.ectual growth.

CONCUSSION

In conclusion, I would lite to suggest areas in
which we need research:

I. What are the long-term effects of very early
stimulation of the culturally deprived and of certain
types of school educable retarded children? U such
is commenced during Pisget's sensor) -motor stage
of development, how do the long-term outcome s
compare with those outcomes when the enriched en-
vironment is delayed until 3 and Sytarsof age? The
recently reported long-term study of Steels (196$)
In America suggests that very early st 1 mutation
may be of great Importance. And what is the most
suitable stimulatior to provide at 6, 9, IS months?

1. What are the long-term effects of an education
based, as it were, on Piagetian ideas, particularly
when they employ en..tertals and situations°, intrin-
sic interest to the child, from K throughgr ade 4?

Of course there will be some exposition, as there
will be an increased proportion of time spent on ex-
position in the upper classes of the elementary
school and in high school. What are the long-term
effects of such methods over, say, 15 to 18 years?
Is there any difference between such children and
those brought up on other approaches at the second,
fourth, eighth, and twelfth grades?

3. What is the effect of the emotions' life on cog-
nitive development? This is an important, although
complex, question that cannot be brushed aside. In
the 3 to 5 year period especially, fantasy - which I
define as emotion clothed with images - Is playing
a rote in the growth of thought. We ignore this at
our peril. If in real life a child can drimatite his
fantasy, he may free himself from the dominance
of fentaoy, and thought processes may develop
smoothly. When the 2- to 5-year-old is presented
with a story or situation which he only partly under-
stands, he brings to it his experiences and his fan-
tasies to fill in gaps and structure, say, the story.
Each young child will have something of his own In
the interpretation of the story, for information can-
not yet be classified systematically and objectively.
In the fairy tale particularly - which again is only
hall understood - the child's feelings of feu, anger,
love, etc., which already exist, a r e perceived
by him in the story. The story acts sea mirror and
he Is helped in recognizing the par ts in himself in
the "Good Prince" or "Bad Dragon." The "mirror-
like properties" of fairy stories, and the f act that
he can structure it with his own experience and fan-
taiy, perhaps explains Its abiding value. Similarly
the child deals with his fantasy in paintIngor model-
ing. At 8 to 7 years of age fantasy is still at work,
but the child is In better control. He tr ay now ac-
cept a story tha' he could not tolerate at 4. lam no
clinician in the accepted sense of the ter m, but I
have enough experience with young children to know
that the fantasy life Is playing a role in the growth
of thought processes although we have little evidence
in a scientific sense on this point. What Is the ef-
fect of kindergarten and school activities and which
are likely to help the child to control his fantasy?
What Is the effect of using materials likely to have
personal significance for him? The mathematician-
logician may be forgiven for ignoring this when he
is trying to teach kindergarten children something
about sets. The psychologist and educator should
realize that here Is an important field about which
we know little.

4. What Is the effect of the culture pattern and
subculture patterns on the growth of human thought
processes? We know something of the relation be-
tween socioeconomic groupings and attainment but
far less about such groupings and thought. Evidence
from Hong Kong via Goodnow (1982), and from the
Tiv tribe of Nigeria via Price-Williams (1981,1962),
suggests that culture pattern may not have as seri-
ous effect on the growth of concrete ope r &lion al
thought as on formal thought, especially If the ma-
terials used are well knows to the testees. Never-
theless there is some delay at the level of concrete
reasoning due to culture pattern as the work of Pe-
lull° (1964) in Italy, and Alm (198 6) in America.
That are the characteristics of the sub- cultures
Out have the greatest downpulling effect?
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5. We need to know why a schema, say, that of
proportion cannot be applied to a wide variety of
situations at the same time How important is fa-
miliarity with the problem, lack of specific experi-
ence in that area, and expectations based on previ-
ous experience?

8. We nz.ed a very great deal of Information re-
garding the growth of more advanced concepts In
mathematics and science, e. g. , "function" and "en-
tropy."

These questions that I have raised are broad
ones, but ones of great Importance. They are of
significance to mankind, not to lust the Americans
or the British.
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nom Promoting Creative Thinking

in the Classroom'

THE LAST decade has seen a sharp
increase in the volume of researchon creativity end
creative thinking with a major focus on isolating the
basic processes of creative thought (Mednkk,196:;
Mendelsohn and Griswold, 084) and on identifying
the unique characteristics of creative persons (Mac-
Kinnon, MSS; Barron, 1964; Crutchfield, 1263),De-
spite such un;tecedented interest in creativity. un-
til quite recently there has been relatively little re-
search on the general problem of nurturing and pro-
mating creative thinking, especially In the class
room setting. However, due par tly to increased
public awareness of the need to husband our intel-
lectual resources. this important top!c is beginning
to receive the attention and research support it de-
serves.

The purpose of this paper is to describe part of
the research program at Berkeley for developing
currkahim programs aimed at promoting the gen-
eral level of creative thinking among elementary-
ichool children and to consider some of the peciagog-
kal implications of such research, especially re-
garding the value, feasibility, and fustHkation of
teaching for creative functioning. For a survey of
other current research in this area representing
differing theoretical and methodological approaches,
see Myers and Torrance (1964), ()slier' (l 9 S1),
Parnes (INS), Suchman (I NIL ant' Upton and Satnp-
boa (1981).

By way of Introduction, It should be noted that
most of the torrent attempts to develop such teach-
ing materials, including that of the Berkeley group,
share two fundamental assumptions: (I) that all
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children, regardless of age or in itial Intellectual
level, fall far short of realizing their potential for
creative thought, and (2) that these individuals can
be taught to make fuller and more appropriate use
of their capacities by means of systematic and
direct training of certain cognitive skills.

As for a definition of a creative child tin areal
sense the ultimate criterion by which t he success
of a teaching program must be Judged), it Is gener-
ally agreed that he is intellectually curious and ex-
ploratory, taking an active part in manipulating and
etonstructing his environment. To paraphrase a

nimber of current definitions:

The creative child prefers to explore the un-
kaown, rather than to conserve the already
Immen: he prefers explaining f act s in new
ways, rather than continuing to rely on Ira-

well-established explanations; he in-
dulges In adventuresome thinking and raises
questions, rather than being content with
things an they are.

With these preliminary comments setting the
stage, we turn next to more pointed observations
about the nature nt creative thinking and how be at
to foster it - observations which to a large degree
have determtneJthA specific form and character of
the research of the Berkeley group. Ma first step,
we will Identity and discuss several widely-held mis-
conceptions about creative functioning and Its facil-
itation.
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MISCONCEPTIONS CONCERNING THE NITURE
OF CREATIVE THINKING

Perhaps the elost commonly held belief concern-
ing creative functioolog is that the child w ill become
creative of his own accord - by drawing on some
heretofore latent potential - U only he can be placed
In a stimulating yet permissive and nurturing en-
vironment. The erroneousness of this view is due
not so much to a misreading of the nature of man as
it Is to an oversimplification of the means by which
his latent capacities are to be realized. More spe-
cifically, an environment which is at once per m is-
sive orxi :Alva:dating undoubtedly plays an important
role in establinhing the conditions necessary for
creative output, but this Is only part of the story.
In order to take full advantage of in unresirl:tive at-
1...osphere, the ch!ld must first come to understand
what constitutes creative ideas in thigiven situation
And how he can achieve such ideas for himself. In
short, he must learn how to think creetiveiy. to
this connection, a growing body of observational and
empirical evidence (Hammer, 1961; Holt, 1964;
Peel, IVO; Torrance, 1965) indkales t ha t most
school children are inadequately pr.,pared for crea-
tive thinking. Corroborative data gethered by the
Berkeley group at the fift.i-grade and stet h ;trade
lore's reveal a conspicuous inability among stedents
to think of any Ideas, much less c lever or novel
ones. Moreover, there is little understanding of the
nature of originality and virtually no sense of plan-
fulness which Is necessary for prolonged effective
work on a creative task. Not surprisingly then, one
finds that the responses of mostchildren to chatterer-
Ins tasks, even In a permissive environment, are
by and large pedestrian and generally lacking in
creative merit.

In order to think creatively the child must have
at his disposal a repertoire of c re at lye thinking
skills. To name a few: the ability to recognize
gaps In existing information; a facility at formulat-
ing relevant questioss. and a sensitivity to i he de-
mands of the task so one can adequately judge the
suitability of proposed Ideas. The epitomy of crea-
tive thought is a sense of "disciplined abandonment."
An array of cognitive skirls such as those just men-
tioned constitutes the "discipline" component which
must be present in concert with an accepting nurtur-
ing environment before the child can take fall advan-
tage of such freedom and "abandon" himself to the
task at hand. Thus, seen in this perspective, t he
job cf fostering creative thinking is a more compli-
cated undertaking than suspected by many. It is
more than merely providing a permissive at mos -
phere or the release of creative potential; it is
more like teaching the child now to make use of his
freedom to create.

If one must teach childrei to think creatively.
then what kindsWeclagogical strategies would seem
most appropriate? There are, no double number of
reasonable answers to this question. For example,
One approach - the traditional one - is to teach in
sock a manner that the child will tome to act crea-
tively in A number of different subject-matter dl s
ciplines. Another contrasting, yet complementary
possibility is to teach for a number of e ogn it iv e
skills fundamental to all creative thinking and then
shoe the student how such generalized stills can be

applied In specific subject matter areas. This lat-
ter strategy carries with it the implication of devel-
oping curriculum materials whose subject-matter
is the creative thought process itself. As we shall
see presently. it is this approach which is being ex-
plored by the Berkeley group.

Although there is considerable latitude with re-
spect to the variety of reasonable approaches for
promoting creative thinking in the classroom, there
are hinits. Some limits can be established based
on our growing lowledge of the dynamics of the cre-
alive process. For example, it has been well es-
tablished that creative thinking is largely dependent
on cognitive operations and dispositions of a non-
logical character. Yet despite this, the notion as
well as the practice pers!sts of teaching for logic
and for critical thinking as means or promoting
c realise functioning. As we shall see shortly, cre-
ative thinking, whether it be In science or In the hu-
manities, involves a good deal more than rational
and critical analysis, and to teach only for the se
functions to the exclusion of more imaginal specu-
lative lirocesser is to fall short of fostering c r e a-
t Ivo thought.

ft has been further argued that teaching for sci-
entific methods of thinking will establish a respect
for the lawfulness and the simplicity of nature itself.
Although the child may indeed infer from such exer-
cises that nature is orderly and lawful, such 1
derstanding may zuriously enough act to fetter ci e
alive thought, More specifically, ascurreWtaa,;:e,
elementary school science, the humanities. and the
social sciences as well, do not always reflect the
Tray scientific investigation and creative scholarship
actually happen. Creative contributions to any Held
of knowledge are made by wrestling with ambiguous
conflicting facts and data with the overall aim of
bringing conceptual order out of chaos. However,
III represented in many current textbooks, t he
drama of the pursuit of such order and understand -
In,, is replaced by an ctersimplifled. tailored, and
predigested view of a discipline, emphasizing what
is already known and stressing the all-encompass-
ing explanatory power of presently accepted theor les
or laws. Such a simple, clear-cut pr esent at ion
which smooths over complexity and controversy Is
designed primarily to mute for moreeffIcient learn-
ing and retention, rather than to focus on the prob-
lem of how the child himself can learn to manipulate
a given set of facts, to draw his own conclusions,
or indeed to discover new facts, which Is after all,
one of the primary functions of the creative innova
tor. There is little question that such textbook pre-
sentations will make for the most rapid, untroubled
assimilation and mastery of the material, but it
should not be assumed that tee approach which
mates for the most efficient learning will also be
most effective in fostering treaty. And productive
thinking.

Moreover, in the way most subject matter h as
been traditionally taught, the student is rarely al-
lowed to practke on problems which require Innova-
tive modes of thought for their solution. Conse-
quently,he MA no direct opportunity to learn what
constitutes creative ways to manipulate d at a, nor
to develop an inteitive sense for designing research,
oor to ask questions whkh tenor aireadiptty
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maxi mize the chance for new insights. In short,
the child does not acquire the cognitive rictus which
would be most helpful in preparing him for future
productivity.

A specific case In point Illustrating the lac k of
emphasis on thiekiri creatively about facts and in-
formation is the set of so-called "discussion ques-
tions" found at the end of many textbook chapters.
As commonly used, these questions are not partic-
ularly helpful in promoting creative patterns of
thought. Often the student is merely asked to think
about these questions with little or no subsequent
follow-up discussion of the adequacy of hls answers.
With minimal dialogue between the student and the
teaching authority, the child rarely gets any syste-
matic feedback as to +that counts as merely an ade-
quate answer as opposed to an Ingenious, novel one.
Even in those cases where the teacher finds time to
comment on the quality of the pupil's essays, the
feedback is Inevitably delayed, thus reducing the ef-
fectiveness of the exercise. Because the child typ-
ically operates from question to question in what is
essentially a "cognitive vacuum" with little oppor-
tunity to protit from his past efforts, he is unable
to develop any Internal erandards of e xt el le nc e
against which he can evaluate subsequent ideas. In
effect this means he Is unable to modify his efforts
in the direction of more creative and imaginative
output

Another feature of such discussion quex lions -
their placement at the end of the chapter - strength-
ens the impression that these exercises s-c simply
an appendage, added to the text as an afterthought
rather than forming a central part of the learning
experience itself. Moreover, their placement oc -
curs at the psychologically inappropriate moment
for stimulating productive ideas. By the end of the
chapter much of the intellectual tension and drama
butll up as part of the content presentation will have
dissipated, making it difficult to engage further the
child's interest. in contrast, the placement of dis-
cussion questions should be coordinated w ith the pre-
sentation of the content itself, capitalieing on the
student's immediate curiosity and momentarily
aroused interest.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A CURRICULUM OF
CREATIVE THINKING

Recognizing some of these pedagogical deficien-
cies, what can be recommended with regard to a
curriculum for creative thought? The first reeorn-
mendatIon is that mach a curt kularn feature re
pealed oigortuniiies for the child to practice wrest-
ling with complex challenging tasks of the kind that
might, in a more complex form, engage the efforts
of creative 'Welts. Of course, such problems (which
we shall call " creative-tasksin-miniature") most
be scaled down and simplified in many respects - In
particular, reducing their dependence on technical
or spec ilk knowledge. Nevertheless, tree with car -
Imes modifications c.I this type such tasks could still
retitle the bask elements of say intellectually crea-
tive undettakirg. A second recommendation is that
certain broad guides and strategies for creative
thinking be introduced as the child works on these
tasks. Such guides would act as points of reference
around which the child could organise his work and

would impart an atmosphere of planfulness to the
process of problem solution.

Next, what can be said more specifically about
the nature of these "creative-tasks-in miniature" -
their particular content and the composition of the
accompanying rules and strategies for productive
thought? It is sobering to realize that the creative
innovators of the year 2000 (only 32 years hence)
are to be found in the elementary schools of today.
As these individuals stand on the threshold of the
twenty-first century, they will be confronted by sci-
entific revelations and social issues literally un-
dreamt of today as well as &large share of old prob-
lems left unsolved by previous generations. To
meet these challenges the innovator of to m or row
must create new social systems, new scientific tech-
niques, tools, and theoretical structures. To
accomplish this, he cannot rely on presently fash-
ionable views as to what constitutes fruitful scholar-
ship or good scientific method, nor can we afford to
instill In him a blind devotion to currently fertile
theories, since much of this theoretical apparatus
Is already approaching obsolescence. Here then Is
a compelling argument for the necessity of teaching
broad strategies for creative thought and of encour-
aging cognitive flexibility and intellectual curiosity,
rather than merely teaching for what we presently
take to be true or useful.

What kinds of tasks could children practice on
now to prepare them for their roles as the innova-
tors of the future? Two kinds are suggested: the
hypothetical problem and the enclurlitsproblem. The
former type minimizes reliance on present facts
and theories in obtaining a solution, while the latter
type focuses on the deathless issues of hum an af-
fairs which are certain to be the gabled of creative
reinterpretatton and re- evaluation in any future age.

Typically In the case of the hypothetical problem
certain artificial conditions are postulated which do
not correspond to present realities, and the individ-
ual is called on to operate within these internally
consistent but tether," systems. One problem of
this type, which itself has become popular as a meas-
lite of creativity, is the consequence test: given
certain conditions, such as a world in which time
runs backwards, what are all the consequences?
Such problems demand cognitive flexibility, imagi-
nation, and the ability to adopt as temporarily reel
a set of foreign and utfamillar assnmetions.

At Berkeley we are IX1w drawing up plans for an
experimental teaching emirates whkh simulates a
visit to a strange planet. The strident is put in
charge of the first exploratory expedition. His lob,
a highly creative and demanding one, is to come to
understand and to explain the welter of at r ange
events which he veil encounter in this ellen, unfa-
miliar world where the usual physical, biological,
sad social lairs are suspended or greatly Modified.
Here the child is literally coeironted with a hypo
thetkal world which. although It Is ordered and In-
ternally consisted, operates in ways th at tea
counter to his petite's', experience. Re m test sas
pend his present expectancies about the world as be
knows it long enough to create new explieetions for
steme and perplexing phenomena. Thies, by per-
mitting the child to dealwitititypothelical tasks which
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call for the creation of new systems of ideas, inde-
pendent o. present facts and assumptions, he c an
hedge aw.inst the time when these facts will outlive
their usefulness and will no longer serve as a basis
for productive thought.

Granting the largely unknown course of future
events, there are nevertheless certain enduring
problems of man and society which are constantly
reasserting themselves and no doubtwill engage the
attention of future creative thinkers. The young stu-
dent of today can best be prepared to cope with such
issues in adulthood by being presented now with re-
peated opportunities to deal with enduring themes
and quandries: to search for new implications and
to re-phrase them in contemporary terms. Many
of the most suitable teaching examples are fotmel In
literature, such as the Greek mythof Sisyphus, deal-
ing with man's reluctance to accept his fate; the
tragedy of Frankenstein, reflecting the consequences
of man's age-old dreain of creating a more perfect
being is his own image; or the mythical Icarus, per-
sonifying man's unflagging zeal to explore nature
regardless of the consequences. Of course , it is
understood that such issues cast in the form of teach-
ing examples would have to be greatly simplified
and made appropriate to a child's level of under-
standing. Notice, however, that such modifications
are made easier by the fact that the traditional ve-
hicles for the dramatization of these issues are
themselves reasonably constant the novel, the
play, and the poem providing already f am illar
media thmugh which children can expr es s their
ideas. In this connection, we shall presently de-
scribe a "creative-task-in-miniature" in which the
student creates a play dealing with yet another time-
less and recurring theme the plight of the wrong-
fully accused.

Finally, what are the sources on which one can
draw in formulating a set of broad cognitive skills
and strategies which cortld be taught now to prepare
children for future productivity? Information con-
cerning such generalized cognitive stratslies can be
gleaned not only from laboratory research deal-
ing with complex problem solving and thinking but
from anecdotal and life-history accounts of highly
creative Individuals as well. In the first instance
there is a steadily accumulating body of knowledge
from the psychological laboratory concerning the
kinds of factors, both facilitative and inhibitory,
which influence the course and quality of productive
thought. One widely documented example is the del-
eterious effect of rigid mental set on effective prob-
lem solving (Luchins, 1942). Here, because the in-
dividual initially formulates or perceives a task in
a narrow and inherently biasing way, he is effectively
sealed off from attaining a solution. A number of ap-
propriate thinking strategies [floor pora.ing these and
other research findings can be formulated. For ex-
ample, with reference to the present example of
mental set, the student can be taught to view a prob-
lem broadly, to re-phrase questions in new ways,
and to resist jumping to premature conclusions.

The other source of cognitive strategies comes
from anecdotal descriptions of creative individuals
at work (Ghtselin, 1952; Koestler, 1984). A number
of insights into the fundamental nature of creative
thought have grown out of suchobservations as well

as the discovery of important phenomena associated
with creativity, such as incubation and intuition. As
an eaample, the famous and widely cited self - r e-
ports of Poincare, the French mathematician, have
served to focus attention on the conceptually fertile
notion of creativity as basically a process of recom-
bining ideas in new and novel patterns, And of most
relevance to our immediate concern, such observa-
tions have led to the elucidation of a number of spe-
cific problem-solving strategies, among them the
technique of identifying the essential elements of a
problem situation and deliberately Juxtaposing them
in various ways (Campbell, 1960).

By combining the experimental laboratory ap-
proach and its virtues of empirical validation w it h
the rich and broadly inclusive self-reports of the
highly creative thinker, one can formulate a set of
rules and strategies which are pervasive enough to
apply to a variety of creative tasks, yet simple
enough to be readily understood by e le m en t ar y-
school children.

In summary of the first section of this paper it
has been argued that before the student can take full
advantage of a permissive stimulating atmosphere
he must be taught how to think creatively. In devel-
oping a teaching program for creative thought the
single most important pedagogical issue is the long-
term social and personal use! ulne ss of what is
taught. It has been suggested that one reasonable
teaching strategy, in light of this consideration, Is
to strengthen those cognitive skills basic to all cre-
ative thought in the context of complex yet meaning-
ful problems which reflect the principal steps in the
creative act. These observations, taken as a whole,
have formed the broad guidelines for the research
carried out by the Berkeley group o ve r the past
several years.

THE PRESENT RESEARCH

As a first step it was decided to develop a set of
prototype instructional materials dealing with only
one aspect of productive thought creative problem-
solving. If the particular teaching approach showed
promise, then other programs would be designed
focusing on yet other domains of creative thought
such as creative innovation and creative expression.

After several years of intensive effort involving
monerous pilot tryouts, successive revisions, and
several full-scale experimental studies, the Gen-
eral Problem Solving Program was developed (Cov-
ington, Crutchfield, and Davies, 1968). The Gen-
eral Problem Solving Program (GPSP) consists of
a series of sixteen "c r e at iv e-tasks-In-mLnia-
hire" designed for the fifth-grade and sixth -grade
levels. These problem episodes act as a vehicle by
which the student practices a number of broad rules
and strategies concerned with various facets of ef-
fective problem solving, such as stat'ng the pr ob-
lem in an open and unbiased fashion, reformulating
the problem in terms of familiar metaphor s and
analogies, or developing a systematic plan for ge n-
erating ideas.

Each lesson presents a mysterious occurrence
or unexplicable happening which the student t r les

a
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to explain, such as the puzzling behavior of a group
of aquanauts during a deep-sea dive. This general
theme the mysterious occurrence wag chosen
because it encompasses in a natural and uncuntrived
manner many of the fundamental aspects of the prob-
lem-solving process. In addition, such a theme is
neutral with respect to orthodox curriculum mate-
rials. This makes for a broader transfer of what
is taught than might otherwise be the case if the
principles and concepts had been associated prima-
rily with a specific content area. Finally, children
exhibit a keen interest in wurking on problem situa-
tions featuring a mystery-detection theme.

Each lesson is presented in booklet form and is
cast in a self-instructional linear format. (F or a
theoretical discussion of the potential uses of pro-
grammed instruction for fostering higher - order
thought processes, see Crutchfield and Covington,
1965.) Briefly, the child works through the lesson
in a step-by-step sequence by himself and at his
own pace. As the problem unfolds page-by-page,
with the advent of new fact,. and clues, the student
is called on to reformulz , the problem In his own
words, to list questions he considers crucial to the
solution or to devise a plan of action which he in-
tends to follow. The student receives immediate
guidance in his efforts on successive pages of the
booklet. This guidance typically takes the form of
prusenting a range of ideas, questions or courses
of action which the student might have thought of in
the given situation. Here the emphasis is on e n-
couraging appropriate diversity in the student' s
thoughts by showing him within wide limits w hat
constitutes valuable ideas, crucial questions and
fruitful ways to formulate problems.

The GPSP Is also designed to promote beneficial
attitudes toward productive thinking. One of the
basic strategies is to increase the child's experi-
ence in coping successfully with thought problems.
Each problem episode is sequenced so that as the
student works through the booklet he is exposed pro-
gressively to more clues and hints. Thus , eac
child, independent of his initial capacities or p er-
co nal reservations about thinking, will at some point
come to discover the solution for himself. In addi-
tion there is a systematic attempt to t to ster , by
means of appropriate teaching examples, a number
of attitudes which favor effective problem solving,
such as open-mindedness, persistence, and suspen-
sion of premature judgment.

A story-line is maintained throughout the GPSP
to supply a sense of continuity, and perhaps most
importantly, to provide the reader withasetof iden-
tification models. The story concerns two school
children, Jim and Lila (brother and sister), whose
extra-curricular pastime Is the exploration of mys-
terious situations which arise in and around their
hometown. Jim and Lila are assisted and w hen
the occasion demands, assiduously directed step
by -step through these adventures by their uncle.
The uncle in addition to being a high-school science
teacher also "moonlights" as a detective.

The identification-model technique is intended to
introduce the reader gradually to the difficult and
often frustrating process of becoming a more effec-
tive thinker. For example, the roles of Jim and

Lila reflect the vicissitudes associated withallcom-
plex problem solving the long discouraging per c-
ods of intense effort with little apparent progress,
the inevitable setbacks, and finally, the intellectual
elation of discovering a solution. Through Jim and
Lila the reader can experience all this vicariously
without being plunged immediately into the situation.
After the first few lessons, however, the reader is
gradually drawn into the various problem-solving ac-
tivities by being requested to think of and to record
h's own ideas in concert with the efforts of Jim ant
Lila first the student generating his own ideas or
questions, then Jim and Lila respoLding with theirs.
The feedback examples provided for the reader are
presented as Jim's and Lila's ideas.

Against this backdrop of transitory day -to-d ay
successes and failures, a long-range change takes
place in Jim and Lila. They are depicted as over-
coming initial handicaps of reticence, apathy, and
negativism toward thinking until ultimately, but not
without an occasional setback, theybecome reason-
ably comfortable with their own thought processes,
much more enthusiastic about tackling problem sit-
uations, and more confident in their ownabilitiesto
cope with them. It is hoped that this subtle but per-
ceptible change in Jim and Lila will f o ster in the
reader a sense of his own progressive improvement.
At the same time it is intended that as many readers
as possible will finally come to surpass Jim and
Lila problem- solving proficiency and willoutgrow
any .slier dependence on them as a source of ideas
and inspiration.

The inclusion of the uncle provides Jim and Lila,
and presumably the reader as well, with a benevo-
lent authority figure and c idant who not only nur-
tures and encourages the nascent attempts of these
tyro-thinkers but who also shows them how to think
for themselves by means of appropriate rules and
strategies. Additionally, the uncle stands as a val-
ued model personifying an enthusiasm f or intellec-
tual exploration.

Each lesson is presented in an illusLrated format.
Such a dominantly visual presentation not only in-
creases the student's interest in the materials, but
makes it easier for him to follow the necessarily
complicated dialogue and thought sequences of the
story characters. The lessons contain an average
of 40 pages and are designed to be presented at the
rate of one lesson per day. The average time taken
to complete a lesson is approximately 35 minutes.

Several separate studies (summarized in Coving-
ton and Crutchfield, 1965) have been carried out us-
ing various preliminary editions of the GPSP which
to date have involved a total of some 481 fifth-grade
and sixth-grade schooi children from the San Fran-
cisco Bay Area, of whom 261' were given the train-
ing materials 4. 4 the remaining 214 were used as
controls. The basic design of these studies is es-
sentially the same. All students are first adminis-
tered an extensive pretest battery (six hour s in
length in the latest study) which consists of a number
of tests of creative thinking (Torrance, 1965), tests
of problem-solving ability (Covington, 1966c), n -
ve cories designed to measure the child's attitudes
toward problem solving and thinking ((Ilion, et. aL ,
1967), and various tests of school achievement and
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scholastic shill*. These data are used as a basis
for the initial matching of the classrooms. Individ-
ual classrooms are matched in pairs; one cla s s-
room from the pair is then assigned at random to
the instructed condition and the other to a control
condition. In each of the various studies to date,
the instructed groups have always been administered
the GPSP. In contrast a number of different con-
trol conditions have been used to test various hy-
potheses about the nature of the training effect. The
typical case, however, and the one on which the
present analysis is based, calls for the administra-
tion of a similar but shorter set of self-instruction-
al materials whose content is =elated to problem
solving. The purpose of the control program is to
insure a sense of involvement and participation on
the part of the control children and to make certain
that they are well acquainted with the self-instruc-
tional format. Following the training per iod all
classes are administered a posttest battery which
includes a repeat of the attitude inventories and the
tests of problem-solving ability along with parallel
forms of the tests of creative thinking.

Several examples will suffice to illustrate the
general types of tests included in the pr e test and
posttest batteries - their content, style and degree
of similarity to the training material. One type re-
flects the more traditional tests of problem solving.
In these instances, because of a large number of re-
strictions placed on the task, there is only a limited
set of answers or principal solutions which will sat-
isfy the problem in its entirety. Here an emphasis
is placed both on convergent and divergent thirking.
The student is called on to diverge in his search for
appropriate ideas - opening up a host of possibili-
ties but at the same time to converge,focusingon
the few most suitable ideas. A representative sam-
ple is the X-ray problem (a modificationof the clas-
sic problem used by Karl Dunker). The child
is required to invent a method to kill a tumor deep
inside a body by using an X-raybut without harming
the surrounding healthy tissue. The primary c on-
straint is that if the X-ray is too strong it will kill
both the healthy tissue and thn tumor. If, on the
other hand, the X-ray is made too weak, it will sot
harm the good tissue, but neither will it kill the tu-
mor. Incidentally, this problem in addi'lon to pos-
sessing a high degree of curriculum relevance is
quite unlike anything encountered in the training
lessons in terms of content or theme.

The other main type of problem included in the
criterion batteries is the Minnesota Tests of Crea-
tive Thinking (Torrance, 1965). Such problems are
quite open-ended with few constraints. This allows
for a number of solution-ideas, no one of which can
be judged as the most suitable. One example featur-
ing a product-improvement theme requires thechild
to think of all the ingenious clever ways to make a
toy dog more fun to play with.

As to the results: in general, the outcomes of the
various studies employing the GPSP have been high-
ly consistent. The performance of the instructed
children is markedly superior to that of the control
children both on the tests of problem-solving ability
and on the tests of creative thinking. (For a detailed
report of findings as well as a discuz:ion of scoring
procedures, seP :law, et. el., 1957.)

In order to gain a clearer picture of the over-all
magnitude of this training effect, consider several
performance indices such as total ideas generated,
total quality of ideas, mean quality per idea and the
incidence of principal solutions. Composite scores
for each of these indices are computed f or every
student by summing over his performance on a num-
ber of problem-solving tests in the posttest battery.
In the same manner a similar set of composite
scores is obtained for the tests of creative think-
ing. On comparing the mean values for the instruc-
ted and control groups on any of these composite in-
dices it is found that the instructed groups are in-
variably superior. In most cases the magnitude of
these differences is absolutely large and beyond mere
statistical significance. This is illustrated by the
fact that when comparing frequency distributionsfor
each composite index, the fiftieth percentile of the
instructed groups typically falls around the seventy -
fifth percentile for the control groups.

Another way to gauge the de g r e e of educational
significance of a training effect is to co mpar e the
level of performance of instructed and control chil-
dren of differing .Q levels. In this connection it has
been found (Covington, 1965; Covington, 1966b) that
the mean performance of instructed children w i t h
IQ's below 99 (mean IQ = 91) is on a par with the
mean performance of control children w se IQ's
fall between 100 and 115 (mean IQ = 107). This in-
dicates that the dministration of the GPSP makes
for a substantial Doost in the performance of low IQ
children over a wide variety of test problems, many
of which are curriculum relevant.

To determine how long these training effects per-
sist, a follow-up test battery was given five months
after the administration of the posttest in two differ-
ent studies. These follow-ups included approxi-
mately 80 percent of the fifth-grade children from
the original samples who by this time were in sixth-
grade classrooms with new teachers. W nereve r
possible every precaution was taken to insure that
the students did not recognize the tests as a part of
the earlier work. For example, the children re-
corded their ideas on regular school paper, rather
than in a standard booklet of the kind used ed in the
original study. All the tests were administered by
the teacher herself, and whenever possible were in-
troduced as part of the regular classroom work.

In the case of tests of problem-solving ability,
the instructed children continued to surpass their
control counterparts on the various rerf ormance in-
dices, and although the margin of differences ha.ddi-
minished somewhat as compared to the magnitude of
effects found at the time of the original posttest, the
differenc7 were nevertheless found to be statisti-
cally significant. The picture is not as consistent
for the tests of creative thinking. In one sample
with a total of 108 children, the instructed group was
superior to the control group, whereas In another
slightly larger sample these differences washed out.
It appears that after a five-month interval the train-
ing effects are at best marginal in the case of crea-
tive thinking tests. This is not surprising when it
is realized that as a group these tests represent a
type of problem not directly trainedfor in the GPSP.
Consequently they would be more likely to reflect a
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greater diminution in training effect than would the
tests of problem-solving ability wh!ch are more di-
rectly amenable to the kinds of strategies taught for
originally.

ISSUES OF VALUE AND

JUSTIFICATION

One of the most fundamental questions raised by
the present research is whether programs designed
to promote creative thinking are actually needed,
seen in the perspective of a child's total educational
career. No matter how beneficial a given teaching
program may be, it is likely that untutored children
(the so-called controls) will sooner or later catch
up, simply through t he normal process of intellec-
tual maturation and accumulating experience, In the
present data the sizable reduction In the magnitude
of the training effect five months after the adminis-
tration of the GPSP supports this contention. Of
course, it can be argued that more permanent- and
in this sense more meaningful - changes will occur
only on an accumulating basis, and that what is
needed is a program covering a whole school year
or even longer, consisting of interlocking, coordi-
nated curriculum units which build on one another.
It remains a moot point, withoutempiricalsupport,
yet it would seem likely that a long-range program
of increasing scope and complexity designed to stim-
ulate intellectual growth would allow the instructed
child not only to maintain a performance superior-
ity, but actually to increase that margin as the pro-
gram proceeds. While it is true that the trained
and the untrained student alike enjoy a natural ex-
pansion of intellectual capacities, there is grave
doubt that the untutored children would ever make
use of their burgeoning capabilities to the same ex-
tent as would children who received systematic long-
term training. And, as we have seen, since most
elementary-school children make scant use of their
present capacities for creative thought, there is lit-
tle reason to believe that these same children at a
later age would spontaneously draw on their capac-
ities to any greater degree.

A related point concerns the developmental
changes in attitudes and values which favor the ex-
ercise of creative thought. While it is quite ...le ar
that sheer proficiency in various cognitive sk ills
such as question asking or idea generation is a func-
tion of age, there is as yet no evidence that the rel-
evant attitudes and values increase as the c hild
grows older. Thus, even though untutored children
may in time overtake the trained children in terms
of sheer proficiency, they may be markedly defi-
cient in the very attitudinal dispositions necessary
to put such skills to meaningful use. In this connec-
tion, creativity training can be designed to provide
the student with experiences he is unlikely to re-
ceive anywhere else - the challenge of working on
a complex but meaningful problem or the sense of
satisfaction at discovering a solution - experiences
which may affect the child's emerging set of values
and attitudes regarding creating functioning. Such
experiences, if they occur at decisive points in the
individual's development, especially in childhood,
may be sufficient to bring him 1..nmanently past a
critical threshold for actualization of his creative
potential. As a matter of fact, we may find in the
last analysis that the key to the unlocking of creative
potential is to strengthen anted attitudes and values

which predispose the student to undertake creative
tasks in the first place, rather than to star t by in-
creasing his sheer competence for performance by
means of "skill training."

FUTURE RESEARCII PLANS

Research plans for the immediate nature take two
main directions. The first of these involves further
development and expansion of the GPSP. In one in-
stance a set of supplementary exercises is being de-
veloped to provide additional practice on the various
skills and strategies taught in the lessons. The se
exercises are primarily for remedial purposes and
can be used when needed, depending on the r ate of
progress of the individual learner. Another project
concerns the development of a set of "curriculum-
link-units," that is, lessons designed to illustrate
how the student can apply the skills and strategies
taught for in the GPSP to his actual school work in
science and the social studies.

The other main direction of research in volve s
the development of new self-instructional teaching
units which introduce the student to domains of cre-
ative thinking other than problem solving. One ob-
viously important area is that of creative understand-
ink Here, typically, one is confronted witha series
of complex events or occurrences which in the int
tial phases of investigation often appear to be unre-
lated. The task is one of discoverthgmeanineuire-
lationships between such events and in some in-
stances of predicting how these e vents would co-
vary under various conditions. In the case of prob-
lem solving defined in a more traditional rense, the
search is typically of a more limited nature - that
of discovering a single workable solution- ldeawhich
satisfies a certain requirement, but of ten without
the necessity of understanding why it works. Sue h
a pragmatic emphasis tends to make for elosure
once a solution is obtained. On the other hand, cre-
ative understanding not only encompasses the dis-
covery of workable Ideas, but more often involves
an ongoing procedure of checking and re-checking
the validity of the proposed solutions against an ac-
cumulating set of facts and information.

Another area of creative output, perhaps the one
most generally asstimed when reference is made to
creativity, is that of creative innovation. Here the
individual invents or creates new problems, new
systems of thought, or new products which did not
exist previously. One example of a prototype training
unit presently being developed involves the creation
of a school play. The story-line concerns some
malicious damage done to a barn owned by a local
farmer and the farmer's unwarrented accusation
that a certain boy Is responsible. The boy, who is
innocent, is able to convince his classmates of this
fact, bet is unable to prove it to a degree that satis-
fies the farmer and the rest of the adult community.
Understandably the children react with indignation,
but at the same time they realize their essent la I
helplessness at being unable to defend adequately
their interests in an adult world. While some of the
children make plans to track down the real culprit,
others decide to express the group feelingof ineffec-
tuality and frustration by means of a play. Paren-
thetically, such a plot can be used to illustrate that
there are other alternatives to the expression of
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one's emotions besides direct aggression and that
intense feelings can serve as a basis for the devel-
opment of useful and satisfying products. The par-
ticular theme - the plight of the wrongfully accused -
was chosen because it sounds a note of high drama
and arouses immediate interest and sympathy in
children who typically have a keenly developed sense
of fair play. Moreover it represents - even w hen
placed in such a simplified context - one of the en-
during issues of man and society which de m ands
new solutions from each succeeding generation.

The same general pedagogical devices are used
here as in the GPSP. The student is led to develop
the play in a step-by-step sequence, while thinking
of his own ideas and being provided in turn with ap-
propriate feedback and redirection of his efforts.
In the early lessons the child works through se-
quences dealing with the creation of t he basic plot.
The student is encouraged with the assistance of
identification models in the story to generate
ideas which seize on the malicious incident as a
point of departure from which to explore t he more
general implications of being wrongfully accused.
This is in contrast to the more pedestrian and com-
mon-place approaches of simply dramatizing the
boy's innocence or holding the farmer up to ridicule.
Basic to the success of the r, teaching sequence is the
introduction of metaphorical and analogical modes
of thinking. Once such concepts are grasped by the
student he is able to go far beyond a strictly literal
interpretation of a situation and can generate a vir-
tually limitless set of implications.

After the outlines of a clever insightful plot are
secured, the studer.t explores a number of detailed
matters, all of which are important to the final prod-
uct. In one lesson he creates ideas for the most ef-
fective scenery and staging, given a limited amount
of material to work with; in another he is called on
to create segments of the dialogue. The last lesson
in the series simulates the public reaction to the
play which represents a final confirmation of all the
preceding activities. Various members of the audi-
ence including the farmer and the parents of the ac-
cused boy react to the play. There is general rec-
ognition that it was worthwhile in its own right as
well as being helpful in clearing up a community
misunderstanding.

FINAL PARADOXES

AND DILEMMAS

Inherent in any attempt to teach for creative func-
tioning are a number of dilemmas and paradoxes
which give rise to both rnethcdological and theoreti-
cal difficulties. In conclusion we will consider one
recurring dilemma, no. because it Is necessarily
representative or even the most fundamental, but
rather because it indicates s mething of the extra-
ordinary challenges encountered in developing teach-
ing materials for fostering complex cognitive proc-
esses. Basic to the act of teaching is a gu idanc e
function. To a gi eater or lesser degree the stu-
dent's behavior is necessarily guided, shaped, and
redirected by a teaching authority. The student
never has complete freedom. He is exposed only to
certain learning experiences, in certain teacher -de-
termined sequences. He is encouraged to talk aboot
these experiences in only certain ways, using pr e-
arranged kinds cf terminology, if we teach for

creative functioning, then the child will inevitably
be subject to some form of guidance. To the extent
that an educational theory stresses the "discipline
component" of creative thought, any forthcoming
curricula will be more or less restrictive and pre-
determined. How then can we reconcile these pro-
crustean-like features of teaching with the fact that
in the last analysis creativity is primarily charac-
terized by imaginal freedom and a spontaneous indi-
vidualization of thought? Perhaps the answer, most
simply put, is to teach for structured spontaneity.
One technique adopted for this purpose and em-
ployed in our current work is to give the student di-
rect practice in discriminating among ideas w hi c h
are both unique and appropriate to a given task and
ideas which are merely bizzare. In such a fashion
the student learns to limit the reaches of his sponta-
neity. Another technique which requires a relative-
ly long term training program involves comprehen-
sive guidance in the early phases of learning. But,
as the child becomes more proficient in the various
skills and strategies, the rigid guidance of the pro-
gram is gradually reduced. In this manner the stu-
dent comes ultimately to rely on his own resources
and initiative with only occasional redirection from
the program. As the student becomes more se lf-
sufficient he can experience yet another dimension
of intellectual independence - that of determining for
himself which of several creative tasks he willwork
on from among a number of alternatives. For e x-
ample, in the case of the creative drama u n t just
described, the child could be given the option of
either writing dialogue or of developing the scenery
and staging, once he had completed the introductory
units.

All the foregoing implies a complex catering to
the individual differences of the learner; first, an in-
tensive close-knit and personalized guidance of t he
child in the early phases of learning and later, en-
couragement of self-direction and se If - determina-
tion. In both cases the training environment must
be capable of selecting, s.rquencingand coordinating
a gruat many combinations of material. This im-
mediately suggests computer-assisted teaching. The
self- instructional format of the current and proposed
teaching programs is admirably suited to a computer-
assisted oporation. Indeed, another facet of t
work of the Berkeley group is that of adapting the
GPSP for a computer presentation, thus by-passing
the cumbersome booklet format with its limitedfeed-
back capabilities. With computer assistance the
child can be guided through a much more individual-
ized sequence of learning, dictated by his initial lev-
el of competency, his particular cognitive style, and
his individual rate of progress. Conceptually, it may
appear that computers and programmed Instruction
are antithetical, perhaps even perversely so, to the
task of promoting creative thinking. However, such
an unlikely juxtaposition points to the kinds of imag-
inative responses whir .he educational community
must make to the challenge of educating Individuals
In an increasingly complex and demanding world.

FOOTNOTE

1. The research reporteiln this paper was supported
by a grant from the Carnegie .poration of
New York under the direction of the author
and Dr. Richard S. Crutchfield. This paper
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covers research conducted through 19C. Sum-
maries of our more recent research activities
can be found in Olton, et. al., (1967) and Olton
and Crutchfield, in press.
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rimmil Measuring Motivation in

Culturally Disadvantaged

School Children

A COLLEAGUE of mine recently
spent a semester in seventh grade (Smith and Geof-
frey, 1965). In a school servingaculturally disad-
vantaged neighborhood, he tried to at tend c Las s
every day and played the role of anonparticipant ob-
server. His account of this experience is very dis-
couraging to a person who is primarily interested
in human motivation. Take, for instance, one sim-
ple incident:

Harry had been over at the confectioner',
across the street, and had come out with the
rest of the boys on Tuesday, when a fight be-
gan on the playground. There had been con-
siderable excitement and Mr. Inman (the
principal) was trying to calm everyone down.
Harry had left his pen over in the confection-
ery and wanted to go b- 1- across the street
to get it. Mr. Inmar. -au told him to wait for
a few minutes. A little while later, he asked
the question again and was told to wait. Then,
or on the third time he harl asked and was
turned down and told not to bother Mr. Inman,
Harry walked off and made a muttered and in-
decent comment. This was the end of it for
him,

This commonplace incident In itself is minor and
doesn't carry the impact of the whole report where
such Incidents cumulate. It can be taken, however,
as illustrative. The utter futility of the situation is
striking. This and other incidents make it c le ar
that the children feel powerless to control their own
destinies. As a result of their futile attempts to as-
sert their initiative in inappropriate ways, they cre-

issimmi Richard deCharms
Washington University
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mores Virginia Carpenter
Undenwood College
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ate an environment whe even the ten hers and ad-
ministrators are forced to act in ways that are not
of their choosing. The result is a constant struggle
between pupils and the school staff to obtain the up-
per hand. Teachers search for ways to enhance
their power to control the behavior of pupils, and
the children use every means at their command to
subvert the authority of the school, the last resort
being hostility through passive dependency. Both
parties to the situation are ultimately pawns in the
Lands of the powers beyond their control.

Two more or less disconnected things stand out
for me in approaching the problem of motivation in
school children. First, the tangled web of Int lu -
ences will not yield to any miraculous new insights
or technives. The Gordian knot is real and w ill
only yield very slowly to modest and patient efforts
to unravel one or two threads at a time. In this age
of crash programs, imminent breakthroughs, etc. ,
motivation is an important concept to consider, but

e must not expect it to solve all problems.

The second thing that strikes me is that one of
`Ile loose strands that may have potential for unrav-
eling both practical and theoretical aspects of t he
knot is the notion of powerlessness, which is, after
all, a motivational concept.

What I have to report then, is no breakthrough,
but rather a modest beginning that attempts to dis-
cover whether certain aspects of motivation can be
measured in a population of culturally disadvantaged
children, and whether some of the motivational con-
cepts akin to powerlessness can be used.
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Actually we will discuss three different but re-
lated things. First, I will present some lotions
about powerlessness and what I will call the "Ori-
gin-Pawn" variable and discuss very briefly some
relevant laboratory studies that we have completed.
Second, I will shift to a discussion of sal; vement
motivation and some of the conceptual and scaling
difficulties that it presents. This is necessary in
order to introduce a third section dealing with data
on the achievement motive in cultural ly disad-
vantaged children. These three sections may seem
a bit disjointed. What holds them together is t he
relationship between the concepts to be presented in
flction one and the achievement motive. At the
present stage of the research there is little to re-
port on these concepts except laboratory stud iea,
but we do have evidence on achievement moth, itlon
from culturally disadvantaged children. Asa result,
I have more or less arbitrarily put the two together
with a discussion of some theoretical problemswith
the measurement of achievement motivation.

POWERLESSNESS AND THE ORIGIN -PAWN
VARIABLE

In the anecdote related above, Harry was frus-
trated by his powerlessness to influence an impor-
tant aspect of his life vis-l-via a school official.
He was a pawn to forces beyond his control. In
much of his experience in life, and e spec tally in
school, he Is, in fact, and is expected to be, a pawn.
Learning seems to demand that he react to outside
influences in the school, and ohe way to insure that
he will react in the proper manner is to reduce his
freedom to a minimum, to force him to study, to
press him into the mold expected by the schoo I.
Techniques designed to do this demand that the teach-
er and the school have most of the power and that
power be taken away from the student.

Motivationally there is something wrong with this
picture. The student, caught up in a power field,
will do everything he can do to break out of it, and
when he leaves school, be will be out of it. Is the
goal of teaching to produce certain responses in the
school that are almost certain to be a function of the
specific power situation and, therefore, not trans-
ferred to non-school situations? Or is the re a
broader goal?

We would like to distinguish between the driven
or power-induced school behavior, and behavior
motivated from within the student that will carry
over to extra-school behavior. The belief that the
latter is possible reduces to a naive assumption that
we all make in our everyday interaction. The as-
sumption is that each individual has some autonomy
and exercises it by originating his own behav tor.
Let me use the one word "Origin" to connote a per-
son who is perceived to be originating his own be-
havior. A person is not always an "Origin." Often
we perceive his behavior as stemming from a force
field so that he Is coerced to behave in acertainway
by an external source. In such cases, I shall refer
to him as a "Pawn" or as acting like a "Pawn." It
should be clear that pawn-type behavior is induced
by lack of power on the part of the pawn. Or lg in
type beha.:ior implies a feeling of power, although
it In not entirely complementary in this respect to
pawn-type behavior. Pawn behavior implies power-

lessness, but origin behavior implies freedom of
choice, not necessarily the ability to wield power
over others.

Having sketched the "Origin-Pawn" dimension,
let us note that it is essentially a phenomenological
given in the perception of behavior. As such, it may
be a myth or a mental way station, to use Skinner's
railroading metaphor. To extend the metaphor, we
might say that the main line of behaviorism runs no-
where near this way station, and efficient operation
of the line would suggest that the station should be
dropped. In fact, scientific psychology has been at
pains to discredit the assumption that a human being
can be the ultimate origin of some of his behavior.

Behaviorism, suffering under the strong influence
of operationism and physicalism, has done its best
to reduce the concept of motivation in psychology to
something of the order of "the study of the causes
of behavior." The trouble with this approach is
that trying to elucidate the concept of motivation by
means of the concept of cause is Like trying tonnder-
stand the behavior of a human being using concepts
found to be inadequate to explain the behavior of bil-
liard balls. The precept that all scient if lc state-
ments must be based ultimately on statements about
physical operations has great merit, but the hidden
implication that explanations of physical motion (in-
cluding behavior) are reducible to the law s of me-
chanics has seriously retarded the development of
theories of human motivation.

Stripped of its hidden assumptions, the neo-be-
havioristic approach to motivation as the cause of
behavior is unacceptable to anyone and has never
been seriously held by anyone. It assumes that the
human being is like a billiard ball and his behavior,
like that of the ball, is entirely the result of exter-
nal sources forcing him to behave. Another object
hits him and steers him in a certain direction an
explanation that would account for certain trivialbe-
haviors on the football field perhaps or an exter-
nal noxious stimulus repels him like one negative
charge repels another, or an internal condition
(e. g. , drive - stimulus) produced by external circum-
stances (e. g. , food deprivation) drives him in a cer-
tain direction.

Confronted with the phenomena of motivated be-
havior which in this framework appears akin to a
sudden inexplicable movement of abilliard ball rest-
ing alone on a perfectly level table, psychology has
ingeniously devised many schemes to explain t hi s
untoward behavior in terms of some mechani.:ans
involving a causal chain of events and ultimately re-
ducing to some undetected source of physical energy
closely connected with, or actually residing in, an
impelling stimulus (e.g. , the cue ball). The cue
ball, or impelling stimulus, has been var iou sly
described as a need or drive (Hull, 1943), a drive-
stimulus (later Hull and Miller), incremental stll-
dation (Mowrer, 1960), or an affective stimulus
(Yining, 1981; McClelland, 1951).

In the face of all this theorizing based on what
Gilbert Ryle (1949) would call a para- mechanical
myth, it seems to me that Skinner has don e the
most consistent thing for a strictly e m pi r ic ally
based "science of behavior, " namely to shun the
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notions of causality and motivation altogether. Al-
though I suspect that he may have led some to hide
their motivational and causal notions under the con-
cept of reinforcement, his strict adherence to the
definition of a reinforcer as something that in-
creases the probability of a response does, In fact,
rid the science of behavior of all of these irritating
problems.

By now, I hope to have laid the groundwork so
that two conceptions of man as a motivated being
are clear. The first is the one we use in our every-
day dealings with human beings: namely that the
cause or reason for a person's behavior is sought
first within him. More often than not, he is the or-
igin of his behavior and is to be heldrespansible for
it. The second is the explanation Iron. s ci ent i f ic
psychology that seeks a physical source external to
the person, or at least a stimulus within him, that
drives him. This latter notion has never been sat-
isfactory In accounting for the ph inomena of human
motivation and has, through its emphasis on demon-
strating a physical basis for all behavior, led to a
psychology of learning and motivation that con-
ceives of the animal and the human being as a pawn
to be manipulated by reinforcement schedules.

Accepting at face value the psychologicalfact that
people perceive themselves and others as origins in
most instances is, for me, the starting point of a
truly psychological approach to motivation, and de-
mands a level of analysis quite different from the
causal chain analysis that attempts to reduce the ex-
plimation to physical events. I have tried, the r e -
fore, to build on the assumption that the origin-pawn
dimension makes a difference that is measurable in
the behavior of a subject.

The origin-pawn dimension has its roots in the
concept of locus of causality used by Heider (1958).
His emphasis is on the perception of causality, and
the result is that the concept is applied in the a r ea
of person perception. In perceiving another per-
son's behavior, we do attempt to assess whether the
locus of causality is internal or external to the per-
son, and this distinction affects our perception of
the person, the characteristics that we attribute to
him, and the way we behave toward him.

Several person perception studies have demon-
strated the significance of attribution of locus of
causality (Thibaut and Riecken, 1955; P e pit o ne,
1958). in our own research, we have demonstrated
(deCharms, Carpenter, and Kuper man, 1985) that
subjects clearly do use the origin-pawn variable in
their perceptions of others. We found that the per-
ceptics of a person as an origin or as a pawn is a
function of several variables, suchas whether some
agent is attempting to influence the person's behav-
ior or not. Origin or Pawn perceptions are a func-
tion of characteristics of the influence agent, such
as whether it is a large group, a small group, or an
individual, and whether it is liked or dislikedby the
person. Most interesting, however, was the finding
that a personality characteristic of the subj ec t
strongly affected his perception of another person
along the origin-pawn dimension. Subjects were
measured on a scale developed by Rotter, Seeman,
and Liverant (1982) that attempts to measure the
general feeling of powerlessness or efficacy of the

person. Since Rotter uses reinforcement
terminology, he calls the scale a measure of control
of reinforcements and names it the I-E scale stand-
ing for internal or external control. There is a sub-
tle difference between this concept of control of re-
inforcements and our O-P dimension, but for now
the similarities may be noted. Our data showed
that subjects who reported on the Rotter I-E sc ale
that they felt in control of their sources of reinforce-
ment perceived other people more as Origins,
whereas subjects at the other end of the I-E scale
perceived other people more as Pawns.

Since our primary interest is motivation, we next
asked the question: "What effect does feeling like
an Origin, as opposed to feeling like a Pawn, have
on the pm son's own behavior?" With this question
we moved from the perception of others to the per-
ception of self as an origin or a pawn. Two labora-
tory studies (Kuper man, 1968; deCharms, Dougher-
ty, and Wurtz, 1965) were devised that attempted
experimentally to induce the person to f e el like a
pawn in one situation and like an origin In another,
and to measure the effects on their behavior. The
results confirmed the influence of the origin-pawn
variable as manipulated in the experiment. Subjects
building a tinker to model under origin conditions
that attempted to induce a free atmosphere, as com-
pared to building a similar model under pawn con-
ditions a) liked the origin model best, b) became
more involved, c) chose to continue the origin model
when interrupted, d) completed the origin mode I
more elegantly, and e) recalled the nonsense name
given the origin model more frequently a monthafter
the experiment. Apparently, the origin-pawn dimen-
sion can be manipulated in a way that has strong ef-
fects on behavior. The Rotter I-E scale was admin-
istered to these subjects also, but was not related
to any of the dependent variables, either directly or
in interaction with the origin -pawn manipulation.
Evidently, this questionnaire measure r elates to
other questionnaire responses as In the pr ev iou s
study of person perception, but doesn't predict be-
havior related to a tack situation, at least for the
male subjects used here.

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

So far our work on the Origin -Pawn variable has
not ventured very far out of the laboratory, and we
have very little empirical evidence about the varia-
ble in culturally disadvantaged school c hildr en.
What we do have, however, Is preliminary evidence
about the measure of achievement orientations in
this population, and some evidence that one of the
aspects of achievement orientation involves acting
like an origin. Let us be clear that I am not equat-
ing acting li.be an origin with having high n Achieve-
ment. What I am doing is looking for a relationship
between the two concepts, and since I am just launch-
ing a project to attempt to measure the O-P variable
and n Achievement in schools, and already have data
on n Achievement, I will report the data in hand on
a Achievement and speculate about the 0-P variable.
The connection is closer than may be apparent.

McClelland (1961) has spelled out aeveral aspects
of what he called the achievement syndrome, L e.,
ch-.ratteristics of people with high achievement mo-
tivation. One of the most important aspects is that
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the achievement motivated person likes to take per-
sonal responsibility for his actions. He likes tc be
inaposition to act like an origin and avoid s situa-
tions where he is a pawn.

Let us shift our emphasis, then, to the measure-
ment of n Achievement in culturally disadvantaged
children. First, let us be very clear about one
thing. The word "achievement" is a loaded term,
especially in educational circles. A culture such
as ours, that has been nurtured on Horatio Alger
stories and McGuffey readers, tends to perceive
achievement motivation as an unmitigated virtue if
not a blessing. If we pull back from this conception
and ask what aspect of achievement motivation we
can actually measure, we may be disappointed. The
measure to be used was developed about fifteen
years ago by McClelland and his associates at Wes-
leyan University, and the subsequent years of re-
search have told us much about the characteristics
of people who score high on the measure. The most
appropriate single word to describe the person with
strong achievement motivation as measured by this
technique is that he is an "entrepreneur," typically
following a business career. Topereative scientists
are not particularly high on n Achievement, nor are
academicians. If you want to succeed in business,
however, you'd better have high n Achievement.

The achievement syndrome has three major as-
pects: 1) personal responsibility, 2) risk-taking
strategies, and 3) the use of feedback. The entre-
preneurial spirit of achievement emphasizes s e If-
reliance, the taking of calculated risks, careful
planning and checking of progress with constant em-
phasis on the skillful use of one's abilities. These,
then, are the dependent variables that are related
to the measure of achievement moth/anon.

What is the measure itself? Actually, even after
years of research the original form of the measure
has not been improved very much and is essentially
a very crude measure. Originally intended as a
measure of indivietial differences, it yields at best
a very rough ordinal scale that fs most useful when
collapsed into a high-low dichotomy, or at most a
high-medium-low trichotomy.

Before discussing the weaknesses of the measure,
let us sketch the procedure for obtaining n Achieve-
ment scores. The technique involves collecting
thought samples from subjects under standardized
conditions by showing a group of subjects several
pictures, one by one, for a short periodof time and
asking them to write a creative story about each in
turn. The stories are content analyzed by trained
coders for instances of Achieve ment Imagery.
Stories in which one of the characters is concerned
over obtaining success in competition with a recog-
nized standard of excellence are said to contain
achievement imagery. The construct validity of the
measure is attested by years of research although
test-re-test reliabilities are often lower than valid-
ity coefficients (for reasons that we cannot take up
here).

Of basic concern to us is the question: Does
this measure have any utility for the measurement
of motivation in educational settings and specif fealty
in culturally disadvantaged areas? Most of the early

research results were disappointing in this regard.
Apparently, n Achievement scores are not very
highly correlated with school g r ade s or standard-
ized achievement test scores in high-school and col-
lege students. As a result, educational interest in
the measure lagged after an early flirtation, but it
has recently been revived by the evidence that it is
possible to change the motive by training. Before
we get dazzled by the thought of changing motives in
education, we should try to understand the relation-
ship between n Achievement and school behavior. I
think there are good reasons to believe that the
measure has been misapplied but that it, or a deriv-
ative of it measuring the 0-P variable, maybe very
valuable for education.

This misapplication of the n Achievement meas-
ure stems from the two most basic levels possible:
a lack of understanding of the theoretical basis for
the measure, and lack of clarity about its scaling
properties.

The problem of understanding the theoretical ba-
sis for the n Achievement measure i s formidable.
Exactly why there should be a relationship between
the content of stories written by a subject in a one-
half hour period and many other manifestations of
his behavior, particularly school behavior, is still
a problem shrouded in mystery. I will spare you
a discussion of several explanatory attempts that
have been made and present one based on the notion
that the measure gives a sample of thoughts of the
subject.

Let us be very simple-minded and conceive of
thoughts as a type of response, arbitrarily remove
them from the ghostlike realm of the mind, and rele-
gate them to the more prosaic realm of the physical
world of behavioral events. After all, then Achieve-
ment measure is actually based on observable re-
sponses, not on pure thoughts. From this point of
view, thought samples are a measure of one domain
of responses that we wish to correlate with other
domains. Notice in passing that we have made no
assumptions about a causal chain, that thoughts are
antecedent to or "cause" behavior. We have a habit
of thinking that thoughts precede actions but there
is very little evidence to substantiate it, and in the
realm of achievement motivation, there is some evi-
dence that the behavior may precede the thoughts
(McClelland, 1966).

The definition of what constitutes an achievement
thought is critical in predicting what behaviors will
be associated with such thoughts. The scoring man-
ual (Atkinson, 1958) identifies achievement thoughts
by the term Achievement Imagery and says they can
be seen in a story when one of the characters shows
concern over competition with a standard of ex c e 1-
lence. character can show competition when
any concrete goal is at stake, such as winning a
race, getting a good gra e, becoming a success in
a career, building a better mousetrap, and so on.
The non-specificity of the goal of achievement be-
havior leads us to the scaling problem mentioned
earlier to which we shall return, but let us pursue
a little further the theoretical basis for the measure.

Thought -sampling is based on an assumed corre-
lation between thoughts and more concrete behavior.
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The advantage of using a sample of thoughts rather
than some other type of behavior is this: of all be-
haviors, thoughts are least subject to inhibition. If
we seek a measure of what a person wants to do, we
need to rid it of restrictions as to what he c an do.
For this and other reasons, thought-samples stand
a chance of giving us a better picture of a person's
generalized motives.

In attempting to measure what a person wants to
do, we must follow quite a different road from that
taken in measuring what a person is able to do. Put
in another way, the measurement of motivation is
quite different from the measurement of intelligence,
ability, or even attitudes. We want to know what a
person will do, not what he can do, although the lat-
ter may form a limit in any particular circumstance.
In measuring motivation, we sample his thought s
under neutral conditions: not when ha is pressured
and a pawn, but when he can originate some of his
own behavior. By definition, in such a situation, we
cannot have control of the kinds of responses ob-
served. If we tighten control, we lose the ability to
measure what he will do on his own and end up with
a measure of what he can do when we pressure him.

This paradoxical measurement situation is more
or less unique and doesn't fit very nicely into some
of the most basic conceptions of scaling. To make
this a little clearer, think of Skinner's distinction
between operants and respondents. Roughly, a re-
spondent is a response that we can elicit directly by
manipulation of a specific stimulus. We more or
less directly produce a response in the organism by
external manipulation. Salivary, pupillary, and eye-
lid responses are examples. An operant is quite
different. Although Skinner assumes that this type
of response is probaNy elicited by some stimulus.
we don't know and may never be able to know what
it is, so we cannot control the response through the
eliciting stimulus. Ignoring control by reinforce-
ment for the time being, we measure an operant by
observing its spontaneous emissionunder conditions
of relative freedom.

Let us now conceive of thought sampling as meas-
uring the rates of spontaneously emitted thoughts,
i. e. , as the measurement of operants. Here we
launch Into new territory. While Skinner is primar-
ily concerned with shaping a specific operant and
converting uncontrolled behavior into behavior that
is under the control of the experimenter, we ar e
concerned with measuring a generalized classof op-
erants in the realm of thoughts and r elating thin
measure to other more concrete behavior patterns.

This leap raises many problems, but the major
methodological problem is that our measure of a
generalized class of spontaneously emitted thoughts
cannot he assumed to result In a conventional scale
characterized by transitivity along an intensity
dimension. Lct me try to illustrate this: Pictures
used to elicit thought samples from which n Achieve-
ment scores are derived show a variety of charac-
ters, for instance, a high-school student, two inven-
tors, some businessmen, etc. In what sense can a
person (A) who writes achievement stories about in-
ventors, doctors, and businessmen and attains a
high score be said to be higher on n Achievement
than another person (B) who writes an achievement

story about a high-school boy but not about inventors,
doctors, and businessmen and receives a relatively
low score? If we ubserve many types of behavior in
many situations, we may assume that person A will
show more general achievement behavior than per-
son B. But if we measure only school behavior, the
reverse may be true. Li an unpublished study, we
have demonstrated that a six picture measure of n
Achievement derived from a standard set does not
meet the criterion set by the Guttman technique for
unidimensional scaiability (Stouffer, Guttman, Such-
man, Lazarfeld, Starr, and Ciau._en, 194?).

Does this mean that the measure is simply unre-
liable? I think not, although it does mean that it is
not a unidimensional measure of the intensity of a
motive to do a very specific thing and, therefore,
should not be expected to relate to or predict rather
specific behavior, such as that expected on a stand-
ardized achievement test taken under conditions that
produce respondent, or at least discriminated oper-
ant, rather than spontaneously emitted operant type
behavior, It would be nice to be able to measure
motivation along an intensity scale, and most of mo-
tivation theory influences us to think of motivation
in terms of intensity concepts suchasneedanddrive.
If we think back for a moment to the discussion
of the Origin-Pawn dimension, however, we can see
that a general:zed measure of what a person will do
when not forced may come closer to our concept of
motivation than an intensity measure of what a per-
son can do when pressured.

In the book presenting the original development
of the n Achievement measure, McClelland, Atkin-
son, Clark, and Lowell (1953) briefly mentioned that
the technique measured the extensity of Achievement
thoughts in a broad realm rather than the intensity
of such thoughts. This mention har apparently been
lost in the flood of research, most of which was not
careful to note the the distinction.

As suggested above, a careful analysis of the ba-
sic process involved in the measurement technique
given some insight into the lowcorrelatlons between
n Achievement and academic performance. It gives
us more. I think it gives us the basisfor suggesting
that n Achievement scores will be related to much
more general response patterns. Since the measure
taps thoughts about achievement in several areas, if
a person who has many such thoughts is observed
over a period of time In which he may be confronted
with some of these situations, we should be able to
predict that he will react in achievement ways more
often than not. In view of the analysis, it may be ex-
pected that the measure of n Achievement w ill be
more valuable in relation to cultural orientations
(McClelland, 1961) and long term career patterns of
individuals, than in predicting specific responses
such as school achievement or exam-taking behavior.

One example may be cited. McClelland (1965)re-
ports that of the original sampleof subjects tested at
Wesleyan in the validation proceduresforn Achieve-
ment fifteen years ago, large numbers have gravita-
ted toward entrepreneurial business occupations
subsequent to graduating from college. A check of
the alumni directory indicated that 83 percent of the
men who could be classified as entrepreneurs now,
had high n Achievement scores as sophomores In
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college. Only 21 percent of those classified as non-
entrepreneurs had high n Achievement, These r e-
sults indicate that n Achievement predicts car eer
patterns over a crucial period of life when care er
choices are being made.

When it comes to measuring motives in culturally
disadvantaged child:en, we have a lot to learn. The
data that I have to report results from a study that
was initially intended to answer some of the most
rudimentary practical questions such as "Can
thought samples be collected from this population,
i. e., can they produce scorable stories under
standardized conditions?" If it turns out that the
thought samples are adorable, we can ask whether
the n Achievement score is valid for this population.
Is the score, for instance, related to risk-taking
strategies in this population as it is in middle-class
high-school and college students? Since we were
interested in beginning to probe the Origin-Pawn
dimension in this population, we might an existant
measure that would give an estimate of thechildren's
relative feelings of powerlessness. In short, we
tested the feasibility of collecting thought-samples
and found fifth, sixth, and seventh grade disadvan-
taged children quite capable of producing scorable
stories. We devised a risk-taking situation that had
the bonus of providing us with a measure of school
skills, and we used a measure of powerlessness.

The subjects of the study were ninety-four Negro
children in two fifth and seventh grade classrooms
in one large city (sixty girls and thirty-four boys),
and 120 Negro children from several sixth grad e
classrooms in another large city. Both samples
were taken from school areas known to be the most
culturally disadvantaged in each city. However ,
since we were primarily interested in testing the
feasibility and validity of the motive measure, w e
did not sample meticulously, nor did we carefully
assess the comparability of the areas. For th el

reason, comparisons between the two samples are
dangerous.

THE MEASUREMENT OF ACHIEVEMENT
MOTIVATION

After introductory remarks, the children were
handed a six-page form with a different cue typed
at the top of each page, and four standard questions
equally spaced on each page to help them complete
their stories. The verbal cue was read aloud (e. g. ,
"Two men are working at a machine. "), and the
children were given four minutes to write their
stories. In all, six stories were required.

These stories were content analyzed by the pro-
cedures described by McClelland, et al. (1953) by
two independent scorers. Interscorer reliability was
approximately 90 percent agreement between scorers.

THE MEASURE OF POWERLESSNESS

The children's form of the measureof powerless-
ness (Maier, 1961) was administered immediately
after the measure of achievement motivation. Twen-
ty-three statementa are presented in simple lan-
guage and the child circles either "Yes" or "No"
indicating whether he agrees or disagrees with the
statement. For example, one item was, "Does it

ever help any to think what you will be when you
grow up?"

RISK-TAKING BEHAVIOR

In a game situation in which the person c an
choose to shoot for a fixed target from varying dis-
tances of increasing difficulty with increasing re-
ward attendant on success, a group of high-achieve-
ment persons will tend to take more shots in the
middle range, avoiding both easy and extremely
hard shots. A similts group of low -achievement
persons will take more shots in the easy and ex-
tremely hard positions (cf., Atkinson, Bastian,
Earl, and Litwin, 1960). The range of risk which
may be considered a moderate risk is dependent up-
on the skill of the individual and is evidently chosen
in terms of where he thinks he has a moderate
chance of success (cf., deCharms and Dave, 1965).

We rejected the simple game situation most often
used. Instead, it was decided to attempt to develop
a new situation completely analogous to the game
utilized In our earlier work but involving the typical
school behavior of children, I. e. spelling and arith-
metic skills.

SPELLING AND ARITHMETIC SKILLS

Each of these measures was comprised of sixty
items divided into six levels of difficulty of ten
items each, Spelling words were taken from stand-
ard lists calibrated for difficulty, and arithmetic
problems were taken from a series of arithmetic
textbooks used in the schools fromearly elementary-
grade level to junior-high-school level. Extensive
pretesting was used to assess empirically the valid-
ity of the various levels, and to assure a highdegree
of success for all children in the easiest level, and
increasing difficulty up to a level where I itt le suc-
cess could be expected from any child.

These measures were administered by standard
classroom procedures. The items were arranged
in blocks of six, each block progressing from the
easiest to hardest level of difficulty in order, though
this was not made obvious to the children. It w as
stressed that this was not a test in the sense that the
children would receive grades, but that they them-
selves would learn from this about their own skill.

After all children had attempted all sixty items,
the various levels of difficulty were explained to
them and their own ability at each level was im-
pressed upon them by pointing out how many they
had completed correctly at each level.

SPELLING AND ARITHMETIC RISK - TAKING TASK

After the group session, the experimenter met
with each child individually. She made sure that he
understood the various levels of difficulty in the
sixty items he had attempted, and how many he had
completed correctly at each level.

The child was told that he would now take a test
in which he could choose each time the level of diffi-
culty of the item which he would attempt. It w as
made clear that the test items were iwided into lev-
els comparable to those of the previous skill task.
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Before he was presented with each item, he was to
choose the level of difficulty which he would like to
attempt on that trial. The object was to attain
"points," the significance of which was left unex-
plained, as in a game. The points that could be won
by correctly completing the item increased with the
level of difficulty of the item chosen. These points
were established for each child separately, accord-
ing to the empirically established level of difficulty
for him. Thus, a skillful child who chose level five
(a difficult level), and .rho had done four out of ten
items correctly at that level in the skill-task (em-
pirical probability of success equals .40), stood to
gain thirty-eight points if correct. A less sk.'hil
child choosing the same level five may have done
only one out of ten Items correctly at that level In
the skill -task (empirical probability of success
equals .10). Such a child could win 150 points if
correct at level five. (This procedure, developed
by deCharms and Davg (1965), equates subjects as to
skill and emphasises choices in terms of the child's
own chances of success.)

Each time the child chose a levelfor the Lxt item
(of ten spelling and ten arithmetic items), he was
asked to consult his own paper from the skill-t ask
and report how many he could expect to get right
out of ten (his probability of success at that le vet).
He was then asked to concuk the following table and
report bow many paints he could win. The point
scale was constructed so that the number correct
multiplied by the number of points always approxi-
mated a constant (150) as closely as possible without
using decimals. The expected value of ten trials at
any level, therefore, equals 150.

hunter you go! IVO
out of tea DI sith-tast 10 I I I I 1 1 1 0

yo. let V pied It II II 11 IS 10 IS SO SS ISO 100

By such means the experimenter made every ef-
fort to insure that the child thought of his choices
in terms of his own performance on the skill -task
and in terms of the possible points which were a s-
signed in accordance with his nwn demonstrated
skill.

Each child made ten choices and attempted ten
spelling words, recording his accrued points after
each trial. Following this, each child did the same
with ar !the mak items.

Table 1 presents the mean skill scores on arith-
metic and spelling tasks by sex and level of achieve-
ment motivation. You will note that the means for
the high a Achievement subjects are higher in all
cases Chris the means for low is Achievement sub-
jects. The differences tested by antirsis of ear l-
ance are significant in every case except for trith-
metk ter girls. There is clearly a relationthipover-
all between a Achievement keel and school stills
as measured by our test. The relattonship Is
stronger for boys than for girls, but all differences
are small, a fret 'bat is attributable to the low lit
lances of the scores. The 60-item task was de-
signed so that the trulotil of the s sib' acts would

success on almost all of the items at the e a s ie st
level and fail on a,-nost all at the most difficult lev-
el. As a result, the range of probable sc 01 e s is
much smaller than the total range of sixty, and the
variances are quite small. In addition, these re-
sults come from a larger analysis where variance
attributable to other fartors, such as grade reve I,
was extracted.

Table 2 presents data from the same dependent
variables, spelling and arithmetic skills, but this
time showing the relationship with the I- E scale.
The low I-E subjects feel relatively powerless. The
relationship is significant in both cases of arithme-
tic and spelling skills for aisle but not for boy s.
This sex difference is more or less the opposite of
what was found with n Achievement. These results
seem to Indicate that the though sample measure is
more powerful in predicting school skills for boys,
whereas the questionnaire measure is more power-
ful for girls. The data by themselves are not very
impressive in this respect, and might seem merely
a function of the specific tests except for two things.
First, we have argued that thought sampling results
in a different kind of score from that derived f r o rq
a questionnaire, and the difference is interesting the-
oretically. Second, a recent review of the literature
of n Achievement indicates a similar t rend toward
an interaction between sex and type of testing situa-
tion. Klinger (1968) reviewed some forty -tour stud-
ies that investigated the relationship between meas-
ures of achievement motivation and task perform-
ance. Some of the studies used the thought-sample
technique which Klinger calls the TAT, and some of
them used a measure called the Iowa Picture Inter-
pretation Test, or the IPIT. ThIsteet uses pictures
but supplies several plots for the subject to choose
from in a multiple choice form. Klinger says: "The
studies also suggest an ittcraction of Instrument x
Sex of Subject, in that of the studies that used the
TAT, a higher proportion of those with male subjects
reported significance than those with females, while
the reverse was true with the IPIT" (flinger, 1968,
pp. 297-296). Klinger makes no attempt to explain
this interaction.

In slew of our analysis of thought sampling as a
measure of a more or less "free" operentwhere the
subject emits responses, whereas a queslionniue or
multiple choke measure supplies ready-made re
Sponse' for the subject to choofte from, it see m s
reasonable to hypothesise that the free operant meas-
ure may be more appropriate for male subjects and
a respondent (or discriminated operant) measure
more appropriate for females. I cannot pretend to
expiain In detail why this should be so, but It does
seem piausibie, especially in the achievement ues,
end in our culture, that men are expected to produce
achievement behavior spontaneously, whereas Tomes
may have to respond appropriately with achievement
behavior when pressed but are not necessarily
expected to initiate it as their own. W e hope to is-
vestigate this possibility in the neat future.

The results from the risk-taking data a r e-
stilted in Tables 3 and 4, and maybe seen le butes
1 end 3. The means in the tables needs II to ea-
planation. The hypothesis derived from Pettier
studies Fe edicts that subjects with high achievement
,activation will more often choose spelling words or
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TABLE I

MEAN SPELLING AND ARITHMETIC SCORES (OF A POSSIBLE 60) BY SEX AND LEVEL OF
n ACHIEVEMENT

Boys

Math Spelling*

Girls

Total Math Spelling Total

High
n Achievement I
Low
n Achievement X

Total

46 46 60 60
21.7 28.2 24.9 22.5 31.0 26.8

51 51 63 63
18.5 21.7 20.1 19.6 26.5 23.1

20.0 24.8 22.4 21.0 28.7 24.9

p. <.05
es p. <.01

TABLE 2

MEAN SPELLING AND ARITHMETIC SCORES (OF A POSSIBLE 60) BY SEX AND 1-E LEVEL
(POWERLESSNESS)

Boys

Math Spelling

High
1 -E

Low
1-E

Total

< . 05

N
X

N

46
20.9

51

19.3

20.0

46
25.1

51
24.4

24.6

Girls

Total Math Spelling Total

69 69
23.1 22.6 29.8 26. 2

54 54
21.9 19.0 27.2 23.1

^2.4 21.0 28.7 24.9

arithmetk problems in the middle ranges of prob-
ability levels from say 30 percent to 1 0 pe rc e n I
probability, white :subjects with low n Achievement
will not show this tendency to as great In extent and
may, in fact, &vote the middle ranges and choose
more extremes either around 90 percent or 10 per-
cent.

In order to extract a measure from the data to
test this hypothesis stitisticalty, we used a proce-
dure developed by deCharms and Dar; (1965). The
average deviation of the ten probability chokes for
each subject is measured around the overall mean
of all chokes for all subjects. A large average de-
viation indicates that the individual subject's chokes
range farther out in either directku on the scale; a
small average deviation indicates that the subject's
chokes are concept/sled in the middle range. The

hypothesis then predkts that subjects with high it
Achievement will have smaller average deviation
scores than subjects with low n Achievement. Ta-
bles 3 and 4 present the means of the average devi-
ation stores from each group. We shall call this
score the risk score.

Table 3 gives strong support for the hypothesised
relationship between moderate risk-taking and high
a Achievement under all conditions, I.e., for both
boys and girls and when the task involves either
spe Piing or arithmetic problems. Table 4 Indicates
that the 1-E scale is not related to risk-taking order
any conditions.

A look at Figures 1 and 2 may make the results
with Achievement clearer. Figure 1 combines
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TABLE 3

MEAN RISK-TAKING SCORES BY SEX AND LEVEL OF n ACHIEVEMENT
(LOW MEAN INDICATES MODERATE RISK)

Boys

Math Spelling*

Girls

Total Math Spelling Total

High
n Achievement

Low
n Achievement

Total

N
xx

N

18 46 60 60
19.2 24.2 21.7 22.0 23.3 22.6

51 51 63 83
23.8 29.1 26.4 24.4 27.9 28.1

21.6 26.8 24.2 23.2 25.6 24.4

p. c.05"2 .005

TABLE 4

MEAN RISK-TAKING SCORES BY SEX AND LEVEL 1-E (POWERLESSNESS)
(LOW MEAN INDICATES MODERATE RISK)*

Boys

Math Spelling

Girls

Told Math Spelling Total

High
1-E

Low
I-E

Total

N 46 46
Ft 21.7 27.5

N 51 51
X 21.5 26.2

21.6 26.6

69 69
24.6 22.7 25.3 24.0

54 54
24.4 23.6 26.0 24.9

24.2 23.2 23.6 24.4

No significant differences

boys and girls and shows a high peak la the mid
ranges of probabilities of success for the high n
Achievement subjects on arithmetic problems. The
curve for the low a Achievement subjects shows an
interesting propensity to take extremely speculative
risks. For the low n Achievement subjects 5$ per-
cent of the chokes are in the range of 0 to 40 per-
cent probability of success.

Figure 1 presents the results for spelling. He
the high a Achievement curve shows a hump in the
middle, and the low a Achievement curve actually
shows a troagh is the middle ranges and is higher at
both extremes as predicted by the hypothesis,

These results with arithmetic and spelling tasks
show a clearer differentiation in risk-taking strate-
gies between high and low a Achievement subjects
than most previous studies in this area, and suggest

the possibility that risk-taking on a serious task
sash as spelling or arithmetic is more clearly a
function of a Achievement than on the g a m er like
tasks used In other studies. lt is also possible that
the effect of achievement motivation may be more
clearly evident in the culturally disadvantaged envi-
ronment than in the highly competitive middle class
Culture where the range of s Achievement scores
may be skewed toward high a Achievement

OISOISSION

All of the results reported from this study were
conked from two different samples that were com-
bined for simplity of presentation. When the sam-
ples ate investigated separately, the f 1 ad legs re-
ported replicate in almost every case.
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Figure 1. Percentage of tasks chosen at each level
of probability of success on the arithmetic risk-
taking task by subjects above and below the median
n Achievement score.
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Replication of the data on spelling and arithmetic
skills is especially important since the tests from
which these scales derived were intended originally
merely to give preliminary data for the risk-taking
task. The fact that the relationships with n Achieve-
ment uu aignificaM at all Is surmising and even
embarrassing since the major thrust of our theoret-
ical argument predicts that the a Achievement meas-
ure should be more Mighty related to me &sures of
change over time than to single teat measures such
as these arithmetic and spelling skill tuts. Actual-
ly, the results, though significant, are not Indic a-
live of high correlations, but of relationships quite
commensurate with others reporter' betweene
Achievement and rcedemk achievems, Akhough
we have argued that Lt Achievement is pr imartly
a measure of the extensity of thougNs about achieve-
ment and should, therefore, be related to long-term
trends In behavior, out data remind vs that a meas-
ure of extensity Is not completely independent of In-
tensity. To use the extensity measure exclusively
as a measure of intensity is to misapply it; but the
extensity of thoughts about achievement may give
some indkaton of the Intensity of achievement mo-
tivation ls a specific area

Probably the most interesting revolt of these pre-
lim:ditty forays into the study of motivation In c s 1-

Figure 2. Percentage of tasks chosen at each level
of probability of success on the spelling rish-taking
task by subjects above and below the median n
Achievemen score.
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luridly disadvantaged children la the evidi.nce that
the thought sample measures are more elf ec live
with boys than girls, and with the questionnaire
measure the reverse Is true. If this result stands
upon replication, it may lead to further insights
about thought sampling.

it should be clear by now that the IE scale used
here was not designed to measure the origin-paw:1
dimension. it is our hope that a measure of this di-
mension can be devised based on thought sampling.
To be valid, the measure must allow the subject to
emit his corn behavior. Choked reactions selected
and presentee by the experimenter as on a question-
naire limits the subj.,ct. We treat presentbeginning
to develop a measure based on thought samples, and
preliminary evidence indicates that It is feasible
and may be related to the measures of school skills
discussed here and even to long -term Indications
that a person prefers to take personal responsibility
for his actions.

20 )0 110 00

We can only end this paper by noting that it is
only a beginning. The research reported here con-
stitutes the basis for a project that is jig tit getting
under way, the aims of which are to relate a
Achievement to change in academic skills In a longi-
tudinal study, to develop the concept and measure

100

le
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the origin-pawn dimension, and ultimately to develop
training ttchniques for teachers and pupils similar
to those used in achievement n 'Ovation training
courses with businessmen (McClelland, 1965).
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111111111111111111 Subject Matter, Content and Sequence

CURRICULUM improvement in the various disciplines has been ham-
pered by lack of adequate research paradigms to determine the effectiveness of
various instructional programs, by lock of relevant learning theory, and by inade-
quate conceptualizations for determinlitg the content to be learned. The structure
of the discipline itself, as formulated by one or more scholars, has provided
much of the basis for recent curriculum development. E. G. Begle in "Curricu-
lum Research in Mathematics" cites the extensive work of the School Mathematics
Study Group in the development and evaluation of a mathematics curriculum. The
structure of mathematics has proven to be a powerful organizer for the mathe-
matics curriculum at the university, high school, junior high school, and now at
the elementary school levels. The point of view adopted is that in learning rr

each pupil is to build his own structure of mathematics. Such a structure
starts with a smull number of concepts and eventually incorporates strategies of
problem solving. Begle argues that the necessary framework would be charac-
terized by three aspects: "1) the malheriatical content of the curriculum, 2) a
theory of learning of the content, and 3) a theory of the application of the con-
tent to problem solving." Begle reports that some of the results obtained by the
School Mathematics Study Group are being investigated in a Nationol Longitudinal
Study of Mathematical Abilities.

Similar problems of curriculum research and development are com
mon to science. Arthur Livermore examines the structure of science (a science of
science) as the basis for curriculum reform. Reports of the various curriculum groups
(PSSC in physics, BSCS in biology, and CHEM and CBA in chemistry) indicate a
union of scientists, educators and psychologists working together on the prob-
lem of curriculum design and evaluation. The evolution of the so-called new
curriculum in science can be characterized as starting effectively first at the

high school level, then junior high school, and now at the elementary schoc,l level.
While these curriculum studies emphasize concepts of importance within the re-



spective disciplines, corresponding emphasis is also given to the empirical aspects
of science as represented in the laboratory activities common to all of the curricu-
lum studies. For example, the American Association for the Advancement of Science
has produced a program for the elementary school which emphasizes the process
approach to science. In this approach certain cognitive skills are used as the or-
ganizers of the curriculum. However, the lack of an encompassing conceptual
framework in the science inhibits the development of a systematic curriculum
K-12. Rather several well-prepared curricula ore being developed at the various
school levels.

Curriculum development in English is also dependent on the struc-
ture of that discipline. Robert Poo ley discusses various efforts at developing cur-
riculum rationales and materials in such areas as literature, composition, lan-
guage, and in the emerging grammars of the English language. Development and
research underway in the various areas are reported with particular emphasis
given to the structural and transformational grammars.

Reading ability is of fundamental concern in the usual curriculum.
The demands placed on the learner vary across age, and across subject matter,
yet the student is not trained 'n techniques of reading science, mathematics or
English. A research paradigm appropriate to investigating variation in the rate
tf reading is reported by Wayne Otto, Theodore Harris, and Thomas Barrett in
"Research in Reading." The authors investigate the question of "whether varia-
bility in reading speed developed by training with carefully constructed, short
model paragraphs will transfer to reading the less tightly structured passages
typically found in classroom material." Ex;4nsive details on procedures and re-
sults are reported.

The Lontribution of psychological resenrch to the development of
curricula in mathematics is expanding, accordiA4 to Myron Rosskopf. 1.e cites
the work of various psychologists in discussing the attainment of mathematics con
cepts. The effect of the learner's system of focusing on the problem at hand and
the oveilable strategy of problem solving are discussed.



Curriculum Research

in Mathematics

I SHALL interpret "curriculum" in
the above title very broadly, since 1 believe that re-
search in mathematics education must involve re-
search on the learning of mathematics, the teaching
of mathematics, problem solving, etc., as well as
the syllabus, and that ear lustre cone entration on any
one aspect of this complex Is not fruitful.

!shall not attempt a historical survey of r e-
search In mathematics education. Weaver (1957-
1966) has provided useful lists covering researchon
elementary-school mathematics for each year since
1951. Drown (1956, 1960, 1963, 1965)has provided
biennial annoted reports of research on mathematics
teaching carried out Ance 1956. A glance at these
reports Indicates that a considerable amount of re-
search has been done in the past and also that the
volume of research is increasing rap10. A more
careful look, however, provides the melancholy in-
formation that this large number of research efforts
yields very little that can be used to improve math-
ematics education. This Is not to say that all these
efforts have been wasted. There are in 1 act many
ingenious ideas and suggestions which ought to be
followed up. In ;eters', though, the e sults are
too special or incomplete to be of any wide use.

It does not take much reflection to see why this
should be the case. Research in education in gen-
eral, and in mathematics education in partkular, is
much more difficult Hun rematch in say, psychol-
ogy or chemistry. r3: one thing, the number of
variables that should he taken into account is very
large. Mathematics whievernent c an be affecilwl,
at least in theory, by the prior 'earnings of the sub-

E. G. Bogle
Stanford University

Stanford, Califon's;

jects, by a wide vas is ty of cognitive abilities and
cognitive styles, by attitudes toward mathematics,
ant, as Iv. cell know, by soclo-economic and demo-
graphic variables. Similarly the cognitive and af-
fective state of the teacher may well affect the stu-
dent's learning of mathematics.

In order to isolate and compare o different cur-
riculum treatments, for example, it is nec isary to
take all these variables Into account so that the ef-
fects due to these variables will not be cofounded
with those due to the curriculum tr.atintnts. To do
this generally requires either a large experiment or
a large number of carefully correlated small ones.

Until very recently, It has been almost impossi-
ble to meet this requirement. Experiments in math-
ematics education have been carried out by individ-
uals with limited resources. The exper irnents of ne-
cessity were small In scale, involved relative ly
small numbers of subjects, and had a short t !me
span. Only very recently has financial support be-
come available which makes possible some of the
studies and experiments necessary for signifkant
improvement In inathonatics education.

A large scale investigation now being carried out
by the School Mathematics Study Groupie the Nation-
al LongiNdinal Study of Mathematizal Abilities (Ca-
hen, 196).

In this study three groups of students enter In g
grades 4, 1, and 10 in September, 1461, tot sling
over a hundred thousand, will have beenfollewed for
five years. The mathematics achievement of each
of these students has been measured teke each year.
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The primary purpose of this study is loa scertain
the effects of the new mathematics curricula in or-
der to provide guidance for further curriculum de-
velopment

It was necessary, of course, to measure not on-
ly the level of mathematics achievement of each stu-
dent at the beginning of the study, but also as many
as possible of the other variables whichmight affect
the results. We have therefore obtained measures
of a considerable number of cognitive variables,
selected by our psychological consultants, for their
probable relevance to mathematics achievement. An
extensive attitude inventory was administered three
times during the study, since we want to know how
attitudes affect achievement and also how achieve-
ment affects attitudes. We have some information
about the socio-economic status of the students as
well as information about the schools. Most of the
teachers of the students included in the study have
provided us with extensive information about their
training and experience. and more than half of them
have also provided information about the attitudes
toward mathematics, teaching, etc.

When we analyze this enormous mass of informa-
tion, we will not only find out what we want to know
about the differential effects on mathematics achieve-
ment of modern curricula as compared with conven-
tional ones, but we will also obtain as a by-product,
information on the effects on mathematics achieve-
ment of the other variables we have measured.

This kind of information should pr o v e valuable
both to the design of future experiments and in the
interpretation of past results. Hopefully w e will
find that many of these variables have little or no
effect on mathematics achievement. W hen this is
the case, future experiments involving similar stu-
dents need not tate such a variable into account,
and we will have more confidence ii. generalizing the
results of past studies which did not controlon such
a variable.

However, while studies such as this one w ill
prove very helpful, It Is doubtful that they will prove
sufficient. There is another fundamental problem
which must be overcome before we can expect Mg-
nifkant Improvements in mathematics educ *lion.
This problem is the lack of any theoretical frame-
work for mathematics education. Without such a
framework, one whose broad outline has reasonably
widespread acceptance, there is noway to program
the many Individual small studies which will con-
tinue to be undertaken so that they can be mutually
reinforc:rig and can contribute to overall forward
progress. It Is my belief that the time Is r I pe to
begin the construction of such a theoretical frame-
work.

tHE MATHEMATICAL CONTENT OF THE
CURRICULUM

One aspect of it of course willbe concerned with
the mathematical content of the curriculum. Before
discussing this, I will turn to whatmay seem at
first to be a digression. tam Sure that many dour
teachers look on our 11.711!Pitifula as a revolution
In school mathematics. In a sense this Is correct,
but it is merely a small aspect of a revolution In

mathernatiLs !tself which has been go ing on for a
century and a half.

This revolution stems from the work of Abel and
Galois. When Abel demonstrated the nonexistence
of an algebraic formula for the solution of the quin-
tic equation arid wh'n Galois applied his methods to
settle the general problem, the direction of the de-
velopment of mathematics was changed forever.0b-
viously they did not obtain their result s by ti m e-
honored computational procedures. Instead they dem-
onstrated that an examination of the over-all struc-
ture of a mathematical system, in contrast to com-
putations with the Individual elements of the system,
was a very powerful mathematical boot and could
lead to solutions of problems not otherwise solvable.

Although the revolution dates backto the previous
century, It gathered momentum slowly, and it w a s
only in the present century that Its effects became
overwhelming. The tremendo.is flowering of modern
algebra and of functional analysis which star ted
early in this century could not have taken piace w ith-
out the ideas about structure first pointed out by
Abel and Galois.

During the 1930's these ideas began to be applied
In the graduate curriculum, and it became clear that
these ideas, already demonstrated to be power f ul
and indispensable in mathematical research, were
also powerful and effective in mathematics instruc-
tion at this level. During the next two decades a
start was made on a revision of the undergraduate
curriculum In the universities along the same lines.

Consequently, when mathematicians }coined with
high- cchool teachers In an attempt to improve t he
secondary - school curriculum, their first Inclina-
tion was to apply to the subject matter nor malty
taught in these schools the same point of if ley to-
ward mathematics, an emphasis on structure, which
had proved successful not only in mathematical r e-
search b ! also in mathematical education at the uni-
versity level. When it was discovered that this
could be done successfully for the secondary-school
curriculum, the reform movement continued and re-
vlsed the elementary-school curriculum in the same
spirit.

There are two Important observations which now
need to be made. The first is that this revolution
has been successfully concluded. The second is
that no new revolution is clearly m sight. Even if
the first stirrings of a new revolution might be tak-
ing place In mathematical research, Its effect s
could not appear In the we-college program for gen-
erations. Consequently we can agree on the broad
Outline of the content of the mathematics curriculum
for the schools.

This content Is well enough known that we need
not spell it out here in detail. &dike It to mention
that the mathematical topics Included In the :urric-
alum are, with few exceptions, those Includel in the
pre-revokitiOnary curriculum. Only a few Sew
topics, such as inequalities, have been added be-
cause of their Intrinsic importance, and only a few
other barks have been given lesser emphasis than
before.
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On the other hand, the new curriculum differs
radically from the old in that it includes the struc-
ture of the cc.,amon mathematical systems, the
basic mathematical concopts and their Interrelation-
ships, as well as the basic mathematical facts and
techniques.

Before discussing the implications of this new
aspect of the curriculum for our theoretical frame-
work for mathematics education, it Is well to point
out that while few new topics have been incorporat-
ed In the curriculum so far, there will undoubtedly
be new ones to be added from time to time. The na-
ture of our society at present is such that It would
be wise to include as soon as possible, and for a I l
students, some of the basic ideas of probability and
statistics as well as someof the mathematical Ideas
relevant to high speed computers. Incorporation of
any such new topic into the curriculum will require
research to determine the prior understandings
needed by the student, the most efficient location of
the topic in the sequence, etc. We c an certainly
look forward to a continuing need for this kind of re-
search.

Returning now to the curriculum, we se e that
our aim In mathematics education is to help each
student to build in his mind a conceptual structure.
This structure, for primary-schoolchildren, starts
with a small number of concepts, abstracted di-
rectly from the real world, about number and geo-
metric configurations. As the child progresses
through sch,ol, these concepts are refined and
sharpened, and the relationships between them be-
came increasingly complex. At some stage, new
concepts are met which come not from the real
world but rather from previously learned concepts.
The concept of Irrational number Is a case at point
Among these concepts there are, of course, those con-
cerned with computation. For example, we do not
ask our students to memorise an infinite multiplica-
tion table. Rather, we let them stop after 91 and
teach them the algorithm for multIplication,ard this
is a concept.

Naturally, the order in which mathematical con-
cepts are learned is subject to some variation, and
mush research time could be devoted to study ing
the effects of variations in the sequence. However,
In my opinion, most of this time wouldbe more use-
tufty employed If devoted to some of the problems
discussed below.

A THEORY OF THE LEARNING OF THE
CONTENT

What this means for us is that our theoretical
framework for mathematics education must have as
one of its many aspects a theory of the learning of
mathematical concepts and relations between these
concepts,

No well - developed theory of this sort now exists.
One's first thought, whet the topic learning of
any sort is brought up, Is to turn to out colleagues
In psychology for advice and assistance. A very re-
cent Survey of concept growth is children (Wallace,
1163) shows that psychologists can pray Id e very
few useful answers to out questions. Much work
has bee* done in this country oe the development of

concepts, but interest is usually focused on the
strategies used by the subjects in trying to gue ss
which combinations of color, sizes, shapes, et c.,
the experimenter has chosen. Neither the concepts
nor the strategies have much relevance to class-
room learning.

An interesting by-product, however, of these
studies is that the availability of verbal labels for a
concept plays an important role (Kuenne, 1948) and
will have to be taken into account in any theory of
the learning of mathematical concepts.

Some of the investigations of "discovery" teach-
ing in this country have involved the le ar n I ng of
some non-trivial mathematical concepts. Unfortu-
nately, the results of these studies present a con-
fused picture. For a review of the present state of
affairs, see Cronbach (1966).

Outside the U.S., Investigations of concept learn-
ing have been dominated by the work of Piagct. He
deserves great credit, of course, for Investigating
real mathematical concepts and how children come
to acquire them. Unfortunately, he generally c on-
fines himself to the initial concepts of any branch
of mathematics and has little to tell us about the
learning of the later and more refined concepts or
the learning of relationships between concepts.

A more fundamental difficulty in applying Piaget's
findings In mathematics education lies in the fact
that, when he questions a child to see how well he
understands a concept, he is very careful never to
provide the child with any subsidiary concepts which
might help him. In fact, he seems lo be investi-
gating what children can learn without the benefit of
education. There are, hoverer, some indications
(Kohnstamm, 1985) that the picture is quite differ-
ent if children are provided with some assistance in
the form of subsidiary concepts.

In short, the task of building a theory of the learn-
ing of mathematical concepts still lies before us.
Some ideas about what will have to be Included in
such a theory can be obtained from the sources just
mentioned. It should also be mentioned that some
very Interesting work, with which we are just be-
ginning to become acquainted, Is being done in Rus-
sia, and this work may provideuswithfurther clues.

In order to construct a suitable theory of the
learning of mathematical concepts, and such a
theory should be quantitative rather than purely qual-
itative, it will be necessary to construct instrv-
tnents which measure bow well a student under-
stands a particular concept.

This will not be an easy task. Concepts are not
observable. It will be necessary to use Ind 1 r ec t
methods to assess a student's understanding of a par-
tkulir concept. Perhaps we can obtain some guid-
ance on this from our colleagues in the physical sci-
ences, etbo also deal with seobser rabies such a s
neutrinos.

Perhaps the most useful contribution which P I a-
get has made to our present effort. ishisdemonstra-
tioe that stilitel questbning can provide precise and
detailed information abNit an list [yid old 's understand-
ing ot a concept or problem. Stella Individual la-
terrceatioas undoabted4 be an important tool
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in the development of instruments for measuring un-
derstanding, although the final inst niments will
need to appear in a more standardized format. It is
worth observing that Brownell (1963: also has found
working with individual children a v tluable pr o-
cedure.

THE APPLICATION OF THE CONTENT TO
PROBLEM SOLVING

A final aspect of our theoretical framework f or
mathematics education is that of problem solving.
It would be futile to provide our stud ents with a
thorough understanding of mathematics if they were
not able to use this understanding to solve problems.
What we need therefore is a better understanding of
how we can help our students todevelopusefulstrat-
egies for solving problems.

This seems to call for a considerable amount of
exploratory work. We do have already, however, a
variety of problem-solving strategies that car be
investigated. Poly& (1945) fol. example, haswritten
extensively on this topic. In another dir ec lion ,
Newell, Shaw, and Simon (1959) have investigated,
by means of computer simulation, the power of cer-
tain specific strategies. These strategies hadbeen
identified as ones actually used by at least some
students, and a computer program then verified
that the strategies were indeed effective. In still
another direction is the very Interesting work by
Crutchfield and Covington (Crutchfield, 1968). Using
comic-book format for their materials, they we r e
able to train their subjects to examine the rtl lion-
ships between the various aspects of a problem sit-
uation, and the implications of these relationships,
for a sufficiently long time and in sufficient depth
to arrive at a solution. Their problems were not
mathematical, but their procedures °jay well have
implications for mathematics education.

The Russian literature, mentioned above, also
has suggestinns of problem-solving strategies which
are worth ir rstigating.

There are still two other sources which may pro-
vide us with rat material for investigation of prob-
lem solving. The strategies used by Newell, Shaw,
and Simon were obtained by having a number of stu-
dents solve problems aloud during Individual inter-
views. This procedure may well prove very fruit-
ful, especially at the elementary schoollevel,where
we seem to know less than at the higher levels.
Similarly, classroom observations of teachers
teaching problem solving and of their techniquut for
helping students to solve problems may pay good
dividends.

In short, we already know a number of problem-
solving strategies and we have suggestions for lo-
cating others. What we need to do now Is to start a
systematic study of techniques for teaching these
strategies to students and of the ability of students
to use these strategies. We need to study in partk
ular the degree of understanding of the conceptual
structure of mathematics a Student needs before he
can learn a particular strategy and use it effectively.
This pinta up again the need for instrumentaithich
can be used to measure understanding of mathemat-
ical concepts.

To summarize briefly, I have been arguing that
substantial improvements In mathematics education
will have to be based on more fundamental research
than has been carried out so far. I have further ar-
gued that the magnitude of the task is such that the
efforts of a large number of research workers will
be needed and that these efforts can be made mutu-
ally reinforcing and contributive to substantial im-
provement only if there is an over all theoretical
framework which is generally accepted and which
can be used not only to suggest individual research
problems but also to relate individual findings in a
meaningful pattern.

Three aspects of such a theoretical framework
were mentioned: the mathematical content of the
curriculum, a theory of the learning of the content,
and a theory of the application of the content to prob-
lem solving. The first is, except for minor varia-
tions, dictated by the nature of mathematics itself.
It differs from the curriculum content of a genera-
tion ago by emphasizing the conceptual structure of
mathematics as well as routine mathematical skills.
This part of our theoretical framework, then, is gen-
erally agreed to. The rest however, we will have
to construct. We have a few bits and pieces to start
with, but a great deal of empirical work w ill have
to be done before even the outlines of these aspects
of our general theory will emerge.

Finally, I have argued that an essential tool that
we must have to tarry out our task is a battery of in-
struments which measure understanding of mathe-
matical concepts, and hence that ou r first step
should be that of starting to construct such instru-
ments.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, I shouki like tonote that any frame-
work we may construct for mathematics education
may be quite specific and not immediately general-
izable to other subject matter areas. In mathemat-
ics we deal with only a very few aspects of the real
worlii, namely the numerical rind geometric aspects
of physical situations. In science however, for ex-
ample, many more different aspects of reality a r e
considered, e.g., life, energy, mass, acceleration,
color, density, galaxies, elas,icity, genetics, the
periodic table. However, as a student progresses
through the curriculum, his mathematical concepts
are refined, sharpened, and generalized to a much
greater extent than his scientific ones, so the result-
ing mathematical conceptual structure differs mark-
edly from his scientific one. Hence the process of
concept formation in mathematics may sot be the
same as In science, and problem-solving strategics
may have quite different values in the two areas.
And when we move to more remote curt ic ulu m
areas, such as social science or literature, for ex-
ample. the situation is probably even more different.
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Curriculum Research

in Science

DEVELOPING and testing new sci-
ence programs for grades K through 12 hasbeen an
activity of hundreds of university scientists and
school teachers during the past ten years. The wide-
spread and large-scale revolution in pre-college
science reaching has been possible because large
sums of money have been available from the Nation-
al Science Foundation to finance the activities. The
early curriculum reforms came at the high school
level and these are now well established in s c ho o 1
systems throughout the country. Because they are
weal known I will not elaborate on thern,but it is im-
portant to review them briefly because they have,
in large measure, set the pattern for science cur -
riculum research in the pre-high school grades.

IFIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM RESEARCH

These school curriculum projects did sev-
eral important things. In the f first place they
stripped away the authoritarian discussions of mod-
ern technological advances which had be en tacked
on to science courses that were twenty years or
more out of date. They adopted the philosophy that
teaching science was much more than teachingacat-
alog of facts. Rather, it should be teaching facts
together with concepts and developing at the s a me
time ar. understanding of and an ability to engage
actively in the scientific enterprise.

To accomplish these things the approach to teach-
ing was radically changed. No longer w as the dis-
cipline presented in lecture and in text in didactic
fashion. No lons;er did the laboratory serve as a
place where the student demonstrated to himself

mg= Arthur H. Livermore
American Association for Advancement of Science

Commission on Science Education
Washington, D. C.

facts already known. Instead, the laboratory has be-
come the place where facts are learned through in-
vestigation and the classroom the place where the
results of laboratory investigations are discussed
and an understanding of fundamental scientific con-
cepts are 4eveloped.

The Physical Science Study Committee (PSSC )
led off the revolution in 1E6. This group decided
to deal with physics as a unified story in which the
successive topics would lead toward an atomic pic-
ture of matter, and along with all this they hoped to
develop the idea that physics is not a book completed
or closed but is an unfinished and continuing activity.
They designed new and simple laboratory equipment
and devised new experiments so that tie PSSC labor-
atory became the place where studentecarriedon in-
vestigations, not simply demonstrations.

In a similar way, the other high-school curricu-
lum groups pointed their courses in new directions.

The Chemical Bond Approach (CHA) project grew
out of a conference of college scientists and high -
school teachers held in the summer of 1957. Tho
group noted that little change had takenplace In high-
school chemistry courses for at least twenty yews
and that modern chemical concepts were little men-
tioned and little used. The CBA group decided to
make the most fundamental of all chemical concepts
the central theme of the program. Hence, the idea
of chemical bonds has become the unifying thread of
the curriculum. Chemistry is presented asan inter-
play of experiment and ideas of what is observed
and what is thought. In the laboratory program the
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students carry out small investigations, and in the
classroom they learn to apply chemical concepts to
explain their observations.

The Chemical Education Materials Study (CHEM
Study) also stresses observation and concepts. This
study grew out of the recommendations of an ad hoc
committee set up by the American Chemical Society
to consider needed changes in high-school chemis-
try. The philosophy of the CHEM Study group 13

that the important concepts a nd generalizations of
chemistry should be developed inductively and that
the evidence that the students use should be gathered
by them in the laboratory wherever possible. Where
this is not possible it is presented by teacher dem-
onztratioes or films. There is emphasis on theuni-
tying concepts in chemistry rather than on great vol-
umes and varieties of technical applications.

The Biological Sciences CurriculumStudy (BSCS)
of the American Institute of Biological Sc ience s
faced some problems that were more touchy than
those faced by the physicists and chemists. Tradi-
tionally, the topics of evolution and of human repro-
duction had been taboo in high- echool biology
courses. The BSCS group felt that modern biology
could not be taught without introducing these topics,
and they, therefore, included them in the thr e e
courses which they developed. Though there has
been some resistance to these controversial topics
in a few places, there is now veneral acceptance of
the new courses by schools throughout the country.
Indeed, it is estimated that this year 80 percent of
all students taking biology In the tenth grade are in
one of the BSCS courses. Though the three BSC S
programs take different approaches to the teaching
of biology, the goals are the same to present bi-
ology as a dynamic and growing field of knowledge,
not as an encyclopedic catalog of facts. A major
accomplishment of the BSCS group has s be en to
change the high-school biology laboratory from a
place where dead, preserved specimens are dis-
sected to a place where living organisms are exam-
ined and experimented with.

In every case the curriculum groups saw to it
that the materials were thoroughly tested i n class-
roo..ns before being released for general use. Each
of the groups prepared batteries of tests to deter-
mine whether high-school students could, lnd eed,
learn science in these new ways. The results have
been gratifying.

One of the important accomplishments of all of
the curriculum groups has been to bring together
scientists and teachers to work out the new pr o-
grams. These are not sour sec handed to the
schools by college professors, but are truly pr o-
grams that have been developed cooperatively.

Physics has never been a popular subject f or
high-school students, and the introduction of PSSC
physics has not stimulated more students to study
this discipline. There has been concern among sci-
entists and educators that collegebound students, in
general, should have some experience in this field.
One group having this concern is developing a new
high-school program which, it Is hoped, willencour-
age non-science majors to take physics. The pro-
gram, called Harvard Project Physics, ado pts a

cultural approach. It develops important concepts
such as force, energy, and motion, but draws heav-
ily on th" hurninistic background of the sc le nc e.
The pros am is still in an experimental stage, and
it remains to be seen whether it will achieve its
goal of increasing physics enrollment in high
schools.

The immediate short-range goals of the com-
pleted high- school curriculum projects seem to have
been reached in a satisfactory manner. Through
tryout and evaluation it is clear that high-school stu-
dents can learn science through the medium of t he
new programs. There are some a r ...as, however,
where further research remains to be done. Each
of the curriculum groups either explicitly or implic-
itly suggest that their approaches should develop in
students an understanding of and an ability to engage
in the scientific enterprise, and an interest in and
enthusiasm for science which should car ry on be-
yond the high-school years. Little has been done to
determine whether the programs do indeed have this
effect. A long-range steely to evaluate this aspect
of the new curriculum programs would be desirable.

Another area which should be Investigated is the
effect of one program on another in a school. For
example, one might ask whether a student in PSSC
physics In the twelfth grade does better if he has
previously had BSCS biology and CBA or C HE M
Study chemistry than If he has not. The AAAS Com-
mission on Science Education has plans for carrying
out such a study but the plans have not been imple-
mented.

A third and important question is one of sequence
of the courses in high school. The cur r ic ulu m
groups designed their programs to fit into existing
slots: biology, tenth grade; chemistry, eleventh
grade; and physics, twelfth grade. This sequence
of courses has become established over sever al
decades but there is no logical reason for teaching
the courses in this order, Indeed, when one looks
at the interrelationships of the disciplines, logic
suggests that the order should be inverted. Modern
chemistry is deeply rooted in physics, and modern
biology req..ires of the student more thana speaking
acquaintance with chemistry. The groups who pre-
pared the chemistry and biology curricula r e c og-
nized the problem. The chemists were forced to in-
clude some of the ideas of physics -for example
the concept of energy in their programs. The bi-
ologists in turn, had to include some simple chem-
istry In the hope that students would better under-
stand some of the molecular biology which is in-
cluded in the courses. The result in each case is
not completely satisfactory, and it seemsclear that
some research needs to be done on this problem. I
shall deal with this later. But now I want to turn to
the pre-high school years and discuss the develop-
ment of science curricula there.

PRE-HIGH SCHOOL

I said earlier that the new high-school sc ience
programs have set the pattern for science curricu-
lum research In the pre-high school years. The pat-
tern was set in several ways, including cooperation
of scientists and teachers in producing the new pro-
grams, and emphasis on student activity and
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and investigation rather than on didactic presenta-
tions. As the new high-school curricula came into
being, the writers and the teachers who used them
soon realized that many of the skills and attitudes
that students need for effective participation in the
new curricula should be learned in earlier grades.
Let me take just one example. The scientists work-
ing with ,high - school teachers developingCBAchem-
istry soon learned from the teachers thatth.ey could
not assume that students entering high-school chem-
istry had developed skills in constructing and inter-
preting graphs and so a section cf the CBA program
is devoted to developing these abilities. There
seems to *a little doubt that these are skills that
could be developed in earlier grades.

Many of the scientists who worked on the high-
school curricula are now devoting their energies,
in collaboration with school teachers, f o designing
and testing science curricula for the early grades.
There are so many of these progran.e for ele-
mentary and junior high school that we cannot exam-
ine them all in detail. But we will review most of
the major ones starting with the programs for the
early grades and telling you in some detail about
the elementa-y science program on which I am
working.

Each of the groups working at the elementary
school level have the same general philosophy and
plan of attack. The purpose of introducing new sci-
ence programs into the early grades is not so much
to recruit more scientists as to prepare individuals
to be scientifically literate citizens. Literate not
in the sense of knowing many scientific facts, but
of understanding both the power and the limitations
of science and its fundamental concepts.

The approaches that the various curriculum de-
velopment groups are taking to achieve this goal
vary widely. The Elementary Science Study of Ed-
ucational Services, Licommated takss the position
that the child should be intz oduced toscience by pre-
senting him with a variety of materials to investi-
gate. They have developed and tested in c la s s-
rooms, units on butterflies, gases and airs, kitchen
physics, microgardening, meal worms, and many
other topics. Let us look at the meal worm unit as
an example.

The children are given shoe boxes containing a
few meal worms and are left to investigate them on
their own. Gradually, as they ohserve them, the y
begin to ask questions. How do the meal w or ms
find the edges of the box? How do they find their
food? How do they back up?... and so on. As they
design experiments to answer their questions, it is
hoped that they will learn to evaluate evidence based
on observation, classification, measurement, and
control of variables; that they will learn to ask ques-
tions that they can answer by simple tests; and that,
at the same time, they will develop a n enthusiasm
for scientific investigation.

The School Science Curriculum Project of the
University of Illinois has a philosophy similar to
that of ESS.

The Science Curriculum Improvement Study at
the University of California takes a different ap-
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proach. Its main thrust is to develop an understand-
ing of science concepts starting in kindergarten with
the simple concept of "What is an object?" and mov-
Mg from there to "What is a system?", "What is
meant by interaction?", and so on. Their program
is more structured than ESS but still leaves roo m
for investigation by children.

A science program for the early grades i in e

Minnesota School Mathematics and Science group,
abbreviated "Minnernast." This group began by de-
veloping a mathematics program and then devising
science units to go along with it. Their science pro-
gram aims at developing both skills end concepts.
So far they have seven units for kindergarten and
first grade entitled "Watching. and Wonder ing,"
"Describing and Classifying," "Our Senses, "
"Shape and Symmetry," "Objects and Their Prop-
erties," "Changing and Unchanging Pr opert i es,"
and "Introduction of Measurement."

The project with which I am working is cisvelop-
big a program, called Enience - A Process Ap-
proach, for K through grade 6. This curriculum
development is one of the activities of the AAAS
Commission on Science Education. Shortly after it
was established in the spring of 1662, the AAAS
Commission on Science Education held two confer-
ences of scientists, science educators, and teach-
ers. From these conferences came the suggestion
that a fruitful approach to teaching science in the
early grades would be to devise exercises which
would develop children's skills in using the proces-
ses of science. The Commission elected to car ry
out this task. This program, which is now be ing
tried out in schools for the third year, is, like the
other projects, a cooperative effort of scientists
and school teacher s.

A basic premise of this project is that a scien-
tist's behaviors as he engages in his pursuit consti-
tute a complex set of skills and L. tilectual ac t I v-
ities but that these can be analyzed into simpler ac-
tivities, so.d it is these simpler activities which we
are calling the processes of science. Another prem-
ise is that the individual's ability to use these vast-
oun processes can be developed in a step-wise fash-
ion beginning In the earliest years of school. The
processes for the early grades have been identified
as observing, classifying, measuring; communicat-
ing, inferring, predicting, recognizing and using
space/time relationships, and recognizing and using
number relationships. For each of t he processes
there is a series of exercises of increasingcomplex-
ity and difficulty ukich revise the child to engage
in activities in the classroom rather than to simply
read or be told about science.

Let me give you a better ideaof what the grogram
is all about by describing in some detail one of the
exercises written for the first grade. The exercise
is the fourth one in the Communicating process and
is entitled, "Introduction to Graphing. " It starts
with a statement of objectives - "Following this ex-
ercise the child should be able to":

1. construct a bar graph.
2. identify and name the number of items repre-

sented by the bars of such a graph.
3. state the number of items represented by the

bars and distinguish between such expressions
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as mole than, fewer than, the same number
e, most, and fewest.

Mete 13 a section called Rationale which tells the
teacher why graphin3 is introduced at this level. It
gives her some suggestions about contructing bar
graphs and also includes suggestions of how to han-
dle children's questions abort why a graph isuseful
in communicating information.

The activities are introduced by putting into a
box a number of colored blocks EIJ that there will be
one for each child and so that there will be at least
three different colors. The teacher then asks each
child to come and pick a block out of the box and then
put it into a rough pile on the table so that the blocks
of each color will be piled together. The teacher
then asks the children if it Ls easy to find how mrny
blocks there are of each color. The children, nf
course, find it necessary to come up to the tab le
and count the blocks in the piles. The teacher then
asks if they can think of s way of arranging the
blocks so that the number can be found more easily
and suggests, if the children dc not think of it, that
If the blocks are piled in vertical columns, they can
be counted easily even from a distance. Tnis leads
ultimately to the question of ways of remembering
UM/ many blocks there are of each color and into
the next activity In which bar graphs al e first Intro-
duced. In that activity each child again selects a
block and also a felt square and as he puts the block
in one o' the piles on the table he puts the felt square
tr. one of ti.ie columns on a felt board. At the end of
this activity there is a bar graph consisting of f e It
squares on the felt board, one column for each col-
or of block. In the activities that follow the c h ll-
dren make bar graphs by coloring squares on large
sheets of paper and finally are introduced to the idea
of a grid and of labeling the vertical axis of the grid
with numerals and the horizontal axis with a key to
identify the objects.

At the end of this exercise is an Appraisal which
the teacher uses to determine whether the children
have developed the skills set forth in the objectives.
For the Appraisal the children are given objects
such as toy vehicles of various sorts and asked to
walre graphs to indicate how many of each type there
are and then to answer questions the teacher poses
about the graph questions such as: Are there
fewer cars than motorcycles? Are there more
trucks than motorcycles?

You will have noted that one of the processes that
I mentioned is recognizing and using number re I a-
lions. While there were some of the writers who
felt that it was not necessary to include number ex-
ercises In a science program, the majority agreed
that since number skills are required in many of the
other process exercises, we should not simply as-
sume that the child learned them in his regular
mathematics program. The exercises in the num-
be. a process are not intended to be a complete math-
ematics program but are intended to supplement the
program already in use in the classroom.

At the fourth grade we begin to shift gears and
Introduce a new set of processes which are more
clearly recognizable as activities that a scientist
engages ln. These processes are formulating hy-
potheses, controlling variables, experimenting, in-

terpraing data, devising models, and making oper-
ational definitions. We sometimes speak of these
as the integrated processes because they bring to-
gPther the skills from the earlier par t of the pr o-
gram.

One of the advantages of a program in which the
objectives are stated in behavidrel terms is that
evaluation can be done by assigning the c hIldren
tasks which will indicate whether or not they haveve
attained the expected skills. For example, follow-
ing the kindergarten exercise in which the children
learn to identify and to name various plane shapes,
such as circles, squares, triangles, and rectangles,
it Is St simple matter for the tc aches to present a
child with an array of plane shapes and ask him to
point to a triangle, or the teacher might pcInt to a
circle and ask the child to name it. The results of
each task can be recorded with a binary scale. Yes,
the child could perform the task, or no, he could not.
For each exercise we have prepared a series of
tasks which we call the competency measure. Each
teacher In our tryout program uses the competency
measures on a sample of children from her class
after she has taught each of the exercises. The re-
sults of this testing in the various tryout center
are collected and tabulated and used by the writers
as they revise the exercises during each summer
writing session. The results give the writers a
good idea about the success or failure of any given
exercise.

There 're many aspects of the teaching in the
classroom that we cannot learn about through the
competency measure and so we ask each teacher to
give her subjective impression of the exercise on a
feedback form. This includes information about the
time required to carry out the instruction, sugges-
tions of activities that might be omitted or added,
the reaction of the class, including interest and en-
thusiasm, carry over of learning to other activities
or areas, and attention span. This feedback is also
helpful to the writing group as the program is re-
vised.

Although the emphasis in Science A Process
Approach is on developing skills in us ing science
processes it is Important to ask the question, 'What
about science content?" It is obviously impossible
to teach process skills without using content of
some sort, and the content that we use is drawn
from various fields of science. To insure this we
include in our writing team scientists from all ma
jot areas. In the early grades, of course, there
are many exercises in which the relationship of the
content to science appears to be somewhat distant.
Learning to recognize e.41 name two - dimensional
and three-dimensional shapes is an example. Learn-
ing to make graphs using colored blocks is another.
However, as the program progresses into higher
grades the content Is more and more c fear ly sci-
ence. For example, among the twenty-five exer-
cises in Part Five, which is used in fourth grade,
are the following:

Inferring 8 Inferences of Patterns in Electric
Circuits

Defining Operationally 1 Circuits, Conductors,
and Nonconductors

Controlling Variables 1 Growth of Mold on
Bread
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Interpreting Datz 1 - Guinea Pig Learning in a
Maze

Controlling Variables 7 Orientation of Plants
Experimenting 1 Separating Mb:tures

Of the eighty-one exercises in Parts Five, Six, and
Seven, the subject matter is approximately as f al-
lows: physics 33 percent; biology 21 percent; math-
ematics 17 percent; chemistry 9 percent; psychol-
ogy and social science 9 percent; earth science 7
percent; astronomy 4 percent.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

We belie"e, then, that by the end of the sixth
grade, children going through this program will not
only have developed sufficient skills to car ry out
simple investigations but also will ha we a store of
scientific knowledge which will make it possible for
them to embark on a fairly sophisticated s c ienc e
program in the junior-high- slhool years. What the
pattern for junior- high - school science will turn out
to be is not yet clear. At the moment there are
four groups who have developed curriculum materi-
als for junior high school and tested them on afairly
wide scale. Then there are several other group s
who are at earlier stages of curriculum de ve lop-
ment. The four programs that are farthest along
are centered mainly in the physical and earth sci-
ences ar.d astronomy.

The astronomy program, known as the University
of Illinois Elementary School Science Project, a c-
tur:.'y is designed for the later elementary grades
and the early junior-high-school grades. This pro-
gram is frankly subject matter oriented and con-
sists of a series of children& books and teachers'
guides. The program starts with the topic "Chart-
ing the Universe," which includes measuring d I s-
tances in the solar system, measuring the size and
shape of the earth, and using light as atoolfor meas-
uring great distances. The topics which follow it
are "The Universe in Motion," " Gravitation, ' and
"The Message of Starlight. " Two additional topics
which are still In preparation are "The Life Story
of a Star" and "Galaxies and the Universe. " These
materials are not intended to serve as a complete
Peience program fur grades five through eight, but
rather as topics to be included in a broader science
program. The materials are being tested by sev-
eral hundred teachers in various parts of the coun-
try but the results of the evaluation have not been
reported

The second program which include s some as-
tronomy but many other topics as *ell, lathe Earth
Science Curriculum Project winch is designed for
ninth grade. This course was first written by a
team of scientists and teachers in the summer of
1984, revised in the summer of 1965, and is already
being prep xed for commercial public at ion. The
course, called Investigating the Earth, is an expert-
ence-centered course in which inquiry In the study
of natural phenomena is stressed. It consists of
four units the first one, "The Dynamic E ar th,"
considers the materials of the earth, earth changes,
earth motions, force fields, and energy flow In
earth processes. The second unit,"EarthCycles,"
considers the hydrologic cycle, climate, and t he
earth's crust. The third unit, "The Earth's Past,"
discusses the measurement of geologic time and

paleobiology. The course ends with a fourth ur it,
"Earth and the Universe," which begins with a dis-
cussion of the =Jou, moves on to the solar system
and its origin, and finally to stars, galaxies, and
cosmology. The program has been evaluated in
eiaitty classrooms, and student progress has been
determined with a test on science knowledge which
is used both as a pre- and posttest.

A third junior-high-school program Time,
Space, and Matter is being developed by the Sec-
ondary School Science Project at Princeton Univer-
sity. This program begins and ends in geology but
includes a good deal of fundamental physical science
as well. The students investigate topics such as
soluttcn, crystallization, and water erosion using
well-designed equpiment which is Imbished to them
in the form of individual kits.

A good deal of attention is being give n to eval-
uating this program to provide feedback for those
who are revising the course. Each teacher keeps a
daily record of course progress and reports at reg-
ular intervals to the project office. The teachers
are particularly requested to indicate where stu-
dents shoe an extension of knowledge or interest to
out-of-class situations and where they show signs
of understanding or of confusion as they use the
course materials. In addition, the groupisdevelop-
Ing a test to demonstrate changes in the behavior of
children after they have had experience with the new
curriculum. Other methods of evaluation, including
the instructional interview technique, are being con-
sidered.

A fourth program, called Introductory Physical
Science, is being developed by the same group that
prscluced the high-school PSSC physics course. This
cou:se also is intended for ninth grade and I s d e-
signed to develop in the students basic attitudes and
skills that they will need when they later encounter
the new high-school programs in physics, chemistry,
and biology. The first two-thirds of the course con-
siders matter and its properties and leads to the
need to assume that matter is particulate in nature.
The last third of the course considers the size of
molecules, molecular motion, and energy. This
course is laboratory centered, and the group has
devised simple equipment which permits students to
carry on significant experiments In ordinary c la s s-
r 00 OM

It lo clear as one looks at the new developments
in science curricula for the junior high school that
we are a long way from a smooth flowing sc le nc e
curriculum for these grades. There has been little
or no coordination among the present c urr iculum de-
velopment projects. As a first step toward coordi-
nation the AAAS Commission on Science c a Ile d a
conference of representatives of the junior - high-
school curriculum projects In science and mathe-
matics. The conference was held in July 1985 at
Michigan State University. As the representatives
of the projects reported on their work it became
clear that there was a majcr gap in the 14.11110r-high-
school curriculum developments. No group was
working in the field of biology. The Biological Sci-
ences Curriculum Study has, for some time, been
planning to develop a biology program for junior
high school, but they have made no progress since
funds have not been made available to them.
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At the conference, Bentley Glass and ArnoW
Grobman of BSCS suggested two possible types of
junior-high-school eclence programs. One is a top-
ical plan and the other a stratified plan. In the top-
ical plsn they suggested that the science program
for grade 7 include about half a dozer. topics, such
as conservation of natter and energy, natural cy-
cles. biological regulation, and homeostasis. An -
other half dozen topics would be developed for eighth
grade. These would include change through time
cosmological, geological, and biological. Another
,00up of topics would be developed for ninth grade
and would include the broad aspects of meteorology,
environment, and habitat.

The stratified plan that they suggested was as
follows:

Grade 7 - physical science - a year course in
descriptive aspects, largely earth sciences.

Grade 8 life science - a year course in diver-
sity and unity in the organic world, fundamen-
tal structure and function.

Grade 9 - physical science - a year course in
basic concepts of matter and energy.

Another possible approach to an integrated j u n-
lor-high- school science program was described at
the conference by Dr. Robert Jastrow, chairman of
the Junior High School Science Subcommittee of the
AAAS Commission on Science Educarnn. This pro-
gram would follow naturally from Cu elementary
program, Science - A Process Approach, but could
also build on the other elementary science programs
that I have already described. The course for sev-
er th grade would serve as a transition between an
elen.entary science rogram where the student has
developed skills in using science processes and
where he has 'earned some basic science content;
and the eight; and ninth grades in which the course
would develoi coherent picture of man and his
phyr teal and biological environment. The seventh-
grade course, which would be rooted in laboratory
experiences and field trips, would consist of selec-
ted topics from the physicai and biological sciences
and from astronomy and the earth sciences.

The eighth grade would begin with consideration
of the basic materials and forces of the universe.
The neutron, proton, and electron as fundamental
units out of which all matter is constructed, and the
basic forces of nature - gravity, electromagnetism,
and the nuclear forces. The interplay of particles
and forces would then be used in the di sc uss ion
of the birth of stars and galaxies and the synthesis
of chemical elements. The next step would be to
consider current ideas about the formation of the
solar system, nature of planets, and the probability
that planets exist around other stars. Then geophys-
ics and geology would be introduced in a discussion
of the history and present structure of the earlhand
its atmosphere, and finally the course would take
up the elements of molecular biology and combine
this recently acquired biological knowledge with the
geological discussion of the earth's history inbroad
attack on the problems of the origin of I If e and the
biochemical foundations of evolution.

The ninth-grade course would treat biology from
the point of view of evolution. The first topic to Ix
considered would be the development of self repli-

eating cells from primitive catalysts and complex
organic chemical systems. Then multicellular or-
ganisms would be discussed and the camilaritles be-
tween plant and animal forms aster as capture, stor-
age, and stop-wise release of energy is concerned.
Following this, differentiation and embryogenesis
would be considered and then the molecular, organ-
ismic, and ecological factors involved in natural
selection would be treated. The ninth-grade pro-
gram would end with a discussion of 'he development
of the nervous system and with how the nervous sys-
tem acc.,unts for ccnscioucness, perception, learn-
ing, and memory.

A course of this sort, in which central problems
of modern science serve as the core, should serve
as a general education course f or students who do
not elect to take much science In high school. At
the same time, it should provide a solid background
of the skills and understanding which would serve
as an effective base for the high school biology,
chemistry, and physics courses. No work beyond
planning has been done on this program yet. It i is
hoped that work can begin within the next year.

SCIENCE COURSE SEQUENCE

Now I want to come back to the question about the
sequence of science courses in high school that I
have already mentioned briefly. One of the argu-
ments for putting physics off until the twelfth grade
is that the students do not develop the necessary
mathematical skills until they have reached that lev-
el. I have not said anything about the new math-
ematics curricula except the relationship of mathe-
matics to the Science - A Process Approach ele-
mentary curriculum. There are, of cour se , sev-
eral new approaches to teaching mathematics In the
schools. In these new programs the students devel-
op mathematical skills at muchearller grade levels
than they have done in the older traditional pro-
grams. It is possible, I think, that ley the end of
the ninth grade, students will have sufficient sk ill
in algebra to do the mathematics IT: a modern phys-
ics course such as PSSC. Mathematics skill would,
therefore, no longer be a block to moving physics to
an earlier grade.

If a junior- high - school sclencecurrlculum gives
the student some 'undamental knowledge of physics,
chemintry, and biology and related sciences, I see
no reason why physic/. cannot be made a tenth-grade
course, followed by chemistry in grade 11, and a
molecular biology course in grade 12. Already, in
a number of school systems around the country this
sequence Is being tried.

There is another possible pattern for grades 10
and II. Since there are a number of toplcsthat are
common to physics aid chemistry, it Is possible to
Literweave these two disciplines into a two-year se-
quence of physical science. An experiment is now
under way in Portland, Oregon, to do just this. A
group there set out three years ago to devise a "road
map" through PSSC physics and CBA chemistry and
a similar one through PSSC physics and CH E
Study chemistry so that teachers could move easily
from one book to the other. The program starts
with the topic "Interpreting the Universe," and con-
siders fundame74.1 concepts and measurements and
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the nature of chemical change, The next section Is
mechanics which Is all drawn from the PSSC course.
The rest of the year is devoted to the electrical na-
ture of matter, atomic models, and molecules and
energy. In all of these chemistry and physics are
interwoven. In the second year of the program there
is less blending of the two subjects. The course be-
gins with optics and waves, followed by electromag-
nctics and a discussion of quantum eystems and then
moves into consideration of bonds and chemical sys-
tems; order, disorder, and change; and molecules
and energy.

This program has been evaluated using selected
test items from CBA, CHEM Study, and PSSC tests.
The Portland group reports that the combined pr o-
gram is successful and that even though students
are permitted to take only the first year if they like,
a large majority of them stay with it for the full two
years. At present, this program is de aligned for
grades 11 and 12, but it could be used at grades 10
and 1

The "road map" technique is not completely sat-
isfactory, and there is need fo- a fresh start to de-
velop an integrated modern physical science curric-
ulum.

REVIEW OF PROILFAiS

We have examined some of the recent and current
science curriculum research and have suggested di-
rections in which curriculum research might go in
the future. There are some corollary p obleme
that I have omitted, We will review these br'efly.

As elementary science education move s from
fairly tetsteLve learning through books and exposition
to student manipulation and investigation, there will
be an increasing need to provide supplies and evip-
went for classrooms even as early as kindergarten.
The amount of money provided for science supplies
in most school systems is small. It will have to be
increased manyfold to accommodate the new pro-
grams. It is impossible to do more than estimate
roughly what the cost of Introducing the new elemen-
tary programs would be. It appears that on the or-
der of $200 per classroom will be needed to intro-
duce the new programs. To assist school systems
in planning for the Introductionof the new elementary
science programs, the HAAS CommisslononScience
Education is jest embarking on a study of t he costs
of equipment and supplies. It is our expectation
that this study will be completed shortly.

Classroom design will also be influenced by the
new science curricula. As a minimum for the early
grades, classrooms should have multiple electrical
outlets, running water, and level working areas. I
have been surprised at the many classrooms I have
visited that have only a single electrical outlet.

Although tho new junior-high-school science cur-
ricula that are now under development are designed
to he used in classrooms without special laboratory
facilities, I think that in the I utere junior-high-
school classrooms will need to be provides with
laboratory space similar tothat found in senior high
schools.

A crucial problem raised by the new curricula is
teacher training. As you know, the s e n for - hi gh-
school science teachers have been able to att end
summer institutes to learn to use the new biology,
chemistry, and p'-,ysics courses. A few institutes
are now being held for junior-high-school sc ienc e
teachers. For the elementary schools the problem
is different both quantitatively andqualitatively. The
science programs for the earliest grades do not re-
quire that the teacher know a great deal of science
content, but they do require some teacher orienta-
tion. Up to now during the experimental stage the
various curriculum groups have carried on this or-
ientation and training on an ad hoc basis. In the fu-
ture, as the programs are more widely used, school
systems must establish inservice training programs.
It would seem that high-school science teachers
might be used to staff such programs.

And then there is tae problem of pr e service
training of teachers. Only one of the curriculum
groups, "Minnemeet, " is preparing college mate-
rial to train prospective teachers to use the "Minn-
emast" materials. There is a group at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute that is designing a new course
in physical science for non-science majors with the
thought that this course will better prepare new
teachers to use the new school science curricula.

I said earlier that one of the important things
that happened as the curriculum groups organized
and developed their programs was that scient let s
and teachers collaborated, each learning from and
educating the other. This cooperation has produced
needed and significant changes in science curricula.
Changea which could not have been effectedby either
scientiste alone or teachers alone. This coopera-
tion must, and I am sure, will, continue. Science
curriculum research is a continuing actir ity,,and the
best minds in science and the best minds In educa-
tion must be devoted to .t.



=ow Curriculum Research and

Development in English

THIS PAPER is planned to present
selected items of recent renearch in the teaching of
English from a number of aspects. Together they
make up the body of information a4d expert opinion
which will largely direct curriculum work in t he
decades ahead. Although the goal of most English
teaching is to accomplish art integration of the com-
ponent parts of the subject, they are here presented

divisions to avoid confusion and overlap. One
area of research and study often associated with the
English language arts is reading as a skill. It is
omitted from the survey because in the field of edu-
cation it Is considered separate from the language
arts. It has Ls own courses, itsownfacilities, and
a very extensive body of research, only asrnall por-
tion of which is related to the language arts. The
word "research" has been interpreted broadly
enough to include mention of seminal books which,
if not in themselves research, have ;nducedandwill
Induce research in the arers of their treatments.

THE PROFUSION

OF ENGLISH TEACHING

In 1961 a committee of the National Council of
Teachers of English published a document entitled
The National Interest and the Teaching of Engli s h
with the sub-title A Report on the Status of the Pro-
fession. In three major parts this document studied
the present situation in the teaching of English, re-
lated the situation to the national scene, and made
analyses and studies leading to specific recommen-
dations for the improvement of the teaching of Eng-
lish by meeting recognized needs.

mom Robert C. Pootey
The University of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin

The scope of the responsibility of English isdram-
atized by a bar chart revealing that of all high
school students in school hi 1960, 92.9 percent were
enrolled in English courses, 68 percent in so c 'al
sciences, 55 percent In mathematics, and 25 percent
:n fcreign languages. A survey revealed that LA the
years 1958-1959 the demand fur trained high-school
teachers outrun the supply by 27 percent. Expand-
ing school populations will increase this r at lo
Moreover, the expansion of knowledge and the re-
quirements of a complex society w ill increasinly
demand more technical training and knowledge on the
part of English teachers than was true in the past.
The single greatest weakness in the current situa-
tion is the lack of articulation in the teachingof Eng-
lish from the elementary school through college.

A summary of the highlights of the status report
follows:

The Need for Teachers of English:
a. The shortage of teachers shows no sign of

decreasing.
b. One-fourth of all elementary teachers are

not college graduates.
c. Only 40 to 60 percent of high-school Eng-

lish teachers have completed a college ma-
jor in English.

d. '1 here is an acute shortage of c o Ile ge in-
structors in linguistics and composition.

State Certification Laws:
a. States differ widely in requirements.
b. Ten states certify elementary teachers

without a degree.
c. Nineteen states have no stated requitement

in English for elementary teachers; twenty-
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one lack definite requirements in reading,
chlldr en's literature, and English methods.

d. Minimum ?reparation in English for Eng-
bob teachers is sixteen to eighteen credit
hours.

Preparation of elementary teachers:
a More than 94 percent of the colleges f a it

to require specific study of the English
language.

b. Less than half require a course in the teach
ing of the language arts.

Preparation of secondary- ochool teachers of Eng-
lish:

a. Only one-fourth of the colleges require a
coarse in the history of the English la ng-
Urge.

v.,. Only 17 percent require a course in Modern
English Grammar.

c. Only 41 percent require a course in ad-
vanced composition.

tl. Only slightly more than half t he colleges
require a course in the methodeof teaching
English.

Better Teaching Conditions:
Teachers with a student load of 150 (five sec-

tions of thirty students) must work wore
than 50 hours a week just meeting classes
and marking papers. (In 529 911 t of 682
schools, Engl lsh teac her shadfive classes. )

Libraries:
a. 10, 000,000 elementary, and about 150,000

high-school students attend schools lacking
a central library.

b. The average expenditure for books per stu-
dent is about half the price of one average
book.

Remedial English in Colleges:
a. An estimated 150, 000 students fa lied college

English tests in 1960.
b. Two-thirds of American colleges have to

offer remedial work in English.
c. The cost of remedial instrtten is eati-

mated to be over ten million dollars.

A continuation of the research into the status of
the, teaching of English was carried on by a commit-
tee of the National Council of Teachers of English
and published in 1964 under the title The National
Interest and the Continuin; Education of Teachers
of English. The principal purpose of this investiga-
tion was to discover and reveal the need for inserv-
Ice education of teachers concerned with English in
elementary and secondary schools. Questionnaires
were answered by 7, 417 secondary-school English
teachers and by 3,030 elementary-school teachers.

Some highlights of the analysis are:
1. Over 40 percent of the nation's elementary

teachers began full-time teaching without a
degree. Only 31 percent of these achieved the
degree after beginning teaching.

2. More than one in ten high-school teacher s
(11.8 percent) began full-time teaching w I t h-
out a degree. Practically all of these earned
a degree later.

3. Although 24 percent of instructional time in
kindergarten through grade 12 is givento Eng-
lish and language arts, only 8 percent of the
elementar.r teachers' college preparation is
given to tale snbject.

4. About half (49.5 percent) of secondary teach-
ers teaching Engl'sh lack a major in this sub-
ject.

5. By their own admission only 51.9 percent of
secondary-school English teachers feel co m-
petent In literature; 96.6 percent feel compe-
tent in composition, and 53. 5 percent feelcom-
oetent to teach the English language.

6. Ln voluntary continuing education, elementary
teachers take one summer cession for e ac h
eight years of experience. But the courses
taken are largely in education, with little or
no further education in the language arts.
Thirty percent of eecondery teachers of Eng-
lish have not taken a course in English in more
than ten years.

8. Interest in further education for elementary
teachers was expressed for six areas: c h
dren's literature, language, speech, writing,
general literature, and the le,rgent number,
74,1 penent in reading.

9. Secondary teachers expressed interest in fur-
ther experience in practical methods of teach-
ing English: intermediate or advanced compo-
sition, literature for adolescent, , teachblg a
reading, literary criticism, and structural
and/or generative grammar.

The broad conclusion is overwhelm' n evidence
of inadequate training with a clear need for means
to make inservice further education available to
nearly all teachers of the English language arts.

Two books of importance to the whole profession
of the teaching on English appeared in 1963 and 1965
respectively. The Education of Teachers of English
(Grommer., 1963' Is Volumecurriculum se -
ries of the National Council of Teachers of English.
Written by a committee representing elementary -
school, high-school, and college English teaching,
it analyzes facts, Implications, and inferences In
such matters as the liberal education of teachers,
the professional education of English teachers, and
the specific preparation in English Itself. It con-
firms the conclusions reached In other studies that
elf ?rntaxy- school teachers are very poorly pre-
pared to teach English; that the preparation of high-
school teachero is subject to wide variations and
some serious omissions; and that college teachers,
though perhaps well grounded In content, are often
innocent of any preparation to teach. Much space
is devoted to recommendations and procedures for
the continuing education of teachers by means of sum-
mer sessions, institutes, evening classes, and uses
of mass media.

The second broad area book is Freedom and Dis-
cipline In English, a report of the Commission on
English of the College Entrance Examination Board
(1965). The Commission on English was appointed
in September 1959. Consisting of sixteen members
from nniversities, colleges, and private schools, it
undertook to define the field of English, and to set
standards for instruction In English and in the prep-
aration of teachers to: English. In 1962 it sponsored
and supported twenty institutes attended by 868 teach-
ers in all parts of the United States. It c om m is -
stoned and issued a series of kinescopes featuring ex-
perienced college teachers of Eng! fah expounding
their specialties. These kinescopes are lentfree of

4
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charge except for mailing costs. The voliime Free-
dom and Discipline in English is the final report of
the Commission.

Chief contributions to the curriculuin are:
1. Recommendations to improve the quality of

instruction.
2. An analysis of language teaching, inc luding

grammar and usage.
3. An analysis of literature teaching, emphasiz-

ing the critical process in teaching and study-
ing literature.

4. Ar analysis of composition, including valua-
ble suggestions for m. "voting writing, and for
the correction, criticism, and measurement
of writing skill.

Without essential conflict in fundamental matters,
it mai be stated that, in general, the publications
of the National Council of Teachers of English tend
to be experimental and progressive in outlook, and
that the point of view of the Commission on English
is conservative. To the curriculum director there
is great value 1-i the balance to be derived from
these differing viewpoints.

RESEARCH IN THE

TEACHING OF LITERATURE

Although most of the studies in literature deal
with ideas and values rather than with co ..trolled
evaluation, some recent studies reveal eft ec tive
techniques for measuring the success of students in
the learning of kinds of literary materials. Squire
(1963) studied the responses of adolescent readers
to four short stories, establishing Heir responses
as forming seven categories: 1. Lit erary Judg-
r.ents: Direct or implied Judgments on the story as
FA artistic work; II. Interpretational Responses:
Reactions lr which the reader generalizes and at-
tempts to discover meaning, motivation, and the na-
ture of the charecters; III. Narrational Responses:
Reporting facts or details from the story without in-
terpretation; IV. AsraciatIonal Respo n s e s: Re-
sponses in which the reader associates ideas,
events, places, or people with his own experience;
V. Selo-involvement: Responses in which the read-
er associates himself with the behavior and/or emo-
tions of the characters; VI. PrescriptiveJudgments:
Responses in which the reader prescribes a course
of action based on some ebsolute standard; VII. Mis-
cellaneous Responses: all others.

Wilson (1968) reports the responses of college
freshmen to the reading of three novels: TheCatch-
er in the /lye (Salinger), The Or apes of Wr at h
(Steinbeck), and A Farewell to Arms (HemingiviiT.
Fifty-fcur freshman English students read a novel,
took notes while reading, and wrote immediate re-
actions in class. After three discussion period s
they wrote follow-up reactions. This procedure was
followed for each of the three novels.

The written responses were coded by means of
Squire's (1983) categories. Statistical aralys is
showed that 65. 6 percent of responses to the three
novels were interpretational; 12.2 percent Inertia
judgment; self involvement, 8.9 percent; naaon-
al 8.7 percent; associational 2.1 percent; u_er
scriptive 1.3 percent; miscellaneous 1. 3 percent.

The lead of interpretation over literary judgment Ir
a sign of maturity of perception; it suggests that
teachers should avoid supplying "coreect" interpre
tatlons before the book is read by the student. The
study reveals that although students may begin their
involvement with literature in a gropingand emot ion-
al fashion, their later attempts at interpretation be-
come sh-imply formulated and logical. Tea cher s
should therefore refra!n from demanding that first
reactions be billy described or defended. But as the
study of the novel moves into the grappling with dif-
ficulties, the instructor should demand expert anal-
ysis. Most students are capable of growth of inter-
pretation by these means.

The Research Foundation of the National Council
of Teachers of English is sponsoring, directing, and
aupportleg research in children's growth in sensitiv-
ity to, and appreciation of literature. Starting with
a national conference of elementary- sc hoo 1, high-
school, and college specialists to literature astern-
bled in Chicago in May 1663, the Foundation applied
itself to research in the teaching of literature be-
cause so little is being done. It was soondisco' ered
that there were no :^etruments available to measure
any aspect of success in children's growth in litera-
ture. The Foundation then determined to try to cre-
ate such tests, both as research in itself, and as the
means to further studies. Following consultations
with various authorities, the Foundation appointed
Margaret Early of Syracuse University the Director
of the test activity and appropriated funds in its sup-
port. In the summer of 1965, Early assen:bleo at
Champaign, Illinois, some twenty-five se lected
teachers and librarians to develop test items. From
the materials produced by this group, and augmented
by Early's advisors, four forms of a test have been
developed by cooperative work with the Eciucational
Testing Service of Princeton, New ,jersey. A trial
run was made of these forms in the spring of 1067 at
elementary schools in grade 5 In locations covering
the Unites.' States. From the statistical study of the
returns it is expected that two final forms of the test
will be developed.

The goal is to attempt to discover growth in the
responses of children to literary experiences. The
range is from grade 4 to grade 6, i n c lu s i ye. Al-
though it will be a pen and paler teat, many of the
items will re presented orally on tapes. If the test
reveals measurable growth in responses to liter a-
ture, the research will continue in two directions:
(1) to measure the effectiveness of kinds of instruc-
tion on the literary growth of children; and (2) to
create similar tests for junior-high schools and pos-
sibly senior-high schools.

RESEARCH IN THE

TEACHING OF COMPOSITION

One of the most exhaustive researches of recent
times was conducted by Richard Braddock, Richard
Lloyd Jones, and Lowell Schoer of the University
of Iowa and published in 1963 by the NCTE under the
title Research hi Written Composition. It undertook
to assess all known research in composition that
could be described as "scientific." From twe my
bibliographies of research came over a thousand ci-
tations; committee analysis reduced the se to 485
items. From consultation w lib seventeen authorities
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this number was reduced to about one hundred titles;
later some fifty other titles were added. Aftor vig-
oroJs analysis, only five studies survived the crite-
ria set up by the Investigators. These live only, In
the eyes of the investigators, can be termed valid
in the teaching of composition.

1. The Baxton study revealed that thorough crit-
icism of composition by a competent reader, fol-
lowed by revision by the stadentbroughtbetter gains
than writing not criticized.

2. The Harris study showed in a 2-year spec e
that the director functional) teaching of grammar
brought better results than the form al, analytical
method.

3. The Kincaid study undertook to reveal whether
a single paper written by a student on a given topic
at a particular time pcovided a valid means to judge
a student's writing ability. Joined to this question
were several others, so that clear answers were
almost impossible to secure because of weakness In
the structure of the research.

4. The Smith study dealt with class size as a fac-
tor in the teaching of writing. It revealed that a
large class of superior ninth-grade student s can
progress in composition as well as a small class.

5. The Becker study compared three methods of
teaching, described as normal. bibliographic, and
kinescoine methods. The so-called normal melt od
was found to hnve a slight Ito per io r ity over the
°them

The conclusion of the Braddock investigations is
that of the more than a thousand Item s originally
noted, only these five may be considered to y le Id
valid answers from sound rest rch.

in a review of the Braddock report In College.
English, Jean Hagatrom (1984) analyse s the re-
search methods employed in these flse researches,
and concludes, "It is therefore extremely disheart-
ening to say that 1) none of them strikes a layman
as definitive or persuasive, and 2) there is very lit-
tle promise that without rigorous antecedent thought,
the 'scientific' method applied le composition will
yield bettcr results in the future than it has In the
past." He urges antecedent thought on rich basic
problems as: How do you find a subject? How do
you clothe it In appropriate style? lire di you give
it effective organization?

The Research Few-dation of the National Council
of Teachers of English planned a 1487 conference of
specialists it a number of fields to attempt to Iden-
tify lilt fundamental, of composition.

Current research tr. composition has taken an In-
teresting and profitable direction in applying stalls
teal procedures to rhetoric. Kellogg W. Hunt
(1965a, 1965b) collected large samples students'
writing at grades 4, 8, and 12. These ware subjec-
ted to structural analysis to attempt to describe the
differences In sentence structures, shwients mature.
As a tool of analysis Hunt developed what be called
the "T- unit ": a group of words minimal in length,
each terminated grammstkally between a c a pit al

letter and a period. This unit has the advantage of
preserving all of the subordination achieved by a stu-
dent, and all of his coordination between words and
phrases and subordinate clauses.

His findings, very much condensed, a r e shown
in Table 1. This table reveals that the most signLf
leant mark of maturity in writing is not sentence
length in itself, but the increase of length of the T-
units. When superior adults writing for Harper s
and the Atlantic Monthly were analyzed by the same
means, the length of their T- units increased by 40
percent over the twelfth graders', an increase equal
to the gain of twelfth graders over fourth graders.
Twelfth-grade students came close to the profes-
sionals in the number of clauses they use; the
growth among professionals is In the increased num-
ber of words per clause. These results give a clear
indication of the factors lobe studied and taught In
the improvemele of sentence structure.

Francis Christensen f1963b) counted senterce
openers to provide objective knowledge of how pro-
fessionals uegin sentences. High- school and college
composition teachers have generally encouraged a
wide variety of sentence openers, including prepo-
sitional phrases of all types, participial phrases,
gerund phrases, absoluto constructions, and sen-
tence Inversions. One writer says, "When a stu-
dent opens a sentence with an Infinitive phrase or a
past participle, we immediately stamp him as mere
mature..."

Christensen analyzed twenty recent or contempo
rary writers - ten of narrative and ten of expository
writing to determine by what constructions they
open sentences. The finoings are In direct opposi-
tion to the traditional teaching: the professionals
place something before the subject in only a tot rth
of their sentences (24.47 percent); that is, over 75
percent of their sentences begin with the subject.
Of those opening by something ether than the sub
ject 23 percent of the total sentences open with ad-
verbial modifiers, 1.17 percent use verbal groups,
and the inverted structure appears In only one of
every three hundred sentences (0.32 percent of the
total sentences). The excessive use of verbal group-
ings as opener s produces a style at hich Christensen
calls "pretzel prose": that is, twisted sent nee!.
He concludes: "The good teacher should not only
base his teaching on the pr ac tic e of professional
writers, but should himself p rat t Ice before h e
preanh**."

In another study Christensen (19331) develops
what he calls "A Generative Rhetoric of the Sen-
tence." He pret,,,nts a scheme for t he purpose
of "buckling down to the hard work of making a dif-
ference In the student's understanding and manipu-
lation of larvae. " From his own anal, sit and
that of others he draws four prb.ciples underlying
the thetork of the sentence:

1. Composition is essentially a process of sckii-
lion.

1. The cumulative centence requires direction
of modification or direction of movement.

3. Additions are made in levels of generality or
levels of abstraction.

4. Density of texture Is aehlered by I dding frequent-
ly and touch to nouns, verbs, and main clauses.
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TABLE

MARK OF MATURITY IN WRITING

Average length
of clauses

Ratio of
clauses per

T- unit

Average length
of T- units

lallptC211C261,

Ratio of
T-units per

sentence

Average
length of
sentences

Grade 4 6.6 words 1.30 8.6 words 1, 8 13. 5 words
77 percent 17 percent 60 percent 137 percent BO percent

Grade 8 8.1 words 1.42 11.5 words 1.37 15. 9 words
94 percent 85 percent 80 percent 117 percent 94 percent

Grade 12 8. 6 words 1.88 14.4 1, 17 16. 9 words
100 percent 100 percent 100 percent 100 percent 100 percent

Using visual analysis Christensen shows how sen
tences are built (ormierate ) by the process of co-
ordination (addition of paral

d
el elements), by eubor-

biarIon, addition of levels of modification) or by a
combination of coordination and subordination. In es-
sence Christensen recommends and demonstrates
the superiority of the cumulative sentence over the
complex sentence. His techniqueof analysis can en
rich the study of literature as well as develop ma-
ture writing.

Two years later Christensen extended his theory
of the sentence to the study of the paragraph. Using
a parallel title "A Generative Rhetoric of the Para-
graph" (Christensen, 1965), he shows thit the prin-
ciples of anatyMs he developed for sentences apply
with equal cogency to the paragraph; the! is, para-
graphs are created tri addition, involving coordina-
tion of elements, subordination of elements, or corn-
Wet ions of the two. At well as addition, there
must be also direction of movement; there w lit be
levels of abstraction, and varying cieneity of texture.
In applying these principles he formulated them un-
der nine headings, a few of which ire:

I. The paragraph may be defined ass seqence
of structurally related sentences.

I. The top sentence of the sequenca is the topic
*entente.

4. Simple sequences are of two sorts: c oo r d i-
nite and subordinate.

S. Some paragraphs /eve no top, no topic, sen-
tence.

The nine headings are developed by exposition and
Illustration. The conclusion to be drawn is that the
paragraph may be studied and taught as the tente ace
is studied and taught by Christensen.

A. L Becker (1HS) offers a differett anakesisof
the paragraph under the title "A Tag mimic Ap-
proach to Paragraph Analyets." A Tagmeme is de
fined as the shortest grammatical molt; Becker calls
them spats or ekes in s system where substitution
is possible. They are composites of teem and func-
tion. Limiting his anilystsio ear:10°r? paragraphs,
Better finds two fundamental patterns. The f i r el
has three functional slots which be labels T (took),

R (restrictions), and I (illustration). These slots
correspond to three levels of generality in para-
graphs (cf. Christensen) and reflect a natural way of
talking or writing about something.

The second major pattern has two slots labeled P
(problem) and 8 (ea button). The P may be a quest ion
or an assertion; the 8 is the answer or re spun le.
Where the 8 is extended, it tends to follow tta TRI
structure. The malority of expository paragraphs
fall into these two basic patterns.

Variations in the patterns are caused by deletion,
reordering, addition, and combination. The formal
markers of internal tagmemic structure are graphic
(indentation), lexical (equivalence classes and lexi-
cal transitions), grammatical (changes in tne gram-
matical role of equivalence classes signal new slots
or new paragraphs), and phonological (shifts N pitch,
register, tempo, and volume in oral reading).

This analysis metes possible the partitioning of
paragraphs in a consistent and predictable way.

The accurate and impartial evaluation of compo-
sition is one of the major problems of Enelish teach-
ing, Paul Dlederkh made a study of the fat
tors that account for differences In the g c ad e s
qualified readers. Three hundred pacers on two
subjects were read 47 sixty distinguished readers
represenffng slit different fields: English, sac 1 al
studies, natural science, writers and editors, law-
yers, and business executives. By comparison c
the ratites of three readers who stood highest In a
partkelar Zee tor will three who stood lowest in the
same factor, it was passible to isolate trilvential
factors. In all, 11,018 comments on 3,557 papers
were tabulated.

The factors revealed stood in this order of fre-
quency: ideas, mechanics, organisation, wording,
style et "flavor." For experimentation in high
schools, these were divided into Iwo groups: L Gen-
eral Merit Odes*, oreaniutkon, wording, and f la-

; IL Mechanics (usage, sentence structure, punc-
tuation, capitals. abbreviations, spelling, hand-
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TABLE 2

DISTRIBUTION OF RATINGS

Non-Academic (N 476)

Grade 10 (145) 11 (161) 12

High 5 percent 8 percent 9 percent
Middle 34 percent 53 percent 63 percent
Low 61 percent 39 percent 28 percent

writing, neatness). A rating card was developed
for the use of evaluators. A close following of the
techniques developed by Diederich, with a year of
practice for a faculty, should yield a reliability of
the cumulative total for each student close to .90.

In the same article Diederich (1966) develops an
elaborate but tractical procedure for the rating of
large numbers of papers. By a process of sorting
and grouping of anonymous papers of combined grade
groups, such as grades 10, 11, and 12, the process
results in precentage figures for selected groups
like Non - Academic and Academic with significant
differences for High, Middle, and Low in eachgroup,
ar.'l a recognirabie growth figure from grade 10 to
grade 12. This extract (see Table 2) from a senior-
high population will illustrate the d is t r ibut ion of
ratings.

In this lower ability group the progress in the
highest level is slight but observable. 4 percent.
The progress in the middle level is striking: from
34 percent to 63 percent: the reduction in the low
group is equally striking: from 61 percent to 2i, per-
cent. The figures from the Academic group show
great advances in the high and middle level. T his
procedure demonstreta to teachers, administrators,
and parents a positive progression of improvement
not demonstrable by customary paper - gr &din g
processes.

IttS1001 Dl

LAINVAit uAnnte4

Ruth Sir kkland (11162) undertook to analyse the
structure of children's oral language In the f it et
through the sixth grades, to compete it with the
structure of language found In the texts designed to
teach children to read, and to diatom , at aelecteel
grade levels, the Influence of any ostensible differ-
ences In the quality of children's reading skill. A
major by was that a study of c hi ldr en's
speech might offer suggestions for the construction
of better textbook* in reading.

In the analysis of structure, twenty-five consec-
utive sentence* recorded on tapes were used as the
language sample for each child. A special scheme
was devised for the analyst* of the language at two
levels. Level One was divided into "slots" or sta-
tionary elements, and "rnoteables," or elements
which can appear In different positions. Level Two

was concerned with the types of subordinations or
"satellites" used in the fixed slots and the move-
ables. This structure analysis is an important con-
tribution of the of the study. Tabulations from this
analysis were programmed to computers to relate
the frequencies to the variables of age, sex, Intelli-
gence, socio-economic status, and parent education.
It was found that many similar patterns were used
with great frequency by children of every grade. It
was also noted that children of all levels used a wide
range of language patterns, and could elaborate and
expand sentences by the use of moveables and sub-
ordinate elements.

In the comparison of children's language withthat
of textbooks In reading, four sets of widely used
textbooks were analyzed for language patterns. The
patterns used by children and by texts at relevant
grade levels were studied. No scheme for control
over sentence structure to parallel that over vocab-
ulary seemed to exist. This raises the question:
Can knowledge of the structures used by children be
used to devise textbooks controlling the difficulty of
reading?

A stud y of the relationship between children's
use of language and the skill they demonstrate in
learning to read in grade 6 revealed that children
ranking high in the variable elements m a de more
use of the common oral structural patterns than did
children ranking low; the same children also made
greater use of moveables and elerntnts of subordi-
nation than did children ranking low. Among the
conclusions to be drawn are theze:

a. Chiidren'a command of language patterns Is
much broader than Is generally realised.

b. There is almost no relationship between chil-
dren's oral patterns and the patterns of strut-
tare In reading texts.

c. Children can be helped to recognise the pat-
terns of expression and by this means be
aided to advance in reading and in the learning
of grammar aid usa

Walter Lobari, of the University of California,' e-
gen in 1952 a longitudinal studyof children's growth
in language which continued for eleven years. His
report The W e of Elementar Sc IChildrehoo n
(Lobar, ( 961) covers the Wet seven years, the ele-
mentary. school level. From the Oakland, Califor-
nia schools 338 subjects were chosen at kindergar-
ten level and were observed and tested In the follow-
ing years. Items especially studied were: their vo-
cabulary, their use of oral and written language,
Okla- proficiency in reading and listening, teachers'
judgments of their skill with language, and back-
ground information on their health and homes.

Loban developed what he calls "V* cornmunics-
Hoe unit" in analyzing children's speech. It maybe
defined as a grouped words which cannot be further
divided without the loss of their essential meaning.
Another term he developed Is "the male," a series
of words or Initial parts of words which do not add
up to meaningful corn munkation. Language se m -
pl:s recorded on disks and tapes provided the
source materials. Two sub-groups, one exception-
ally high and one exceptionally low in /wow abil-
ity, were Identified.
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A largo number of specific findings have been
summulted In the published report .s follows:

During the first seven years o: schooling, c h I 1-
dren speak more worda in each succeeding year,
produce more communication units, and increase
the average number of words in those units.

Children rated as Wilful In language reduceboth
their Incidence of mazes and the number of words
per maze.

Not pattern, but what is done to achieve flexibil-
ity within the pattern proves to be a measure of ef-
fectiveness and control of language at this level of
language development.

Children who are rated as most proficient in lang-
uage are also those who manifest the most sensitiv-
ity to the conventions of language.

Those high in general language ability are also
high in reading ability. Writing ability is related
to socioeconomic position. The highest correla-
tion in the study is between vocabulary and intelli-
gence A low but positive relation exists between
health and language proficiency Competence in
the spoken language appears to be basic for compe-
tence in reading and writing.

An important aspect of language learning In chil-
dren Is their ability to learn and use standard Eng-
lish. Loban in Problems in Oral Eng !IAA (1 9 0 6)
states that for most children s command of standard
English is necessary, for "society exacts penalties
of individuals who do not possess it." In continuing
his longitudinal study of children's language, Loban
here examines examples of nonstandard oral usage
among four different groups of school children from
kindergarten through grade 4. His thief indings
hare been summarized thus:

In ten years of schooling, pupils from homes in
which class dialect Is used make almost no improve-
ment In :sing the verb to be appropriately or in
standardized verb forms.

The practice, so common among weaker teach-
ers, of drilling all pupils on the same skill is not
supported by this research. Individual pupils, but
not 'thole classes of pupils, will need help If they
are to use the standard forms of irregular verbs.

As the complexity of sentence structure end total
volume of spoken language both Increase, there is a
more than proportional probability of diffkulty with

problems of clarity and Feet talon, not problems
of habitual nage.

Almost an the pupils whose patents speak infor-
mal standard English have little need of drill c
usage.

Oral drill Is more effective than workbook drills.
TIN DAMN iiJAVAARS

AND tiALECt HWY
In the last Meta years a tundarnettal tenet of

English teaching, namely, the t there Is one gram-
mar of English to to learned and taught, sal be en

blasted by the development of at least twoother sys-
tems of English grammar and the reasonable expec-
tancy of others to follow. It is no longer accurate
to speak of the grammar of English except In refer-
ence to the complete operation of the English lang-
uage. We now have several grammars, each a sys-
tem to describe how the English language works, or
more specifically, how English makes sentences.
The traditional system was developed principally In
the eighteenth century by scholars whose grammat-
ical disciplines were derived from Latin and Greek.
Traditional grammar, therefore, was developed to
make English conform .to structural principles of
Latin and Greek. Aside from certain classical bi-
ases, and lack of then undeveloped linguistic pr in-
ciples, a is a system of analysis of English of great
value in the past and is by no means obsolete at pres-
ent, unless viewed as the grammar of English.

In 1982 C. C. Fries introduced structural gram-
mar. He was chief among a number of scholars
working along parallel lines. The contribution of
structural grammar is accurate description: It Is
concerned with the detailed elements of a language,
its sounds, word units, inflections, and syntax. In
the latter, analysis is conducted on the basis of Im-
mediate constituents as operating in modification,
predication, complementation, and subordination.
Structural grammar has greatly enriched knowledge
about the elements of English and the manner in
which they are combined to express meaning.

Noam Chomsky (1951) of MIT brought out in pub-
lished form a new approach to grammar under the
title Syntactic Structures. Somewhat modified by re-
visions. this newest of grammatical theories has
great promise for the future. Generalb, called gen-
erativetransformational grammar, it is a system
which attempts to state the "rules" which generate
all English sentences and only English sentences. It
assumes that we have in us a mechanism for using
these laws which we gain from Intuit ion. We are
therefore able to generate sentences that have never
been uttered bele... The analysis begins with k e r
nel sentences, simple declarative sentences without
development. From these kernels other sentences
are derived by means of rules for transformations,
rides which change or develop kernel arteriess con-
taining phrase structures which are grammatical
parts of a grammatical sentence. The goat of this
new grammar is to state the rules that will make the
production of sentences predictable.

Applications of structural and transformational
grammar ter classroom purposes are developed by
Owen Thomas (1468) and Paul Roberts (1484). The
former develops the transformational system in easy
stages for the English teacher to understand arri

t he processes of generative- transformational
grammar in the instruction of students. the tatter
presents a set of programmed lessons for self -in-
struction ir the new grammar. N. & Blount (Blount
and Johnson, 1464) of Madison, Wisconsin, has cre-
sted a similar programmed series of lessons adapt-
ed to the eighth grade.

The following eurricuhm question arises: "What
happens to students who are taue.ht the structure of
English by gerierattretransformational processes?"
Bateman and Mori' (INS) offer a tentative answer
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as the result of an experiment with ninth-and tenth-
grade students. Using equivalent experimental and
control groups, they taught the former by transfor-
mational techniques and the latter by traditional
techniques. A valid sampling of free wr iting of
each student was collected at the beginning and end
of the instruction. The analysis of these writings
by the Hunt (1965b) process revealed thatthe exper-
imental group wrote better sentences of more so-
phisticated structure than did the control group. A
parallel experiment is now under way at Manitowoc,
Wisconsin, under the leadership of N. S. Blount of
The University of Wisconsin, Madison.

A Dictionary of American Regional English is III
progress, centered at The University of Wisconsin
and directed by F. 0. Cassidy of the Department of
English (1966). Such a dictionary has been planned
for over seventy-five years, ar1d active collecting
has been going on since 1889. Now under a 5-year
contract with the U. S. Office of Education the work
is progressing rapidly. Collections of data for six
states, including Wisconsin are completed; six
more are partially completed. Work of a similar
nature is well under way in eleven more state s.
Many of the field workers live and work in "Word
Wagons," specially equipped small buses contain-
ing the essentials of living quarters and apparatus
for field collection.

Data are assembled, classified, and placed in a
computer file at Madison. Collectors record speech;
readers analyse regional literature and local news-
papers. The effort is to secure complete coverage
of the words and expressions used differently in var-
iota areas of the United States.

Curriculum applications of this study have yet to
be worked out, but they will include 1) greater and
more precise knowledge of American dialects; 2) a
classification of usage levels and standards; and 3)
new attitudes toward local and regional language
variations.

WISCONSIN DKUSH
CURRKUI,WA activrtY

By means of a Federal contract initialed in May,
1963, the State of Wisconsin has been served by the
Wisconsin-English- Language-Arts Curriculum Pro-
ject, jointly sponsored by The tlrilversity otWiston-
sin and the Department of Public instruction. By
means of two series of bulletins, conterencos, con-
ventions, and personal school visits, more than
5,000 elementary-school and high-school English
teachers have been invoked, many very actively.
The project is, in tact, a statewide in-service train-
log program In the English language arts. The aim
is to encourage teachers to think, confer, discuss,
and write about the currkulum in English. They
have responded magnificantly. Over 3,000 bulletins
go out each month; in the larger cities these are
duplicated and distributed to additional numbers of
teachers. By means of the reports of group leaders
the project director is informed of the number of
teachers who are meeting, the grade levels they
represent, and their views on the issues that are
raised.

In the summer of 1994 a selected group of leath-
ers representing all school levels met to produce a

curriculum in the teaching of literature - a cumula-
tive growth pattern from the kindergarten through
grade 12. After some months of revisions andedit-
Mg, this was published in January of 1965 as Teaching
Literature in Wisconsin, a paper-bound volume of
160 pages. Nearly 5,000 copies were distributed
free In Wisconsin; it is estimated that the total dis-
tribution, including sales at cost, is about 17,000
copies.

By a similar process in the summer of 1965 a
new group of selected teachers prepared the mat c-
rials for the volume Teaching S. ak1ng and Writing
In Wisconsin (1966). Over 4 1St, copies were dis-
tributed free; a large number have been sold at cost.

Again in the summer of 1966 two curriculum con-
ferences were held, the first composed of ten selec-
ted college or university teachers who used their
linguistic knowledge and expirlence in the teaching
of English to plan the language curriculum. This
was followed by a group of teachers representing el-
ementary, junior high school, and senior high school
levels which was to workout a continuumof language
learning from kindergarten through grade 12. The
result of this creative work and subsequent editing
was issued in February oi )(Wunder the title Teach-
ing the English Language in Wisconsin. FeaturW
in this volume are:

I. A linguistic approach to grammar, utilizing
simple applications of structural and transfor-
mational grammar to the language learning of
children and youth.

2. A program that is sequential and non-repeti-
tive.

3. A grammar that provides for more sophisti-
cated sentence analysis at the time students
need it.

4. An enrichment of the language program by the
inclusion of word - study, semantics, and the
history of the English language.

The three curriculum volumes listed above are
isr.ed in experimental editions. They were thor-
oughly revised in the light of experience in thee:ass-
roc m and reissued in the Spring of 1968 as one vol-
ume entitled English- Language Arts In Wis-
consin
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Research in Reading'

THE COMMITTEE for Research In
Basic Stills has opent a number of years investi-
gating problems of teaching and learning fundemen-
tal skills in the elementary grades. Generally, the
Committee has chosen to be extensive in its ap-
proach, investigating many dimensions of a given

oblem. As a recall, there have been a series of
'Oodles within broad problem areas.

The present .nvestigatIon grew out of a recurring
concern for pupils' developmental flexibility in per-
formance in the bask still areas. In a project en-
titled "The Perception of Symbols In Stilt Learn-
ing," Herrick, Hurls, and Ra r let (1061)est ab-
liaised the Imporance of the developmentof variabil-
ity rather than r.gidity in motor-speed sets of hand-
writing. The authors pointed Out that their findings
might well have ithrfkations for other areas of
skills devekpme al The question of flexibility arose
again In two studies Ohre is and Rarkt, 1067; Her-
rick and Otto, 1141) of the handwriting act. One int-
plkation of thtse studies was that elf ic lent, In a
skill such as hanchrrtting does not seem to be ass*
elated with the derelopment of a fixed level of mea-
sure but rather with the ability to control pressure
within given Henn. Another study by Otto (1061) in-
dicated that among good readers in the elementary
grades responsiveness to auditory, vitae, tine a-
thet k, and comh%ed presentations of stimuli var k s
berording to grade level and type of reinforcement.
The sulkier., however, was not always lathe direc-
tion expected, which suggests that one effect of the
Instrctional 'prosaism may be the develop-
merit of Weepiest sets In reading.

Wayne Otto and Thomas C. Barrett
The University of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin

Rom Theodore L. Harris
University of Puget Sound

'Nkomo, Weshinplon

These studies led the Committee to the U. S. Of-
fice of Education Project No. 1755, "The Ex pe r 1-
mental Development of Variability in Rate of Re ad-
ins in the Intermediate Grades" (Harris, He r r le k,
Macdonald, and Rarick, 1065). The results of the
study showed that fourth-grade good readers who re-
ceived a 2-week training programdeveloped substan-
tial ability to vary their speed when reading for dif-
ferent praxises. In the training program the chil-
dren were given a) a brief introduction to three types
of reading purposes - reading for the ma in idea,
reading to find a spec Ilk fact, and resoing to follow
the sequence of ideas, b) short testing and training
passages cuddly constructed as to un ity, , coher-
ent 1, emphasis, and appropriate content and d

level, c) separate selections for narrative and
expository style, and d) testing to a criterion of fell
Comprehension of each specified roirpose. Spotlit-
catty, the children were skrwn to a) possess a hither-
to unreported ability to adjust signikently their
reading speeds very quickly to their purposes for
reading; b) aker significantly their pattern of read-
ing speed relative to reading purposes aid to main'
lain a significant spread in speed-purpose

while increasing their reading speeds tot each
impose approximately 40 percent, with further
gains upon retention teats two weeks after training;
c) adjust their readi:.g speeds to reading purposes
signIfkantly different according to pas sage style
and to a certain extent according to sex; d) and dis-
play toe greatest improvement In reading for the
main idea and spec Ilk fact. The results of Project
1755 also showed that a) children ci tom par able
reeding ablitty in the fifth and Math stades bas
no more vat lability or spread intheir reading speeds
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according to reading purposes than dofourth graders;
h) children, by their own daily ratings, greatly en-
joyed the 2-week training period which was largely
self-Instructional in nature; c) during the short
training period, children became significantly more
realistic In predicting their reading speeds when
asked to read for sequence of ideas, but not for
main idea or specific fact; and d) no untoward e v I-
dences of tension were found to be associated with
reading the test passages or answering questionson
them.

In keeping with its past policies, the Committee
wanted to relate directly its research tasks to spe-
cific aspects of school practice or to provide the
basis upon which its findings could be generalized
to school programs. The experimenters felt that
before schools could be expected to Implement the
findings of Project 1755 In their programs, they
should have empirical evidence that the results of
training g'iven under the aforesaid experimental con-
ditions would indeed transfer to more typical read-
ing tasks faced by intermediate-grade children.
The present study is, therefore, an ex te ns to n of
Project 1755 spec lifkalty designed to investigate the
possibilities of such transfer effects.

The first part of the present study replicated the
training and testing of Project 1155. The only major
revision In the first part of the study was in the sub-
stitution of a second active learning group for &pas-
sive control group. Since the preceding study gave
evidence that trained groups achieved greater vari-
ability than controls, it was felt to be more perti-
nent to test for significant clifferencesbetween types
of training. Therefore, half of the subjects we re
trained with passages containing an explic lily stated
main idea and the other half worked with passages
in which a main idea was implicit but not stated.
Classroom materials may or may not contain ex-
plicit main Mel statements so the intent was to de-
ter mlie whether training with either type would pro-
duce better resuks.

Three major hypotheses were stated:
1. Intermediate-grade children trained with pas-

sages containing either explicitly stated or
implicit main ideas will differ in rate ari-
alvillity when reading carefully structured ex-
positt y or harrative materials for three dd..
forent pap:eer..
Intermediate -grade children trained with pas-
sages containing either axpikitly stated or
implicit main ideas will transfer their varia-
bility of reading rate to mire typical materi-
als.

3. Intermediate-grade children trained with pas-
sages containing either explicitly stated or
Implicit main idemi will retain their variabil-
ity of reading rate with typical materials after
a period of one month.

Answers to the following questions were soegM;
1. Do children differ In their total reading rate

when reading either narrative or expository
material for three different purposes?

1. Do boys and girls In gnats 4, 5, and g trained
with masses containing specifically stated
main Seas and children tretnedwith passages
In which main Ideas were Implicit, but not

stated, differ in their rate variability when
reading either expository or narrative materi-
als for three different purposes on a training-
like task immediately after training?

3. Do boys and girls In grades 4, 5, and 6 trained
with passages containing either explicitly
Mated or implicit main ideas differ in the ir
rate variability when readingeither expository
or narrative materials for three different pur-
poses on a transfer task immediately after
training?

4. Do boys and girls in grades 4, 5, and 6 trained
with passages containing either explicitly
stated or implicit main ideas differ in the 1 r
rate variability when readingeither expository
or narrative materials for three different pur-
poses on a a) training-like task immediately
alter training; b) tr anal er task immediately
after training; c) transfer task one month after
training?

5. Do children vary their rate w hen r ea d ing
either expository or narrative materials f or
three different purposes specific fact, se-
quence, Cr main idea on a a) training-like
task immediately after training; b) transfer
task Immediately after training; el transfer
task one month after training?

MEMO

SUBJECTS

In the final analyses, seventy-No children from
grades 4, 5, and 6 of a tilddle-class elementary
school in Madison, Wisconsin, served as subjects.
There were twenty-four subjects at each grade level,
twelve boys and twelve girls. In an attempt to ex-
clude the extremes of reading ability, subjects were
chosen /rho t..+1 reading test scores that placed them
between the fortieth and ninetieth percentiles for
their grades. The Si SP Reading Test was used in
grade 4, the Reading oomprehension aubteat of the
California Achievement Test was used in grade 5,
and the Iowa Reading Test was used In grade 6.
School personnel corroborated the reading test
scores. Table 1 shows the percentile range by
grade and sex.

Within sex and grade level, equal numbersof sub-
ject, were randomly assigned to the two treatment
troupe. To guard against attrition due to absence,
inability to cope with the task, and examiner ',trots,
extra subjects, one boy and one girlfronteach grade
level, were Included in each treatment group. There-
fore, the treatment groups comprised forty Iwo
children, of whom six were not included in the anal-
ysis. The extra subjects remaining after attrition
were randomly dropped.

EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENTS1

The distinction between groups was in 1) the na-
ture of Wit/Ration to reading for the main Idea and
1) the structure of riaterlats read during the orien-
tation and training I 'nods. During these periods,
Croup I worked with materials' In which a main
idea was explicitly staled; the task in reading for
the main Sea was to Identify the stain idea from a
list of sentences taken from the passages read.
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TABLE I

PERCENTILE RANGE OF SUBJECTS' READING TEST SCORES BY GRADE AND SEX

Grade

Fourth Fifth Sixth

Highest Lowest Highest Lowest Highest Lowest
Sex Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile

Boys 88 48 90 62 87 40
Girls 90 50 90 54 89 57

Total 90 48 90 54 89 40

Group H worked with the materials from which the
stated main idea had been deleted; the task in read-
ing for the math idea Involved formulating a main
idea and then selecting the main idea sentence from
a list identkal to the one used by Group I. Both
groups worked with pessagen of identical length and
essentially the same substantive subject matter.

MATERIALS

Materials for orientation to the task, for varia-
bility training, and for Immediate post training eval-
uation were taken, with but minor adaptations ex-
plained below, from materials constructed for Pro-
ject 1755. Longer materials, more representative
of the type encountered by elementary mitts, were
constructed for use In the attempts to as Bess the
transfer effects of the variability training. The de
veloprnent of materials was a major focus in both
the present project and the one that preceded it;
thus, the materials are described in considerable
detail.

ORIENTATION MATERIALS

The orientation materials comprised three sets
of passages, one set for each of the three purposes
for reeding (see description of the training program).
Each passage was printed separate ly on charts
whkh touid be read from the location of any pupil
In the testing room. A list of five names with cor-
responding telephone numbers was used in finding a
specific fact. Reading for sequence involved one
basic pelage aph with three diff ereM order Inge of its
five sentences. For Group 1 orientation to reading
for the main idea also employed a bask paragraph
which was rewritten three times SO that the topic
sentence appeared in different parts of the passage.
The materials were taken from those developed for
Project 1753.

Because all of the Project 1755 materiels in-
cluded explicIt stated main Ideas, the following
adaptations were required for sae with Or os p
First, the sentence stating the main idea as de-
kted from the passage seed to orient the subjects
to reading tot the meth idea passage and the remain-

ing sentences were expanded slightly to preserve a
uniform length. Second, an additional paragraph
was used with Group U during its orientation to the
purpose of reading for the main idea. This p a r a-
graph was similar to the first one In topic and con-
struction, but it was used to provide further clarifi-
cation of the task and practice in arriving Independ-
ently at a conception of the main idea. A pilot study
showed that the added practice was needed.

TRAINING MATERIALS

The training materials developed In Project 1755
and used In the present study consisted of three
pa.la; a set of directions, the passages to be read,
and comprehension checks. Brief descriptions
of each of the three parts of the training materials
follow.
Directions

The primary mime of the directions was to
establish a definite purpose for reading either to
find the Main Idea, The Sequence of Events, or a
Specific Fact. Thus, a specific question was asked
for each selection to be read for a Specific Fact,
and when the put pose was to read for Sequence or
Main Idea, the subject was told to read to find the
Main Idea or to remember the order of events. Tice
directions sere designed to make the training sea-
instructional,

Passages

The passages were written with the following re-
strktlons and considerations In mind. The content
of the training material, was from the areas of so-
cial studies, science, or !MINI because Shores'
(ilitel) research indicates that reading speed is af-
fected by different kinds of content.

The passages were written In taztalire and ex-
pository styles because a pilot study in Project 1755
showed that expository materials were read faster
than narrative, yet pupils commonly encounter both
styles.

Passages were given either an inductive structure
(i.e., the topic sentence came nese the end of the
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selection) or a deductive structure (i.e., the topic
sentence came near the beginning of the selection).
The decision to consider structure of the material
wad based upon results of pilot testing in Pr oj ec t
1755 which indicated that children perform be tte r
on paragraphs organized deductively than inductively.

Passages were limited to six to eight sentences
with total word count ranging from 66 to 112 words
since the earlier pilot study showed that four t h-
grade students had much difficulty with longer se-
lections before training.

In an attempt to keep the passages within the
fourth-grade readability level according to the Dale-
Chat1 formula, the vocabulary was limited to grade
4 word lists, sentence length was limited loo seven
to fourteen wnrds range, and typical subject-verb
word order was maintained within the se nte ne e s.
Each passage was allowed a maximum of two exam-
ples of the syntactical complication which follows:
relative and subordinate clauses, participial
phrases, Infinitive phrases separated from the main
verb, and inverted subject-verb word order. Five
teachers with experience in the intermediate grades
judged the difficulty of the materials to be appropri-
ate. As an added check, the directions f or eac h
passage encouraged the subjects to ask for vocabu-
la.ry help as needed.

Each passage has a single main idea. Group I
practiced with passages In which a main idea was ex-
plicitly stated; Group II practiced with passages in
which the same main idea was implied but not stated.
In the passages where the main idea was not stated,
adjectives, adverbs, and other words which did not
change the meaning of the paragraphs were inserted in
the remaining sentences toy ield &constant paragraph
length. The nature of the daily training materials
Is shown in Table 1.

Comprehension Tests

The position was taken that the reader should
have access to all the passage units when selecting
the appropriate main idea or determining the proper
order of ideas. Thus, for the main idea and se-
quence tasks the comprehension tests contained a
condensed or abridged restatement of eacho/ the six
to eight sentences In the passage itself and the sub-
ject either identified the main idea stateineqt or se-
quentially etelered the statements give n. For the
specific tact tasks, a phrase containing a spec if it
fat was talon from each sentence and the subject
Identified the correct one.

POST- TRADING MATERIALS

The directions and tomprebension tests used with
the past-training materials were of the same type as
the training materials proper and the passageswere
likewise adapted from paragraph constructed tot
Project 1755. Six et the pitssageswere written with-
out a stated main idea and six were written with an
expikk male idea. Each passage was sixty -six
words long, Including the sentences lithe main idea
was not Mated or sbt sentences it it was stated.

TRA.a SF E R MATERIALS

The central question of the study is whether ter-
lability in reading speed developed by tthinirg with

TABLE 2

NATURE OF THE DAILY TRAINING PROGRAM
MATERIALS

Number Selection

4

1

Main Idea Selections
S quence Selection
Specific Fact Selection

carefully constructed, short model paragraphs will
transfer to reading the longer, less tightly struc-
tured passages typically found In classroom materi-
al. Thus, the decision was to use the types of ma-
terial actually employed In classroom instruction in
the transfer task. With this decision, there was the
problem of learning more about the nature and length
of "typical" paragraphs in elementary level materi-
als. A prelimiparr survey of tradebooks and text-
books, especially L. -I reading series, revealed a
lack of consistency wi iin intermediate level materi-
als and even withit, individual publications.

hid at first been assumed that construction of
the transfer materials would involve the use of a cer-
tain number of paragraphs, but the survey revealed
that there was a surprising lack of correspondence
between paragraphing and topical unite. Within a
single paragraph, two or three topics might be dis-
cussed; yet at another place in the same material
several paragraphs might be used to cover one topic.
Since one of the purposes for reading In the study
involved the identification or formulation of a main
idea, the experimenter, decided to select passages
that contained only one main Idea, regardless of the
total number of paragraphs involved. The survey
showed also that there was little consistency amor.g
the materials with regard to the rr -nber of word
used in the coverage of a single main idea. Because
the experimental design of the study called for &uni-
form length in the transfer teat materials, the ex-
perimenters arbitrarily set the length at IDS cords,
three times the number of words !tithe post-training
test materials.

With consideration for all the factors !mired In
the looseness or tightness of the structure of mats",
r his at the Intermediate grade levels, the ex pe r I-
menters decided that selections from the intermedi-
ate level Reader's Digest Skill launders were rea-
sonably eepresentitive of materials used by children
in the fourth, fifths, and sixth grades.

Passages were chosen from the Skill Builders in
view of the following: each passage had to have a
single, complete main idea; each passage had lobe
approve lately written for one of the three purposes,
(I.e., it the purpose were to read for sequence, the
passage must obviously contain a clearly recogniz-
able segaential development); and &Hof the passages
chosen had to be generally interesting to Intermedi-
ate-grade children but not specifically familiar to
them The Skill Builder selections were Modified
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only when necessary in terms of the addit Loa or de-
letion of a stated main idea, and/or the addition or
deletion of unimportant words in order to keep t he
length constant. (The authors are indebted to the
editors of Reader's Digest f or permission to use
their mateRifir arTrfor their examination and ap-
proval of all adaptations made in the mater ills.)
Hall of the selections chosen were written In a pri-
marily narrative style and half were expository In
style.

Equivalent sets of materials were necessary for
the immediate and delayed transfer testing. "Pairs"
of materials were developed by drawing two selec -
lions from the same Skill Builder article. Since
these articles were very short, it was felt that vo-
cabulary, style, and other factors affecting r e ad-
ability were likely to be reasonably equivalent. The
selections in each pair were assigned randomly to
the Iran odiate or delayed transfer testing materials.

Table 3 is a breakdown of the total number of se-
lections used for the transfer study.

TRAEIING AND TESTING PROCEDURE

In keeping with the framework established by Pro
ject 1755, the research program was divided Into
two bask parts, training and testing, which were
then subdivide., with time designated for each part
as shown in Table 4.

Training Program

Training Examiners. A week before the training
program began, the adult assistants met with the
graduate research staff for orientation t o methods
and procedures to be used. A brief history of the
research project was given, and each assistant re-
ceived a cop/ of the complete set of directions for
each dry o f training. Objectivity in working w i t h
the subjects was emphasized.

Tralning_SubJects. Days 1.) of the training pro-
gram served as an Orientation Period to pr erste
subjects to read for the three different purposes and
to fatnillariee them with the materials and proce-
dures. The subjects read three practice passages
each day. The or lentaFion sequence Is shown In
Table S.

The difference between groups in the Orientation
Period was in presentation of reading for the main
idea. Group t pr.ctieed with slatted en sin ideas in
their peregraphs while Group II pa tietked with para-
graphs with Implicit nalin ideas. This distinction
was maintained throughout the training program.

On days 4.10 the subjects practiced tot 3 0- 4S
minute periods each day, doing which they read
six selections daily. The selvctions were randomly
ordered for the total group of eighty-four subjects
every day.

In addition to reading passages, subjects also
practiced predicting their reading speed tot each
selection. This was followed by recording Aetna 1
speed on their Individual plebs and on Time Record
Wets. It was felt that this would helpeathsabfect
evihaate his owl progress; the graph would eto,,Se

TABLE 3

NATURE OF THE SELECTIONS USED IN THE
IMMEDIATE AND DELAYED TRANSFER SESSION::

Selections for
Immediate Transfer

Selections for
Delayed Transfer

Stated Main Idea
2* Mairigea 2 Main Idea
2 Sequence 2 Sequence
2 Specific Fact 2 Specific Fact

Unstated Main idea
2 Main Idea 2 Main Idea
2 Sequence 2 Sequence
2 Specific Fact 2 Specific Fact

*There was one narrative and one expository
selection in each pair.

him to visualize the differences to reading rate for
steh of the three purposes It reading.

On each of the seven practice days, this pr oc e-
dure was followed:

1. Each subject received his set of self-instruc-
tional materials and read the direct Ions to
establish a purpose for reading.

2. Each subject predicted his reading s peed on
his graph.

3. Each subject timed his reading of the selection
with a stop watch end recorded actual reading
time on Time Record Sheets,

4. An answer sheet accompanying the selection
was then completed.

6. Subjects were expected to read to full compre-
hension or 100 percent accuracy in responding
to the comprehension test items. Due to the
nature of the tests, five trials was the maxi-
mum. The sasistants checked individual r e -
sponges after each trial.

6. Raw time scores were translated Into words
per minute scores by the subjects, who were
supplied with conversion tables.

7. Subjects then plotted reading speed on the ir
graphs to show a comparison of predicted and
adult reading speed. The eraphtng was in-
tended to serve as a wtivstional device.

ADMINZTRATION OF THE TRAINING PROGRAM

To obtain manageable groupsfor the training sea-
sloes, Groups 1 and Ii were each divided into two
training grovps of twenty-one subjects. Three
groups noel separately, In the testing room during
the morning, and one group met in the afternoon.

Foul research assistants conducted the Training
Program. Since each bad been involved in working
on various phases of the training materials and train-
In( procedure, It was felt that they would be highly
consistent in their adrobaistratbe of the tout train-
ing groups. tour or fire adult bellielaltit were
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TABLE 4

SEQUENCE OF TRAINING AND TESTING

Training Program Testing Program

Orientation Training Post Training Immediate Transfer Delayed Transfer
Period Period Test Period Test Period Tect Period

Days 1-3 Days 4-10 Day 11 Days 12-13 Days 14.15
(one month
following
Days 12 -13

TABU 5

ORIENTATION SEQUENCE

Day Day 2 Day 3

Irtroductlon to
(1) three purposes for reading
(3) use of stop watches
(3) use of Time Record Sheets

,ntroduction to
(1) Conversioa tables
(2) Graphs

Introduction to
(1) pred:ltIng reeding speed

avallabit at each session to supervise the subjects'
work. The resulting ratio of one adult for ere ry
tour or five subjects Insured adequate supervision
of the work and immediate feedback on the compre-
hension tests.

The following administrative details were pat-
terned after Project 1755:

I. Training groups were no larger than twenty-
one subjects.

2. A loge, tell-ventilated, *ell- lighted, quiet
room was used.

3. Individual work space was available for each

4. All necessary supplies were provided by the
researchers.

S. One emit was assigned to work with every
four or five subjects.

& Instructors and assistants were trained In the
testing ;toted:nes and to intkipete possible
feeble ma.

7. Detailed printed instructions were provided
for Instructors and assistants.

TESTING PROGRAM

The procedure followed during the three phases
of the Testing Program (see Table 4)deviated froth
the Training Progress In these trays: (11 r or t he
Post - Trebling Test, day H, 13 randomly ordered,
sixty -ste word selections were reed instead a the

usual six selections of varying length. Four ran-
domly ordered selections were read for each of the
three purposes. The total reading time in seconds
for each purpose was recorded. The pupils dil not
use their graph. ft) The Immediate and Delayed
Transfer selections were list words In length. They
are described in detail in t1-2 materials section of
this paper. All subjects read twelve randomly or-
dered selections, six with and six without s.a expli-
citly stated main idea, for immediate Transfer on
days 13 and 13. One month tater, on days 14 and
IS, they read twelve selections comprising the sec-
ond half of the set of transfer materials. Due ing
the two transfer testing periods, the assistants re-
corded the subjects' 1.411 reading lime In seconds
when reading for each ourpose. No graphs or con-
version tables were used.

The assimptkci was that in order to assess the
etfects of the stated and implied main idea treatment
conditions It was necessary to test the subjects on
materials with and without expikitiy stated main
Mess. A reasonable expectation would be that sub-
ject! trained with stated main ideas would do best
on lest materials which contained Mated main ideas
and those trained with materials having I in pile It
main ideas would do best on test materials with Im-
plit it Min ideas. To assess the overall effect of
the treatment conditions, the experimenters were
concerned with the best performance on both types
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of materials. In order to get a score which indicated
this total performance, regardless of type of mate-
rial, the mean score of the subjects' performance
on narrative and expository material was found,
thus reducing the numbered scores for each subject
to six.

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

In order to determine the variability of reading
rate for the three different purposes- specific fact,
sequence, and main Idea - a variability score was
calculated for each sii.lect. The style of the mate-
rial was considered in that two rate var lability
scores were calculated for each subject - one for
narrative and one for expository materials. The
variability scores were calculated according to the
standard variance formula:

3
E (Xi - X )1

n - 1

Xi was the sum of individual scores where t varied
across the three purposes; X was the mean of the
three purpose scores, and n = 3. Thus, the vari-
ance scores took into account the subjects' reading
rate for one purpose in relation t o all purpose
(mean rate). There were three different designs
and consequently three different types of analysis.

One was a subject X purpose one way analysis of
variance design. The dependent variable for the
analysis was the proportion of each individual' s
reading rate for each single purpose to his total
reading rate for all three purposes.

Due to the fact that each subject read for three
purposes, a repeated measures situation existed.
Greenhouse and Geisser (1959) have pointed out that
for the usually computed F ratios of mean squares
in the regular analysis of varianoetobe exactly dis-
tributed as the F distribution, it Is necessary that
the columns or tests in addition to be ing normally
distributed, having equal variances, should be mu-
tually independent. Since the measures were made
on the same subjects, the independence assumption
could not be met.

Although one approach to this problem would be
to use a multivariate analysis of variance design, a
simpler approach is to follow the procedure of ad-
justing the degrees of freedom which results in con-
servative F ratios which approximate the F distri-
bution when the independence assumption Isnot met
(Greenhouse and Geisser, 1959). The adjusted de-
grees of freedom are in this case 1 and 71 respec-
tively. Six analyses were also done using this de-
sign and procedure.

The second was a 3 X2 X 2 completely crossed
analysis of variance design with three grades, two
sexes, rand two training methods and with six repli-
cates per call. The model was assumed tobe fixed.
The reading variability scores were transformed by
using the natural log to base e. Thas, the scores
(y) used in the analysis were:

3 00 -7)1y = nat loge Z .

1=1 n - 1

After the scores were transformed, an analysis of
variance was done on the means of the variances ac-
cording to the procedure outlined by Scheff6 (1960)
for the comparison of variances. Six analyses were
done according to these design and analysis pro-
cedures.

The third design was a 3 X2 x 2 X 3 analysis of
variance with three grades, two sexes, two training
procedures, and three repeated measurements or
tests - a training test immediately after training, a
transfer task immediately after training, and a de-
layed transfer task one month after training. The
dependent variable for the analyses using this design
was rate variability. Two analyses were done using
this procedure. Conservative F tests using the
Greenhouse and Geisser (1959) procedure were also
used in this analysis. The adjusted degrees of free-
dom were 1 and 69 respectively. For all F ratios
found to be significant post hoc comparisons among
the means were done following the procedures of
Scheff6 (1953).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The subjects consistently varied their rate when
reading either narrative or expository material for
three different purposes. The analyses summarized
in Table 6 also show that there was a difference in
rate variability on the immediate post training test,
the transfer task, and the transfer retention task.

Mean proportions of reading time are shown In
Table 7. The trend there is clear and, with but one
exce-,,tion, consistent: the children read most rapid-
ly to find specific facts; they read less rapidly for
main ideas, and they read most slowly for sequence.
The Scheff6 post hoc test for multiple comparisons
reveals significant differences betwe en all means
except the Post-Narrative, Main Idea, and Specific
Fact. This is in line with the logic al expectation
that, with training, children would be able to adapt
their rate of reading according to purpose; that they
would be best able to pick out specific facts ver y
quickly; and that the task of reading toarrange facts
in sequence would be most time consuming because
the subjects would need to deal simultaneously with
several facts.

Materials were written in narrative and exposi-
tory styles because there was evidence that style
affects rate. When the means in Table 7 were col-
lapsed across style, there was virtually no d if fer-
ence between the narrative and expository means
(Expository = .340; Narrative = .333). Yet, a com-
parison that takes purpose into account, as shown
in Table 6, reveals that style interacts with purpose;
expository materials are read most rapidly for the
main idea, but narrative materials are read most
rapidly for sequence and for specific fact. By way
of post hoc interpretation, it would appear that the
expository arrangement makes for more clear ly
identifiable main ideas. Likewise, the narrative ar-
rangement of materials would tend to have a sequen-
tial arrangement built in and, therefore, be more
easily identifiable. An explanationof the more rapid
reading of narrative materials for specific f act is
more elusive; but it might be argued that a narr a-
tive-sequential arrangement lends clues that make
for rapid location of facts.
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TABLE 6

ONE WAY ANALYSES OF VARIANCES FOR TOTAL READING RATE FOR THREE DIFFERENT PURPOSES
WITH EXPOSITORY AND NARRATIVE MATERIALS ON POST, IMMEDIATE, AND DELAYED TESTS

Description dt MS

Purposes on Expository Posttest
Error

Purposes on Narrative Posttest
Error

Purposes on Expository Transfer Test
Error

Purposes on Narrative Transfer Test
Error

Purposes on EcposL+ory Retention Test
Error

Purposes on Narrative Retention Test
Error

2 ( 1) .40 40*
213 (71) .01

2 ( 1) .72 72*
213 (71) .01

2 ( I) .97 97*
213 (71) .01

2 ( 1) .92 92*
213 (71) .01

2 ( 1) .84 84*
213 (71) .01

2 ( 1) .36 36*
213 (71) . 01

* p <. 01

TABLE 7

MEAN PROPORTION OF READING TIME FOR TOTAL COMPREHENSION BY STYLE OF MATERIAL,
TIME OF TEST AND PURPOSE

Purpose

Test and Style Math Idea Sequence Fact

Post-Expository .331 .409 .261
Post-Narrative .389 .393 .218
Immediate Transfer-Expository .359 .435 .207
Immediate Transfer-Narrative .348 .438 .214
Delayed Transfer-Expository .325 .446 .229
Delayed Transfer-Narrative .382 . 366 .252

TABLE 8

MEAN PROPORTION OF READING TIME BY STYLE AND PURPOSE

Purpose

Style of Material Mein Idea Sequence Fact

Expository .338 .430 .252
Narrative .373 .399 .228
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TALLE 9

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GRADE, SEX, AND TREATMENT FOR EXPOSITORY MATERIALS AND
POST PERIOD READING VARIABILITY FOR THREE PURPOSES

Source of Variation di MS

Grade 2 5.98 2.89
Sex 1 1.00 <1
Tr Atm ent 1 .55 <1
G X S 2 2. 99 1. 46
G X T 2 4.30 2. 10
S X T I 1. 14 <1
GXSXT 2 .84 <1
Error 60 2.05

TABLL .0

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GRADE, SEX, AND TREATMENT FOR NARRATIVE MATERIALS AND POST
PERIOD READING VARIABILITY FOR THREE PURPOSES

Source of Variation df MS F

Grade 2 3.76 1. 52
Sex 2.07 <1
Treatment 1 4.11 1.66
G X S 2 . 64 <1
G X T 2 . 23 <1
S XT 1 1. 17 <1
GXSXT 2 1.24 <1
Error 60 2.48

The type of materials used during t he training
sessions did not make a difference inthe children's
subsequent variability rate when reading for three
different purposes (see Tables 9-14). Children
trained with passages containing explicitly stated
main ideas did not differ in rate variability from
children trained with matey lalswith implicit but not
specifically stated main ideas. The types of train-
ing materials are subsequently referred to as stated
and unstated, respectively. The implication is that
materials varied on this aspect do not affect chil-
dren's ability to vary their reading rate. Thus,
either type of training materials should produce sim-
ilar results if reading variability across purposes
is the objective of the training.

The use of different types of training materials
did not have any effect on the transfer task. When
children were given an extended passage which was
more closely related to the actual school read 1 ng
task, children trained with stated materials did not
differ in their rate vari ab 1 ity from children
trained with unstated materials.

The same vls true for the transfer re tent ion
task. When children were tested for retention on
the transfer task, no differences 'n rate variability
were found between the two groups trained with dif-
ferent materials.

However, one might speculate that if the approach
to instruction had been varied for sac h type of ma-
terials, the results might have been different. For
example, if the children who worked with unstated
materials had been trained explicitly in d e v is i ng
their own main idea statements, they might have
done better than the other group when all Lubjects
were tested on both stated and unstated materials.
bbch speculation seems to suggest a possible next
step for research that focuses upon tr a in in g pro-
grams for the development of rate variability.

Whether the children were reading expository or
narrative materials, the results were the same .
Consistently on the post, immediate transfer, andde-
layed transfer tests no differences were found between
the group trained with stated main idea materials and
the grouptrained with un stated ma in idea materials.
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TABLE 11

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GRADE, SEX, AND TREATMENT FOR EXPOSITORY MATERIALS AND
IMMEDIATE PERIOD READING VARIABILITY FOR THREE PURPOSES

Source of Variation df MS F

Grade 2 4.94 2.66
Sex 1 4. 22 2.27
Treatment 1 .34 <1
G X S 2 2.35 1.26
G X T 2 2.40 1.29
S X T 1 4.43 2.38
GxSxT 2 2.40 1.29
Error 60 1.86

TABLE 12

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GRADE, SEX, AND TREATMENT FOR NARRATIVE MATERIALS AND
IMMEDIATE PERIOD READING VARIABILITY FOR THREE PURPOSES

Source of Variation df MS

Grade 2 .71 <1
Sex 1 5.33 1. 60
Treatment 1 .00 <1
G X S 2 1.51 <1
G X T 2 5. 10 1.53
S T 1 .32 <1
GxSxT 2 .03 <1
Error 60 3.33

Sex did not make a difference in the rate var
lability of children trained with either of the two
types of materials. This result was con sistent.
Boys did not differ from girls in their ability to vary
their rate from purpose to purpose immediately
after training, on the transfer task or on the trans-
fer retention task.

The same results held across grade level. There
was no difference among fourth, fifth, and sixth
graders in reading rate variability from purpose to
purpose on erlh separate testing occasion. How-
ever, the trends indicated by the means (Table 15)
are consistent. Fourth graders consistently showed
more variability of reading rate than d: d fifth
graders, and fifth graders consistently showed more
variability of reading rate thandid the sixth graders.
This could be due to the younger children's more
flexible mental set, which could mke them much
more susceptible to training.

The absence of grade by treatment interaction in-
dicates that the two different training procedures

did not have different effects across grade level.
This might not have been so if materials had been
prepared for each specific grade level. Further in-
vestigation Mat focuses upon possible developmental
trends might be worthwhile.

The total reading variability across occasions
(tests) on expository materials w as found to differ
by grade (Table 16). No grade differences were ap-
parent, however, on the total reading var lability
across occasions on narrative materials (Table 17).
Mean rate variability by grade and type of material
is shown In Table 18. Scheffg post hoc tests for
multiple comparisons revealed that the only signifi-
cant difference is between the mean scores of fourth
and sixth graders when reading expository material.
This supports the trend found with individual tests.
By way of Interpretation, the suggestion is that older
pupils may have a fixed set for approaching the read-
ing task; whereas, younger pupils may be m or e
readily susceptible to rate variability training. If
this is so, the implication is that such training ought
to be given early in the intermediate grades.
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TABLE 13

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE Ole GRADE, SEX, AND TREATMENT FOR EXPOSITORY MATERIALS AND
DELAYED PERIOD READING VARIABILITY FOR THREE PURPOSES

75

Source of Variation df MS

Grade 2 2. 97 1.40
Sex 1 . 16 <1
Treatment 1 . 27 <1
GXS 2 .23 <1
GXT 2 .31 <1
S x T 1 .71 <1
GXSXT 2 1.93 <1
Error 60 2, 12

TABLE 14

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GRADE, SEX, AND TREATMENT FOR NARRATIVE MATERIALS AND
DELAYED PERIOD READING VARIABILITY FOR THREE PURPOSES

Source of Variation df MS

Grade 2 5. 80 2. 10
Sex 1 1.78 <1
Treatment 1 . 15 <1
GXS 2 2. 95 1.07
GXT 2 2.45 <1
S X T 1 7. 36 2.67
GxSXT 2 2.44 <1
Error 60 2.76

TABLE 15

MEANS FOR EACH GRADE ON EXPOSITORY AND NARRATIVE MATERIALS ON THREE DIFFERENT
TEST OCCASIONS

Type Occasion Grade Grade Grade
4 5 6

Post 3.07 2.68 2.06
Expository Immediate 6. 29 6.20 5.46

Delayed 6.40 5.89 5.72

Post 3.45 3.35 2.72
Narrative Immediate 5. 66 5. 92 5.59

Delayed 5.80 5.61 4.87
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TABLE 16

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GRADE, SEX, TRAINING AND TEST OCCASION FOR READING VARIABILITY
WITH THREE PURPOSES AND EXPOSITORY MATERIALS

Sources of Variation df MS

Training 1 . 10 .05
Sex 1 2.83 1.35
Grade
Occasions

2 (1)
2 (1)

13.57
36. 23 17, 3429**

TXS 1 .88 .42
T XG 2 3.04 1. 45
T X0 2 .37 18
S XG 2 2.26 1.08
S X0 2 1.51 75
G X 0 4 .74 .35
TxS XG 2 2.51 1, 20
TXS x 0 2 3.02 1,44TxGX0 4 1. 62 . 78
S XG x0 4 1.49 ''Ti
TXS xG XO 4 1.53 .73
Within (error) 180 (69) 2.09

* p < . 05

TABLE 17

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GRADE, SEX, TRAINING AND PEST OCCASION FOR READMIG VARIABILITY
WITH THREE PURPOSES AND NARRATIVE MATERIALS

Sources of Variation dl MS

Training . 86 .30
Sex 8.61 3.01
Grade 2 7. 87 2. 75
Occasions 2 2.55 .89
TXS 1 1. 61 ,56
T X G 2 1. 28 .44
T X0 2 1.10 .60
S XG 2 1. 24 .43
S X0 2 28 .10
G XO 4 . 20 .42
TXS XG 2 2.34 .82
T XS XO 2 3,62 1 26
TXG x0 4 3. 25 1.13S XG x0 4 1. 93 .67TXS XGXO 4 . 69 .24
Within (error) 180 2. 86

The analyses summarized in Tables 18 and 17
also reveal a difference in rate variability ac rose
tests - post-training, Immediate transfer, and de-
layed transfer - with expository materials but not
with narrative material. Mean rate variability by
test and type of material Is shown In Table 19.
Scheff6 post hoc tests show a significant difference

between the post-training and the immediate and de-
layed transfer tests with expository material. The
suggestion is that not only does the ability to adjust
rate to purpose transfer from training passages to
more naturalistic materials, but also there is an
increase in rate variability. The increase might
be expected on the basis that the materials in the
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TABLE 18

MEAN RATE VARIABILITY ON ALL TESTS BY
GRADE LEVEL AND TYPE OF MATERIAL

Grade
Type 4 5 6

Expository 5. 98 5.65 5. 12
Narrative 5.79 5.93 5. 12

transfer test s'>uations were morn nearly like class-
room materials and less rigidly structured; there-
fore, the subjects were better able to use their rate
variability AM.

It must be noted that the main effects of grad e
and test were significant only with expository mate-
rials. Yet, the trends were generally similar. The
structure of the expository material apparently was
more conducive to rate variability than that of nar-
rative material. Whether this is generally so, of
course, remains to be seen.

There was no difference in the total reading var-
iability of boys and girls. Boys and girls thus learn
the same amount during the training situations. 140
differences were found on any of the interaction fac-
tors, which indicates that all factors were consist-
ent In combination.

The type of training materials used did not result
Ln a difference on the total reading var lability
across occasions regardless of whether the children
were reading expository or narrative material. This
again emphasizes the similar effect of either of the
two types of training materials. It may also indicate
that in the future this type of research ought to be
concerned with combinations of materials and in -
btructional procedure in order to maximize the ef-
fect of training.

TABLE 1£

MEAN RATE VARIABILITY FOR EACH TEST BY
TYPE OF MATERIAL

Type
Test

Post Immediate Delayed

Expository 4. 77 5.99 6.01
Narrative 5.37 5. 73 5.43

FOOTNOTES

1. The research reported herein was supported by
the Cooperative Research Program of the
Office of Education, U. S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. This paper
first appeared in manuscript form entitled
"Transfer Effects of Training Intermediate
Grade Pupils to Adjust Reading Speed to Read-
ing Purpose," Cooperative Research Project
No. 3137, Committee for Research in Basic
Skills, The University of Wisconsin, 1966.

2. An appendix containing the directions and mate-
rials used can be obtained from t he authors
on request.
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Immo Strategies for Concept

Attainment in Mathematics

IT WOULD be a mistake for the writer,
being trained in mathematics rather than psychology,
to do basic research in conceptual learning. On the
other hand, it is quite appropriate for him to ac-
quaint himself with the results of experimentation by
psychologists and to manipulate these results in dif-
ferent ways to see how they apply In mathematics
instruction. In the latter sense, or might say the
paper has an operational flavor. Teat i s, it dis-
cusses ways classroom teachers might attack in-
struction in a specific concept a rixthematics and
means writers of classroom materials might use
to insure that provision had been made for learning
experiences that would lead to ar,ainment of a specif-
ic concept.

A teacher who faces a mathematics c lass five
days each week often finds psychological research
of very little help in solving his instructional prob-
lems. The research, for obvious reasons, must
start with those situations that present knowledge
can handle. Arc search psychologist legitimately
pursues his interest in pure psychology; he may
have fleeting thoughts about applications of his re-
search, but the excitement of carrying on investiga-
tions in his particular field of Interest leads him to
put these thoughts aside temporarily, perhaps.

Today, however, there exists sufficient evidence
on human learning a s well as numbers of well- trained
mathematic,: teachers so that applications c an be
made in classrooms. It Is possible today to have
classroom experimentation that make s use of, or
manipulates, basic psychological research inhuman
learning. Emerging among mathematical educators

Emig Myron F. Rosskopf
Teachers College, Columbia University

New York, New York

and psychologists are plans for studies that will ap-
ply in a subject matter field the results obtained
from the intensive study of conceptual learning of
recent years (that is, since World War IR. Every
discipline has its own subtleties. For this reason,
success of such experimentation will depend upon
facility of communication between psychologists and
representatives of other disciplines.

DEFINITIONS

CONCEPT

The word "concept" seems to have as many def-
initions as there are writers on conceptual learning.
Recently, a definition appeared that has the virtue
of efforts made to relate it to existing definitions.
According to this recent statement,

Anything that is a concept has the following
attributes:

I. Psychological meaningfulness
II. Intrinsic, functional, or formal properties

ILL Abstractness
IV. Inclusiveness
V. Generality

VI. Structure
VII. Function (Klausmeler, Davis, Ramsay.

Fredrick, and Davies, 1665, p. 3).
A possible criticism is that the definition introduces
words which in turn need to be defined. True, but
it turns out to be easier to define (or describe), these
new words than it was to define "concept. "

Two aspects of the definition that make It useful
are its open-endedness by means of Item V,
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Generality - and its own inclusiveness. Simple con-
cepts as well as very complex concepts are possible
of characterization by means of the definition.

The writer has been using the following definition
of a concept, probably because it lent itself so well
to explanations of mathematical concepts. A con-
cept is "a way of grouping an array of object s or
events in terms of those characteristics that distin-
guish this array from other objects or events in the
universe" (Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin, 1956, p.
275). This suffices for a first level concept, but to
obtain the complexity that we know, at least intui-
tively, some concepts have, we need to add to the
definition cited; and including "the network of infer-
ences that are or may be set into play by an act of
categorization" (Bruner, et al, 1956, p. 244).

We shall not stop to relate these two definitions.
Interested readers can go to the references cited
and see that the two do indeed contain the same ele-
ments. Instead we shall consider an example of a
concept in mathematics and show in what way it sat-
isfies the conditions of the fir s t definition stated.
Consider, for example, the set of all counting num-
bers, or as they are often called the set of all nat-
ural numbers,

[ 1, 2, 3, ..., n, n + 1, ... ).
One can discriminate certain subse ts of this set.
There is the set of all even natural numbers,

[ 2, 4, 6, . . . , 2n, ...);
and the set of all odd natural numbers,

[1, 3, 5, ..., 2n+ 1, ...).
For our example of a mathematical concept, how-
ever, we shall consider that of the set of all prime
(natural) numbers,

[ 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, ...).

When a person can distinguish between prime
numbers and numbers that are not prime (that is,
that are' composite), then he has a concept of prime
numbers. He can demonstrate his possession of the
concept by filling in the next few prime numbers, or
by devising a test for deciding whether a number
presented to him is prime, or not prime. He has
grouped the array of objects, the set of natural num-
bers, so that he can tell the difference between a
prime number and a composite nu mber. He has
used the characteristics that distinguish be tw e en
prime numbers and other members of the set of nat-
ural numbers. Really, the person has formed two
categories of natural numbers; those thatare prime
form one category; and those that are co mpos it e
form the other category.

At this stage of his concept of a prime number,
a person recognizes the formal properties. He cer-
tainly is working at an abstract level, s ince he is
working with numbers, and at a level of generality,
since many subsidiary concepts such as factoriza-
tion, multiplication, and so on are involved. From
the point of view of structure, the person probably
has used a conjunction of related concepts to arrive
at a concept of prime numbers.

But we recognize more in aconcept than just the
forming of categories according to some discrimi-
nating characteristic or characteristics. Part of
the concept of prime numbers is realization that
their number is infinite, that there is just one even

prime, that no one has devised a formula for prime
numbers, and that there are many such o pen ques-
tions related to this interesting subset of the set of
natural numbers. In other words, we are willing to
accept as part of the concept these inferences drawn
from the categorization.

It seems that such associations with the set of
prime numbers would qualify it for the attribute of
psychological meaningfulness. There remain the at-
tributes of inclusiveness and function. Now, inclu-
siveness is so much a part of specifying a set in
mathematics that as soon as one is able (that is,
correctly in the sense of mathematical criteria) to
talk about the se; of prime numbers, the attribute
of inclusiveness follows. Prime numbers as medi-
ators occur in prime factorization, calculation of a
least common multiple, and the prime factorization
theorem of arithmetic. Hence, the concept has the
function attribute also.

All right. It Is possible to relate wlat mathema-
ticians call a concept to what psychologists cal l a
concept. But a definition, if it really is adefinition
must partition the universe of discourse into those
things that are concepts and those things that ar e
not concepts. A °definition" that is all inclusive
might Just as well not be stated at all. In short, it
must be possible to point to something in mathemat-
ics that is not a concept. But that is easy; any addi-
tion fact, such as 5 + 4 = 9, is not a concept.

CATEGORIZING OR CONCEPTUALIZING

The word "category" was used in the preceding
discussion. What is involved in categorizing? How
is it related to conceptualizing? More important,
how is categorization related to the use of concep-
tualization in applications, or problem solving, in
mathematics? First, let us analyze another exam-
ple of a mathematical concept and, second, derive
from the discussion of the example what seem to be
characteristics of categorizing.

Consider the concept of a rational number. It s
formation starts very early in the home experiences
of a preschool child. One-half and one-fourth are
known for names of parts of things; one-half of an
apple or an orange or a glass of juice or acandy bar.
During early schooling, the concept is expanded to
include written symbols for one-half andone-fourth:
1/2 and 1/4; 1/3 also is added to the list. However,
the concept is still on the level of these symbols be-
ing names for parts of things. There seems little
evidence that a child thinks of 1/2, 1/4, 1/3 as ex-
emplars of a new sort of number. The teacher may
call these fractions tames for numbers, of course,
but still the concept, the way of categorizing these
numbers, of telling how they differ from other num-
bers, is in terms of a way of expressing t hem ; to
wit, a numerator, a horizontal bar, and a denomi-
nator.

Not until quite late does the instruction reach the
stage of giving a new name, rationalnumbers, to the
set of numbers that can be expressed as the quotient
of two integers, the denominator not zero. Now the
concept has formal properties; it has been formal-
ized, one might say, and it will be even more for-
mal (that is, abstract) when a student recognizes
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rational numbers as ordered pairs of integers in
which the second member is not zero.

At each level of formality, there are cues that a
student looks for: 1) one of two congruent parts of
something, such as an apple; 2) a numerator, a hor-
izontal bar, and a denominator; 3) a quotient of two
integers; and 4) an ordered pair of integers, These
cues help a student put a number he encounters into
its proper category, to align it with the concept he
has formed of the set to which that number belongs.
Notice, too, that the invention of ways of grouping
predictive characteristics is involved; for example,
the numerator, horizontal bar, and denominator.
The test of the invention is its usefulness. Does it
effectively categorize numbers?

Categorizing has for its basis defining character-
istics. By grouping together things that satisfy the
defining characteristics of a class, an individual a)
reduces the complexity of his environment; b) iden-
tifies the objects in a particular universe of dis-
course; c) reduces the necessity for constant learn-
ing; d) gives direction to activity; e) orders and re-
lates classes (Bruner, et al., 1956, pp. 12-13).

What are the implications for problem. solving in
mathematics? If a student does not classify prob-
lems he meets, then he must treat each problem as
an individual. The cognitive strain in such a proce-
dure is enormous. The student must, perforce, for
purposes of economy of effort look for distinguish-
ing characteristics or discriminable attributes of
problems in order to reduce the strain. That is, he
must use cues, put the problem in a pre - decide d-
upon category, and bring into play concepts that in
the past have becn effective in solving problems of
this particular category. It would seem that a cate-
gorization of a problem is the first step toward its
solution. Only atter a problem has s bee n put in a
certain category can one proceed with plans for
solving it.

Of course the first plan chosen may f all. If it
does, a person has to devise variations on the first
plan. Perhaps he f ailed to discriminate carefully
enough when he categorized the problem. In other
words, taking a first step toward its solution, leads
him to recategorize the problem. The important thing
is that he must realize that the initially chosen method
of solution fails and then search for a new method.
He must shift his plans, and this requires strategy.

STRATKIES IN
CONCEPTUALIZATION

STRATEGY

A strategy is a carefully planned calculation and
coordination of the specific ends and means neces-
sary to achieve a goal. That is, as in the following:

A strategy refers to a pattern of decisions
in as acquisition retention, and utilization of
information that serves to meet certain objec-
lives, L e. to insure certain forms of outcome
and to insure against certain others. Among
the objectives of a strategy are the following:

a. To insure that the concept will be at-
tained after the minimum number of
encounters with relevant instances.

b. To insure that a concept will be attained
with certainty, regardless of the number
of instances one must test en route to at-
tainment.

c. To minimize the amount of strain on in-
ference and memory capacity while at
the same time insuring that a concept
will be attained.

d. To minimize the number of wrong cate-
gorizations prior to attaining a concept.
(Bruner et al. , 1956, p. 54.)

The preceding definition of a strategy and a a-
scription of the alms of a strategy is very similar
to the mathematical definition of a strategy that is
associated with the theory of games. However, the
theory of games strategy consists of a se t of deci-
sions made in advance. Once the decisions are
made, no change can be made while "play" is going
on. In contrast, a problem-solving strategy, for ex-
ample, may be changed in the midst of a subject's
efforts; such changes are dictated, or should be dic-
tated, as the subject's knowledge of t he problem
grows through his efforts to find a method of solution.

TYPES OF STRATEGIES

"Virtually all the effective strategies for attain-
ing concepts ,pend upon the use of son e sort of in-
itial focus," (Bruner, et al., 1956, p. 63). How
does the subject perceive the situation? What as-
pects of it holds his attention? How does he define
the task to himself? If the task is a problem situa-
tion, what data seem to be most relevant ? How
does he fit this problem into his concept pattern of
all types of problems with which he has had experi-
ence? After making an initial focus with respect to
the problem, a subject still faces the necessity for
decisions concerning a method of attack. What sort
of strategy should he decide upon? Accord ing to
Bruner and his associates there arefour ideal strat-
egies: a) simultaneous scanning; b) successive scan-
ning; c) conservative focusing; anddifocus gambling
(Bruner, et al., 1956, pp. 83-90).

a) Simultaneous scanning. The simultaneous
scanner forms many possible hypotheses to follow
to a solut ion and keeps all of these hypotheses in
mind. The strain on memory is great. Initially, he
chooses one of these hypotheses and tests it to see
if it is promising and at the same time to see which
of the other hypotheses it eliminates. A subject us-
ing this strategy has to keep allof the hypotheses in
mind; he has to deduce which are eliminated, and as
he proceeds to test a remaining hypothesis, he must
remember which hypotheses were eliminated by his
earlier testing.

The critical point in simultaneous scanning de-
pends uoon a subject's ability to deduce all the in-
formatbn with respect to which hypotheses should
be discarded from the testing of an initial hy pcthe-
ale. It he can do this, then he can proceed with
maximum information to test a remaining hypothe-
sis. However, memory strain and the f actor of
time usually prevent him from obtaining maximum
information. Suppose the subject makes a wrong
deduction? Does he have control over this risk? He
does not; he cannot himself e ither increase or de-
crease the risk.
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b) Successive scanning. Essentially, this strat-
egy consists of testing one hypothesis at a time. A
hypothesis is tested until a contradiction is reached,
or until it is clear to the subject that the desired in-
formation is not forthcoming. Then the hypothesis
is discarded, and a second is chosen for testing.
Notice that a hypothesis is tested independent of the
others.

The gain in use of successive scanning is twofold:
1) It lightens memory load and 2) frees the subject
from the necessity for making many deductions con-
cerning the other hypotheses. Two disadvantages
are that some of the hypotheses may overlap, lead-
ing to repetition of work already done, and that there
is no control over risk. A subject cannot take
greater gambles or lesser gambles. This is a rath-
er leisurely strateg -j and discounts heavily any time
factor.

c) Conservative focusing. First of all, a subject
who is a conservative focuser studies the situation
to see if there is one key idea. U there is, it is fo-
cused upon, and all hypotheses are tested against it.
Suppose he finds a hypothesis that looks promising.
That is, a hypothesis that impinges on the key idea.
Now, he chooses those hypotheses that contain the
same part that the promising hypothesis does. Then,
one by one, he adds parts of these hypotheses and
tests the results. The "conservative" enters this
strategy at this point. Only one feature of a hypoth-
esis is added at a time and tested.

Much information is obtained by conservative fo-
cusing and redundancies are avoided. The r isk of
securing no information is under control; in fact,
one always gets some useful information. The only
real disadvantage is that information which is not
arranged in orderly fashion might involve a tong
search for the needed data. Thus, part of the suc-
cess of a subject using conservative focusingdepends
upon how well organized his knowledge is.

d) Focus gambling. The initial steps taken by a
subject who uses focus gambling as a strategy a r e
the same as those of one who uses conservative f o-
cusing. But, he is not satisfied with addingone part
of a hypothesis at a time and testing; he adds two or
more parts at a time and gambles. The strategy is
not quite an all-or-nothing one, but it comes very
close in case the omnibus hypothesis f ails. The
only thing to do then is for the subject to shift strat-
egies and fall back on successive scanning.

However, the gamble may pay off. The omnibus
hypothesis may lead to attainment of the objective.
There is much gain then, of course, for the number
of trials has been reduced to a minimum and much
time has been saved.

THE STRATEGIES IN USE

IMPORTANCE OF INITIAL FOCUS

Several years ago, the writer did a pilot study In
which about ninety secondary-school teachers were
involved. Two tasks, or problems, ware presented
to the subjects, and they were asked to find a solu-
tion. The objective at the time was to secure irdor-

:nation on these teachers' conceptof a mathematical
solution, but other interpretations of the evidence
turned out to be more interesting. This is true, par-
ticularly in view of the foregoing discussion.

Situation I. One problem was the following:
From a two-digit number, N, subtract the

number whose digits are those of N I nt er-
changed. If the difference is a positive cube,
how many permissible values of N are there?

However innocent this problem appears, it is not a
run-of-the-mill problem. The method of approach,
that is, the initial focus, is critical. Practically all
of the teachers classified the problem as a "d ig it
problem." All right; there are standard methods
for solving a problem so categorized. These were
applied; let t and u represent the tens' and units'
digits, respectively; then

N = 10t + u
a positive perfect cube = (10t + u) - (10u + t).

Quickly perceived is that the tried-and-true meth-
ods fail. There is no place to go from this point,
for at least two more equations are needed for them
to be successful. A small number of papers were
discarded because of errors in finding a simpler
form for (10t + u) - (10u + t). It is doubted that this
was failure of any strategy. Rather, such errors
seemed to be the result of haste or carelessness.
The remaining papers fell nicely into three groups.

There were those whose initial f oc us was all
right. These papers showed that the persons got as
far as

N.= 10t + u
x3= 9(t - u)
x > 0.

But, unfortunately, once they had madeafocus, they
were not flexible enough to change it when it led no-
where. The papers of these subjects were covered
with equations and tag ends of scribblings. They
formed only one hypothesis - secure enough equa-
tions to solve for all of the unknowns. One might
categorize their strategy as successive scanning,
where there was just one hypothesis to scan. This
was done over and over by members of t hi s group.
There was no change of focus with respect to the
problem. Failure did not discourage them from try-
ing the same hypothesis again and again.

The second group's papers showed fewer scr lb-
blings. There was hardly any writing on these pa-
pers after the initial symbolizing of the problem sit-
uation. Inferred from what evidence was available
was that these subjects realized that the initial cat-
egorization of the problem as a digit problem was
not quite correct. They seemed tobe flexible enough
in their focusing on the problem to change the ir fo-
cus. It seemed, however, that they were at a loss
to formulate another hypothesis or another strategy.
A possible interpretation is that these people had a
limited concept of a mathematical solution. Geomet-
ric proofs and the results obtained by solving equa-
tions qualified all right, but the result found by trial
and error or by a verbal argument did not.

Members of the third group not only realized that
a shift in initial focus was necessary but they also
had a better conception of what constitutes a mathe-
matical solution. Some adopted a strategyof
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surcessive scanning, trying different pairs of num-
bers in succession. Others clearly used conserva-
tive focusing, for they not only tried pairs of nu m-
bers but also took into account the positive perfect
cube datum. Those with the most elegant solutions
used a highly sophisticated conservative f oc using
strategy. A few used focus gambling, but more due
to the pressure of time rather than to preference.

Situation 2. The second task presented to these
teachers was a straight-forward geometry problem:

Find, on a straight line, a point such that
the sum of its distances from two given points
is the least possible.

The first step in any geometry problem is to draw a
figure and introduce some notation. If more sub-
jects had followed this advice, there would havebeen
more correct solutions to this problem. As it was,
only one-sixth of the subjects were able to arrive at
a solution. Just as was the case with the algebra
problem, here, too, the difficulty was inflexibility
with respect to the initial focus.

Let us take the key idea of the problem, the sum
of the distance from two given points is the least
possible, and use it as an initial focus. Now, as one
proceeds to make a figure and introduce notation, he
must give

'
Case 1

up this initial focus for a moment and shift to focus-
ing on the two given points. The problem says noth-
ing about placing them; a decision is required.
Three possibilities, or hypotheses, appear: Case 1,
both points are on line.. ; Case 2, the points are on
opposite sides oft ;

A

B
Case 2

and Case 3, the points a.'e on the same side of 1,
B

A.

Case 3

A shift of focus back to the least possible distance-
focus immediately takes care of Case 1 and Case 2,
for the shortest distance between two points is the
length of the segment joining them. Now, keeping
these results in mind, turn to Case 3 and ask "How
can I use this idea (the length of the segment)?" A
few moments' thought suggests reflecting one of the
points in the 1Lne,C , yielding point B'. Segment AB'

A
...TB

C

intersects I, D, and D is the desired point. Fri.

triangle BDC is congruent to triangle B' DC, and
consequently BD = B'D. Therefore, BD + DA is the
least possible distance.

These two problems have emphasized the impor-
tance of initial focus. More tnan that, dtscussionof
attempts at solutions made clear how necessary it
is for a problem solver to be flexible enoughto shift
his focus as the process of solving the problem de-
velops. In each problem, concepts related to that
involved in the problems themselves were very im-
portant. It seems that, at least in mat he mates,
knowledge of these subsidiary concepts is crucial to
success. The strategies used seemed fir st to '')e
that of simultaneous scanning with a transfer to con-
servative focusing after a promising ' ' l e a d ' ' had
been discovered.

SIMULTANEOUS OR SUCCESSIVE SCANNING?

The next problem situations are relatively inde-
pendent of initial focus, depending much more upon
a choice of strategy. The mathematics curriculum
puts considerable emphasis today on a search for
patterns. The following situations are of that sort.

Situation 3. Divideyour paper into three columns.
In the first column there is a string of letters, and
in the second column there is another string of let-
ters. Now, we shall use these two strings of letters
to make a new set

K,L,M,T,W,Z L,M,T,X,Y

of letters in the third column. How were the letters
in the third column

K,L,M,T,W,Z I L,M,T,X,Y I L,M,T

obtained? Now, try to write the set of letters that
goes into the third

A,C,E,P,Q I A,C,L,P,Q,R,S

column for these two sets. What goes into the third
column for the following two sets?

T, U, V, W I T, U, V,W

Here is another example. What would you write in
the third column?

S,A,M,E I N'°'
Is it true that, given sets in the first and second

columns, there is always exactly one way to do the
third column?

What are the results if we interchange the sets
in the two columns? Fill in the third colu mn and
compare the results with what you got before.

L,M,T,X,Y K, L, M, T,W, Z
A,C,L,P,Q,R,S A,C,E,P,Q
T, U, V,W T, U, V,W
N, O, T S, A, M, E

What did you find?
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Situation 4. Now let us form a third column set
in a different way. As before, we start with sets in
the first and second columns. How was the

A,C,E,G,H,J B,C,D,E,F,G,T I A,H,J

third column set obtained? Now, t. y to wr tie the
third column set, starting

F,A,M,I,L,Y I E,A,R,L,Y I

with these two sets. Let us try two more special
situations. Is it als,ays

A,I3,C, D,E,F,G
A,I3,C,D A,B,C,D

possible to obtain exactly one set, given sets in the
first and second columns?

Let us see what the remits are if we interchange
the sets in the two columns. Compare the answers
with those you had before. What can you say?

B,C,D, E, F,G, T
E,A,R,L,Y
D,E,F,O
A,B,C,D

A,C,E,G,H,J
L,Y

A,B,C
A,B,C,D

We have worked with strings of letters in two dif-
ferent ways. That is, we used two different pat-
terns to obtain the eel In the third column. Compare
these two patterns. Do they have the same proper-
ties? How are they different?

DISCUSSION OF 8.4TUATIONS 3 AND 4

The last two problem situations are quite differ-
ent from the first two. Except that they were not
quite straight- forward, the first too problem situa-
tions are representative of the mathematics program
before World War 11. The last twa are representa-
tive of types of problems that lilac in the new math-
ematics program. The algebra and geometry prob-
lems have for their objective getting an answer. Af-
ter the answer has been obtained, there is little one
can do with it, except perhaps to refine the method
M solution It is not so much that a concept is in the
process of being attained as it is that pr e e stab-
lished concepts serve as mediators in solving each
probIern. Consequently such problems wouldberea-
sonablt to present only after there was some evi-
dence that subjects had been at least exposed to the
necessary mediating concepts.

On the other hand, the third and fourth problem
sitrations are representative of situations intended
for seven- to nine-year-old subjects. The Intent is
that through such situations a foundation is laid for
attaining rather deep mathematical corw epee those
of closure and controutatIrity in this case. A battery
of situations of this sort can be devised that has a
bearing on ordinary arithmetic. Of course, letters
would not have to be used. One could use the boys
and girls in a class, or colored counters, or books,
or any other sort of material svallable. An effort
would be made to use materials appropriate for the
age level of the class.

ft Is not clear to the writer that mediating con-
cepts are brought into play. Rather, it seems that

solving these problem situations requires use of a
strategy, one that is effective In attaining concepts.
Pattern-problems such as these seem to yield to a
successive scanning or a simultaneous scanning
strategy. Or, one uses a combination of the two
strategies; simultaneous scanning for gross elimi-
nations of parts of the strings of letters; and suc-
cessive scanning for determination of fine discrimi-
nations.

TWO ITEMS OF RESEARCH

Important to the mathematics program is knowl-
edge concerning what types of data in problem situ-
ations present difficulties. Such knowledge influ
ences preparation of classroom materials In two
ways. Learning experiences c a n be provided that
are intended to facilitate attainment of a co nc e pt,
and information gleaned from research studies can
be used to schedule concepts according to age levels.

An attempt by one person to report on all of the
research studies conce-ned with problem so lv l o g
would be foolhardy. A bibliography is very long.
Two doi.roral studies have been singled out for re-
porting. One reason is to underscore the fact that
much relevant research gets lost or over look ed
through non-publication in journals.

POST STUDY

to 1958, Post did an eRperimental studyof six fac-
tors Involved in understanding problems. His sub-
jects were fifth- and sixth-grade pupils in schools
in the Metropolitan New York section of the country.
The definition of a problem In the study was "a quan-
titative situation described in words ... but in which
the arithmetical operations that lead to the answer
to the question are not explicitly indicated" (Po et,
1958, p. 15). The six factors were: 1) sire of num-
bers; 2) superfluous numerical dr.a; 3) familiarity
of setting; 4) number of steps; 5) type of operation;
and 6) symbolic terms.

Factor 4, number of steps, requires some words
of explanation. Post defined a two-step proble m
and a three-step problem as follows:

A step in a problem solution ... was a
simple performance of mie of the four oper
ations of addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division. Therefore, a problem Is (a two-
step problem) if and only if the solution of the
problem requires a single performance of two
different operations or two performances of
the same operation (Post, 1958, p. 30).

A three-step problem Is defined in a similar tray.

Factor 6, symbolic terms, refers tothe qoestion
of whether using a name for a number such as
"twenty-six" in place of "28" interferes with a sub-
ject's ability to solve a problem. The names of
the other factors are self-explanatory.

Two forms of a test were prepared by Post; these
forms were judged equivalent by s jury of experts
and then tested further in a pilot study. Familiarl y
of setting and non - familiarity of setting was obtained
from an inventory of such settings suggested by ele-
mentary-a,:thvl teachers. This Information sr as
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supplemented with evidence obtained from the pilot
study pupils.

The study design was such that an analysts of var-
iance technique could be used. The error term
"was composed of the unconfounded four- and five-
factor interactions as well as the six-factor inter-
action" (Post, 1958, p. 85). The two forms of the
test were treated as two replications of the same ex-
periment, for examination of the teat results from
the two forms led to doubt that the data fro in them
could be combined. The schools represented twodlf-
ferent socio-economic neighborhoods; the subjects
were chosen from non-homogeneous classes; and
small sample theory analysis was used. Correct-
ness of solution was determined from examination
of the work written by a pupil rather than from the
correctness of the answer. For example, a pupil's
solution might be categorized as correct even LIMA
answer was incorrect. Anchher way of saying this
is that errors In arithmetic computation were dis-
regarded.

A hypothesis was rejected if the results from
both forms of the teat indicated rejection; It was ac-
cepted, similarly, if both forms indicated recce pt-
trice. No conclusl:o could be stated If one form in-
dicated rejection and the other form indicated ac-
ceptance.

The hypotheses on the factors of size of numbers
And number of steps fell in the no conclusion cate
gory. Bo far as the latter (number of steps) is con-
cerned, It might have been that there was a strong
interaction between number of steps and type of op-
'ration, for the hypothesis concerning the latter teas
rejected if the one tenth of one percent level of sig-
nifkance. That is, problems involving multiplica-
tion and division were found to be more difficult for
the sample subjects to understand than problems in-
volving addition and subtraction.

Hypotheses rejected were those concerning super-
fluous numerical data, familiarity of sett!ng, and
the already :mentioned type of operation. The hy-
pothesis concerning symbolic terms was accepted.
In short, expressing numerical data to words or in
digits had no effect on pupil's understanding of such
problems.

13F,CHT01.1) STUDY

The 1961 study of Bechtold consisted of a compar-
ison A an experimental group with a control group
in which the former received Instruction in work
with problems containing superfluous data and the
latter did mt. Two units from the ninth-year pro-
gam, Meg Alines and applications of equations to
falling body problems, were chosen for instrottioa
and testing. The sabjeets were 14- to 15-year-old
students in New York City and the surrounding Met-
ropolKan ref*" schools.

The hypothesis that Instruction in handling prob-
lems containing syperfluoias data (la both trier/Wit/
and falling body problems) had no effect on develop-
lag problem-solving Witty was rejected at the one
percent level of significance. The remelts with re-
spect to reliable* of sex, Intelligence, and age lc-
dkated no significant differences with respect to

sex and intelligence. The data indicated, however,
that younger students seemed to benefit more from
instruction than older students.

RELATION OF THE POST AND BECHTOLD
STUDIES TO CONCEPT ATTAINMENT

It is clear that If there is such a thing as a con-
cept of problem solving, then it Is a very complex
concept. Moreover, success with problem solving
is dependent upon mediating concepts that in them-
selves are complex. The studies of Post and Bech-
told, for example, underscore the importance of in-
struction, of exposure of pupils to ma ny different
sorts of problems or learning experiences in order
that they have opportunities to attain necessary sub-
sidiary concepts.

The fact that familiarity of setting and superflu-
ous data were significant factors in Post's study
seems to indicate that pupils may have had no pre-
vious encounters with such problems. Hence, they
would have had no opportunity to form a concept of
such problems, that Is, to categorize them and de-
velop strategies to use In their solution. Since mul-
tiplication and division In problems turned out to be
significantly more difficult to understand than addi-
tion and subtraction, one infers that pupil Is do not
conceptualize the former as well as the latter. It
may be that the methods of teaching used with mul-
tiplication and division failed to develop f ir m con-
cepts. As a result, pupils were unsure in their cat-
egorteations when these operations were present in
problems.

Bechtold established that Instruction in how to
handle problems containing superfluoas data led to
greater success with such problems than that of a
control group - at least for ninth-grade algebra stu-
dents. A teacher is prone to extrapolate from this
evidence and conclude that such instruction, appro-
priately designed, is good for almost all age levels.
Although the study does not represent cone lus Ire
evidence, still it is encouraging in that statistically
significant dt.:erences resulted. So often an exper-
iment that COMMIES two procedures le instruction
ends with one group doing about as wells. the other
on tests; there are no statistkally sigr tfkantdiffer-
erre. in the two sets of results. The unexpected
significant differences in Bechtold's study leads one
to go beyond the statistics and say that experience
with the cubits of problems with superfluous data
significantly affects outcomes.

From the definition of a concept given at the be-
ginning of this piper, one sees that a pe son does
not form a concept just through maturation. There
must be experiences in his environment that make
his attempts to understand the e evironrnent too Com-
plex unless he forms classes - unless he cone:pa-
Miles. This is particularly true of mathematics,
one of man's sophistkated invsntions. Perhaps a
child develop "naturally" some concept of count-
ing, even Inventing his own aa mei la some In-
stances. But as there are encountered larger and
larger groups, the effort to t e ra it entre r number
names becomes too much, and, If historical ev '-
donee is valid, there is a twill* howled forming
clews, groupings, and a numeral system Is both.
From this point on, present day culture dictates
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that intensive exposure to a variety of experiences
must leap-frog the historical pattern of development
in mathematics. These learning situations cannot
be left to chance; they must be provided; and they
must be planned carefully. Experimental evidence,
both in the field of psychology learning theory -
and mathematical education, furnishes guidelines for
such planning. In turn, experimental evidence af-
firms or denies that the planning is effective. The
Post and Bechtold studies are examples of this two-
pronged approach to a mathematics curriculum.

SUMMARY

So it is that human beings tend to deal w I th
classes of things instead of individuals in order to
make some sense out of their environment. By form-
ing such classes cognitive strain is reduced as well
as the burden on memory. To form these classes,
or categories, or sets, a person looks for cues, or
if you like, for characteristics that serve to distin-
guish things eligible for membershipin the set from
those that are not eligible. The point is that these
categorizations are inventions, and this is particu-
larly true in a complex body of knowledge like math-
ematics.

To solve a problem In mathematics, subsidiary
concepts serve as mediators. Although initial focus
and type of strategy have Important roles, an indi-
vidual will have little success in problem solving un-
less he has a firm grasp of the mediating concepts.
Mathematical education speaks in ter ms of a student
mastering a concept so that it is a part of himself;
s. psychologist would speak in terms of a student In-
ternalizing a concept. No matter what language one
uses, it is certain that some of the failures in math-
ematics instruction are due to an instructor assum-
ing his students have understood a mathematkal con-
cept at a high level of operational thinking when In
reality they have a much lower level of mastery.
They cannot apply the concept in so unfamiliar set-
ting. As experimental evidence accumulates from
investigations of how people learn and from studies
in a curriculum context, mathematical educator a
are on the one hand becoming more cautious and on
the other more daring. /.,.plying the evidence, they
have changed the content of the curriculum and re-
duced the amount of pure drudgery that used to be
the lot of every mathematics student. Assessing re-
cent evidence, they have some doubts whether a It
&talents master the ear ty introduction of concepts.

Already said is that people categorize the things
in their environment. A categorization might result
in an initial focus on a problem. f hen certen hy-
potheses are formed that are related to this initial
focus. Decisions on these liyeotheses serve to val-
idate the hypotheses.

The sequence of decisions made by the per-
son en roate to attaining the concept [whkh
may be a problem solution or a patters) ...
may be regarded as a strategy embodying
certain objectives. These objectives may be
various in kind but in general one may distin-
guish three kinds of objectives: s. to maxi-
mize the information gained from each deci-
sion and test of an instance; b. to keep the
cognitive strain involved In the task within

manageable or appropriate limits and certainly
within the lim`ts imposed by one's cognitive ca-
pacity; and c. to regulate the risk of failing to
attain the concept within a specifiable time or
energy limit... (Bruner, et al., 1958, p. 234).

In the examples presented of problem solving or
At attaining a concept in mathematics, the idea of
initial focus and flexibility with respect to one's fo-
cus is of great importance. After isolating a key
idea in a problem, a student has a choice of strate-
gies simultaneous sca.nnine, successive scanning,
conservative focusing, or focus gambling. A skilled
problem-solver probably uses a combination of si-
multaneous scanning and conservative focusing. A
beginner Is likely to use successive scanning. If
time harasses a problem-solver, there is nothing to
do but turn to focus gambling as a strategy. The sit-
uation and the individual (his own experiences, bat-
tery of concepts, and psychological make-up) deter-
mine which strategy will be used.

The investigations of Dienes (1983) at Harvard as
well as that of Dienes and Jeeves (1965) in Australia
lesn heavily on the work of Bruner and Piaget. How-
ever, their work goes beyond that of their predeces-
sors, making use of new research results and sug-
gesting refinements of the theory of learning upon
which Bruner based his work. An idea that Dienes
and Jeeves, separately and together, experimented
with is the development through "mathe mat ical
games" of the concept of isomorphism of structures.
Involved here is the recognition of patterns and no-
ticing the similarity between two sets of dais and
the structure that can be applied to both.

Suppes (1965) has done a great deal of work with
the major emphasis on learning models for relative-
ly non-complex mathematical concepts. He charac-
terizes his ork by saying that it is based upon a
stimulus-sampling theory. An lbleresting assertion
is that the hypothesis- strategy language of Bruner
and his associates can be related to stimulus-sam-
pling terms: "... a strategy ... corresponds pre-
cisely to a state of conditioning and a hypothesis to
the conditioned stimulus sampled on &given trial

" (Suppea, 1965, p. 65)-

Some psychologists doubt the value of a math s-
mallest psychology approach to models for human
learning, but there is no disagreement that much
work needs to be done with complex concepts In or-
der to learn more about individually different ap-
proaches to attaining tu,themttical concepts, Mean-
while, the mathematical iducator moires use of
available knowledge, apples it as best he can to the
mathematics program, and gathers experimental
evidence to see the effect it is impossible to wait
until definitive psychological research on learning
has been done, for the curt kulum exists and must
be modified to fit twentieth century activities. One
implication is clear: new psychological evidence
should be brought to bear on the e sr t iculsm as
quickly as possible. it Is La the latter direction that
mathematical education is turning.

NOTE: Situations 3 and 4 are modeled after siennar
materials that appeared in the Nuffield Foundation
Mathematics Teaching Project bulletin No. I, Nov-
ember 1964, pp.. 4-V.
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IN-- PART III

Instructional Materials and Media

THE MEDIUM of instruction can be considered as the interface between
the learner and the subject matter being learned. It necessarily affects the rote of
learning and imposes limitations on the scope and sequence of the instructional sub
ject matter. Instruction by television has been criticized as impersonal and encourag-
ing passivity. Yet, according to Wilbur Schramm in "Instructional Television Around
the World" instructional television can, when properly used, provide for active
learning experiences. In a series of case studies, Schramm reports on the use of
television in widely varying sections of the worldfrom the affluent suburb to
the developing nation. Properties and attributes of the media are discussed with
reference to the school system, the teacher, and the student. Television is exam-
ined as a potent mechanism of change. Schramm concludes that this medium
works best when it is integrated into an instructional system which includes special-
ized materials, activities, and teaching tecilniques. But the key to the system is
a local supervisor through whom students can interact with one another.

Research dealing with the process of instruction is examined by Arthur
lumsdaine who points out that problems associated with instruction are in fact
inseparable from problems dealing with learning. The close relationship between
research on instructional media and the more general field of bask psychology
of learning must be understood by persons purporting to do research on instruc-
tional media. Among the general areas identified for research on the effects of in
struction is the "far underdeveloped research field of constructive and imagina-
tive attempts to improve on the basis for determining what ought to be taught."
Lumsdaine argues that determining the effects of present instructional media should
precede the "more elegant question of what specific variables account for these
effects." He takes the position shot effective instructional media are a prerequi-
site to meaningful basic research on these media. This implies programs of devel-
opment before research and suggests a basis for priorities in research and develop-
ment. "Only when something effective hos been developed, do we then hove on
adequate tool with which to conduct weft,' research."



The question of cost efficiency which is usually not considered by
educators is explored. Such efficiency frequently implies a measure of the level of
proficiency achieved for a given effort with, as Lumsdaine suggests an approach
in which the time required to achieve a given minimum level of proficiency is used
as the dependent variable. Such a proposal has significant implications for the
design of instructional objectives and instructional research as applied to selected
subject areas.

Lumsdaine concludes with a discussion of the standards or lack of
standards used in the design and reporting of research studies dealing with instruc-
tional media.

Matching the instructional strategy to the copabiliti .s of a learner re-
quires a tutorial model of instruction. Lawrence Stolurow proposes an instructional
system in which methods and materials are individualized for the !ewer on the
basis of the continuous matching of methods and materials with the aptitude,
personality, and knowledge of each learner through the use of feedback contin-
gencies both prior to and during instruction. Such individualization can be achieved
only in Computer Assisted Instruction. Stolurow summarizes a general idiogrophic
contingency model of a cybernetic, computer based instructional system coiled
SOCRATES. "It (this model) is based on the assumption that individualized instruc-
tion should take a prescriptive-corrective approach to the use of psychological
information in making decisions about teaching in a tutorial context." The logic
of instruction I- determined according to certain rules whose application is con-
tingent on variables monitored throughout the instructional sequence. Results
based on the idiographic model are presented with reference to the kinds of de-
cisions made in individualizing instruction via the compute.



Instructional Television

Around the World

WE HAVE now to hand tho largest
body of comparable and detailed data yet assembled
on Instructional television throughout the world:
twenty-three case studies of the use of new educa-
tional media in eighteen countries, most of them in-
cluding television.' I will review three of these
cases In some slight detail, cite *few others, and
then try to sum up what I thbk the studies say about
the requirements for using ingvuelional television
effectively.

One point I shall not belabor is that instructional
television, used well, clbarly does work. It works
over a wide spectrum of tasks and a variety of situ-
ations. It works in developing ewntrIts and coun-
tries that are highly irklustrialded. It works some-
times very well and sometimes ordinarily. To illus-
trate what these cases say about bow It works and
under what conditions it appears to work well, twill
enumerate three instances.

CASE SAMOA

The story of Instructional television in Samoa
really begins with the appointment of *tough, deter-
mined, little governor, H. flea Lee, inI961,but lye
whole story is SO years older than that, and deals
mostly with Ainerkan neglect of its wards on the
Samoa Islands. The school system was mi.', one
symptom of that neglect, bot It was a vivid one.

The United sates had committed itself to offer-
ing Samoans an education equal in every way to that
on the mainland. Yet the Samoan schools w er e

Wilbur Schramm
Stanford University
Stanford, California

one-room, open file huts, where two classes com-
peted with each other, fortissimo. The Instruction
itself was the most traditional rote learning. I have
been in these village schools and have heard the kind
of choral chanting that one becomes accustomed to
in primitive schools throughout the world. The sty-
dents repeat back - chant back - what the teacher
gives them; indeed, this is the only kind of teaching
possible when the teacher Is untrained, little edu-
cated, and not at all confident of his grasp of the sub-
ject matter. He doesn't dare encourage questions
or let the students wander away on their own intel-
lectual excursions. The teacher says,"Class, what
am !doing?"

Like one, the class chants back, "You - are-
standing on - the mat."

"Class, what do 1 have in my hand?" the teacher
questions.

"You - have - a piece of - chalk," the class
replies.

Once I rose, smiled as disarmingly as possible
at the teacher, and said "Class what amt doing?'

"You - are - standing - on the mat," they re-
sconded promptly, although I was far away from the
mat.

I picked up a book. This puttied them; they could
see It wasn't chalk. "What do I have In my hand?"

One bay ventured: "You have - a piece - of-
chalk. "

They were quite unable to generalise much upon
the responses they had learned in their educational
catechism.

The results of this kind of thing were predictable.
The schools were supposed to be the equals of main-
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land schools, but children graduated from the
twelfth grade testing on the average from I if th to
ninth grade in different subjects. The teaching was
supposed to be in English, but little of it was, and
many of the leachers could not speak the language
understandably. The content was derivative fi om
mainland texts, and so the children learned the I r
read:ng vocabularies from accounts of commuter
trains, milk men, and snowball fights. I saw one
elementary-school class being drilled to remember
that ''The 'Nkna Lisa' is in Milan, "although the sig-
nificance of that knowledge to a Samoan child was
not immediately obvious. Andover everything hung
the pall of traditional rote instruction.

Now, how do you transform a traditional school
system like that, in a few years, Into a modern
problem-solving, inquiring school system? How do
you live up to the promise and plan to teach in Eng-
Han, with so few English models? That is the prob-
lem Governor Lee faced. I am begging the question
of whether the level should have been raised Ina
few years, rather than a century; whether it was im-
portant to have English well taught and well used;
whether an excellent 12 -grade school system was
what Samoa most needed. But g itcnthat policy goal,
how would you proceed?

What were Governor Lee's alternatives? He
could replace all three hundred Samoan teachers
by qualified teachers from the maink rid. if he could
recruit them. But this would hat e been a politically,
psychologically, and ethically impossible solution.
He could bring in perhaps one hundred teachers
from the mainland. This would displace less than
one-third of the ratite teachers and stir up less
trouble, but would run head on against on e of the
oldest Samoan norms - that all go forward together.
He could Institute a greatly Increased teacher pro-
gram. But this would require sending prospective
Samoan teachers to the mainland for some years -
lest they merely perpetuate the quality of the old
school system - and its effect would not be felt for
perhaps 15 years. Or he could use television to
share a small amount of expert teach'n over many
classrooms. And this is what he decided to do.

Hut television Itself was not enough. The people
who studied the problem saw very soon that what
they had to create was really a new teaching-learn-
ing system. They had first to consolidate t he
schools and provide adequate learning conditions.
Then they had to create a sort of teaching team, in
which an expert teacher would give the core of the
curriculum by television and a native classroom
teacher would be taught to build a context of learn-
ing activities around the broadcast; and still anoiher
teacher would prepare study materials and exer-
cises to fit into the plan. Make a mental not e of
this, because the same conclusion Is being reached
all over the world - that whereas pupils learn a
great deal from television alone, they learn a great
deal more when It is built into sac h a te aching
learning system as have described. Nowhere In
the world is television being used entirely alone
and effectively for any major instruttionaltask. Al-
*stye it Is integrated into some kind of system In
which the studio teacher, the classroom teacher,
and sometimes others cooperate in stimulating the
maximum amount of learning activity in the students.

Governor Lee persuaded Congress that our neg-
lect of Samoan education should be repaired. A re-
markable installation was built at Pago Pago, oneof
the finest instructional television installations in the
world, with six open-circuit channels, ten videotape
recorders, transmitters on a mountain top, and tel-
evision teachers, engineers, and producers re-
cruited from the States. Classes began to move in-
to the new school buildings in 1964, and television
began to carry the burden of teaching be ginni ng
in the autumn of that year.

Huw is it working? What evidence is there that
television can raise a prlinitivetoa modern system-
Beeby's (1966) Class I and II schools to his Class
Dl and IV schools - in a short time?

The evidence isn't all in, yet, but the signs are
encouraging. The Samoan elementary schools are
working very well, indeed. The children are speak-
ing much more and much better English. The tele-
vision classes are live and active; the [wits talk to
the teacher and answer her questions Just as though
she were in the room. There is much less r ote
practice. Children are asking questions. Some
schools are making barometers and undertaking
other special projects. I sawoneslitlh-gra.e teach-
er Ibring in a hind for Me class to study. They
talk d about the little beast, what he ate, 111 o ate
him, and lk nrked around to the balance of nal u r e.
This could not possibly have happened eel) a few
years ago. I can't say that the high schools - which
are using, mistakenly or not, very large classes -
are working as well as the elementary. Hut on the
whole, it is a very encouraging and hopeful experi-
ment, one that Is worth watching.

Pause briefly, before we review the next ease,
to reflect on what seem to be the basic elements of
the Samoan case: a problem, large, urgent, Im-
portant enough so that many groups can rally to
solve it; adequate support, administrative and I i-
nancial; and the introduction of television, not as a
separate clement, but as part of a teaching- learn-
ing system Integrating all the teachers and all the
classroom activity.

CASE 21 HAMSTOWN

Let us turn now from the fale huts and palm
groves of Samoa to the green fields and active in-
dustries of Maryland. The United States experi-
ment most often linked to Samoa is Hagerstown.
Moat of you are familiar with this system, at d 1
shall not enumerate what you more than likely al-
ready know about it.

As you probably know, there were three chief
reasons for introducing television into the Washing-
ton County school system, centering on Hager tdotrn.
One was that school officials were anxious to make
expert leaching of art, musk, and science available
throughout the elementary schools, and to offer cer-
tain advanced courses, such as college-level math-
ematics in high school. To do this with resideresident
teachers. would have added a great deal to the budget,
and would hart presented severe recruiting pr ob-
lems. Therefore, they wondered whether it was
not possible to share expert teaching in the se
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subjects by means of television, at a lower cost,or
at least no higher cost, thanby Wing the necessary
specialized teachers. In the second place, they
wondered whether in the coming years of expanding
enrollments there would not be so me advantage in
designing schools, not with many rooms about the
same size, but rather with a central large room or
rooms for viewing televised classes, and a number
of small rooms around the perimeter of the building.
And, finally, financial help was available $1 mil-
ion from the Ford Foundation and over $300,000 in
equipment from manufacturers.

This was In 1956. Hagerstown decided, as did
Samoa later, that it needed the equivalent of six
channels to teach the core of an entire curriculum.
Because open-circuit channels were not available in
that number at any one point in the United States, it
was decided to go closed-circuit. Coaxial cables
were leased from the telephone company, and ex-
tended gradually over the next few years to every
school in Washington County. For more than a half
dozen years, nrrw, every student In the system has
received the core of his curriculum from television.

In Hagerstown, as in Samoa, a studio teacher
and a classroom teacher operate as a team to teach
content previously decided upon. The studio teach -
era are chosen from the regular teaching corps of
Hagerstown, and are changed frequently. Because
ail the teachers in the system are qualified and ti ell
trained, there has been leas difficulty, in the itagers-
town than in the Samoa experiment, in getting the
classroom teacher to play his new role ex pertly.
But two elements are generally credited w ith the
smooth transition in Hagerstown from the older plan
to the television teaching team. One of these is the
firm support given the project by Superintendent
William Brlsh. In a sense he played the role in
Hagerstown that Governor Lee played in Samoa. The
second is the insistence throoshout on involving as
many teachers as poss!ble and thus reducing the
potential threat of the new method. Only about S
percert of all the Hagerstown televtsk,n teaching is
taped, and very little of it is brought infromoutside
Thus teaching on television is treated as anordinuy
function of team teaching, not specially rewarded,
and passed around among promising candidates.

A considerable amount of research hasbeendone
at Hagerstown, and some of the results of introduc-
ing television have been spectacular. Remember,
now, that this is not a deprived school system, nor
was It in 1956. It is a rather a e r ge American
system. But in Hag,:rstown junior high schools dur-
ing the first four years of television the aver age
performance of students on a standardized teat of
arithmetical concepts rose from the thirty-first to
the eighty-fourth percentile, measured against na-
tional norms, and on a standardized test of problem
solving it rose from the thirty-third tot he s Hay-
eighth percentile. !other words, before television,
two-thirds of the junior-high-school pa pi II of the
country scored above Hagerstown children on these
arithmetic tests; after television, two-thirds scored
below Hagerstown. In the I If th grade, during the
first year of television teaching, the average H.-..cers-
town pupil gained 1.9 years, rather than the one
year represented by national norms. In the yearar
before television was introduced, every one c4 the
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grades three through six averaged below national
norms in arithmetic. Within 2 years, each grade
averaged above the national norms. VI e have spoken
only of arithmetic. Not all results were as good as
these, but the gains were by no means limited to
arithmetic. Perhaps the most significant verdic t
was turned In by the school board of Washington
County who, in 1960 when the Ford granteame to an
end, studied the results, gave all teachers and ad-
ministrators a chance to express their opinions
anonymously, and then voted without a dissenting
voice to lake over the approximately $600,000 annu-
al cost of the television In their own budget.

CASE 3: Mitt

Both Hagerstown and Samoa, one might say, prof-
ited by American know-how in television. Suppose
n o w w e t r.rn to a country that has had little or no
help from the United States in television. Niger has
only sixty-six fully qualified teachers me aning
teachers who are secondary at hoot Graduates and
have had teacher training. There are sorne hundreds
more who have had the equivalent of junior high
schoril education, and still more who have had only
5 or 6 years in sclec41. But there Is still no hope
for adding to the resource in highly e..luc at oel and
trained teachers until the country's higher priority
needs for educated people have been met. This cre-
ates an extremely difficult situation because Niger,
which has had only between 5 and 10 percent of its
school-age children in the classroom, is now trying
to double and soon to triple it 8 s c hoot pop.ilat ion,
and especially to streitgthen its secondary schools.
The problem was, then, how to find the necessary
number of skilled teachers.

Acting with the advice and help of the French
fovernment, Niger developed a plan for using expert
teachers in the studio and monitors In the classroom.
Unlike Samoa and Hagerstown, which began with all
the elementary and secondary grades at the same
time, Niger began with the first grade. It began
very cautiously, in fact, with only two schools, and
with closed - circuit television. By the time thecoun-
try's new open-circuit television station went on the
air, the first-grade experiment had shaken down,
and the television was exptnded to the second grade.
The plan Is to add one grade a year.

Like Samoa and Hagerstown, Niger has found it
works best to create in effect a teaching team in the
studio and the classroom, and like Samoa it has
found that the weakest link in the team is the class-
room teacher when that individual is not adequately
trained. Using elementary-school-trained monitors
in the classroom, the supervisors of the Niger pro-
ject have tried short in-service training courses,
and have decided more intensive special tr airing
is needed. One of the ways Samoa tried to solve
the problem of helping the relatively untrained class-
room teacher to learn his new role vasty rutting in-
to every school an American principal, who rotted
with his teachers and served really as a supervisor.
They also brought all the teachers to a six- we ek
stammer workshop each year, and conducted daily
in-service training by television. No easy way has
been fclnd anywhere to solve this :stri'cular problem,
but it has reappeared again and again in developing
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countries where instructional television has been
introduced.

One of the distinctive features of the Niger exper-
iment ha', been the continuing presence of a three-
man research team supplied by France - a psychol-
ogist, a sociologist, and an ethnologist. These peo-
ple are studying very closely the effect of television
teaching on African children who have never before
seen television, and, most of them, have never be-
fore spoken French, which is the language of instruc-
tion. Their psychological and cultural reports are
not yet available, but they have measured the learn-
ing results of the first year. As might be expected,
the results were better in some subjectsthan other s,
and somewhat better for children who were a year
older than the others. But as a whole, the televi-
sion classes averaged well above the average per-
formance of non-television classes. We must say
of Niger, as of Samoa, that all the evidence has not
come ln, but the outlook is highly encouraging.

SO/At NOTES ON OTHER CASES

We will deal with several additional c a se s in a
more brief manner.

You have noticed that In all three of the cases I
have mentioned, generous financial help was avail-
able, and in the case of the hvodevelopingcountriel
expert counsel was also freely offered. What troutl
happen now if a developing country tried to go it or
itt own?

It Isn't a recommended procedure, but it hasbeen
done. h was done, for example, in Arequipa, Peru.
In that high Andean city, a group of school teachers,
members of a religious discussion group,decided to
undertake a community project. Looking around
them, they saw that hundreds of children were un-
able to gain entrance into the schools because of
shortage of places for them. Hundreds of other s
had left school after 3 or 4 years. They decided to
begin with a group of the school-leavers who had
gone to work as domestic servants. Suppose that
the employers of these children would let them watch
television an hour a day, they said. And suppose
that the proprietor of a small local television station
would give some free air time. And suppose that
we were to do the teaching, and could get help in
preparing learning materials. Well, all these things
can.e true. Although with some objection, the em-
plo)ers let their domestic servants watch television;
the station offered up K. three hours free time; the
teachers donated their time; the pr lest who was head
of the discussion group supervised the curriculum.
And a television school for school-leavers went on
the air without a single paid employee. Since that
time, the project has immensely expanded, now has
a government contract and some pa id employees,
and diets a varied group of out-of-school courses,
adult courses, and so forth. it has s been almost
fiercely local, resisting rather than Inviting outside
advice and help, and this has not been wholly to Its
advantage. But at least the Arequipa story shows
that the do-it-yourself spirit isnot entirely missing
from instructional television In the new countries.

We have reviewed several uses of instructional
television in school. The Arequipa project was

mostly for out-of-school use. There ha ie been a
number of other projects of that kind, aimed at ex-
tending educational opportunities beyond the school -
for instance, Telescuola which provides secondary
education for Italian children who do act have sec-
ondary schools in their areas; and the Cnlcago Jun-
ior College which for nearly 10 years now has of-
fered a complete junior college curriculum by tele-
vision, with the home television students doing con-
sistently better than classroom students on the same
examinations. Television has been used to help
teach literacy - in places like t..e Ivory Coastwhere
it has helped to train native workers to read, write,
and speak French, and do simple arithmetic so that
they could be made middle-level supervisors; and
In Italy where about 15,000 adults annually register
to study reading, writing, and arithmetic, with the
aid of the famous program series, "Never Too
Late." The trend of the evidence in literacy exper-
iments, though, is that, whereas television can as-
sist greatly by providing visual material, by moti-
vating a group, and bringing a certain amount of ex-
Veetness, the real key to what happens lie s in the
ability of the group supervisor. A straw in the wind
Is that Italy, which at first used only monitors in
its viewing groups, now usescertlficated teachers -
usually working outside school hours - for that pur-
pose.

One more note: from almost everywhere instruc-
tional television has been used comes word that it
is an excellent vehicle for in-service teacher train-
ing. The mere example of excellent teaching tele-
vised into a teacher's own subject is itself effective.
As some observers in Samoa remarked, this may
have been the first time that some of the native
teachers had ever seen a well-made lesson in their
own grade level and field. Furthermore, to prepare
the teachers for teaching an unfamiliar subject o
method, like the new math, television has proved
an excellent in-service training tool. It was used
for that purpose in Colombia, for example, and the
results were carefully measured. The amount of
learning was very high, but with teachers as with
pupils the total amount depends greatly on what hap-
pens on the receiving end. That is to say, whereas
a considerable amount was learned from television
alone, a great deal more was learned if the te ether s
met in groups and discussed the broadcast lesson,
and still more it the groups had competent super-
visors to direct the discussion.

We have said enough now to indicate that instruc-
tional telerison, used well, can contribute toward
the solution of a great variety of educational prob-
lems - the need to raise instructional level quietly
without a teaching corps adequate for the purpose,
making up for the scarcity of spec ialited or highly
trained teachers, extending the school beyond its
physical boundaries, helping to teach adult literacy,
and providing In-service trebling for teachers. This
Is not, by any means, to say that it always works
Well. t could cite some eery disappointing *tortes
to balance the encouraging ones I have mentioned.
But I believe we know enough now to advance a set
of propositions as to what are the conditions under
which it is likely to work effectively. Let me sug-
post some of these.
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CONDITIONS Of SUCCESS

(I) A problem.

After twenty-three case studios, I devoutly hope
that the next time someone comes to me for advice
on instructional television, he comes with a problem
and not with a piece of technology. This la why
some of the more spectacular examples of J s e of
television for teaching hare come in developing
areas like Samoa and Niger, Colombia and Peru. In
those eases the problems have been so challenging
that it has been possible to think boldly of new ways
of solving them, and to get sufficient support behind
the effort. I think it Is fair to say that most Ameri-
can school systems have not felt quite that order of
need for television. It Is likewise true that most
American schools whit:, have tried television have
been the schools that needed it least. Perhaps not
until we turn the power of instructional television on
our deprived schools (which are to be found on the
mainland as well as in Samoa and the Trust Terri-
tories), or to meet the likely expansion of schooling
from ages 3 to 20, with thirteenth and fourteenth
grades appearing In every city of over, say, 15,000
people, will we our selves be challenged to use
the medium to its full capacity.

(2) A teaching-learning system.

Instructional television hasn't worked well when
it has been used like films - at the option and at the
time of particular need felt by the teacher. Perhaps
some day when we have enough Inexpens've v ide
tape recarders In the schools it may be i.asible to
use it that way. But the way it hasuorked most ef-
fectively, whether In developing or developed coun-
tries, is when it is Integrated Into a teaching-learn-
ing system - not when it is used alone, or when it is
used as an optional visual aid. This requires the
teacher in the classroom to learn a new role, and to
many teachers at first this role may be threatening
or uncomfortable. This has been the source of most
teacher resistance, where It has occurred. But ex-
perience indicates that the role need be neither
threatening nor unpleasnnt; in fact, It mar be more
satisfying than the role of being the only teacher In
the classroom and in complete command of ever y-
thing that happens there. And once the transition
period has been passed, both teacher and student at-
titudes toward the new way of teaching improve stead-
ily with experience with It. The experience of work-
ing in a cooperative team of studio teacher, class-
room teacher, materials expect, and others as reed-
ed, can be a most satisfying one, once the roses are
learned.

I would like to digress and suggest that one of the
old stereotypes about television teaching - that it is
a passive experience for the pupils - isdestroyed in
every place where Instructional television I s being
used effectively. The classes are extremely active.
The mils tat to the teacher on the tube, practice
as directed, ansir-r the teacher's questions, pay is
close attention, and, In elementary schools at least,
seem to enjoy the experience at least as much a s
with face -to -face instruction. The television-teach-
ine-tearn is not an encouragement to passivity, but
rather an opportunity to stimulate learning ac*tvity.

(3) Support.

Any innovation needs support. Instructional tele-
visior, which is expensive and somewhat disruptive
to old roles, and which requires obedience to central
schedules, needs it especially. Governor Lee in
Samoa, who was strong and determined enough to
meet the resistance he encountered from certain
mainland teachers who did not believe in television;
Superintendent Brish who was firm without being
rough; the President and other chief officials of Ni-
ger who quieted some incipient uneasiness by them-
selves coming to visit the experiment - this kind of
support is priceless in the infant years of I n str uc-
tional television. And beyond that, the !inane lel sup-
port necessary to have an adequate technical service
and an adequate nucleus of skilled personnel, is
a sine ua non. The magnificent technical equip-
ment of Samoa has made a difficult task mucheasier.
On the other hand, I could tell you about small s t &-
lions where the power Is forever failing, where re-
ceiving sets are not maintained, where teachers are
struggling with little help, little feedback, scant ex-
perience. I do not have to tell you that there is little
chance of using ITV effectively under condit ions like
those just cited.

(4) Sire.

There is a certain critical mass beyond which in-
structional television seems to make an important
impact and works most efficiently. Part of this, ot
course, comes from the economies of scale which
are made possible by larger operations. Colombia,
for example, can deliver television for about S cents
per pupil hour, but It is serving a quarter of a mil-
lion pupils. Some unit costs, where the system is
notably under-used, run as high as $2 per pupil hour.
We find that in most systems, instructional televi-
sion is under-used rather than over-used. Spectac-
ular differences In unit costa can be achieved even
by balancing up the investment in programs against
the Investment in receiving equipment. T his is
something we cannot develop in this paper, but you
can find details In the case studies. Beyond the fi-
nancial effect, though, there Is a psychological Im-
pact that comes with sire. It is impossible not to
take the Samoa operation se/ imsty. It is impossible
not to take Hagerstown seriously. The teachers,
the students, the communities know it. Observers
have reported from several places that the very tact
of the existence of a considerable ITV operation bas
made all developmental change easier in that area.

(5) Planning.

Let us merely say that most coontrk s and school
systems have bumbled into instructional television.
Many of them have wakened and found It under the
Christmas tree - the equipment being intended main-
ly tot entertainment or persuasion rather than edu-
cation. Many Countries that have launched into tel-
evision have been overwhelmed by the sheer logis-
tics et getting on the air. There has bets a II too
little time to sit Melt and decide what the new tool
might best be used for. and wha, related ch ange s
might be made, and what will be required outside of
television programs to make the new system work.
And yet there will never be a better time, than just
before the introduction of t powerful sew teaching-

I
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learning system like television, for a school system
or a developing nation to sit back quietly for a while
and consider goals and means and desirable direc-
tions of change.

There is no magic about instructional television.
It is merely a pipeline into the classroom a way
to share and redistribute teaching resources. And
yet it puts a wand of potential magic into the hands
of any school system that has a real need to use it
and the willingness to learn to use it well.

FOOTNOTE

1. The countries (or other political units) were Al-
giers, Australia, Colombia, Ghana, Honduras,
India, Italy, Ivory Loast,Japan, New Zealand,
Niger, Nigeria, Peru, Samoa, Thailand, Togo,

United States, UNRWA. The case s tudies
have now been published under the title, New
educational media in action: case studies for
planners. Paris: UNESCO and International
Institute for Educational Planning, 1967, 3
vols. An interpretive volume has been pub-
lished with them, Schramm, W., Coombs,
P. H., Kahnert, F. , and Lyle, .1. The new
media: memo to educational planners. Paris:
UNESCO and International Institute for Educa-
tional Planning, 1967.
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maw Instructional Research: Some

Aspects of Its Status,

I WOULD LIKE to structure my pa-
per in terms of the following main topics; (1) in-
structional-media research as related to research
on learning and instruction more broadly ; (2)
classes of problems which are involved in the
assessment of instructional effects, both at the ap-
plied level and at the "basic r e sear ch" level;
and (3) some considerations regarding the priori-
ties of what it is most important to do in the in-
structional-research field at the present time. In
relation to the question of priorities, I will also
review the status of alleged "findings" of hope-
fully relevant basic research; some serious defi-
ciencies of such "findings"; and some notions con-
cerning requirements for improving the state of
research practice.

PUTTING INSTRUCTIORAHOIA
RESEARCH IN CONTEXT

The first point I should like to make is one which
people working in instructional-media research
have realized in varyb.g degrees for a long period
of time. This is that the important problems in in-
structional-media research are actually broader
problems of research on the effects of the manage-
ment of learning and hence basically research on
learning. Most of the laboratory researchon learn-
ing has at least potential, even if unrealized, rele-
vance to the design of instructional materials and
procedures. However, much of it does not see m
very useful when one tries to apply it to practical
problems of instruction as those who teach
courses in the psychology of learning often realize
when they attempt to apply their own principles.

owaso Arthur A. Lumsdaine
University of Washington

Seattle, Washington

Most of the important problems for research on
basic variables in instructioni.e., stimulus and
response variables influencing t he effectiveness
with which instruction produces learning--have re-
ceived some attention in the field of instructional-
media research. In my opinion, in fact, more in-
cisive research on instructional variables has, thus
far, been done within the instructional-media field
than In any other context. !think that this state-
ment is not Just a reflection of a parochial bias on
my part; rather, I think it reflects the fact that the
encapsulation of instructional procedures in specific
media which are mechanically reproducible
(like films and self-i .. tructional programs) gives a
degree of control over the variables involved in pre-
sentation, exposition, instruction, and persuasion
that is very hard to achieve in other forms of re-
search. Where a particular experimental treat-
ment can be carefully and deliberately implemented
in advance, as in a film in the cutting room, there
is much less dilution from the concept, or variable,
or prccedure presumably being implemented, tx its
actual implementation In the process of instruction.

During the past few years, I have been especially
concerned with what has been referred to as "pro-
grammed instruction." Like other catch phrases in
the education and educational-research fields (such
as "systems," "team teaching," "ungraded," etc),
this is a term that I wish had never been popularized.
It Is not what you call something, but the way you doit that matters. Also, it has been Insufficiently rec-
ognized that the work in the programmed-learning
field needs to be considered as a special aspect of the
broader field of instructional media (although some
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of the Skinner tans don't like to think of it that way).
"Instructional media," in turn, is part of the still
more general field of instruction, which is a special
aspect of the more general field of human learning.
At each level it seems desirable togoback to basic
learning principles where possible, as a source
(but not the only source) of hypotheses or ideas for
development and test.

Not all of the good suggestions for effective in-
struction come as safe deductions from Hull's pos-
tulates or any other simple, single source. Such
suggestions also stem partly from analysis of sub-
j,:ct matter--e.g. , h, Gagne's analysis of learning
sets--and partly they arise in other ways. For ex-
ample, in the process of developing specific instruc-
tional products one learns a great deal about what
variables seem to be important or worth looking in-
to. One formulates hypotheses that a learning
theorist, as such, would never think of when one
starts to attack specific, concrete problems in edu-
cation. A related point which has been made in
other contexts is that it is generally unwise, in my
view, for people who wish to do fruitful basic r e -
search in learning to get too far away from the
actual problems of school subject matter, from the
things that learners really have to learn. On the
other hand, I also think that It is important, in try-
ing to analyze the essentials of instructional-media
(or other instructional) situp' .ons, to have at least
a good talking vocabulary with which to inter act
with people whose main concern is the basic
psychology of learning.

I have stressed that the instructional -med la
field, in its most important aspects, must relate
closely to the more general field of research on in-
struction and learning. However, I also emphasize
that there are certain features of instructional
media that make them very useful as tools for re-
search, and also objects of research (cf. Lumsdaine,
1963). Thus, t he general property of stimulus re-
producibility in instructional media greatly facili-
tates scientific study of instructional variables. A
related factor is that in producing instructional-
media programs the implementation of instruction
is in the hands of a relatively small number of peo-
ple, thereby allowing less dilution in the application
of instructional principles, than when one tries to
implement these same principles by influencing the
behavior of thousands of classroom teachers.
Finally, the ability to reproduce instructional mate-
rials widely means that application of applied re-
search results is multiplied many fold, It is more
reasonable to put out a large investment to improve
the effectiveness of materials whichwill be used by
millions of students than it is to invest comparable
resources in research on procedures which are
only going to be used by a much smaller number of
students.

SOME GENERAL QUESTIONS FOR

RESEARCH ON THE EFFECTS

OF INSTRUCTION

I would like now to identify some of the ques-
tions which I think one should ask about the effects
of instruction and which I think are logically prior
to the formulation of specific research studies. The
first question is, "What should t he effects of in-
struction be?" Second, simply, "what are they,

in any given instance?" Third, "What accounts fo;
them?" (This is where a great deal of r e se ar ch
emphasis has been.) Fourth, "Ilow do you predict
them?" Fifth, "How do you improve them?" And
sixth, "What is the co st (and 'cost-effectiveness')
of improving them--how much is worth paying for
a given amount of improvement?"

WHAT EFFECTS SHOULD BE

A number of people have pointed out that in
evaluating instructional programs there are sever-
al kinds of criteria used. In the report which was
published by (Ile Joint Committee on Programmed
Instr ur t ion and Teaching Machines (1966) three
classes of cr I te r la were distinguished: first,
appropriateness of various posse`'- effects; second,
the effectiveness with which sought-for outcomes
were brought about; and third, the feasibility of using
the materials, including cost. Considering just the
first two, it is quite evident that one can do a very
effective job of teaching the wrong thing. (It could
even be held that doing an ineffective Job of teach-
ing the wrong thing may be better.) What I want to
call attention to here is the far underdeveloped re-
search f ield of constructive and imaginative attempts
to improve on the basis for determining what ought
to be taught. Very little effort has been put forth
on this as compared with approaches on how to teach
a given thing more effectively. This applies all the
way from kindergarten to graduate work.

Skipping over the second question, consider Ques-
tion Three: What accounts for the effects of instruc-
Lion? Here we have perhaps attained the stage of
sophistication in which we turn away from unanswer-
able questions (such as, Which are better, films
or lectures? :Jr , Is conventional instruction better
than television?), and have moved to questions of
what variables account for particular effects. That
is, we have become better awa; e of the consequences
of the obvious fact that a good film will always
beat a poor lecture and vice versa, and of the f ac t
that such terms as "conventional instruction" have
been so poorly defined as to be almost completely
ungeneralizable.

Question Three gets at the attempt to maniputite
variables in order to see which kinds of stimulus -in-
put variables make a difference in instructional out-
,:omes. Obviously, if this type of research were to
be successful in building an applicable science of
learning, within the confines of a given set of instruc-
tional objectives, we would then be able to better
answer Question Four, (How do you predict t he ef-
fects of instruction?) as well as Question Five, (How
do you improve them?). That is, we would have a
bo for evaluating an instructional program of any
sort by looking at it, analyzing its properties, see-
ing whether it conformed to characteristics of in-
struction which have been demonstrated to be more
effective than other forms of instruction, and thus
would be able to evaluate, a priori, any particular
piece of instructional material, or program, as to
its eft ectiver

Some of my colleagues feel that this can now be
done with respect to programmed instruction. In
my opinion, they are quite mistaken. For example,
in one of Rothkopt's (1963) studies, (admittedly one
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is too limited to be definitive) a groupof "ex-
perts" (students who had recently been through a
course in the "proper" way to construct instruc-
tional programs) were asked to rate seven pro-
grams. These seven programs all dealt with the
same subject matter and, without the knowledge of
the judges, their actual effectiveness in teaching
specified kinds of outcomes had been previously
determinedby trying each of the programs on seven
randomly selected groups of students. When rated
effectiveness in that set of seven programs was
correlated with measured effectiveness (as meas-
ured by what students actually learned), Rothkopf
concluded that the instructional effects were indeed
"predictable": the correlation was minus .75. All
that need be done was to get judges to rate them
and then do exactly the opposite. Such data support
the contention that the effects of instruction are not
really very well predictable on the basis merely of
inspecting the features of the instructional materi-
als and deciding whether they conform to the im-
plications of a "science of learning" or to the ac-
cumulated wisdom of teachers. This means that
either we are applying t he wrong findings or we
have a great deal more to find out about the effec-
tive variables in instruction. This in turn takes us
back to Question Two, What are the effects of in-
struction 2

I contend that we might well set for ourselves
the perhaps modest objective of finding out what we
are actually doing in much on-going instruction. I
think we at least need to know what effects we a r e
producing before putting such exclusive concentra-
tion of effort into the more elegant question of what
specific variables account for these effects. in many
of the studies of instructional effects, one problem
has been the lack of significant differences, report-
ed with dismal uniformity. This lack would have
been predictable if the investigators had bothered to
run an initial test of any one treatment of the instruc-
tional materials (preferably the best), using avail-
able criterion measures of output. Often this would
have shown them that, in fact, t he whole program
was teaching at such a low level of efficiency that
the likelihood of revealing any differences among the
treatments was indeed very poor. All one has to do
is to read t he instructional research literature to
find many instances of this kind, and I must even
admit that this has been true of some of the studies
which I have been responsible for sponsoring. It is
a very simple truth, but one which has eluded inves-
tigators for a long time, that If we are going to in-
vestigate factors that make instruction effective we
have to get the instruction effective in the first
place and then find out something about how it got
that way, instead of working hard at manipulating
variables in a piece of instruction which we later
find out is operating at a low level of efficiency.
One of the implications of this is that the classical
sequence of research and (then) development often
must be reversed. In other words, one must do the
development first; only when something effective
has been developed, do we then have an adequate
tool with which to conduct iseful research. This is
an oversimplification, of course, but it remains a
crucial and an all-too-often ignored consideration
in the instructional research currently being dont
(and continuing to be supported).

Regarding Questions Four and Five (How to pre-
dict the effects of Instruction and how to improve
them), it may be noted that both imply important
kinds of purposes. Hr,wever, it can be argued that
prediction is of no use in itself unless it can ulti-
mately be use d to bring about better instruction.
One way to do t hi s is through better selection of
existing materials (as well as making better ones).

The conduct of adequate empirical evaluation
studies for this purpose, which would require the
detailed testing of every piece of marketed instruc-
tional material, is an extremely time - consuming
business. It would obviously be a great advance if
one could reliably predict which materials would be
more effective than others, as a basis for selecting
from available materials within a given s et of in-
structional purposes. In any case, the ultimate ap-
plied purpose of funeamental knowledge about the
influence of instructional variables on learning out-
comes is to be able to know how to improve the in-
structional product.

A vexing problem of instructional research f or
this purpose concerns the extent to which the inde-
pendent variables named by the investigator arl
idiosyncratic to him. For example, in experiments
on "student participation" or "varied repetition,"
(or you name it), the independent variable Is seldom
defined in terms sufficiently operational to provide
reasonable assurance that someone else would be
doing essentially the same thing if he said he were
studying the nominally "same variabh. " That is,
for most of the pedagogical variables derived from
either common teaching practice or learning theory,
the specific viay in which the "variable" is im pl e-
mented can turn out to be a great deal more impor-
tant than what variable it nominally is. We, there-
fore, have findings in wh ich the "same variable"
(e. g., overtness of response) turns out to have one
effect whenexplored by one investigator and another
effect when explored by another investigator. The
conclusion would seem to be that, pending such
time as we are better able to define what our in-
structional variables mean in reproducible, opera-
tional terms, we had better assume the burden of
demonstrating explicitly the generality of our find-
ings. The deduction from this is that in an instruc-
tional experiment inwhich one manipulates a named
variable or procedure, the critical number of "de-
grees of freedom" on which generalization forms
the experimait depends is a function of the number
of experimenters (or programmers), rather than
the aumber of subjects (learners). Put another way:
if we are really going to say that we have found a
dependable rule or generalization about an instruc-
tional procedure, we have got to show that we can
write a set of instructions which w ill allow another
experimenter, programmer, or teacher to create
sthstantially similar effects to those we obtained.
I know of only one or two studies (still undeeway) in
which this Is systematically being done. In one of
these studies the number of instructional vehicles
representing each treatment are written by six dif-
ferent programmers following a given instruction,
as against six other programmers who are following
a different instruction. The number of degrees of
freedom in that analysis will be something in the or-
der of either 10, 12, 5, or 6, depending upon w hat
kind of statistical test is used, but it will not be a
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function of the number of students or classes that
are taught.

This very important point can be summarized
simply by saying that we have to be able to show,
in a scientifically acceptable fashion that someone
else can manipulate and implement the variable un-
der consideration. At present, I know of no way to
do this, for most variables at least, except by brute
empirical demonstration. This is one of my main
reasons for the quotes around the word"findings";
for, of the ?r,..perimental results on instruction,
very few, U any, have been systematically repli-
cated in a w ay that provides this kind of formal
demonstration of their generalizability outside of
the particular programor programmer responsible.

To consider Question Six (concerning cost and
cost effectiveness) requires that we first consider
basic objectives. In terms of the kinds of outcomes
we are trying to achieve, we have ultimately got to
translate progress toward these objectives into
something that is cot t accountable. I think the
things that have the be st chance of becoming cost
accountable are things that are correlates of time,
rather than being correlates of achievement level.
For this reason and other, I think a strong case
can be made for Skinner's contention that, in effect,
we should use as our dependent variable the time
to achieve a given minimum criterion of proficiency,
rather than the levels of proficiency attained after
a fixed number of hours of instruction as shown by
the resulting distribution of scores.

A related problem is that our realistic goals in
education are often how tobring people up to a point
where they can quickly relearn rather than to max-
imize how much is retained by the end of the semes-
ter. There is simply getting to be just too much
to know and too much to learn to keep it all on tap,
and part of the problem of education is, increasing-
ly, going to be to determine how much we ought to
get "kept" in a man's head versus how much we
ought to help him out on the job by better informa-
tion sources or refresher training. We might ask
how much a realistic criterion of the goodness of
instruction is the speed with which a person c an
at back up to proficiency, rather than how long it
takes him to get there in the first place.

A difficulty with this kind of criterion (as ide
from the break with tradition that it implies) is
that it greatly increases the cost and difficulty of
experimentation. If one is going to measure r e -
learning of paired associates, the savings method
of the psychological laboratories i s a rather easy
method to apply. But if one is concerned with the
learning of a subject matter like calculus, instead
of pair s of nonsense syllables, then the question
arises: What is the material from which one does
the relearning? I think we have to work hard on
solving such problems, because time expended in
order to attain or regain acceptable proficiency
offers the best promise of being translatable into
cost terms. We can form some estimate of the
cost of the student time and can likewise estimate
the cost of the heating for the school, the teacher's
time, etc. But how to estimate the cost of the dif-
ference between 700 and 750 on a set of achieve-

ment test nor IT seems much more puzzling, and
possibly involves the wrong kind of educational ob-
jective anyhow.

RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT PRIORITIES

QUANTITATIVE PRODUCT-EVALUATION DATA

I believe that a great deal more work is needed
on the simple , modest question of assessing or
measuring the effects of available and reproducible
instructional programs; I think this perhaps u n -
glamorous area rates a very much higher priority
than it is getting. We need to know w hat we are
accomplishing, and by and large we don't know that.
The programmed-instruction people have banged
the drum for data accompanying programs, and we
have even set up some s andartis so that we could
have some ho pe t hat a sort of Gresham's Law
wouldn't operate with bad data driving out good data.
Yet at present I know of only a very few programs
on which any reasonably adequate data have been
published. Somewhat more than that number of pro-
grams have something which purports to be data,
but which are merely records of what a few students
did as they went through some version (not necessar-
ily the published one) of the self-instructional pro-
gram. Fs).- the present 'would allocate a much larger
share of research budget to support lowly, "dirty,"
applied work on getting product specifications
for available programs that potentially will have
wide use, and at least relatively less of it to what
Lie, all too often I think, futile attempts to do fun-
damental research. (I am well aware that some of
my colleagues will regard this as utter he resy.)

THE PROBLEM OF WHAT TO TEACH

Another act of high research priorities is related
to Question One, What should the effects of in-
struction be? We have an enormous range of opinion
on this. We also have an increasing amount of
knowledge to be taught and yet no rational basis for
selecting what we should teach, not only to graduate
students in specialized areas and to undergraduates
who are acquiring a "liberal" education (presum-
ably to prepare them in some fashion to deal with
the problems of the world), but even, to a consider-
able extent, to the elementary-school children. The
problem does get somewhat easier at the lower grade
levels, as there are certain fundamental skills
which appear necessary; but beyond the elementary-
school grades T think we are flying blind in terms of
what we are teaching. A very good case can be
made, for example, for teaching high-school stu-
dents the fundamentals of sampling and scientific in-
ference rather than Euclidean geometry.

In any case, I believe it would be very helpful to
try to do more extensive survey research to attempt
to identify areas where agreement and consensus
can be reached as to what should be taught. At this
time a very promising attempt of this kind is being
made by a group under the leadership of Ralph
Tyler 0966).

I also feel that some experimental evidence could
be quite useful in sharpening up the question of what
to teach. Many of the questions of what ought to be
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taught are ultimately transfer-of-tralning ques-
tions. U a more sustained attempt were made to
define and characterize the kind s of educational
outcomes we really want, then we could try to veri-
fy some of the working assumptions which we seem
to make as to what kinds of learning transfer to
these outcomes. We would be then moving in the
direction of an experimental attack on what ought
to be taught. There is, of course, so much hypoc-
risy in the whole field any how that even to get
people to be a little more honest would be helpful.
("The purpose of my course is to teach the stu-
dents to think"; but the final examination consists
o" multiple-choice questions about the facts in the
subject matter.) Very few determined attempts
have been made to formulate instructional course
objectives so as to reflect in the final examination,
as well as in the development of the course, what
the professor professes is really the most impor-
tant objective of his educational endeavor. Some
hopeful steps in this direction have been n taken.
(The last course I taught got almost to first base
in this respect, and the next time I teach it I hope
I can get a little further along.)

EMPIRICALLY MIDIED PRODUCT DEVLLOPMENT

Next to a determined attempt at research on what
should be taught, I would say the next most impor-
tant priority within the total research and develop-
ment sphere is not in the research field proper but
in the area of development. In my opinion, a great
deal more support than is presently the case should
be devoted to empirically guided development pro-
jects. (The U.S. Office of Education has not as
yet fully taken my advice on this point.) Perhaps
one way to proceed would be to require product de-
velopment as one element of an R and D package.
That is to say, if one is to conduct an experiment
which purports to "test a hypothesis" and derive
some "fundamental knowledge," and if one is
realistically pessimistic about the likelihood that
he will succeed in this objective, perhaps he might
be asked to have a second string to his bow. If,
for example, all such experiments were conducted
with actual subject matters taught in schools and
did both of these two things, then if they failed in
what was the nearest and dearest objective to the
heart of the investigator, they still would have
accomplished something useful. That is, if one
produced a useful package of demonstrably rea-
sonably effective new instructional materials that
were needed as a vehicle foi the experimentation,
and if this product of the research were to be made
available to some appropriate distribution agency,
then the sole product would not be confined to a
dubious conclusion in the pages of a journal; the
product would include an actual on-the-shelf in-
structional item that could be used. If in addition
a little illumination was shed on the basic dynamics
of instructional variables, so much the better. If
it weren't, at le ast one would have a useful film,
self-instructional program, book, etc. which
would help to justify the investment that went into
the research project.

Also, some studies could usefully take an exist-
ing product, widely available and in current use,
and use it in a research project as the vehicle for
making experimental manipulations to inquire

about the effects of Instructional variables. Then,
data giving a good profile on the actual teaching
accomplishments of this product could be made
available in the form of product- specification data.
This would thus provide a well-defined set of meas-
ures, analyzed it e m by item , so that one would
know which points of information, skill, knowledge,
or other behavioral outcome were increased and by
how much by the use of the basic product in a speci-
fied manner with specified kinds of learners. One
would then at least have some useful mduct data,
regardless of whether or not his attempt at scien-
tific inquiry on instructional variables were success-
ful.

In summary, I would tend to plug first for em-
pirically-guided development studies, second f or
other evaluative studies, and (a low third) for purely
"basic" research, given the present state of the
art. A good way to have one's cake and eat it too
here is to do studies which combine investigationof
instructional dynamics with the development or
assessment of a product, in such a way as to create
either a useful product or useful product data, in
addition to whatever illumination may be shed on
more fundamental, generalizable problems.

SOME WEAKNESSES IN"BASIC" RESEARCH
"FINDINGS"

As to the frequency or likelihood of genuine il-
lumination, suppose that one applies the criteria
.rly real scientist has the right and obligation to ap-

pl to research findings, including that of replica-
tion; and that one throws out all of the f indings
which lack any adequate guarantee of the sensitivity
of measuring instruments or fail to show sophisti-
cation about power of statistical tests used, and
that one throws out all of those indefensible f indings
which have prove n the impossible by violating the
injunction against proving the null hypothesis. One
then gets down to the relatively few findings in which
significant differences are reported, of which he
will still find that very few have been replicated.
Of the small number of these, perhaps most are in
the field of the role of active response of students.
Even here, however, it is difficult to say much
more than simply that some forms of student re-
sponding under certain circumstances can prove
quite helpful; the conditions under which one form
or another of responding can help how much are
still far from clear. Also, there seems to be some
pretty consistent evidence that we have probably
underestimated the extent to which we ought to help
the student out by prompting; but that evidence Is
more secure for paired-associate learning than for
more involved kinds of instructional mater ials.

Amore gross generalization that I think could be
supported as a kind of by-product is that most in-
structional lessons, films, television lessons, and
college courses try toteach more than they possibly
can in the time that is allotted them, at least on the
frequent assumption that these are the sole medium
of instruction. Demonstrably, almost every instruc-
tional program as initially presented is foand to need
to be extended, to need to be gives. more time (or
else its objectives need to be reduced to more mod-
est size) when the program is tested to reveal a
profile of what students actually learn. This can be
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found in study after study when the results have
been reported in such a way that you can find out
what was actually learned, not just in terms of P-
value or a misleading dichotomy between "signifi-
cant" and nonsignificant findings.

The conclusion may be a discouraging one, but
the most important variable in the effectiveness of
instruction all too often seems to be simply the
amount of time which is spent in instruction. Thus,
if one wishes to establish the importance of a pro-
cedure one has to do a lot more than has customar-
ily been done in ruling out not only the null hypothe-
sis but also what some of us have come jokingly to
call the "erg hypothesis." Too ofte.1 the proce-
dures which are shown to be better just happen to
be also the procedures that take more time, and
with no sensible way of refuting the skeptic who
says "So what? Naturally, if you spend more time
you will teach more. "

Many of the weaknesses of the instructional r e-
search to date are, I think, due to the lac k of the
promulgation and enforcement, for so-called basic
research studies, of adequate standards of scientific
reporting (which we have tried to formulate for
evaluation studies in the Joint Committee repor t
mentioned earlier). The generally poor standards
of reporting allow the ambiguous use of terms, and
failures to distinguish interpretations from actual
findings, to a shocking degree in much of the educa-
tional research literature. It is almost impossible
to read through a set of papers in this literature
without finding, upon examination, that many con-
clusions stated as if they follow from the data are
really just some speculations produced by the ex-
perimenter to explain what hefound or why he didn't
get what he expected to find. I am exaggerating
only slightly. It is an agonizingly difficult task to
attempt (e.g. , Lumsdalne and May, 1965) to glean
from research literature in the instructional-media
field that it is that has actually been demonstrated.
In many instances one is unable to get the basic
data necessary to find out whether the findings war-
rant reporting, yet perusual of the available reports
makes it clear that without going back to the basic
data one cannot determine what conclusions, if any,
the available data justify. One simply cannot believe,
by and large, what one reads in abstracts, second-
ary sources or even in primary research reports.
And if one tries to check on the latter, heoften
finds that the basic data are inaccessible.

The APA-AERA Joint Committee recommended,
for evaluation studies, that the basic data should be
preserved, preferably in the form of a comllete
matrix of each 8h:dent's response to each test item,
so that the summary restois c an be verified. The
value of such data pre:etrvation is twofold: (a) very
often serious errors are made in the data summari-
zation; there are nothing like the uniform standards
of checking in educational research data that one ex-
pects in physics or in the experimental psychology
laboratory; and (b) very often the findings, even if
accurate, are recorded in a summary form that
precludes answering relevant additional questions
to which the original report was not addressed. By
way of example, there is a very good a priori rea-
son and considerable empirical support for believ-
ing that the effects of different kinds of instruction

are likely to interact significantly with intellectual
ability, as measured at least grossly by IQ, Army
General Classification Test scores, etc. Yet study
after study appears in the literature in which only
the overall data are reported, with no indication
whatever, even though the basic data contains this
information, of how the results interacted with, or
were modified by, differences in student ability
Even when differential analyses are a function of
ability are made it is often impossible, without going
back to the basic data, for one study to be compared
with another which has, let us say, made one split
on an ability measure while another study has made
a different split, or used ed a different measure. It
would be perfectly possible, and often of consider-
able interest, to see if these studies indeed contra-
dict or confirm each other, but a person cannot do
it because he doesn't have the same split on the dif-
ferentiating variable. This often would be very easy
to rectify if the basic data were preserved, as also
would be true in other instances in which the analy-
sis has been incorrectly performed but mightbe cor-
rected by going back to the basic data.

Clearly I believe there is great need for general
improvement in reporting standards. As another
example, one of the most common errors that w e
try to teach introductory students to avoid is that
special form of the unprovabillty of the null hypothe-
sis which is exemplified in the following argument:
Group A and B did not differ significantly before get-
ting treatment X; they differed significantly after the
treatment, and therefore the effect of the treatment
was significantly different for the two groups. Of
course this argument is quite invalid; what can be
shown rigou'ously is only that the difference between
before and after was greater for one group than for
another. It is quite possible to document the propo-
sition that treatment X made more difference for
group A than for group B but, again, the basic data
by which this might be tested (e.g. by a second-or-
der t-test) have not been preserved so as Lobe avail-
able for making the test.

SUMMARY

In summary, I suspect that the most important
thing that can be done to improve instructional re-
search methodologically is simply to try to clean up
the standards of reporting and thereby the standards
of performance for educational experimentsat the
semantic level, at the data-preservation level, and
at the level of insistingon a more complete descrip-
tion of what was actually done in the experiment. If
this is not done, and here I utter a Cassandra-like
note, I believe ultimately we are going to kill t he
goose that is laying all the Research and Develop-
ment Center eggs. We need desparately to cleanup
our experiments methodologically, and to insist on
at least the same standards of rigor for educational
research reports and journal articles that are applied
by the editors of the Journal of Experimental Py-
chology.

I should like to add that the dependent-variable
measures we are using in educational experiments
are also ingreatneed of improvement. For instance.
there arefew studies available hi which the effects of
instruction or indoctrination on "attitudes" have
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transcended the level of mere verbal etatements on
a questionnaire by the respondents as to how they
think they were affected or how tIvey believe they
would behave in a particular situation. Only a few
studies have gone beyond this. One such study was
conducted by Mark May at Y ale some years ago
(May and Jenkinson, 1958), Instead of simply ask-
ing the students, May observed how students actual-
ly behaved so as to obtain a measure of motivation-
al influence of two alternative forms of a film.
George Cropper and I did a somewhat similar study
a few years ago in which we assessed the effects of
some television broadcasts in alternative forms pre-
senteu over WQED in Pittsburgh (Gropper and
Lumsdaine, 1961). Janis :..nd his associates at Yale
have also used observation of real criterion behav-
iors, instcad of mere verbal s,.irrogates, in study-
ing the effects of various forms of communications
(see Janis and Feshback, 1953).

But such studies represent only a bare start in
the direction of what needs to be done. That this is
so leads to a final conclusion I would like to draw:
namely, I think it would be much better if we would
pickout a relatively small number of problems, and
a relatively small number of standard subject mat-
ters, for such experimentation as purports to get
Into the real dynamics of instructional variables,
and stick to them and really try to pin a few things
down by extensive varied replications with good de-
pendent measures, instead of striving so much af-
ter novelty that we hop from problem to problem
with a series of superficial studies that cannot be
compared with each other and that really prove
nothing, individually as well as collectively. I be-
lieve this can be said, as a matter of fact, through-
out the whole spectrum of educational- psychmog lc al
research. There are those who advocate, and a
fey. who even put into practice, the insistence that
Master's theses should always be replications of
experiments rather than attempts at new experi-
ments. I personally think that this would be a
healthy general practice; for instructional research
I know It would be. We need a great deal more rep-
lication and elaboration of a few putative findings
that look fairly promising, and much less uncoor-

dinated striving after novelty in an attempt to win
kudos in "pioneering. "
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Defects, And Needs

WM' SOCRATES, A Computer-

Based Instructional System

in Theory and Research

THIS PAPER describes a cybernetic
computer-based instructional system, SOCRATES,
the teaching model which led to its development, and
some of the research accomplished with it. Early
work on non-cybernetic instructional systems is
described in Coulson (1962), Silberman andCoulson
(1962), and Bushnell (1962). For a description of
other existing computer assisted instructional (CAI)
systems see Stolurow and Davis (1965), Gentile
(1965), Hansen (1966), and Zinn (1965).

SOCRATES

The acronym, SOCRATES, is System for Organ-
izingContent to Review And Teach Educational Sub-
jects. It consists of a group of student input-output
(TAO) stations wired to a digital computer through a
relay rack. It is a compute -based, multiple ac-
cess, instructional system designed to meet the re-
quirements of an idiographic contingency model of
the instructional process (Stolurow, 1961; 1 9 6 5 b,
1965c). The model defines the presumably critical
categories of instruction and treats these as system
functions. The system permits controlled imple-
mentation of the model as well as the collection of
data which could lead to its further development.

Figure 1 shows the configuration of the system,
called SOCRATES IL It consisted of an IBM 1620
computer with a 1311 dish: for additional storage,
plus a 1710 Multiplex and ,erminal unit linked to
several student I/0 station: 1, or consoles.

Figure 2 shows some of the individual student
I/O stations, each of which displayed 35 mm frames

mum Lawrence M. Stoturow
Harvard Computing Center
Cambridge, Massachusetts

of a film strip with a 1,500 frame capacity and pro-
vided the learner with fifteen keys for either single
(selected) or multiple (constructed) response to a
display (Stolurow, 1966).

AN IDIOGRAPHIC CONTINGENCY MODEL OF
TEACHING

The model of the teaching-learning process is an
idiographic contingency conception (Stolurow, 1965a,
1965b). It is based on the assumption that individu-
alized instruction is a multiple stage decision proc-
ess that is diagnostic, prescriptive and corrective
in its use of psychological information to make de-
cisions about teaching. While the decision process
is basically continuous three stageocanbe identified.
In the first stage the pre-tutorial tie c i s ions a r e
made; in the second, the tutorial decisions al e
made; and in the third, 'ale program revisions are
made. In the first two stages there are two levels
of operation which make the system highly adaptive
to individual differences.

Pre-tutorial Decisions

In the pre-tutorial stage, one set of decisions de-
ter mines the assignment of each student to an instruc-
tional station; the other set determines the educa-
tional program to be used in teaching a student.

Automatic assignment. When a student entered
the instructional area, he could sit at any vacant
student station each of which contained a MASTER
I/O unit. The MASTER I/O unit, connected to the
computer, contained a library of materials on film
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Figure 1. SOCRATES H
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(1, 500 frames) and each could contain a different
library (film strip) if this seemed feasible and de-
sirable. Feasibility depends, in part, upon the
amount of core storage one needs for the computer
programs used to process each of t he educational
programs contained in a library.

The purpose of the automatic assignment was to
simplify and expedite the process of getting the stu-
dent on-line with the computer. The procedure In
automatic assignment consisted of the following. A
student went to any station for example, 11. If it
was not one at which the instructional materials
needed were contained, he had to be directed to an-
other station which had the appropriate material.
In order for the system to do this automatically, the
student read an initial frame containing instructions
to both enter his ID number using the keyboard and
to press the "I am thru" key. When he did this,
another frame appeared on which a film number was
displayed. Every film contained a unique number.
After the student entered his ID, he entered the film
number. The system then compared the number
with the one it had stored as the appropriate assign-
ment for that student. If there was a match, in-
struction began at that station. If they did not match,
however, the system searched all available stations
containing the film which the student should see and
advised him of the one available; it instructed him
to go there. This was done by showinghirn a station
number. Once the student was seated at an appro-
priate station, the pre-tutorial phase of instruction
began.

Initial selection of an individual's program. In
order for the system to make pre-tutorial decisions
about the student's instructional program, it is nec-
essary to have a computer programwhich processes
information about the educational program and about
the student. The objectives of the instructional pro-
gram must be stated in behavioral terms, namely, the
type and level of performance that is required. Each
objective is a "do statement"; it containsa relevant
verb and a description of content and conditions un-
der which performance is to occur. Each film in-
cluded frames containing: (a) information; (b) direc-
tions (e.g. , procedure); (c) questions; (d) response
options; (e) knowledge of results; and (f) evaluative
feedback. Performance requirement for c or r ec t
response, expected wrong responses, and the max-
imum training time that can be e sed are all speci-
fied. The student's pretest scores indicate his be-
ginning knowledge in relation to each objective, his
aptitudes, and his personality characteristics.

More specifically, whenever any of the student's
pretest scores his entry level of performance
equals or exceeds tte minimum terminal level, the
set of frames relating to that objective is eliminated
for that student. The remaining se t of objectives
has to be taught; to do this, the system nee 's to be
programmed to make the initial decisions abou the
rules to be used in teaching the remaining set of ob-
jectives. The set of decisions used i n teaching is
its instructional logic. When the logic is expressed
as a set of rules for interaction with a student or, in
other words, :hen the contingencies to be used with
a student are decided upon, then the teaching strat-
egy is defined and the program specified. The ini-
tial decision is to identify the instructional logic.

The flow diagram for r:ogram selection during the
pre-tutorial process is presented in Stolurow (1967).

Selection of contingencies. To use data about the
student in making the decision about how to tea ch
him, it Is necessary to have information about t he
typical, or expected, relationship between pretest
scores, on the one hand, and the effects of specific
treatments such as a type of feedback or a sequence,
on the other hand. Each of these relationships is a
possible contingency that has to be implemented by
the system. The desired c o nt ingenc le s are ex-
pressed as "if... then" statements. To illustrate:
A contingency, as a rule to be used during learning,
states that if a student with low math a pt it ude an-
swers correctly, then he is sent on to the next frame,
but if he answers Incorrectly, then he is sent back
to the original material and must select another al-
ternative. This is a correction contingency. Another
example is the aptitude-sequence contingency, name-
ly, if the student's aptitude scores are X, then the
sequence of instructional material is 1, 2, 3. F or
example, if a student with high language aptitude
correctly answers the first five questions about a
passage just read, then the remaining three ques-
Ions in the set are omitted and he is given new ma-

terials that he would not otherwise see. However,
if he does not answer correctly, the remaining ques-
tions in that set are given. The overall instructional
logic is what determines the order in which the stu-
dent would receive new materials during learning.
If research data show that students above a particu-
lar level of mathematical aptitude learn to add frac-
tions better through the RULEG sequence than they
do through the EGRUL sequence (Taber, et al. ,1965),
then a contingency between aptitude level and the
RULEG sequence would be programmed and used in
making decisions about teaching the addition of frac-
tions. Students with scores outside that range might
be taught with another sequencing rule, e.g. , asyn-
chrony (Detamtel and Stolurow, 1956), or class-de-
scriptive cueing (Wulff and Stolurow, 1957).

To specify another contingency each student's per-
sonality test scores can be used to deter m ine the
form of evaluative feedback informing him of the cor-
rectncss of his response (Erase, 1963; Parisi,1965).
These are just two examples of other contingencies
that can be used in making teaching decisions. Ideal-
ly each contingency should be based upon data from
research revealing that it contributes to the ef f ac-
tiveness of Instruction. However, if appropriate da-
ta are not available, a set of theoretical possibilities
can be used to specify the type of feedback,the frame
sequence, etc. Whenever the teaching system uses
contingencies, it branches the course of instruction
at the decision points. A system can make a de c i-
sion for each student at any point in teaching and al-
ternative contingencies can be compared in their ef-
fectiveness to determine the value of branching. In do-
ing this, the system is being used to test hypotheses
about contingencies. Thus research needs have
to be satisfied as well as those of application. All
rules specifying the initial set of contingencies have
the status of hypotheses and, as they are used, the
system acquires the necessary data relating to their
utility. This also means that the system provides a
means for identifying additional contingencies. The
instructional logic, expressed as a set of rules, is
the set of contingencies used in teaching a student
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using a particular set of materials. In individual-
ized instruction the logic may be quite different for
different students. The system must be pro-
grammed to select a strategy to go with the topics
to be taught each student. The combination of con-
tent topics and strategy makes up an instructional
program for a student.

Automatic adjustment. The system must also be
able to handle the student for whom no pr og r ess
could be expected to produce the minimum level of
performance specified by the instructor.

Whenever the student's data indicate that he
would probably not reach the instructional obj ec
tives by any available program, the system can a)
teach the student some things to remove his def i-
ciencies; b) lower its minimum acceptance criteria
for knowledge; c) lower the terminal objectives; or
d) reject the student. Each of these alternatives
can be program ned so that it is considered auto-
matically in terms of a predesignated priority rule.
For instance, if the decision is to improve the stu-
dent's proficiency, then he would be given remedial
instruction in one or more of the prerequisites. For
example, the student could be assigned and given an
algebra program to build up his entry behavior lev-
el before he begins studying a statistics program.
When he completed the algebra program, he would
be tested and his nes' entry level of performance
would be substituted for his original level and an-
other decision would be made about teaching him.

Another alternative is to change the minimum ac-
ceptance criteria, The student below minimum-per-
formance level on the prerequisite knowledge test
but high in relevant aptitudes can be given an instruc-
tional program which is most likely to increase his
final performance on the test of terminal behavior.
Doing this would increase the proportion of failures,
but It also would increase the absolute number of
successes. Therefore, this lE, a decision strategy
that probably would be used only if It was very im-
portant to meet a quota of trained people.

As a third alternative, the system can modify
terminal objectives when it fails to find a suitable
program. One way to modify objectives is to in-
crease the maximum allowable instructional time.
For each change in that parameter, the system can
re-estimate a student's final performance to see If
the next estimate meets the minimum terminal pro-
ficiency level. Once the estimated score equals or
exceeds the minimum, the system can print this out
so that the instructor can decide what to do next or
it can compare the estimated time value with a new
maximum value. The result of the comparison de-
termines whether a program will be used with the
student. A second way to modify objectives is to
eliminate topics that have low priority. A third way
is to lower the minimum level of performance which
is acceptable at the end of instruction. Eachof these
ways of modifying objectives can be programmed so
that the appropriate parameters are considered se-
quentially and a new estimate of final performance
obtained. The system can store the estimates from
each of these modifications and select that one which
provided the maximum final performance estimate.

The system can be programmed to operate at two
different levels in making pre-tutorial decisions. At
the lower level, it makes decisions base d upon a
fixed set of rules and a fixed set of values for the
critical parameters used by those rule s. At the
higher level, the system changes the values of pa-
rameters according to a different type of rule, one
which determines the priority of the parametric
changes and then re-evaluates the student. The pri-
ority rule Itself can be variedfrom student to student
to achieve further individualization. For example,
the priority rule can be made to depend upon the rel-
ative size of the discrepancies between the original
criterion values and each student's scores.

The outcome of the pre-tutorial processing is a
tutorial program for each student based upon data
about his aptitudes, abilities, and personality.

Teaching Program

A teaching program is made up of two parts: its
logic and its content, the particular topic or set of
topics to he taught. The complete set of rules used
in making all of the decisions in teaching a student
is the logic of his instruction. The content depends
upon the student's pretest performance on a test
covering the behavioral objectives of the instruction
and his performance while learning. Selection from
the library depends upon pretest performance. If
pretest performance on a topic is already equal to
the minimum acceptable final performance level,
then the material used to teach it is eliminated from
the student's program. Thus, the content of the stu-
dent's program depends upona contingency. His
program contains only those materials which ar e
necessary to teach the knowledge and skills which
his initial level of performance indicated we r e in-
adequate in comparison with the terminal standards.

The functions 12.eolved in individualizing an in-
structional program are described in Stolurow and
Davis (1965). Of those represented the more criti-
cal functions are the comparison of the student's re-
sponses with those expected (performance stand-
ards), the selection of particular displays, and the
recording of a response history for on-line use as
well as for course revision.

Teaching Strategy

A teaching strategy can be described in ter m s
of two types of rules used in presenting a set of
frames. The first type of rule determines se-
quence, or order, i.e., organization of the frames
relating to an objective. The order in which Instruc-
tional materials are presented to the student is de-
termined by contingency rules relating to aptitude
patterns. Each element of instruction is presented
as a frame which requires a response (Markle,
1964). There is a variety of frames, each of which
has a different purpose. The order in which they
are arranged can make a difference in rate of learn-
ing and in retention (Stolurow and Lippert, 19e4).
ConsequLntly, the type of frame andthe sequence in
which frames are arranged represent important
specifications for a program. Tilt: second type of
rule specifies the conditions under which the frames
are presented; for example, a picture which is part

a
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of a frame may be timed, or the medium use to
encode the frame might be a film, for some, or an
audio tape, for others. A complete set of rules in-
cludes both types, and the set employed in teaching
a student to reach an objective 1 s referred to as a
teaching strategy, For example, a young student
with high mathematics aptitude might be taught with
a RULEG sequence under the conditions of the cor-
rection procedure and with visually display ed
frames. An older student who is also high in math-
ematics aptitude might be taught the same concept
with a RULEG sequence under the conditions of the
nun - correction procedure with audio tape. Each
would be taught by a different teaching strategy.

Data for instructional decisions. In order for
the teaching program to be effective, the sy ste m
must use appropriate data correctly. The kinds of
data to be used are specified by the teaching strat-
egy, or rules expressed as contingency statements.
To make individual predictions regarding the final
performance of each student from his performance
history, both the data and the rule possibilities have
to be represented in the computer memory and used
by the control program. In this respect the system
operates in the tutorial mode just as it did in the
pre-tutorial mode.

If the predictions about final performance are be-
low the desired level, the system should be capable
of changing the rules it is using and the basis upon
which the rules are selected. For example, regard-
ing the latter point, the system after teaching sev-
eral students using a particular teaching log
should use the data they provided it to r e- analyze
and compute new limits.

Whenever the student's performance doe s not
meet the specified standards, adjustments are made
in some part of his projected program. Also the
data contribute to the adjustments made in the deci-
sion rules themselves for future applic at ions to
other students. In this way his data contribute to
the pool of information used in making decisions
about teaching subsequent students (e. g., Smallwood,
1962; Lippert, 1967). As a result of it s previous
teaching, the system learns how to teach more ef-
fectively.

Two Levels of Tutorial Instruction

Two levels of tutorial instruction are possible.
The lower level obtains when the system is pro-
grammed to teach with a fixed logic and a fixes con-
tent, e.g., a linear program (Skim:er, 1954), drill
and practice (Atkinson, 1967). The higher level ob-
tains when the system is programmed to alter either
its logic, its content, or both, for subsequent parts
of the instructional program depending upon the stu-
dent's performance on the earlier parts. An exam-
ple of the lower level is using the logic of a linear
program (Skinner, 1954); another is using the logic
of an intrinsic program (Crowder, 1960). For both
of these strategies the content and logic mu st be
specified in advance. At this levelallof the instruc-
tional possibilities are pre-specified including t he
types of feedback given all students. At this 1.nver
level of tutorial instruction a CAI system provides
a pre-specified learning environment which In one
case is predetermined (linear program) and in the
other case is contingent on the previous response.

A distinction can be made between a pre-specified
learning environment and a learning environment
that unfolds. In the former, the actual d is plays
seen by the student are specified in kind and in se-
quence. If the student makes response "A," then
he sees display a, etc. The system operateson the
basis of conditionals that are of the form "If this re-
sponse, then that stimulus display." All the condi-
tionals are specified, and all students who make re-
sponse "A" see display a. In the learning environ-
ment that unfolds, all students who make response
"A" do not see display a, only so me of them do.
What display a student sees is determined by more
than one rule, so that display a, for example,
could be seen by some students who made response
"A" but not by others who also made that response.
An example of unfolding might be to show some stu-
dents a frame containing the steps In the tong divi-
sion algorithm worked out with the values 360 divid-
ed by 12, while others may see the steps of this al-
gorithm worked out with 480 divided by 52; some
others may see examples with decimals. Still oth-
ers may see the example worked out in a completely
different sequence, e. g., successive subtraction and
tallying. To do this on some basisother than chance
implies that the decision is based upon more infor-
mation about the student than that contained in the
last response. This can be done by making available
a response history of two, or more, previous re-
sponses. To do this a CAI system must be capable
of keeping a cumulative record of responses in a
form that makes the pertinent set available every
time a contingency rule is to be used.

In addition to the availability of response histories,
the CAI system programmed for unfolding a learning
environment also must store in readily available
form the rules for sampling the frames and the me-
dium (e.g., audio or visual) or media to be used.
Another requirement is the ability to use some con-
tingencies, but not all, with a particular student.
Related to this is the requirement for the system to
be able to change the contingencies for each student
if his performance is not meeting expected s t a nd-
ards. This is called the feed forward concept in
control theory. The system looks ahead to expected
results based on what has happened and what possi-
bilities could eventuate. After loc'..ing at the future
possibilities it selects the most desirable one and
then proceeds to do those things necessary to bring
it about.

One type of rule specifies the sample of frames.
In a linear program the 3arnpling rules are simple:
all students take the same program and they all see
the same set of frames in the same order. The sam-
ple rule is to use the entire set of frames.

In idiomorphic programming the learning environ-
ment is predetermined but not pre-specified. A pre-
determined learning environment can be generated
in either one of the two different ways referred to
in the previous paragraph or by using both way s.
Each way uses conditional ru1es of the form, "If re-
sponse 'A,' then use procedure a to determine the
next display." The display that appears next is pre-
determined by a procedure which can generate not
just one, but a number of different displays.

One way to implement this form of conditional is
to use a procedure that varies the content (e.g., the
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numerals) but not the sequence (e.g. , the algorithm).
A sec,-Ind way to implement it is to use a procedure
that varies the sequence, but not the content. A
tiUrd way is to vary both. The first way makes the
sequences or logic conditional; the third way makes
both content and sequences conditional.

Another type of instructional strategy rule deter-
mines the time intervals. With a i re- specified
learning environment of the linear type the strategy
rule Is simple since all students go from frame 1 to
frame 2, to frame 3, etc., and in the same order.
The rule Is simple but the value can vary since the
time intervals are determined by the student; he
sets his own pace. By pre-specifying the conditions
the only individualization achieved by a linear pro-
gram is in the rate at which each student progresses
through the material. By pre-specifying the out-
come of each response In an intrinsic program, all
the branching possibilities are fixed, and each re-
sponse alternative takes a student to a specific dis-
play. The contingency that is pre - specified in this
form of programming is that between the last r e-
sponse and the next display.

The learning environment can be predetermined
in 0111 other ways. For example, the content dale
next frames may be different depending upon the
correctness of the student's responses to other
frames on the same topic, and their sequence may
depend upon aptitude scores.

With the predetermined level of functioning, the
on-line decisions made by a teaching system change
one, or more, of the teaching rules, or the teaching
strategy. Two students, each making the same re-
sponse to frame 105, for example, might see differ-
ent displays, experience different time intervals,
and have information available for different lengths
of time, etc. The information display, the sequence
of diaplays in the set, and the timing condit to ns
would be contingent upon sn'tcifk information about
the student's past performance. One question to be
answered is what type of information can be used In
making decisions. This is a research question It
be answered ultimately by empirical data. Hypoth-
eses can be formulated; for example, it is possible
to include aptitude and personality test scores as
well as sets of students' responses to instructional
frames during learning In the "if" portion of the
conditional statements. Whichever one, or combi-
nation of scores is used in specifying contingencies
for instructional decisions will depend upon the ed-
ucational programmer's hypothesis regarding the
optimum strategy of instruction.

When a computer-based system provides a con-
tingency-determined learning environment based
upon individual differences in performance, it uses
idiotrsorphic programming. in teaching a set of con-
cepts the rules which determine the order in which
they are presented may change, for example, from
an inchctive sequence to a deductive one. While any
rule may be cha.rged, it might be useful to consider
examples in which only one is changed. For in-
stance, only the rules determining the information
sequence might be changed. Another example might
be the rule specifying the evaluative feedback 0 it-
tingeneles (given the correctness of the learner's

responses). If the student's performance is not up
to expectation In correctness or in response latency,
the system may change the rules used to teach him.
For example, the rule being used may have been to
give the student reinforcement every time he re-
sponded within a certain period of time. If he did
not respond quickly enough, the reinforcement may
be given on only half of the times he responded.
This type of teaching rule would specify the contin-
gencies between response latency and the subsequent
reinforcement schedule. If the levelof the student's
performance is below that expected, easier frames
may tr., presented to him. This last example illus-
trates yet another type of rule, one making the dif-
ficulty of the subsequent material contingent upon
the number of errors.

These examples illustrate the types of decisions
that can be made when contingencies are predeter-
mined but not pre-specified. Instruction is more
individualized when instructional rules are contin-
gent upon both the student's performance and what
is expected of him. Whenever one or more aspects
of the student's actual performance do not matchex-
pected performance, a new rule is use 1 When a
new rule is used, sets of displays and/or frame se-
quences become available that would not be tvallable
if the system operated at the pre-specified level of
a linear or an intrinsic program.

Bases for Contingencies in Instruction

This analysis of teaching as the control of the
learning environment is based upon the idiographic
contingency model of tutorial instruction (Stolurow,
1965b, 1965c). This model distinguishes two types
of contingencies. At the lower level there are event
contingencies; at the higher level there are r ule
contingerg:les. The model is made operational in
SOCRATES in three ways.

Student data possibilities. The f it st is in the
t umber of possibilities which the system provides
for the use of data in making decisions concerning
the content and strategy lobe used In the instruction
of individual students. For instance, the student's
ability, aptitude, and personality, as well as his
knowledge or skill, can be used in making dec tritons
at any point in the program. Patterns of responses,
that is, various patterns of error and time, made
during learning are Included in the possible student
characteristics which the system can use. Sets of
these patterns are possible bases for making the
subsequent experiences contingent upon past per-
formance. It is possible to use pretest perform-
ance along with error and time data on selected
frames as the basis for content and/or sequential
contingencies. Consider an example of how these
data might be used to make different decisions for
each of two students. One student may have made
a high pretest score and then gone through the pro-
gram rapidly, making lots of errors; another stu-
dent may have made a low pretest score, but gone
through the program t r . the same way. The f i r s t
student might be assigned to be careless, and, there-
fore, given instruction designed to make him ren-e
careful. The second student could be assumed to
have failed to learn because of insufficient
ability and therefore, tobe in need of srp-
pletrientiry tot remedial instruction.
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Different display possibilities. The earlier ex-
ample in which the system provided different conse-
quences to students who made the same response to
a particular frame illustrates a second way a com-
puter-based system can make instruction more in-
dividualized: namely, by providing different display
possibilities for every pedagogically-significant con-
tingency. The system's adaptivity is increased by
including in its library a large number of possible
displays for each response possibility. The number
of possible displays is increased in different ways.
One way is by writing sets of materials at different
levels of difficulty, another is by using different
forms of encoding to communicate information, e. g. ,
verbal versus mathematical. A third way is to sep-
arate the informative material that is intended to ex-
plain the answer from the different kinds of evalua-
tive feedback. The example of the student who was
responding carelessly is a situation in which the
availability of separate types of feedback would be
useful. With the separate types available in this
system, it would have been possible for the system
to tell him he was careless while also telling the
other student who made the same response that he
was improving. Furthermore, each student could
be given his subsequent instruction with another
teaching strategy. For example, the careless one
could be required to make correct responses before
being allowed to go on. The other student in the ex-
ample, however, could be branched to d If fere nt
evaluative feedback, possibly of an encouraging type,
and then given easier material so he would have a
higher probability of being correct.

Either an instructional theory or empirical data
specifies each of the relationships between a set of
student characteristics and a set of display possi-
bilities; consequently, the more display possibil-
ities In the memory of the system, the more contin-
gencies it can handle and the more individualized
the instruction could be.

The differences between the first and the second
way In which adaptivity is achieved Ile in the range
of unique display possibilities which each r on tin -
gency mule could generate. Fur diet more, the actual
number of display contingencies is larger than the
number of frames since both the temporal interval
between a response and a display and the duration
of each display can be controlled separately. Addi-
tional contingencies are possible through the peep-
station of alternative materials at different levels
of diffkuky or of readability so thatcomprehension
and speed can be maintained at each student's opt i-
mam ie.el. For example, the careless student
might be shown a display for a longer period of time
before the system accepts his next response, or he
may have to wait longer for the next frame after he
has responded.

By programming the following conditions as con-
tingencies, they can be used selectively in teaching:
first, the difficulty or readability level of the kdor-
tration frames; second, their sequence; third, the
temporal interval between responses and feedback as
knowledge of results; fourth, the type of feedback
statement used In terms of both their qualitative
and evaluative nature; fifth, the schedule used to
give feedback to the student; and sixth, the time In-

terval between knowledge of results and the new
program frame.

Criterion possibilities. A third way in which idio-
graphic programming can make a system more
adaptive is by using a variety of criteria in making
decisions to either maintain or change the instruc-
tional rules themselves. A flow diagram describing
a system for doing this is presented in Figure 3.

The program which allows the system to change
rules on line is called the professor function. Bas-
ically this is the means for determining rule contin-
gencies. It is to be contrasted with the ability of the
system to function according to a t ed set of rules,
which is called the teacher function. The teacher
function is the part of the executive program that
specifies the conditions for showing each one of a
set of displays. The professor function is the part
of the executive program that specifies the condi-
tions for showing one set rather than another. These
two functions are represented in Figure 3.

The professor function also requires " if ...
then..." rules, but these are rules that make the
use of lower order rules contingent upon specific

Figure 3. System of criteria for decision-making
in idiographic programming.
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conditions. The professor rules Imply teacher
rules. In other words, if a student performs either
better or worse than expected when a par t icular
teaching strategy has been used, then some, or all,
of these rules would be changed. This means that
at least one other teaching strategy must be avail
able as an alternative to the one being used. When
an alternative is used, frames may bedisplayed that
would not be displayed if the previous strategy had
been used continuously.

An example of a pair of strategy rules w h lc h
could be . sed by a system on an either /or basis
would be correction procedure with an inductive se-
quence rule or with a deductive sequence r u le. In
using these strategies, it is necessary to have t he
conditions specified and a criterion available so that
It is possible to determine if the student f ailed to
meet the performance criterion. / isuming that he
failed to meet the criterion when he was taught by
the inductile strategy, he would be shifted to a de-
ductive strategy in the next set of frames. In a c-
complishing this change, the criterion for the pro-
fessor function might be ten consecutive correct re-
sponses none of which takes more than half a minute.

Whenever the student is being taught by one strat-
egy rule, the teacher function is in control. How-
ever, the shift from one teaching rule to another is
accomplished by the professor function which be-
comes effective whenever student respond ?s fail to
meet a criterion. Every lime the student's perform-
ance falls to meet the professor criterion, one or
more rules of instruction are changed. If a teacher
criterion is not met, then the decision that is made
is specified by a particular rule. The differencebe-
tween the teacher and professor furctlor.s 'tan be
made more explicit by indicating that the use of one
teaching rule may utilize a fixed set of instructional
and feedback frames whereas the use of twoor more
rules may utilize additional informational and/or
feedbac'. frames. Therefore, with an executive pro-
gram that can make rule changes and use different
criteria for the changes, students may see materials
when one rule is being used that they do not see if
another one Is being used.

Two types of criteria can be used in making de-
cisions about instructional rules. One type of c r t-
ter ion Is a predetermined value; it may be a value
for errors, for time, or for a combination of toot h
of these. It is illusiratedby a conditional statement
such as "U the student makes three or more correct
responses to this set of frames, then continue with
the use of rule x." The other type of criterion Is
generated by an algorithm, or computational forrd 1-
la, on line. This latter type of criterion is net pre-
determined; rather the algorithm and the nature of
the data it uses are predetermined. Student re-
sponse data are processed as they occur and the re-
sult of the processing is the criterion value used Is
deciding to continue or discontinue usinga rule. The
following is an example using response rate. H the
student's rate of response increases so that the ral-
lies fit a linear incremental function within a speci-
fied range of variation in slow, the strategy that is
being used to teach him is maintained. if his r ate
of response does not fit a linear function within the
tange of permissible variation, the strategy shifts
to the use of stronger positive evaluative feedback.

Another example of a computed criterion is the use
of a mean value based upon the performance of stu-
dents who have Just been taught. As each student is
taught, his data are used in the re-computation of
the mean and standard deviation which become the
new criterion in making a decision with t he next
student. In this sense the system has a memory,
for it accumulates data on students it teaches and it
adjusts its future performance based upon the way
in which it is programmed to use the accumulated
data. These are some of the ways in which
SOCRATES can utilize response history and criteria
to determine its future operation. Thus it functions
as a cybernetic system. A complete record of each
response and its latency is available. These d a ta
can be summed across topics or across students as
desired to obtain a performance measure that is
read out or used internally by the system for educa-
tional or research reasons. Furthermore, all rec-
ords are kept for a student rather than for a station.
In other words, a student can move fromone station
to another and the system keeps all his records to-
gether. He can stop and start up again at any time
and the system has immediate access to all of his
test scores and past responses that it was pro-
grammed to save.

IMPLEMENTATION Of THE MODEL

in order to accomplish the teaching functions of
the idiographic contingency model, it is necessary
to prepare instructional materials, including tests,
and to write computer programs to manage t he in-
structional materials in order to collect the data
and to process it.

LOADING THE SYSTEM

The preparation of instructional materials
for use in SOCRATES involves two processes. One
is photography; the other Is computer programming.
The student looks at photographed images of printed
or drawn materials. These can be relatively c o n
venlional programmed instruction frames, s inc e
pee-tutorial decisions can be based either upon ex-
tant standardized tests of achievement, ability, ap-
titude, and personality, or upon specially-prepared
tests. A convenience of SOCRATES, which does
not exist for some other computer-based systems,
is that any test material prepared in conventional
form can be photographed and used on the system.
Processing materials to make them actually avail-
able under computer control can be accomplished
relatively quickly since they simply need lobe photo-
graphed and then a program can be written to con-
trol the duration end sequence of their display. The
students' responses are recorded and scored auto-
matically.

When materials are loaded on SOCRATES there
are two vents to the content of its library. One is
the displayable information stored on 35 mm. film
for which there is a maximum reel capacity of 1,500
frames; the other Is the program in the memory of
the Computer, both core and disk, in which the In-
structional strategies and student data at e stored.
It is necessary to write a computer program to con-
trol the presentation of each frame off ilm and t o
process any data to be used online. With computer-
based systems that use a CRT display, however, It

a
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is necessary to write programs which generate the
test items and the displays of program frames.

A more interesting use of SOCRATES occur s
when educational programs are prepared especially
for the s stem. is possible to introduce a great
deal more cariatior in the logic of instruction with
the system than otherwise would be possible. Fig-
ure 4 presents a set of very simple flow diagrams
associated with some research conducted with pro-
grams especially prepared for SOCRATES (Merrill
and Stolurow, 1956). It also illustrates someof the
discriminations that are made among materials to
provide opportunities for flexibility in programming.
P frames are those frames which represent zo-
slammed materials. F frames are feedback frames.
C frames are frames which correct the student. GR
frames are frames which provide for general re-
view of the point covered in the P 1 ra me , and SR
frames are frames which give specific reviews to
the student. By providing these different types of
frames in the film library, it is possible to route
the student through selected subsets of themin what-
ever sequence seems most desirable. A computer
program must be written to do this. It would be
written to provide for the contingenc s of a set of
instructional rules.

The upper left panel of Figure 4 is a flow diagram in
which a set of these frames is used to provide cor-
rection and review Ina lesson. By correction proce-
dure, we mean that the student must make a correct re-
ap, se to the material covered In the P frame before
he is allowed to go on to the next P frame. U, how-
ever, it is desirable to route him through a review
frame on this same material when the student re-
sponds in a way which the educational programmer
feels indicates a review, the computer program is
written to do this. The ro-correction procedure is
illustrated in the upper right panel. In this case
the student is alloteed to go on to the next f r a me
whether he is right or wrong; however, he Is first
shown an F frame which tells him he is either cor-
rect or incorrect. The use of a no-correction rule
Is typical of a linear programming strategy.

The lower half of Figure 4 Is a flow chart of the
correction procedure and of the no-correction pro-
cedure as each is applied to questions in ordinary
multiple-choke testing. The g frame, or question,
now replaces the P frame. The arrangement of P
and g frames on the film can be s, up In whatever
manner seems most efficient for Us, with the strat-
egies that are intended for the students. The loca-
tion of the frames In relation to cant- other on the
film makes it possible to locate quick7 the frames
that could follow each frame. The lesson for this
Is to minimize the Interval between the presentation
of one frame and the retrieval of the next.

The decision rules to accomplish the war Ions
strategies are frequently presented initially in flow
Chilli such as those in Figure 3. A group of one or
more teaching rules rr.sy be required to implement
A teaching strategy. Similarly, a sr t of decision
rules or of teaching strategies comprises a teach-
ing logic, The use of one or more stiategies c an
be thought of as being employed at different paints
In the student's ptegram to defile t ht teat hl ng
strategy used with thet program. If e particalat set

Figure 4. Program flow diagrams illustrating the
experimental conditions of correction/review and
no correction/review on lessons and quizzes.
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of contingency rules is used to provide the instruc-
tional strategy and a set c4 one or more strategies
is used to make up the teaching logic. then the sys-
tem Is more or less adaptive to individual student
needs depending upon the extent to which the partic-
ular set used to teach a student was determined be-
fore the student started. U the set was determined
prior to instruction, the system is not as adaptive
as if it were determined while he was learning and
depended upon his performance during learning.

The research problem in -making the system
adaptive In an effective way is to determine thecon-
tingencies to use and the criteria so that the c o rn-
cuter-based Instructional system is programmed to
implement those contingencies that Instruct most
efficiently. This is the primary problem In the fur-
ther development of the idiographic contingency
model. In order to solve this proble m it will be
necessary to begin by using the systems In a le ss
adriptive level than they are eatable of performing.
Students with different characteristics will be 1E'
signed to strategies to determine their relative per-
formance.

Code line of library table- A code line of a li-
brary table is presented In Figure 5. It represents
one of the two sets of computer materials u sed to
control Instruction. The library table consists of
lines of code which determine the frame locations
and the various legal buttons which the student may
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Figure 5. A code line from a library table.
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use in responding to displayed material. The illus-
trated code line presented in Figure 5 istor instruc-
tional frame number 7 of a program. This Is Indi-
c tied on the left by the number 0007. Associated
with each instructional frame Is a set of lettered al-
ternatives each of which is specified by a rule that
is part of a teaching strategy. Each letter in the
code line is associated with a frame address to
which the student will be taken if he makes that re-
sponse. 11, for example, he makes the correct re-
sponse, "C" in this example, the film is moved
eleven framed forward. "C" Is &correct response.
The correct response alter natives a re always listed
before the incorrect ones, and after the f I r st one
the other correct alternatives are starred. There
Is only one correct response in the example. After
"C," the letters "8" "A" "R" appear. Each is an
allowable incorrect response. If any other key Is
used it results in no change In the display.

In addition to the library table there Is the co rn-
Toter program which actually manages the move-
ment of the program frames and the times of display.
The various strategies snct levels of adaptivity pre-
'ton sly described can be Accomplished through the
use of these two sets of rraterials.

ItESUROI

Some of the research which relates to the ldi
graphic model follows.. While the model specifies
the types of contingencies that smear tobe s .1k lent
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for the design of adaptive learning environments, the
exact nature of the contingencies which will maxi-
mise the rate of learning remains to be determined
by research. Some studies which have provided in-
formation about contingency relationships can be de-
scribed briefly. Since they are insufficient to docu-
ment all of its facets, the studies mainly provide
support for the general validity of the model.

THE EFFECTS OF SEQUENCE UPON APTITUDE
REQUIREMENTS FOR LEARNING

A matrix of Inter-correlations between a partic-
ular set of aptitude sores and the gain scores re-
sulting from a learning experience indicates the ex-
tent to which the gains can be predicted from the
various aptitude scores G)uDoise, 1062). The sig-
nificance level of each correlation Indicates whether
the aptitude Is or Is not a signifzant factor in deter-
mining the gain score which students make. If stu-
dents are randomly assigned to different teaching
strategies, and a single set of aptitudes is related
to the gains made, then differences in the correla-
tions indicate that an aptitude Is involved In leer nirg
under one strategy but not under another. This type
of Information relates to the diagnostic aspect of the
model In that the correlations would Identify the ap-
titudes that could be used In "Aligning student s to
the instructional strategy that will result In the
greatest gains. If the strategies coasts' of rules
that determine the frame sequence, then the students'
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aptitudes could be used to determine their optimum
sequence.

One characteristic of teaching materials which
can be made contingent upon aptitude is the sequence
of frames presented to the student. If studies show
that the size of the correlations between particular
aptitudes and learning scores varies when different
sequences of P frames are used so that some stu-
dents do well when they learn with one sequence
while others do well with a different sequence, it can
be assumed that there is a rule that determines the
sequence %filch would be best to use for a student
whr Is relatively high in a particular aptitude and
relatively low in another. Research revealing that
aptitude-gain correlations do change when different
strategies are used provides support for t he idio-
graphic contingency model. U aptitude-gain corre-
lations do not change significantly, then this type of
model would be inappropriate.

Asynchrony as a measure of sequence. One prob-
lem that arises in using a diagnostic-prescriptive
approach it the lack of critical information. Criti-
cal information might be obtained through the use of
variables in research that can be implemented in a
selective way. For example, if frame z-quence is
to be manipulated selectively then is important to
have the rules for manipulating sequences soformu-
lated that they can be implemented easily. There-
fore, the way in which the sequence of frames, or
displays, is characterized is important. The con-
cept of affnchrony as applied to critical and non-
critical stimulus elements appears to be quite use-
ful for this purpose (Detambel and Stolurow, 1956).
Asynchrony can be exemplified in thefollowingillus-
tration involving color, size, and shape. If al 1
frames in a program use color, site, and shape or
a set of objects and the student is learning a concept
involving one of them, such as color, then color is
the critical cut. Consider some of the things that
happen in going from frame to frame in a sequence.
The color may change from one frame to the next -
for example, from red to blue - but the site e and
shape may not. In this example, not only are color
and size asynchronous with respect to one another,
but also color and shape are asynchronous. U this
pattern of asynchrony existed in a program, then as
the learner went from one frame to the next, color
would change but neither size nor shape would change.
It is highly unlikely that t his set of relationships
would continue indefinitely, but that is not the point
being made at this time. The point being made is
that for a series of frames it is possible to look at
changes in critical characteristics and determine
what other characteristics a so change or do not
change. In this way it is possible to determine the
number of pairs of changes in stimulus characteris-
tics which take place in going from one frame to the
next one. If one characteristic, such as color, is
critical to what Is being taught, and other character-
istics are not, then two different types of asynchro-
nous sequences can be identified. One consists of
asynchronous sequences in which a critical feature
changes but a noncritical one does not. This can
be called a CC type of asynchronous sequence since
the critical characteristic changes. A second asyn-
chronous sequence exists when a critical feature
does not change but a noncritical feature does. This
Can be called a CNC type of async Motions sequence.

Two opposite types of sequences also can exist.
These are called synchronous sequences. One type
occurs when both a critical feature and anoncritical
feature change; the other occurs when neither
changes, or, in other words, the display isrepeated.
These ways of characterizing sequences have been
fount', to be useful in organizing materials in several
studies (e.g., Detambel and Stolurow, 1956; Stolu-
row, 1956; Stolurow, Fogel, and Fogel, 1966; An-
derson, 1966) and recently in Germany by Kotler
(1965).

These concepts are treated more extensively in
Stolurow (1956) and in Garner (1962).

The use of class - descriptive cues. The measures
of asynchrony, while reliable for a particular frame
sequence, do not, however, identify a unique a e-
quence of frames. Using the same set of frames it
is possible to make up different sequences which
have the same amount of asynchrony. In other words
if a sequencing rule were used by a computer to gen-
erate an asynchronous sequence the computer would
not necersarily generate the same sequence each
time the rule was used. However, in all cases the
frequency with which CC and CNC typesof sequences
occurred would be the same. Since this is so, it is
useful to differentiate among sequences with the
same asynchrony value. A way of doing t his is to
use the concept of class-descriptive cue (Stolurow,
1956); any feature that does not change from one
frame to the next frame within a subset of two or
more frames of a program can function as a class
descriptive cue. Therefore wherever there is more
than one feature that can be useful to the learner,
the frames should be organized into subsets with a
class-descriptive cue that is related to one of the
objectives of instruction. The data thusfar collect-
ed indicate that the use of class-descriptive cues in
organizing displays dots facilitate learning (Stol-
urow, 1956; Wulff and Stolurow, 1957).

The effects of sequence changes on the relation-
ship between aptitudes and gains. An asynchre-iy
rule In combination with a cue-organizing rule c an
produce sequences that provide c la ssdescriptive
cues for the learner. This teaching logic appears
to be a useful way to synthesize a program of in-
struction.

Two studies will be reported here to indicate the
results of this approach. In both studies analyses
were made of the data to determine the resulting re-
lationships between aptitude and gain scores when
different sequences of the same frames were used
for Instruction.

The first study was conducted by Cirtwr Ight
(1962). He used a fractions program which was eve-
sented to mentally-retarded students during second-
ary-level instruction. Two variations of the instrst
tonal material were prepared. In one program
there -vas a systematic increase and decreaseof the
numerator and then the denominator of the fractions
presented to the student as he sent from fra.ne to
frame. In the other alternative, which was made
up with the same frames, the sequeete used did not
maintain this relationship. The comparison of the
two groups vas therefore between a program with a
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TABLE 1

CHANGES IN CORRELATIONS BETWEEN APTITUDE AND LEARNING SCORES FOR DIFFERENT
SEQUENCES WITH EQUAL AMOUNT OF ASYNCHRONY (CARTWRIGHT, 1982)

Individual
Characteristics

Sequence with Systematic
Increment and Decrement

(N = 20)

Sequence with Non-systematic
Increment and Decrement

= 16)

Mental Age - W I SC
Verbal .02 -. 26
Performance .28 -. 50
Total .17 -.49$

Mental Age - Binet .18 -.490

Language Aptitude .12 -. 54

op <.05

class-descriptive cue and one without a class-de-
scriptive cue. Some of the data are reported in
Table 1.

Cartwright found, for example, using a total 1:,-
telligence test score from the WISC, that a .17 cor-
rotation existed with final achievement or gain
scores under the class - descriptive cue (CDC) condi-
tion; whereas a correlation O. -.49 was achieved
with a sequence that did nothaveaclass-descriptive
cue. With the Binet intelligence test scores com-
parable correlations were obtained, namely, . 113

and -.49. Even more Interesting is the pair of cor
relations with the verbal aptitude test: a positive
correlation 01.12 was obtained with the CDC se-
qaence and a -.54 with the other sequence. These
data indicate that verbal aptitude becomes more or
less significant as a contributor in learning depend-
ing upon the sequence in which the frames of the
program are presented.

The difference in the correlations for the two se-
quence-. Indicates that It is possible within a 30-point
IQ range,from 53 to 83 in this cast, to predict from
either the rneral intellience measure or the v e r-
bal aptitude meson/e want the residual se ores of
students will be under the non-CDC sequence. This
weans that with the CDC sequence neither I ntell i-
tem* nor /image aptitude Ways a significant role
in determining the residual scores within this range
of ability. With another sequence, however, these
abilities played a more imminent part in determin-
ing what the students learned.

A second study, dealing with sequence differ-
ences and also employing a fractions program, but
a different one, was conducted with normsl students
in elementary schools In Champaign, Illinois. This
study was completed recently and revealed a pattern
of relationships between aptitudes and learning as a
result of sequence differences which was similar to
that reported in the Cartwright study. Table 2 sum-
marizes the set of correlations between paired vat-

tables which differed significantly for the two de-
grees of asynchrony. While there were other sig-
nificant differences between the effects of these two
sequences in &Milton to those shown In this table,
these differences illustrate the point that changes
in asynchrony can alter the aptitude requirements
for achievement.

The data from both studies support the idiograph-
ic contingency model described earlier. They indi-
cate that effective individualisation of instruction can
be accomplished by using teaching rules that offer
instructional sequences which fit the aptitude char-
acteristics of each student. The use of sequencing,
and particularly of asychronous sequencing with
CDCs needs to be studied further to determine the
sequencing rules which are so r elated to the stu-
dents' aptitudes that the best match for maximising
his performance is achieved. The research prob-
lem facing us now Is to determine the spec Inc kinds
of relationships one needs to take into account in
m* :king the best match between aptitudes end rules
for generating particular sequences of frames.

THE EFFECTS OF VARIATIONS IN ENCODING ON
APTITUDE REQUIREMVIFS

Another aspect of a teaching strategy lathe form
of symbol used to express a set of coot Pots or, in
other words, the encoding employed to communicate
the concepts to students. A recent study (Stotums,
Frase, and Odell, 1966) of encoding differences em-
ployed two different sets of notation in teaching logk
to college students. One program used the Nano-
Russell notation system, the other the Polish nota-
tion system. In all other respects the two pr o-
grams were identical. Inns, any variations in out-
come could be attributed to the encoding differences.

The first set of results (Table 3) indicates rather
clearly that under the piano- Russel notation system
American students perform in a wanner that is pee-
dktsble from a set of aptitude tests. Comparable
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TABLE 2

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN IQ AND PERFORMANCE AND BETWEEN SPECIFIC APTITUDES AND

PERFORMANCE FOR DIFFERENT DEGREES OF ASYNCHRONY (UNPUBLISHED STUDY)

Variables Sequence with Less Asynchrony Sequence with Higher Asynchrony

California Test of Mental Maturity
Total IQ and Goln Score +.01 +.73*
Non-verbal IQ tnd Gain Score -.13 +.55*

Iowa Test of Basic Skills
Spelling and Gain Score -.92 .. 56"

Stanford Achievement Test
Arithmetic and Gain Score -.46 +.70"

and *: The two correlations are significantly different from each other; 'op c. 05; "p < .01

TABLE 3

CORRELATION OF DIFFERENT APTITUDES WITH PEhFORMANCE ON A TEST COVERING IDENTICAL
CONTENT TAKEN AFTER LEARNING THE POLISH OR PEANO-RUSSELL NOTATION

Group Vocabulary
ptitudes for

Mathematics
Inductive

Reasoning Inference

Peano- Russell . 27 .31 .31 .01
Polish .08 .18 -.01 .01

p 05 "p <. 01

students, when trained with the Polish notation sys-
tem, however, achieved gains which did not corre-
late significantly with the same aptitude tests. Thus,
It appears that these aptitude measures are prectic
ting the processing skills which are requited of the
learner In the symbol system used to encode the
concepts and not the actual learning of the logical
concepts themselves. This seems to be a rather
cleat finding since the concepts of logic were Iden-
tical in the two programs. The processing sk Ills
which are required to decode the symbols represent-
ing these concepts appear to be quite different. De
coding the Polish expressions requires that a person
trained to process English and mathematics state-
ments be able to tr ans pose symbols in order to
make sense' Out of the displays presented to the stu-
dents. These data indicate that one can teach the
same set of conceits to students by two different,
but presumably equivalent, encoding systems and In
doing so can change n o t only the aptitude r ego I- e-
Ments for learning but also the transfer effects
whkh the training produces. The data also Indicate
that the Peano- Russell notation system is superior

to the Polish system for students trained In proc-
essing tht. English language.

THE EFFECTS OF VARIATViNS IN EVALUATIVE
FEEDBACK ON PERSONALITY REQUIREMENTS

Still another set of contingencies rertatnIng to the
model are those relating personality characteristics
of the learner to his performance gains when differ-
ent conditions of evaluative feedback, or social re-
inforcement, are employed. Social reinforcement
In these Etudles means evaluative feedback state-
ment, which tell the student about the quality a s
well as .!he correctness of his response. Thus, ap-
proval eolid be expressed In evaluative statements
such as, "Excellent, yogi are coming along fine,"
or "Right on the button"; t or negative evaluation,
or reprrof, evaluative statements such as "No, you
are not thinking," "No, what a silly mistake to
make" express the attitudes.

Each of these kinds of statements was given to
different groups of students all of whom studied the
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TABLE 4
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CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PERSONALITY VARIABLES (a) PeRFORMANCE, (b) ATTITUDE AND (c) TIME
UNDER FOUR DIFFERENT CONDITIONS OF SOCIAL. REINFORCEMENT (ERASE, 1965)

Aggre ssion/ Aggression/ Deference/ Deference/
Group Performance Attitude Attitude Time

Condition 1 4 .15 .24 -. 05 .07
Condition 2. -.44. 50' -. 08 .48*
Condition 3 - .35 .13411' 59' .37
Condition 4 0 -.50* -.16 .00 -.40

*p K.05 1111pK.005

same basic program In logic (Frase, 1963). Group
one (4) had correct and incorrect responses eval-
uated. Grorptvo (4) had only their correct re-
responses evaluated. Group three (-) had only their
Incorrect responses evaluated. Group four (0) had
no evaluation of either cne, Just knowledge of results.

In Table 4, three sets of correlations are of In-
terest. One set is between personality test scores
and learning scores (e.g., aggression/pe r for m
ante); a second is between personality scores a nd
attitude (e.g., aggression/attitude); and a third set
Is between personality and learning time. All three
sets revealed that each al the four experimentalcon-
ditions of social reinforcement was most suited to
a different personality group, Three personality
characteristics, aggression, deference, and int re-
ception (Murray, 1938) were found to be Important
in relation to performance under the four different
conditions of social reinforcement. For example.
students who were high In aggression performed
best when they were given negative evaluation of
their wrong responses and not given positive evalu-
ation of their right responses. Under so condi-
tions - number 3, positive evaluation, a..a number
4, no social reinforcement - aggressionwas related
negatively to performance. In other words, for the
students high in aggression, performance was Im-
paired under these conditions. Under condition
number 3, negative reinforcement, aggression was
related positively to attitude butunrelated to achieve-
ment. gut the relationship w ith performance, al-
though positive, was not significantly different from
zero.

Under the punitive conditions (number 3) high
deference was related to lower attitude but was not
related to achievement performance.

Intracepon was negatively cc-related with speed
and efficiency, and related to high atilt fade under
maximum social reinforcement, condition somber 1.

In another stud( by Parisi (1965) the basic para-
digm of the Frase study was replicated and an addi-
tional personality feat, the Cattell 18 FF, was given
pe kw to learning. All materials were administered
to Italian to Italian students in Italy. These results

support those of Frau. ,nat negative evaluations
were more important that positive evaluations. Fur-
thermore, positive reinforcement was more
live than negative reinforcement in reducing the cor-
relation between intelligence and performance. Per-
formance on the achievement test was r elated to
deference, or lack of need for autonomy, when so-
cial reinforcement was used. When no social rein-
forcement was used, performance was r elated to
need for achievement and exhibitionism.

The data from these studies seem to show that
it is possible to alter the quality and speed of the
performance as well as the attitude of students by
the way in which social reinforcement is usedduring
the learning capes ience. They further suggest that
it might be possible to achieve an optimum matching
of personality characteristics with social reinforce-
ment condidons for each individual student so that
the general level of effectiveness of instruction can
be rained by individualiaing these contingencies.

SUMMARY

This paper summarises a general mode/ ar-d to
design a computer-based instructional system. This
idiographic contingency model defines c lease s of
variables that are presumed to be Important in adap-
tive instruction. It also specifies relationships be-
tween those variables that characterlse the learner
before and after learning which can be use d selec-
tivrly to individualize instruction. Included among
the "before" measures are knowledge, aptitude,
and personality. The data indicate that the"before"
measures have different relationships with the "af-
ter" measures (e.g., amount learned and attitude)
under different conditions of learning. These data
support the model.

The kinds of decisions OM need to be made to
individualize irstruction were discussed and a set
of research studies relating to them was deecrited
briefly. Relevance of the data to the model was In-
dicated and It was pointed out that learning environ-
ments can be made more adaptive by s ing appro-
priate matching of: fa) !latitude and sequence tea -
lingencies; it)) aptitude and ertod4ng Contingencies,.
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TABLE 5

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN INTELLIGENCE SCORES AND PERFORMANCE VARIABLES -
(a) MIDPROGHAM TEST, (b) POSTTEST AND (c) ERRORS IN PROGRAM - UNDER FOUR DIFFERENT
CONDITIONS OF SOCIAL REINFORCEMENT (PARISI, 1965)

16 P. F. Factor Bb
Intelligence with

Verbal Reasoning
with

Groupa LM LP LM LP E

Condition 1 + -.07 .33 -.22 -.15 .05 -.24
Condition 2 + -.16 .51* -.17 .40 .37 -.31
Condition 3 - .38 .49* -.44 .40 .49 -.23
Condition 4 0 .48 .42* -.46* .47 .460 -. 18

aThe social reinforcement conditions are coded as follows: Condition 1+ mean Positive and negative social
reinforcement; Condition 2. is positive only; Condition 3- is negative only; and Condition 4 o is neither
positive nor negative.

bLM is logic mtdprogram; LP Is logic posttest; and E is errors.

p c.05 p K.01

and (c) personality and evaluative feedback contin-
gencies.

The technological capability for accomplishing a
high degree of individualization in instruction exists.
The problem now Is to find the c Mica' psychological
and educational data which would make such a tech-
nological capability an effective meansof instruction.
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nom PART IV

siami instructional Methods and Teacher Behaviors

TEACHING METHODS, or the system of interactions which occur be-
tween a teacher and students, have been the subject of many investigations in
the last decades. In this Part, Iwo recent paradigms for research on leaching are
presented. N. L. Gage points out that the global research on teacninc methods
has not produced consistent, replicable or useable results. Therefore, a different
cod more limited approach must be used. In "An Analytical Approach to Re-
search on Instructional Methods" he discusses micro-teaching, a technique which
permits limited subsets of a comprehensive teaching system to be explored ana
lytically. Micro-teaching permits the gathering of data on a limited set of student-
teacher interactions during a short span of time, lass than a class period. From such
research "micro criteria" of effctiveness may be hypothesized and tested in terms
of technical skills observable within the micro-teaching situation.

Another analytical approach to research on teaching is proposed in
the paradigm set forth by Ned A. Flanders in "Interaction Analysis and Inservice
Training." Flanders proposes a system of research in which a limited number of
categories of studcar-leacher interaction is used in observing classroom interac-
tions. Interaction data are recorded at 3 second intervals. The resultant matrix oi
data allows rather effective analysis of the verbal interchange between the teacher
and the pupils. Interaction analysis is discussed in terms of its use as a research
tool and as a means of effecting behavioral changes in leachers, such as inserv-
ice programs.



sum An Analytical Approach to

Research on Instructional

Methods

INSTRUCTIONAL method constitutes
one of the most important and promising but also
the most frustrating of the areas of educational re-
search and development. Compared with the areas
of learning, subject matter, instil Atonal materials,
and or gan I zat ion f or instruction, instructional meth-
od appeals to the classroom teacher as closest to
the heart of her problem. It is all right for a teach-
er to know about learning, to know his subject mat-
ter, to have appropriate Instructional materials,
and to fit into a given organization for instruction.
But what a teacher really warts to know is, "What
should I do in the classroom?" U you ask prospec-
tive teachers or teachers on the job, "Where do
you really want help?" I think the reply will deal
with some aspect of instructional methods.

Unfortunately, the urgency of this demand has
not been accompanied by corresponding success in
meeting the demand. Research on teaching has
yielded relatively few solid and usable result s.
The stature of theory and research in other areas
puts them well ahead of the study of teaching in the
struggle for scientific maturit ".

Implicit in what I am say' .g is a basic distinc-
tion between research on learning and research on
teaching. The former deals ;nth ail the conditions
under which learning, or a change in behavior due
to experience, takes place. And as I have already
indicated, the study of learning Is relteively ma-
ture, well established, with .nany volumes of sub-
stantial literature to its credit. Research on teach-
ing, on the other hand, deals with a subset of the
conditions under which learning occurs in one per-
son, namely, the conditions established by the

Nathaniel L. Gage
Stanford University

Palo Abe, Cohforalo

behaviors of another person, called the teacher. As
our schools have developed during the past two or
three millennia, we have always attempted to pro-
mote and Improve the learning process through the
intermediation of such another person. Until very
recently, the assumption that teachers %titre helpful
or even necessary for many important kinds of learn-
ing that society wanted to promote went unchallenged.
Even today, the challenge of independent study or
computer-assisted Instruction and other devices Is
a mere whisper against the thunder of the assump-
tion that teachers are necessary, that teachers are
here to stay. Mydiscussion of instructional methods
is going to be based on that assumption. It is the rel-
atively neglected, undernourished, and underachieving
subset of research on learning which] call research
on teaching that I shall deal with here.

RESEARCH ON TEACHING

The Stanford Center for Research and Develop-
ment in Teaching is devoted to this problem area.
In its conceptual framework, teaching, or the behav-
iors and characteristics of teachers, stands at the
center. This domain contains variables that serve
as both independent and dependent variables in the
Center's program. When the teachers' behaviors
and characteristics serve as Independent variables,
and the pupils' learning and behaviors serve as the
dependent variables, then we have research on
teacher effectiveness, or, more neutrally, research
on teacher effects. On the other hand, when teach-
ers' behaviors and characteristics serve as the de-
pendent variables, and teacher education programs
and procedures serve as the independent variables,
then we have research on teacher education. Taking
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both researchon teacher edtcation and research on
teacher effects as our domain, we have research
on teaching, as it is understood in the Stanford Cen-
ter. My subject is the Center's program of r e -
search and development on Instructional methods,
and my procedure will be to work from the past to
the present, from the general to the specific, and
then to try fora look at where we are going. When
I get down to specifics, I shall be dealing primarily
with research in which I am involved, rather than
all of the rest Itch unuer way in our Center.

PAST RESEARCH

But first, let us look at where research on teach-
ing has been. As the behavioral sciences go, it has
a respectably long history but a regrettably inglori-
ous one. Research on teaching has been going on
almost as tong ae research on learning. So me
studies were r.. de in the 1910's and 1920's, and
quite a few we-e made during the MO's. By the
early 1950's, substantial reviews and bibliogra-
phies of research on teaching began to appear. And
during the last decade, the f low of research on
teaching has indeed become significant. But the
early year s did not pay off In solid, replicable,
meaningful results that had considerable theoreti-
cal or practical value. Positive and significant re-
sults were seldom forthcoming, and they survived
replication even less often. The research }Filleted
many findings that did not make sense, that did not
hang together in any meaningful way.

Under these conditions, as Kuhn (1 9 6 2) has
pointed out, research workers are impelled to re-
examine their first principles, the paradigms by
which they guide their efforts. The model prob-
lems and solutions of the community of researchers
on teaching were accordingly subjected to more
and more reappraisal. Licking the wounds inflicted
by their negative results, researchers on teaehing
built up a modest literature of new concept al
frarreworks, approaches, and paradigms for re-
search on teaching.

To illustrate, let me refer to one of the domi-
nant paradigms that even today leads many discus-
sions and research projects into the wilderness.
This is the paradigm that says that what we need
above all, before we can select and train better
teachers, is the criterion of teacher effectiveness.
Here is one example of that kind of approach:

The lack of an adequate, concrete, objec-
tive, universal criterion for teaching ability
is thus the prim.,..y source c( trouble for all
who would measure teaching. One typical
method of attack used In rating scales is to
compile a list of broad general traits suppos-
edly desirable for teachers, with respect
to which the rater passes judgement on each
teacher. This amounts to an arbitrary def-
inition of good teaching, which le subjec-
tive and usually vague, but it does not nec-
essarily lead to an identification of it. Only
if the traits themselves can be reliably iden-
tified can their possessor be identified as a
"good teacher" according to the definition
laid down in the scale. Even when the scale

is made quite specific, relating not to gener-
al traits but to concrete procedure, the funda-
mental difficulty remains, that there lb no
external and generally accepted criterion a-
gainst which the scale can ee validated to
establish t he significance of its items
(Walker, 1935, pp. x-xl).

This kind of writing implies that there is some
magic variable that applies to all of teaching, for
all pupils, at all grade levels, in all subject mat-
ters, and in all objectives. The phrase "the cri-
terion of teacher effectiveness" betokens a degree
of generality that has seldom been found in any
branch of the behavioral sciences. It also reflects
the mistaken notion that such a criterion, largely
a matter of values, can be established on the basis
of scientific method alone.

RECENT RESEARCH

The so- called criterion problem misled a whole
generation of researC.ers on teaching, embroiled
them in endless and fruitless controversy, and lured
them into hopelessly ambitious attempts to predict
teacher effectiveness over vast arrays and spans of
outcomes, teacher behaviors, time intervals, and
pupil charactaistics, all on the basis of predictive
variables that had only the most tenuous theoretical
justification in the first place. It is little wonder
that, when Berelson and Steiner (1964) dealt with the
subject of teachers' behaviors and characteristics
in their inventory of scientific findings in the behav-
ioral sciences, they dismissed the "large number
of studies" with the single dismal sentence that
"there are no clear conclusions" (p. 4,

If the global criterion approach had proved to be
sterile, what was the alternative? The answer was
to take the same path that more mature sciences
had already followed: If variables at one level of
phenomena do not exhibit lawfulness, break them
down. Cnemistry, physics, and biology had, in a
sense, made progress through making finer and
finer a n aly se s of the phenomena and events they
dealt with. Perhaps research on teaching wou id
reach firm ground if it followed the same route.

Apparently, a number of students of the problem
had this general idea at about the same time. In
1962, writing my chapter on paradigms for the
Handbook of Research on Teaching, I coined the
term, "micro-criteria" of effectiveness. As I
said in that chapter:

.. One solution within the "criterion -of-
effectiveness" approach may be the develop-
ment of the notion of "micro-effectiveness."
Rather than seek criteria for the over-all
effectiveness of teachers in the many, varied
facets of their roles, we may have better suc-
cess with criteria of effectiveness in small,
specifically defined aspects of the r o le ...
a sufficient number of lawn applying to rela-
tively pure aspects of the teacher's role, if
such laws could be developed, might even-
tually be combined, ... to account for the
actual behavior and effectiveness of teach-
ers with pupils under genuine classroom con-
ditions" (Gage, 1963, p. 120).
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A group of workers at Stanforo University, to
which I was to move a few months later, took a sim-
ilar view. In the Stanford program for training
secondary-school teachers, Robert Bush, Dwight
Allen, and their co-workers adopted what is now
known as the technical skills approach. Technicai
skills are specific instructional techniques and pro-
cedures that a teacher may use in the classroom.
They represent an analysis of the teaching process
into relatively discrete components that can be used
in different combinations in the continious flow of
the teacher's performance. The ape cif is set of
technical skills adopted in the teacher-education
program at Stanford may be quite arguable, Indeed,
the list of skills has been revised a number of times
over the past few years. What is important is the
approach the attempt to analyze teaching into
limited, well-defined, components thatcan be taught,
practiced, evaluated, predicted, controlled, and
understood in away that has proven to be altogether
impossible for teaching viewed in the larger chunks
that occur over a period of an hour, a day, a week,
or a year.

When analyzed-teaching, in the form of techni-
cal skills, is made the focus of ..Jur concern, w e
find it possible to do fairly satisfying research
both on teacher education and on teacher effects.
The satisfaction comes from being able to measure
or manipulate relevant independent variables, per-
form true experiments, or make careful analyses
and measure relevant dependent variables.

The idea of technical skills may be illustrated
by the terms used in a recent list of such skills.
One was called "establishing set," or the estab-
lishment of cognitive rapport between pupils and
teacher to obtain immediate involvement in the les-
son; one technique for inducing a positive set Is the
use of relevant analogies. A second technical skill
is that called " establishing appropriate frames of
reference," or points of view. A third technical
skill is that of "achieving closure," or pulling to-
gether major points, linking old and new knowledge,
at appropriate points within a teaching episode as
well as at the end. A fourth technical skill is that

using questions" in such a way as to elicit the
kinds of thought-processes and behaviors desired
such as simple recall, or concept formation, or
evaluation. Other technical skills are those in"rec-
ognizing and obtaining attending behavior," "con-
trol of participation," "providing feedback," "em-
ploying rewards and punishments," and "setting a
model."

MICRO-TEACHING

These technical skills into which important as-
pects of the teaching job have been analyzed are
not merely the subjects of lectures and discussions
in the teacher education program. Rather, they
form the basis for the intern's practice teaching
prior to his entrance Into actual classrooms. This
procedure, well known by now as"micro-teaching,"
consists in getting the trainee to teach a scaled-
down teaching exercise. It is scaled down in terms
of time because it lasts only 5 to 10 minutes. It is
scaled down in terms of class size, because he
teaches a group of not more than five pupils, who
are brought in and paid to serve as pupils in the

micro-teaching clinic. It is scaled down in terms
of the tr.sk, since the trainee attempts to perform
only one of the technical skills in any single micro
teaching session. The sessions are recorded on
video tape, and Ce trainee gets to see and hear him-
self immediately after ti e session. While he looks
at and listens to himself, he receives criticisms and
suggestions from supervisors trained tobe both per-
ceptive and tactful. Then he "re-teaches" the same
lesson to a new small group of pupils in an attempt
to improve on his first performance of the specific
technical skill that is his concern in that session.

Obviously, the general idea is subject to many
variations. The size of the class can be manipu-
lated; the number of trainees teaching a given group
of children can be Increased; the duration of the les-
sons can be lengthened; and the nature of the teach-
ing task can be made more complex so as to em-
brace a group of technical skills in their real-life
combinations. But the idea of analyzing teaching
into technical skills remains the heart of the method
and provide .3 its power as a paradigm for research.

The research on micro-teaching and technical
skills in the Stanford teacher education program has
taken the form of experiments in which various pro-
cedures for feedback to the trainee are manipulated.
Professors Dwight Allen and Frederick McDonald
have organized a program of research on variables
hypothesized to influence the learning of the techni-
cal skills of teaching. Their independent variables
fall into three categories: practice variables, feed-
!. .ck variables, and demonstration variables. A
practice variable may consist in micro-teaching
versus teaching in an actual classroom. A feedback
variable may be the positive or negative character
of the feedback, or the mediation of the feedback by
another person rather than the trainee himself. Fi-
nally, a demonstration variable may take the form
of symbolic demonstration, consisting of written or
spoken words, or perceptual demonstration, consist-
ing in either live or video-taped portrayals of the
desired brthavior; and each of these can consist ei-
ther 'A self - modeling or modeling by others. Other
independent variables have been identified, such as
the timing of a reinforcement, the amount of prac-
tice, and the amount of feedback.

This condensed description of the Allen-McDonald
research program can suffice to illustrate tha use of
the analytic approach to research on teacher educa-
tion. Their research takes the form of true experi-
ments in which subjects are randomly assigned to
different values of the independent variable.

TECHNICAL SKILLS APPROACH EXPLAINING
ABILITY

I should like to turn now to an example of the way
in which the technical skills approach can be applied
to the study of teacher effects. This research has
dealt with a technical skill that I call "explaining,"
or the skill of engendering comprehension usually
orally, verbally, and extemporaneously of some
process, concept, or generalization. Explaining oc-
curs [nail grade levels and subject matters, whether
It is a fifth -grade teacher explaining why the time in
New York differs from that In San Francisco or a
geologist explaining how the ice age may have been
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caused by volcanic eruptions, Everyday observa-
tion tells us that some reople explain aptly, getting
to the heart of the matter with just the right termi-
nolmv, examples, and organization of ideas. Other
explainers, on the contrary, get us and themselves
all mixed up, use terms beyond our level of com-
prehension, draw inept analogies, and even employ
concepts and principles that cannot be understood
withcatt an understanding of the very thing that is be-
ing explained. To some of us, it has seemed that
explaining comes very clove to being No inner es-
sence of instruction, so that when a teac, er is at-
tempting to explain proportionality to his 'ometry
class or irony to his English class, he is behaving
more purely as a teacher than when he is attempting,
say, to motivate, promote discussion, or mainta'
discipline. At any rate, we have made some stud) a
of explaining ability in the attempt to determine
some of the characteristics of effective explanations.

EXPLAINING ABILITY STUDY IN MICRO-
TEACHING CLINIC

The first study was made in the micro-teaching
clinic at St ant or d during the summer of 1965 by
J. C. Fortune, R. F. Shutes, and N. L. Gage (1966). We
attempted to determine the generality of explaining
ability, that is, the degree to which the ability to
explain one topic was correlated with the ability to
explain another topic, and the degree to which the
ability to explain a topic to one group of pupils on
one occasion was correlated with the ability to ex-
plain the same topic to another group of pupils on
another occasion. We also were able to design the
study so as to determine the degree to which tivre
was generality over both pupils and topics, or the
degree to which the ability to explain one topic to
one group of pupil3 on one day correlated with the
Ability to explain another topic to another group of
pupils or. another day. Because there were only
sixty pupils to be sharea in groups of five among
approximately forty interns in the micro-teaching
clinic, the design oecame quite complex in order to
avoid having any intern teach the same topic to the
same group of pupils more than once and to avoid
having the same group of pupils receive an explana-
tion of the same topic more than once. According-
ly, the forty social studies interns and we chose
to work with the soelal studies interns only because
there were more of them than any other kind of in-
tern were divided into five clusters of eight in-
terns each. The lectures dealt withtwenty different
topics, each consisting of an "Atlantic Report" from
the Atlantic Monthly. The correlations that we ob-
tained were thus medians of five correlations, each
based c: four, six, six, six, and eight interns, re-
spectively.

The index of lecture effectiveness, or what I
would like to call the micro-criterion of teacher
explaining ability, was the pupils' mean score on a
10-item test of their comprehension of the main
ideas of the lecture, which was presented by each
intern In 15 minutes under somewhat standardized
conditions. This mean score was adjusted for the
mean ability of the pupils in the given group as meas-
ured by their se otas on all of the other topics.
Similarly, any given mean score was adjusted for
the difficulty of the topic as measured by the mean
score of all groups of pupils on that topic. Thus,

the variance of the adjusted mean posttest compre-
hension scores was attributable not to the ability of
the put ils or the difficulty of the topic bet rather to
the differences among the teachers. We then inves-
tigated the question of the I ialous kinds of general-
ity by determining the median intercorrelations a-
mong the various means. The upshot of this part of
the study was that ge ,erality over topics was non-
existent, and generality _over groups was about . 4.
In other words, the interos were moderatelyconsist-
ent in their ability to explain the same topic to dif-
ferent groups on different occasions, but they were
not consistent in their ability to explain different
topics.

The seedy dealt with the correlations bccween ex-
plaining effectiveness and the pupils' rating of var-
ious aspects of the explanations. The pupils rated
the interns' performance with rest 'ct to twelve
items, such as clarity of aims, organization of the
lesson, selection of material, and clarity of presen-
tation. To us it seemed that some of these dimen-
sions should correlate more highly with explaining
ability than other s. In particular, we hoped that
such discriminant validity would be manifest in the
form of a higher correlationbetween the mean rating
of the lecture for "clarity of presentation" than for
any of the other items of the Stanford Teacher Com-
petence Appraisal Guile. Our hope was borne out ;
the correlation of the adjusted mean prettest com-
prehension scores with pupils' ratings of "clarity of
presentation" was .56, higher than tha with any of
the other rating scale items. This resod; seems to
us to support the validity of both the index of lecture
effectiveness and the mean ratings by the pupils.

EXPLAINING ABILITY STUDY IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

During the school year 1965-1966, I was able, in
collaboration with Barak Rosenshine, to undertake
a replication and extension of this study in the public
schools (Rosenshine. 1969). Because there was no
lack of students in hie highschool classes, taught

theirown teachers, we aid sot become involved in
the complexities of design necessary in the micro-
teaching clinic. To put it very briefly, we got forty
eleventh-grade social studies teachers each to de-
liver a 15-minute lecture on an "Atlantic Report" on
Yugoslavia taken from the Atlantic Monthly. The
teachers had been given the article several days in
advance, and had been told to prepare a lecture that
would enable their pupils to answer a 10-item multi-
ple-choice test of comprehension of the article's
main ideas. To vide them in preparing their lec-
ture, they were given five of the multiple-choice
questions that would be asked, while the other five
questions were withheld. After the 15-minute lec-
ture, in which the teachers wore permitted to use
the blackboard but no other aids, their students took
the 10-item test. They also rated the teacher's lec-
ture on'items similar to those I have already de-
scribed. The next clay, the same teachers and classes
did the same things, except that the subject matter
was an "Atlantic Report" on Thailand; again the
teachers had been given five of the ten items as a
Ode to the kind of lecture that they should prepare
and had been told to focus on the explane.ion of the
major ideas, concepts, and principles brought out in
the article, which constituted the curriculum for this
bit of teaching. On the third day, the classes heard
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a third l e c t u r e , one that was the same for all
classes, a tape recorded 15- minute lecture on Israel,
a verbatim reading of an "Atlantic Report," and
then the pupils again took a 10-item test bassi on
that article.

The class mean on the Israel test was used to
adjust the class means on Yugoslavia and Thailand
for between-class differences in ability. Our rea-
soning was that the scare on such a test of compre-
hension of a uniform lecture would be more useful
in controlling relevant kinds of ability than would
the usual scholastic aptitude test. The class n:eans
on Yugoslavia and Thailand were also adjusted for
teacher differences in the content-relevance of the
lecture, as determined by scoring the transcript of
the lecture for relevance to the ten items on the
comprehension test. We then assumed that the
variance that still remained in the adjusted com-
prehension test meano of the classes would reflect
differences between the teachers in what we were
ccncerned with, namely, the intellectual style and
process of the teacher's lecture. In this study, the
teacher's adjusted effectiveness index on Yugosla-
via correlated .47 with his effectiveness on Thailand;
1. e. , there was considerable generality of effective-
ness over topics, even after student ability and con-
tent relevance had been par ttaled out.

It should be noted that we were using the micro-
teaching idea in this investigation. The teaching
was restricted to just one aspect of the teacher's
role, namely, ability to explain the current, social,
political, and economic situation in another country.
The curriculum was also scaled down. We also
used another major feature of the micro-teaching
eltnic, the video tape recorders which made it
possiblefor us to study the teacher's behavior, ver-
bal and nonverbal, at leisure.

One major question was that of whether our cri-
terion, or micro-criterion, of teacher effectiveness
in explaining, name ly , the mean comprehension
score of the pupils, adjusted for both mean pupil
ability and content-relevance, contained variance
that would be manifested In something abot:t the
lecture that was visible or audible. In other words,
was there some difference between good and poor
explanations that was worth trying to analyze? So
v.e picked two lectures on Yugoslavia that were ex-
tremely high on our index of effectiveness and two
that were extremely low. We had a group of eight
judges read the article on Yugoslavia and take the
comprehension test, and then watch and listen to
all four of these lectures. Then the judges ranked
the lectures in terms of perceived effectiveness in
engendering comprehension as measured by the 10-
item test. It turned out that the judges' post-dic-
tions were quite significantly more accurate than
could have been expected on the basis of chance,
and we were accordingly reassured that our micre
criterion was indeed reflected in something that
could be seen or heard in the lecture.

But the major concern of this investigation was
to determine the cognitive and stylistic correlates
of the lecture's effectiveness, ror this purpose,we
used extreme groups to minimize the labor of scoring
a host of variables about which we had no great
conviction. So the ten most effective explanations

on Yugoslavia were identified and also the ten least
effective. From these, we chose at random five of
the most effective and five of the least effective.
Then, groups of judges and content analysts worked
over the transcripts of the lectures, scoring and
rating them on a host of variables. Some of these
were sentence fragments, the average sentence
length, the number of prepositional phrases per sen-
tence, and so on. Other variables dealt with the
number of self-references by the teacher, or with
various aspects of syntax, or instructional set, fa-
miliar ization, uses of previous knowledge, mobilizing
sets, attention focusing procedures, organization,
emphasis, amount of repetition and redundancy, the
number of words per minute, and so on.

The variables that discriminated between the five
best and the five worst lectures on Yugoslavia were
then tried out on the other set of five best and five
worst lectures on Yugoslavia to see if they still dis-
criminated. Those that survived thi first cross-
validation were then tried out on the best and worst
lectures on Thailand. At the last accounting, two
characteristics of the lectures had survived this
kind of validation and cross-validation procedure.
These variftbles were what we are calling "explain-
ing," or the degree to which the teacher describes
the how, why, or effect of something, and the "rule-
eg-rule" pattern, or the degree to which the teacher
states a generalization, gives examples of it, and
then summarizes a seriesof illustrations at a higher
level of generality than the illustrations themselves.
These two variables not only seem to be valid in our
data but also are reliably rated by independent judges.
Nonetheless, these must not be cons idered to be
firmly established findings; they are merely examples
of the kinds of conclusions to which research of this
kind can lead.

Currently, we are in the process of scoring all
of the explanations on all of the variables that appear
to hold any prom lee, and we will then undertake
studies of the complete correlation matrices involving
not only the indices of explanation effectiveness, but
also all of the characteristics of t he explanations,
and the ratings of the lectures by the pupils who
heard them. Such a complete correlational study
will throw light on the consistency from one lecture
to another of the indices of lecture effectiveness, and
the stylistic characteristic sof the lectures, and also
their intercorrelations.

What I have been describing is of course a corre-
iaronal study. Along with its advantages In permit-
ting the exploration of a wide variety of possible cor-
relates of explaining ability as they occur under
fairly normal conditions, it also has thedisadvantage
of making causal interpretations hazardous. For
this reason, studies of this kind ought to proceed
fairly z .pidly into experiments in which the different
ways of explaining will be based, at least in part, on
leads obtained from our correlational studies.

Such experimental research may lead toward
quite novel methods of teaching that could never be
developed on the basis of studies of teaching the way
teaching is, Stolurow (1965) has contrasted the ap-
proach of "modeling the master teacher" with that
of "mastering the teaching model. " The first ap-
proach is that of studying the mosteffective teachers
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we can find in order to find out how they behave and
what they are like so that we can attempt to produce
more teachers like them. Many research workers
see little promise in this approact. They recom-
mend that we undertake Instead to develop wholly
new models of the teaching process designed f o r
optimal elf ectiveness regardless of their similarity
to the way teaching now goes on In the normalclass-
MOM,

COMPUTER-ASSISTED PROGRAMMED
INSTRUCTION

The teaching model that many advocates of this
approach have in mind is that of programmed In-
struction, particularly computer-assisted pro-
grammed instruction. As Sums and Atkinson and
others have described this revolutionary undertaking
in research and development on instruction, it holds
out great promise indeed. Before too long, the
annoying problems in the hardware will have been
solved, After a somewhat longer time, we may
expect substantial and well-validated programmed
curricalar materials to have been developed in all
the subject matters and grade levels. As one who
has seen the highly developed installations at the
Brentwood School in East Palo Alto, California, I
must share the optimism of Suppes and Atkinson,
and other developers of computer-assisted instruc-
tion.

Their very success. or coming success, raises
problems for the kind of instructional n.eftds with
which we have been concerned In this paper. On
superficial examination at least, certain major
problems of ordinary classroom teaching seem to
be clearly surmounted by computer- assisted instruc-
tion. For example, t he problem of the cognitive
complexity in the teacher's task, of how the teacher
can say Just the right thing at the right time to de-
velop a concept or formulate a theory, is apparently
well handled, at least in principle, by computer -
assisted instruction. Its program i can be worked
out and tried out In meticulous deb,H, well in ad-
vance, at leisure, by the most skilled curriculum
experts in the land, and then made available in all
their subtlety and complexity to every teacher who
uses the program. Another major problem in the
ordinary classroom is thatof individualizing instruc-
tion. No matter how we group our pupils between
schools, within schools. or within classrooms, we
still have the problem of adjusting the rate and di-
rection of the teaching and learning process to the
needs and abilities of the individual pupil; her e
again, at least in principle, computer-assisted in-
struction seems at first glance to have the better
of the live teacher.

While pondering these problems, I got some
help from a restatement of the idea of individualized
instruction in a recent paper 4, Philip Jackson (198h).
He states it as follows:

Individualizing Instruction, In the educa-
tor's sense, means Injecting humor into a
lesson when a student seems to need It, and
quickly becoming serious when he is ready to
settle down to work; it means thinking of ex-
amples that are uniquely relevant to t he
student's previous experience and offering
them at just the alight time; it means feeling

concerned over whether or not a student is
progressin,, and communicating that concern
in a way that will be helpful; it means offering
appropriate praise, not just because positive
reinforcers strengthen response tendencies,
but because the student's perrorm ince is de-
serving or human admiration, it means, in
short, responding as an individual to an indi-
vidual,

Individualization in this sense is much more !tan
allowing for differences In speed of moving thr, ugh
a program or providing different branches or routes
through the material.

Jackson's analysis of this And of limitation in
computer-assisted instruction should be placed
alongside of the indications by Suppes (1988) t hat
tutoring and dialog, which are higher levels of in-
struction than drill-practice, are still well in the
future, as capabilities of computer-based instruction.
Hence, any fears about the rapid obsolescence
live teachers, even where narrowly defined cognitive
objectives are concerned, are quite unwarranted.
That is, there will still be a need for teachers to
use the kinds of technical skills, including explaining,
with which the analytic approach being developed at
Stanford and elsewhere is concerned. We shall have
to co-tfnue to grapple with the problems of cognitive
complexity and individualization through the medium
of the live, human, teacher even In the realm of the
well-formulated cognitive objectives. And there will
always be the indispensable role of teachero in aselst-
ing pupils In attaining various kinds of affective and
social tearnings in the classroom.

Accordingly, group discussions, role playing,
teaching for divergent thinking, as well as the tech-
nical skills I have already mentitoed, are all the
subject of various research and development projects
now under way in the Stanford Center for Research
and Development in Teaching. We are also looking
at the way in which the organizational context influ-
ences the teacher's choices among ways to teach.
And, in one of our projects, entitled "The Teacher
In 1980," we are looking at the way in which new
curriculum developments, television and other tech-
nical aids, computer technology, and new organiza-
tional schemes inthe schools will affect the teacher's
role in the foreseeable future.

CONCLUSION: A NEED FOR ANALYSIS

In conclusion, let me refer again to what I see as
one basic new theme in the research and develop-
ment in teaching that is now under way at Stanfood
and elsewhere. U it were necessary to sum it uo in
one word, my word would be analysis, breaking down
the complexities that have proven to be so unmanage-
able when dealt with as a whole. We are no longer
crippled by the notion that because there Is one word
called "teaching," there is one, single, over-all
criterion of effectiveness in teaching that will take
essentially the same form wherever teaching, occurs.
Event! none of the analyses of teaching that we have
now proves to be viable, they will not be replaced by
the old global conceptually Impossible, complex
variables that I see as the reason for the fruitless-
ness of so much of research on teaching in the past.
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Instead, they will be replaced by other analyses of
teaching, perhaps even finer analyses, until we get
the sets of lawful relationships between variables
that will mark the emergence of a scientific basis
for the practice of teaching. It may well be that a
15 ninute explanation of a 5-page magazine article
is still too !arge a unit of teaching behavior to yield
valid, lawful knowledge. It may well be that the
mean score on a 10-item test of comprehension,
adjusted for student ability and content relevance
of the lecture, Is still too large and complex a de-
pendent varlabe.e. Eut, compared with the massive,
tangled, and unanalyzable units that have tiplcally
been studied in the past - in research on the lecture
method, the discussion method, and class size, for
example - such units seem precise and manageable
indeed. And eventually, of course, we shall have
to put teaching back together again into syntheses
that are better than the teaching that goes on now.
I think itwould be safe to say that there is now some
hope of our being able to de v e lop a scientifically
grounded set of answers to every leacher's central
question, "What should I do in the classroom?"
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mom Interaction Analysis and

Inservice Training

WHAT IS INTERACTION ANALYSIS?

INTERACTION analysis is a system
for observing and coding the verbal interchange be-
tween a teacher and his pupils. The assumption is
made that teaching behavior and pupil responses are
expressed primarily through the spoken word as a
series of verbal events which occur one after an-
other. These events are identified, coded so as to
preserve sequence, and tabulated systematically in
order to represent a sample of the spontaneous
teacher influence.

The most important criterion which any codtrg
system must meet before it can be considered sat-
isfactory is that a trained person can decode the
data in order to reconstruct those aspects of the
original behavior which were encoded, even though
h e was not present at the observation. A part of
this article will describe Inferences which can be
made from a blind analysis of coded data.

Interaction analysis has been used to study spon-
taneous teaching behavior and it has also been used
in projects which attempt to help teachers modify
their behavior. In the first instance there may be
a long period of time between observations and the
analysis of the data. The data can be punched on
IBM cards as they are collected over a period vf
several months, but a computer program to tabu-
late and analyze the data may be used only after all
the observations have been completed. On the other
hand, when Inte.action analysis data are collected
in order toprovide a teacher with information about

Rawl Ned A. Flanders
The University of Michigan

Ann Arbor, Michigan

his own behavior as a part of preservice or inserv-
ice training, then it may be advantageous to code
directly into adesired tabulation form so that inter-
pretations can be made at the earliest moment after
the teaching episode is completed. This article will
be more concerned with the procedures ol interac-
tion analysis which can be used during preservice
and inservice training, and less concerned with
applications In more basic research projects.

A possible goal of an inservice training program
might be to discover whether the spontaneous pat-
terns of verbal communication which are observed
are, or are not, consistent with the intentions of
the teacher. In such a program, the assumption is
made that modifying behavior in order to make it
moreconsistentwith intent will, in most instances,
result in an improvement. The model toward which
behavior is modified is created by the teacher at-
tempting to change.

An inservice training program can also be de-
signed in which all participating teachers attempt
to make similar modifications, for example, devel-
oping more skill in makirgfulluee of the ideas which
are expressed by pupils during classroom d ise,,urse.
Here the model could be justified from the results of
research which made use of interaction analysis,
but spe:...lal care would be necessary in designing
activities which would help teachers accept and
understand the desirability of such modifications.
In brief, the value orientation would be that the qual-
ity of classroom Instruction is Improved when the
ideas expressed by pupils are more adequately rec-
ognized, clarified, used in some step of a logical
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analysis, thus hiving the pupils a more active par t
in the learning activities,

In nearly all applications of interaction analysis
it Is deoirable to collect other kinds of data such as
pupil attitudes, pupil achievement, and perceptions
of the teaching situation held by the teacher and the
pupils. These additional data permit the develop-
ment of theory and explanation.

The resources of such a program, as with ell in-
service activities, require money inorder to obtain
time, space, and assistance for those who are par-
ticipating. A number of steps can be anticipated:
(a) Prospective observers and participating teachers
must be trained to use the technique. This usually
requires 8 to 12 hours under the directionof a quali-
fied observer. (b) Personal, self -development
goals mustbe clarified by the participating teachers.
(c) Each teacher-observer team must set up com-
parison situation involving a planned change or be-
navior and two or more observations &heel(' be
scheduled so that evidence of change can be assessed.
(d) Plans to collect other types of information must
be completed. (e) Social-skill training sessions,
based on interaction analysis categories, are often
helpful, espee !ally when they are incorporated in
the observation training. Such training often helps
teachers :et personal goals for changing their be-
havior. (f) Plans will be necessary to provide in-
centives for teachers and to maintain the momen-
tum of the program, once it is started. (g) Care
must be taken to insure freedom from threat, to
make sure that the voluntary aspects of participa-
tion are genuine, and to avoid superimposing the
program as an excessive demand on teachers who
may already be too busy.

OBSERVATION PROCEDURES AND

MATRIX IIITERPREMTION

Given ten categories, shown in Table 1, all ver-
bal statements are classified at least once every 3
seconds bya trained observer. The events are coded
by using the arable number s from one to t en
which are a ritten down In such a way as to preserve
the original sequeriee. The data can then be tabulated
in a table of ten rows and ten columns which is
called a matrix.

Such a series is entered into a matrix two at a
time. The first number of each pelt indicates the
row of the matrix, the second the column. The
first pair consists of the first two numbers. The
second pair consists of the second and ti,lrd numbers,
and thus overlaps tte fir st pair. All tallies enter
the matrix as a series of overlapping pairs.

With ono tally approximatel; every 3 seconds,
there are one hundred tallies for 5 minutes, 1,200
tallies per hour; therefore, 20 minutes, or about
four hundred tallies, provide a mats ix with sufficient
data for a number of inferences about verbal com-
munication,

In a sustainedobservation of a teacher covering
six to eight lhotie visits, It is necessary to tabu-
late separate matrices for different types of class-
room activities. Each matrix should represent
either a single episode of class activity or any num-

ber of homogeneous episodes that are combined.
We use five activity categoriesfor Junior high school
academic subjects; they are: routine procedures,
discussion of new material, iiscussion to eaaluate
student performance or products of learning, general
discussion, and the supervision of seatwo.k or
group activities. Different activity categories may
be useful for a self - contained eiementary-school
classroom. In any case, the purpose of tabulating
the data in several different matrices, Instead of in
Just one total matrix, is determined by the purposes
of observation and the range of expected classroom
activities.

In the case of the inservice training of teachers,
data are tabulated into separate matrices in such a
way as not to mask the comparison to be made. To
illustrate, suppose the comparison is between two
samples of teaching behavior, one before and one
after several weeks of social skill training. Keep-
ing the data in homogeneous activity matrices will
help to avoidfalse conclusions. For example, a de-
crease, increase, or no change in certaincategories,
when the two matrices are compared, may be due to
the differences in the learning activities observed,
rather than due to change in teaching behavior which
resulted from inservice training. Grouping thedata
to represent homogeneous learning activities helps
to avoid such confusion.

A tabulated metric divides into special areas for
interpretations that are shown in Table 2. Particu-
lar questions can be answered by comparing tallies
within and between these areas. Here are some ex-
amples.

Areas A (1+2+3+4), B(5+13+7), C(8+9), and D(10)
can be used to find the percent time the teacher
talks, the pupils talk, and time spent in pauses, si-
lence, and confusion. Comparisons between Areas
A and B provide information about the relative bal-
ance between initiating and responding within teach-
er talk. Initiating teacher talk Is more directive.
tends to support the use of teacher authority, and
restricts pupil participation. Responsive teacher
talk is more indirect, tends to share authority, and
expanc's pupil participation.

Area E is a block of nine cells that indicates the
continued use of acceptance and praise, construc-
tive reaction to pupil feeling, and clarifying, accept-
ing, and developing pupil ideas, as well as transi-
tions among these three categories while the teacher
is talking. In any inservice training program devoted
to increasing the teacher's attention to ideas ex-
pressed by pupils, before and after comparisons
would require an analysis of these nine cells. In
fact, an inservice training program which attempted
to teach more subtlif differences in the teacher's
reaction to pupil ideas might require subdividing
Category 3 in order to note the presence and ab-
sence of various types of Category 3 statements.
For example, 9-1 -- merely repeats to show that
the pupil ideas were heard; 3-2 - reacts to specif-
ic pupil ideas, but only in terms of the teacher's
perceptions of these ideas; 3-3 -- reacts to specific
pupil ideas, but reactions incorporate the percep-
tions of one or more pupils; and 3-4 -- stimulate a
reaction to a pupil's ideas by asking questions so
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TABLE 1

CATEGORIES OF INTERAC'AON ANALYSIS

Teacher Talk and Student Talk

LEACHER TALK

Response
1. Accepts feeling: accepts and clarifies the feeling tone of the students in a non-threatening manner.

Feelings may be positive or negative. Predicting or recalling feelings are included.
2. Praises or encourages: praises or ercourages student action or behavior. Jokes that retease ten

skin, but at the expense of another individual; nodding head, or saying "urn hm?" or "go on" are
Included.

3.* Accepts or uses Ideas of students: clarifying, building, or developing ideas suggested by a student.
As teacher brings more of his own ideas into play, shift to category five.

4, Asks questions; asking a question about content or procedure with the intent that a student answer.

Initiation
5. * Lecturing: giving facts or opinions about content or procedures; expressing his own ideas, asking

rhetorical questions.
8.* Giving directions: directions, cninmanda, or orders to which a student is expected to comply.
7. * Criticizing or justifying authority: statements intended to change student behavior from non-accept-

able to acceptable pattern; bawling someone out; stating why the teacher is doing what he is doing;
extreme self-reference.

STUDENT TALK

Response
8. * Student talk response: talk by students in response to teacher. Teacher initiates the contact or

policits student statement.

Initiation
9. Student talk initiation: talk by students which they initiate. U "calling on" student is only to in-

dicate who may talk next, observer must decide whether student wanted to talk. If he did, use this
category.

10. Silence or confusion: pauses, short periods of silence and periods of confusion in which communi-
cation cannot be understood by the observer.

There is NO scale implied by these numbers. Each number is ch.csifIcatory; it designates a particular kind
of communication event. To write these numbers down during observation is to enumerate, not to Judge a
position on a scale.

that other pupils react. In effect, Category 3 is ex-
panded into four categories for a special purpose.
This would result it a 13 x 13 matrix instead of a
l0 it 10 matrix.

Area F is a block of four cells that indicates the
continued use of directions and criticism and tratii-
lions between these two categories. The two trans! -
tion cells are particularly reliable indicators of dis-
cipline problems. Shifting from directions to criti-
cism is tallied in the 8 -7 cell, and indicates that
expected compliance is Judged unsatisfactory by the
teacher. Shifting from criticism back to directions,
the 7-8 cell, indicates a return to more directions
after criticism.

Areas 01 and 02 are particularly interesting be-
cause they isolate the immediate response of thq
teacher at the moment students stop talking. One
aspect of teacher flexibility can be discovered by
comparing the balance of indirect and direct state-
ments shown in 01 and 02 With those found In Areas

A and B. The differencebetween superficial, short,
perfunctory praise or clarification, and praise or
clarification that is more carefully developed is
ea9tly seen by comparinvothe tallies in Area GI with
those in E, particularly the 2-2 and 3-3 cells.

Area H Indicates the types of teacher state-
ments that trigger student participation. Respons-
es to the teac her are found in column 8; state-
ments initiated by the student In column 9. As one
might expect, there is usually a heavy loading of
talliea in the 4-8 cell. High frequencies in Ca is
cell and the 8-4 cell, but not in the 8-8 cell, often
indicate rapid drill.

Area I indicates sustained student participation.
These may be lengthy statements by a few students,
or stuelntto student communication.

So-called "steady state" cells fall on the diago-
nal from cell 1-1 to 10-10. Tallies here indicate
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that the speaker persists in a pertkular communi-
cation category for longer than 3 Ilet0t41 a. All
other cells Al e transition cells moving from one
category to another.

Ch.-tithed lathe center of Table 3 by dash Rites is
the content cross. The tote' number of tallies in
this are', compared with tellies not In this Ares,
gives a very crude indiemtion (tithe content orienta-
tion of the class activity,.

In Wilton to making use of the areas just des-
cribed, the folio. Arc procedure can be followed to
interpret a matrix.

First, }orate the single cell within the ten rows
and columns which has the highest frequency. The
pair of events, represented by the tell, Is the most
frequently occurring and can be used is Martine
pint is reconstrecting the Interaction.

SIC011 from this highest aeisency cell, you
slat foranyd or backward, In terms of sequence,
to begin a sequence diagram. The row of any cell
Indicates the east likely third event, that is, the
event which Is most liter, to follow, gives an trial-
rad pair el events designed by the highest frequency

cell. The column, on the other hand, indkates
vrhich event most probably proceeded the pair ct
events In question. The flow of events is properly
represented when the eye scans the main's In a
clockt.ise rotation. Should the highest frequency
fall Into transition cell, not a st.ady elate cell,
the row or cohtme of either number in the pair can
be studied to retraze or advance the sequence of
events.

An example of matrix Interpretation Pill be
shown later in this article. Etc Mtn matrix Inter-
pretation, however. Is not likely to develop from
reading this article. which serves only to propose
guidelines. For that matter, skill to observation
Cannot develop from reading about how It is done.
All aspects of Interactka analysts regale.* practice
In order to develop skill. It is the ("pooh* of a
spectator sport.

fitelhAOI MO CONSIRTATICII
ION MOIMPA

The perpoe. oftecdbeck is to provide a teacher
with infoernatiOil about his verbal statements which
permits a comparison with a erne standard cc model
of whet should Mgt happened. Without purposive
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comparisons which are planned In advarce of the ob-
servation, the reactions of the rersor. receiving the
Information may be reduced to Incidental specula-
tions or points of interest that h,.)pen to be noticed.

To be useful as a model or standard, one's inten-
tions must be specified in terrnsof frequencies to be
fr Ind in the cells of tits matrix. Thus, if a teacher
wishes to practice providing more extended praise,
he will expect to find an Increase in the 2-2 cell of
the matrix, one situation compared to another. If a
teacher decides he would like to stimulate more pu-
pil talk In which ideas are Initiated by pupils, he
might study column 9inthe matrix to see what events
trigger these pupil statements. In a program of in-
service training in which all teachers attempt to in-
crease the utilisation of ideas expressed by pupils,
attention will be directed to column 3 and row 3 of
the matrix.

Most InservIce training programs can achieve
some success inbr Inging selected concepts and value
orientations to the attention of teachers, these are
matters of awareness. Evidencelhaisuch awareness
has been implemented through overt behavior re-
quires anobjettive assessment of spontaneous tea,h-
ing behavior.

The assessment of the spontaneous behavior must
be reasonably objective in order to be reliable. Un-
fortunately, interaction analysis is not free of bias
and error, probably aboutone outof every ten c lass!.
fkations of an experienced observer is Incorrect.
Interaction analysis data can be and probably ale
more objective, when dealt with in summary form,
compared with most other procedures for making
judgments about spontaneous teaching beh a v ior.
Judgments about events which occur within t t me
segments of only a few seconds end which must be
repeated again and ail Intend to become more c I st-
ent with practke. Furthermore, Ming the presence
or absence of a short event is not a procedure which
lends itself as easily to distortion and bias.

No matter how objective, fellable, and valid an
assessment procedure, the results will be distorted
if the behavior itself in distcrted. Unfortunately,
merely anticipating observation might cause non-re-
preatntatirt behavior to appear, hot to rr.ention the
obsetvatioti experience itself. Beloit/are some pol-
icies and suggestions which we have found helpful
to reducing the tendency of a teacher to put on an
act while being observed.

First, an observer should be In the classroom
only when invited by the teacher.

Second, the Invitation should be based on a pith
iretutry which was deve`oyed by the teacher and

observer prior to any classroom visits. Observa-
tion should produce irlor kudos which is relevant
to some problem or question which Is considered
Important to both pailklponts. Thus, a teacher
partk 1pating in an loservice trebling ;topsil. which
proposes to improve the way pupil ideas are handled
during classroom discussion may be curious about
this aspect of Interaction before and after training.
Such a question might involve creating two sinellu
leeeon plans is which a teacher voila be confronted
will opportenilles to react to pupil ideas. One les-

son would be observed before training and the sec-
ond lesson after training, The plan could be em-
bellished to provide greater insights by collecting
additional data. For example, predictions about
pupil perceptions, teacher perception!), pupil atti-
tudes and similar phenomena could be made, one
lesson compared with the other. Then, instead of
merely counting the Incidence of constructive teacher
reactions to ideas expressed by pupils, certain
theories about the consequences of such teacher be-
havior might be investigated.

Third, the status and power difference between
the observer and the teacher should be a minimum.
Another teacher who is a best friend might make
the moat appropriate observer, providing skill in
observation is present.

Fourth, the conference to provide feedback should
follow a logical plan of Liquiry. Alt the relevant
data should be at hand and referred to in terms of
questions to be answered and not In terms of idle
curiosity. It often helps to have two or more ma-
trkes, since this facilitates the making of compari-
sons out of which theoretical explanation grows. A
single matrix more often stimulates opinions about
what is "good" and "bad," illatrated by the ques-
tion, "Do ycu think the lesson was satisfactory?"
Such questions place the observer in an awkward
position, since he must exp-ess a reneral judgerneml.
In this position he cannot be an cal partner in tne
inquiry process. On the other hard, when a hypr,'ho-
sis about behavior Is being investigated and profes-
sional competence of the teacher is not in the fore-
ground, the analysis of data is more systematic and
unwanted defensive distractions are less likely to
Occur.

Fifth, the entire procedure including pienning,
execution, and analysis usually works more smooth-
ly when the teacher, as *yell as the observer, has
KM approximately equal experience In observation.
For example, setting up hypotheses, designing two
Comparable lesson plar.s, and knowingwhere to look
in a matrix for the oroper information are phases
et the v.tertenze which should be shared by two
partners who are equally competent. 1i-ten the ob-
server is more expel lere:ed srd eompetent, the
leacher defers and becomes the dependent member
of the team. both members of the teem should
hare had previous experience in both teaching and
observation.

1UPSTItAiXoPti
MtACI1Ut PitOCUNIKS

For purposes of illustration, let us assume that
the goal c4 insets*e training is to increase the
teacher's skill In making use of ideas expressed by
pupils. In an article as short as this one, only four
aspects of such an isservice training program will
be mentioned. First, some Initial performance data
Woe-ides a before training performance pattern for
which subsequent obsti -Anon data can be compered.
Second, skill training protedurestanbe closely toe-
related to observation procedures. Third, data in
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addition to interaction analysis are helpful In dscid-
ing whether or not a change in behavior Is an leo -
woventent. And fourth, more advanced training de-
signs and more complex data collectien procedures
will be necessary to push progress beyond the Ini-
tial results. Each of these tour topics %ill be dis-
cussed In turn.

INITIAL PERFORMANCE DATA

Initial performance data might be in the form of
a short obstrvitiondtming a class discussion. table
3 shows a matrix of a teacher which will now be in-
terpreted to show how the *booster and teacher mate
an initial diagnosis before training. The same data,
c4 course, can eerie as a before training standard
in order to determine whether change has occurred.

Slate the total tallies equals 300, one can esti-
mate that the matt Lt represents about al minutes of
interaction (100 tallies = S minutes, taint* . I
minute).

A number of percentages and other ratios, which
help to form an initial picture, can be found at the
bottom rows of table 3. for example, the teacher
talked SS. T percent, the papilla 38. 1 percent, and
Mime and confusloa was LI percent. The teacher
was fairly Airectire, that is he initiated more than
hr resrPied, as shown by an Vb * 0. Ti (divide all

tallies in categories 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 by 5 + 8 7 to ob-
tain this ratio). The highest cell frequencies are
found in the steady state diagonal cells, tech as the
5.5, the 8-8, and the 0-9 cells. This suneste that
the teacher and pupils were able to continue a parti-
cular mode of c tpression once it started. Higher
frequencies in these steady state cells Indicata that
the tempo of exchange was slower, for example, than
might occur In a drill period. All silences were 3
seconds or less (note no tallies In the 10.10 cell) and
most pauses followed teacher qtr stions (N 5 In the
4.10 celli ar I teacher lecture (N 3 in the 5-10 cell)
rather than gupll statements. In six of !best, eight
transitions, it WPA the teacher who broke the pause
by talking (note that N 1 In the 10.8 and 10.0 cells).
This analysis of silence supports the interpretation
that the teacher tended to Initiate and did not permit
a pupil more than 3 seconds to respond.

The matrix is sometimes more easily understood
when It is translated into a flow pattern II' Waled In
Figure 1. In this diagram the most frequently occur-
ring steady state cells are shown as rectangles and
the size of the rectangle Indicates the relat Ire fre-
quency of the pair. Transitions among these cells
are indicated by arrows and the thickness of the
arrow Is roughly proportional to the frequency of
these transitions. Anyone can learn to draw such
a pattern flow diagram f rom a tabulated matrix. Be-
gin withthe highest frequency cell, in this case the

*go* a 110;0 Pre We 1-6/64
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5-5 cell with eighty tallies. Proceed across the
same row to find out the ne!.t most likely occurr tog
events and inspect columns to identity the most
likely preceding events. The arrows in Table 3 il-
lustrate the clockwise direction of the flow. Thus
In both the matrix and in Figure 1, begin with the
5-5 cell, sustained lecturing. The next most likely
event Is that the teacher will ask a questior. Next,
pupils are most likely to respond to this question ,
see category 8. There are two events of almost
equal probability following pupil response talk, one
is that the teacher will ask anotherquestion and the
other is that the teacher will lecture. The four tran-
sitions shown by the heavy arrows in Figure I ac-
count for most of the interaction: these are, 5.4,
4-8, 8.4, and 8-5. Other transitions do occur, but
the transitions just listed and their assoc tated stead,
state cells account for 285 tellies or about 75 per-
cent of the entire observation.

Many things could be said about this pattern of
interaction, but by far the most certain Inference
is that In the event that this teacher increased his
use of category 3, it could be clearly seen In the
matrix. The use of category 3, especially the 3-3
cell, Is below average for a classroom teacher.
After training along these lines a second matrix and
flow pattern diagram could be made as a compari-
son with this initial performance.

SPECIFIC SOCIAL SKILL TRAINING EXERCISES

Specific social skill training exercises can be
conducted which are closely correlated with inter-
action anal:rail. A training skill exercise might in-
volve three or four people who take turn: providing
certain patterns of verbal statements while respond-
ing spontaneously to the statements of others in
the group. The person being trained is designated
as the actor, one other persor. is the observer, and
the rest are reactors or foils who provide spode/w-
ire. Different assignments are given to the actor
which he then carries out by interacting with his
foils. The observer keeps a record of the communi-
cation W. coding within the ten categories. The
assignment can be given In terms of the categories,
for example, the actor is asked to produce a 4-8-4-
8-44-4 -S, etc., sequence. An actor might be asked
to choose &topic and produce any sequence which is
relevant to teaching and is related lothe goals of the
training.

The activity of a training exercise follows a mod-
el In which an actor attempts a partkelar Were,
his foils provide a spontaneous setting, and the ob-
server keeps a coded tecordof what happens. Some
teething episodes mit last only stew minutes, ether a
are longer. Eactrepsode is folloeredbe &discussion
of the performance end ways that it tatibe improved.
While this kind of activity can tisitydegenerate into
superficial play acting, especially when first attempt-
ed, it is also true that serious and Interested pat-
tkipluds can wee this technique to practice produc Int
certain patterns of behavior ender increasing Mi-
ce* circumstances and mate pi-ogress in the self
control of spontaneous behavior.

Exciting how to mate fell use of the ideas es -
pressed by pupils is a goal to which spontaneous

shill training exercises can easily be adapted. It is
possible to gain practice in listening carefully, In
listing ideas expressed by another person, in sum-
marizing ideas which have just been expressed, in
building questionson ideas expressed by others, and
to teach pupils to initiate their own steps in problem
solving by showing a pupil how his ideas are related
to a problem.

Skill practice sessions become more realistic
when they are closely related to classroom practice
sessions. After one or two initial observations an
observer and teacher may discuss the relationships
between the teacher's intention and the patterns
which appear on several matrices. Skill practice
sessions are then designed to emphasise a personal
goal of the teacher based on discrepancies revealed
by the matrix. If the training avivitles are custom
built to the needs of the teacher, and if he sees them
as relevant to his own professional development,
then he is more likely to approach the training ses
slons with serlot's intent and k sense of ei,timIsm
concerning personal development. ft a leo helps
when classroom patterns begin to c ha nee in a de-
sired direction as a result of skill practice sessions.

Usually, the assignments of actor, foil, and ob-
server are rotated during skill practice sessions.
In this way a teacher not only becomes familiar with
the coding system of interaction analysis, he also
obtains soine degree of observer profklency. He
also learns to accept anddevelopthe perce pions that
others have of his behavior.

The primary purpose of these training episodes
Is to practice producing certain t..tterns of state-
ments, to translate concepts about le aching into spin-
taneous behavior patterns, to learn how ;o assess
such patterns, and to discuss how these various pat-
terns appear in classroom teaching. Many varia-
tions of training exercises can be directed toward
these goals making them useful for inservice training.

DECIDiNG WHEN A CHANGE IS AN IMPROVEMENT

Deciding when a change is an Improvement usual-
ty requires data in addition to interaction analysis.
For example, merely giving a teacher It struct ions
to "go in there and ercda:e more threes," much
like a football coach, is quite likely to increase the
incidente of category three. This change may lake
place, however, without any Insight into the teaching
process and may possibly be seen as either inappro-
'elate or not realistic by the pupils.

Milting the Ideas expressed by pupils during
classroom discourse involves several pedagogically
sound principles. One such principle Is that this
kind of teacher behavior stimulates lie perception
amore pupils that each pupil 'a free to express his
ideas. Simple paper and pencil reaction sheets, to
be filled out by pupils old enough to reed and write,
can be used to assess pupil perceptions immediately
following s practice 641061 In which tee teacher
tries to accept and clarify pupil ideas. When both
the observer's records and the pupil's average per -
cept ions from a raper arxi pert it instrument indicate
greater escresslor and use of pupil ideas, then the
additional evidence provides greater L oaf ideate
that the thence Is an improve meat.
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Another pedagogical principle Is that a pupil
learns to c luster loeas because they are elm
liar and then abstract the cluster with an approgi-
ate label through d irected practice in expressing his
ideas. A second observer can keep an Inventory If
separate ideas expressed by pupils, he can note In-
stances In which the pupils, instead et the teacher,
noticed a cluster, and finally, he can record wheth-
er the teacher or the pupils supplied an appropri-
ate label to a given cluster. This additional evi-
dence also helps to show whether a change in teach-
er behavior Is, or Is not, an Improvement.

PUSHING TRAINING BEYOND SUPERFICIAL
CHANGE

Pushing training beyond superficial change usu-
ally requires special category systems of inter-
action analysis. For example, the division of cate-
gory 3, mentioned earlier, can provide a record of
different kinds of teacher reactions to the ideas ex-
pressed by pupils. A similar oxpansion of c atego-
Hen 11 and 9 will show variations in the different
kinds of pupil statements. Often the expartrion of
teacher talk categories can provide more intricate
and difficult social skill training assignments.
Working back and forth between more elaborate
category systems and more complex spontaneous
social skill training assignments helps a teacher
understand principles of pedagog- In terms of his
own behavior Unless a teacher can act out his In-
sights &boy, teachh,g, these Insights are of little
ore for the improvement of Instruction.

SUMMARY

133

The use of interaction analysis in an inservice
training program places an emphasis on the analy-
als of spontaneous verbal behavior. This emphasis
helps to tranalue ideas about teaching Into class-
room application.

For those who would like to try classifying ver-
bal statements, but are inexperienced, a umber of
references are listed at the end of this article which
include suggestions for beginning.
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mom PART V

mum= The Current Scene

THE CURRENT scene in educational research and development is one
of rapid and unprecedented change brought about largely by the advent of Fed-
eral funding. In the first paper In Part V, R. Louis Bright and Hendrik D. Gideonse
trace the development of these changes with reference to involvement of the
Federal government starting with the 1954 legislation, They cite the national need
for the results of educational research and development as the basis for the de-
cision of the government to provide grant dollars for developmental projects and
the design of the necessary strategies to implement programs of research and
development, The evolving strategies of research and development designed to
improve education we delineated by the authors and include 1) curriculum devel-
opment, 2) research and development centers, 3) the educational research infor-
mation centers, 4) a program for training educational researchers, and 5) a sys-
tem of autonomous educational laboratories. These strategies have developed rap-
idly and promise to provide the basis for much of the future growth of educa-
tional research and development.

The costs of educational research and development have grown from
the original 1.7 million appropriated in 1957 to the present level of approxi-
mately 200 million, This represents less than one-half of one percent of the total
amount expended for education by all phases cf our society, a figure which is far
under the standards for research and development investments in most major in-
dustries. Clearly additional growth can be anticipated. The authors of this paper
propose additional major expenditures in research and development amounting
to some billion dollars annually which would represent the still modest figure of
approximately 2.2 percent of the total expenditures for education.

This continued growth of research and development in education,
which is almost exponential, calls for careful and systematic planning. In an-
swot to this need the Bureau of Research, U. S. Office of Education, has pro-
posed the establishment of Educational Policy Centers to conduct studies for estab-
lishing the means and directions of educational research and development 5, 10,



20, and 30 years hence. The rationale of these policy centers is discussed by Bright
and Gideon...

The rationale and focus of a specific Research and Development Cen-
ter is presented by Herbert J. Klausmeier, The Director of the Wisconsin Research
and Development Center for Cognitive Learning. The Research and Development
Center concept was proposed by the U. S. Office of Education in an effort to better
coordinate research and development activities and to establish programotic re-
search and development in specific areas related to the educational process. The
Wisconsin r-nter is described in terms of eight components of operation! (1) prob-
lem area, (2) outcomes sought, (3) research and development program and
strategy, (4) dissemination and adoption program and strategy, (5) staff, (6)

adm:nistration and management, (7) locus of operation, and (8) source of sta
bility of funding. Klausmeier points out thot the programatic activities of the Wis-
consin Center which hove been brought sharply into focus now include 1) proc-
esses and conditions of learning, 2) processes and programs of instruction, 3)

facilitated environments. Other programs deal with dissemination, training activi-
ties, and technical support, Such a center concept brings to bear on problems of
education the diverse talents of the interdisciplinary staff available at a maim
American university.

Most new and complex activities are more readily understoc.i if

represented in n model idealizing their essential components and operations. The
total research and development effort in education is no except;on. The model
proposed by Hendrik Gideonse in the finol paper recognizes the independent
characteristics of the research act and the development act. In a prior model
proposed by Cuba and Clark the research activity precedes and feeds results
into the development activity which in turn provides materials and programs for
adoption. However, Gideonse proposes a model which emphasizes the nonline-
wily of the research and development complex. He states, "My purpose in de-
veloping an alternative model it to create a heuristic which illustrates the essen-
tial differences between research and development activities and show how the
two aleor can berelated to one another and to the operating educational
system."

The model proposed emphasizes the quite different objectives and
outputs of the research and development activities. Research is characterized es
an activity begun with specific outcomes not being known. Contrasted to this is
the development activity whkh is begun with the objective known or established
at the onset. in the model proposed the dynamics of initiation of research and
development activities are quite different, as are the outcomes or products. Re
search may be initiated for its own sake and pursued solely for the knowledge
whkh it produces. Whereas development activities are initioted in response to a
specific need; the specifications for the product can frequently be defined before



the onset of the development activity. However, even though the utilization of
the research product is not predicted or predictable there rests on the researcher
the obligation to present results in such a way so as to allow transfer to other
research or development projects. In the model proposed by Gideonse the out-
put function of the various activities is crucial. Such a model allows those con
cerned with planning research and development activities to more clearly see the
essential characteristics of these activities.

The authors of this section describe the current scene and provide a
glimpse of the future of educational research and development. The growth of
the present research and development investment may indeed be a prologue to
the future.



Research and Development

Strategies: The Current Scene

mum R. Louis Bright ;Ind Hendrik D. Gideonse

rr IS MOST stimulating to partici-
pate in a field which has generated as much excite-
ment as educational research has In recent months.
Controversy, discussion, and debate are very much
the order of the day; the gradual growth of contacts
with new and Informative sources of data, and of
faith In the research effort are developments full of
promise for the future.

In agreeing to prepare this paper, we explkitly
accept the Dot lull that It makes sense to consider
stralegIts of research and development for improving
education. At tn e same time we do not mike any
claim to producing inithing more than tentative
steps in the direction of more adequately defined
strategies for achieving mutualtr agreed upon objec-
Wet. for a variety of totems which we w ill Ni-
teroi( to spell out in this paper, we hare begun the
prat ss of developing awl smoking more exp.kit
strategies to the research and development process.
These strategies are wither rigid not lightly held.
Some not to a s of what we ate about and why ate
clearly weasel"; act to have them is to &halt a
major retpoosIbiliti. In this paper we try to spell
out both the general outlines of the strategies we
ate pausing and the procedures by witkh we hope
to tontimilty modify the spec ilk substance implicit
In those strategies and the actual atateete them-
selves.

The improvement of American education depends
wpon the systematic Investigation of the process and
the necessary conditions tot learning, the develop-
ment of Ittetractiowall o gettires, strategies, sad
materials based on the itmviedge educators and

United Stoles Office of Education
Washington, D.C.

others accumulate about the learning process, and
finally In the implementation of those strategies and
the use of those materials In instructional settings
across the country. We take this as a fundamental
article of faith, but It is a faith which has been sub-
stamiated over And over again In all fields of human
endeavor whether they relate to space, health, poverty,
industry or education. to claim, however, that sir
militant and continuing advances in the process of
education depend upon research and development is
only barest of opening statements. A perspective
and the setting need first to be sketched in, and then
a full exploration of the ramUications of that article
of faith needs to be conducted.

SIMS nil PtIKPION

Any consideration of the role of research and de-
velopment In Ametkan education necessarily relates
to the nature of the existing "system" Untough which
we have Institutionalised education to our society.
Willi legal tesponsibility tot education in this comity
vested In the states and operational responsibility for
schools largely delegated to some 15,000 total edu-
cational agencies author feed by the states, the tote
of the Tedetal government hat largely been confined
to providing specified categorical financial support.

These different levels of responsibility are com-
plicated by another feature of American education.
Not many of the diverse institutions and agencies
which serve education is this society are well-toot-
(tingled or tot malty related to one another. Whea
we me the word "system" as tailed to American
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education, we are being generous. What we have is
a de facto syatem which serves the broad needs of
the society well, but perhaps not as well as it might
if it were generously laced with efficient communi-
cation channels deigned to make it an integrated,
functionally related entity of many parts and many
purposes.

From the point of view of the general Improve-
ment of education, it makes more sense to talk of
the educational system as composed of classes of
institutions and agencies. Each class embraces
organizations which perform similar functions and
which, if there were an organised system, would
be expected to fulfill a particular role. Thus, the
classes of institutions include the three levels of
responsibility for education - local, state, and
federal. ley include professional associations
and institutions for training teachers. They include
the industries which supply materials and equip-
ment to the schools. They include universities and
institutes under whose aegis research on education
and learning Is performed. The existing "system,"
In other words, is largely a collection of nearly un-
related sub - systems or institutions representative
of sub-systems. This feature Is of no small im-
purtarge In devising strategies for the general Im-
provement of the whole

A NATIONWIDE NEED FOR EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The nationwide nature of the need for educa-
tional research and development is becoming in-
creasingly apparent. Schools, districts, state
education agencies, private institutions, colleges,
and universities all have major needs relating to
the improved fulfillment of their instructionsl r e
sponsibilitles. While individual institutions and a-
gencies differ, many if not a majority of the prob-
'erne which confront them are similar. Serious

stions of economics of scale have been answered
n effect by t5 relatively emelt amounts of money

which have devoted to educational research at
the local level. We have seen for decades in entire-
ly reasonable re 3ponse on the part of local and State
agencies with respect to the funding cf major r e-
search and development Mats. While they have no
doubt been aware that sophisticated, well-conceived
research programs would benefit not only the m-
otives but also many other. as well, very few have
felt that they themselves could assume he financial
and human burden of mounting large- et ale research
etoeratas. It would make vastly more sense if
the tietuil Cost of generating those findings and
materials were amortited mot e proportion-
ately across all the potential beneffelar
yes.

The method tot teaching ins thematIcs, for example,
is not likely to be myth different foe similar chil-
dren in Maine and Atitons. On the other band, that,
may be s Is a if te act afferent.. it Instrattion In
mathemalks filthier a state to children having
fee eat Doc lo-economie elme itteelMica, learning
styles, be Inotivational mobleras. R would be a
philanthrefee di Mr kt at Mate that felt it could meant
the requisite research and development projects to
serve all the immediate local needs when some other
intehintstat timid be developed which would

distribute the cost more fairly in return for the mu-
tual benefits that would be derived.

THE EMPLOYMENT OF NATIONAL RESOURCES

11,e resources for conducting educational research
and development, though not as limited as some
people would have us believe, are in fact unequally
distributed across the country. No necessary con-
clusions with respect to continuing patterns of sup-
porting educational research can be drawn from that
fact, but a consideration of it is certainly one of the
relevant contextual matters for the development of
research and development strategies. The nation-
wide character of the need for research and the un-
equal distribution of the human resources for re-
search reinforce one ameher. They highlight the
breadth of the problem. In nther words, so long as
human resources a r e unequally distributed, the di-
rect or implicit coordination of the m to serve re-
search and educational needs of high pr tut ity will
constitute one of the major backgroundconalderations
in research strategies.

FINANCIAL RESOURCES

Certainly one of the more important matters
lending perspective to research and development
(R and D) strategies for improving education is the
availability of financing. 'the resources are limited.
Money available from all sources for R and Din
education has never exceeded 1 percent of the total
annual expenditures on education in the nation as a
whole. Estimated expenditures for this fiscal year
for all levels of formal education are $48.8 Witten.*
Ety contrast the funds available at the Federal level
for educational research and development are some-
where between $P00- 120 million.' Simple tritim-
lie reveals that this amount constitutes less than half
of 1 percent of the total annual expenditure on educa-
tion. We do not by any means take that as "a giver
for the future, but it is most assuredly an important
element in developing perspective on the problem of
research strategies for the present.

THE DISTINCTHXN BETWEEN "RESEARCH" AND
"DAPROVEMENT"

A final elment for consideration In this context
Is our conviction that R and D in education and
the thane* process in education are two very different
functions or processes which must, however, be
related intimately, sensitively, and Integrally to one
another. The research and defilement process peo-
&eel the substance at Improvement. ft yields the
knowledge about the kerning process and the social
setting for learning and ecl7cation, and encourages
the refinement of objectives and the development of
matettali and Mat tut lions' processes which Incorpo-
rate that knowledge into Improved educational prat-
tkes.

The implementation of those practices in the
school systems *cross the nation - the differ-tette'
see omodat ion of different Institutions and agencies
to the new roles and expectations created by the
improvements - however, Is a very different kind
of problem end requires strategies and tat'kes tom-
menser ate to the task as it is revealed. The differ-
ences between the two processes and the enimre
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characteristics of each may very well shape signifi-
cantly the stv.tegies adopted for one or the other.
The functional demands of educational research and
development, for example, place certain constraints
on the process of implementation. Similarly, the
exigencies of the process of implementation may
Impinge upon the strategies for R and I) which may
be adopted.

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND THE PROCESS
OF IMPLEMeNTATION

Recent policy-level discussions of educational
research and development within agencies respon-
sible for research funds, between such agencies
and theIrcontilluencles, andwithintheresearchcom-
mirth/ Itself, have made it clear that there is far
from unanimous agreement on the definition of the
terms commonly applied to research and develop-
ment. For this reason, we believe it would be
helpful to establish how we are now using various
terms - rot to develop for all time a thesaurus as
applied to the research process, but rather to clar-
ify our concepts and interpretations.

The research and development process Involves
all those activities designed to produce knowledge
rbout the learning process (research, for examnte,
designed to Improve learning theory or to Improve
our understanding of the fundamental chemical, bio-
logical, and neurological processes underlying
learning). it includes other kinds of activities de-
voted to the social context of learning (for example,
the classroom or school as ^ social system, or the
relationship among non - Instructional factors such
as motivation of peers, socio-econom:c status, edu-
cational level of the home and the direct instrutienal
interventions of the school such as currkulum, in-
etructional methodolosey, facilities and so on). It
incl.xtes studiar pertaining to the organization and
adminIstra.loo of the Instructional enterprise.

Research aril devekpment else Includes t le de-
velopment of new practices, materials, and proc-
esses based on the knowledge newly created in the
other kinds of studies. This involves identification
of the specific Improvement desired and then the
systematic engineering of the Improvement, using
*lithe Information derived frombaslc research that
is relevant.

A third put et the process, closely related to
development, is the idernonstration of the feasibility
te. the nee materials, processes, or organisational
forms in other than the hothouse setting of the de-
velopment laboratory.

Finally, a fourth element in the R end l) process is
the systematic dissemination of Information relating
toallthedifferent Metes. tnfor mat ion about research
projects completed and underway is rstential to the
basic researcher. The educational developer also
needs to Imo, the latest findings about 'tuning if he
is to be able to incorporate them in his work. Re-
searchers and educators in the schools need to know
what the development people are up to. On the
other hand, the ?rind a c4 problems encountered by
those engaged In currkulum or hardware develop-
ment may suggest research protects to the psychol-
ogists and set klogists. School people need to keep

aware of new techniques and possibilities under de-
velopment. Demonstrations need to be publicized,
too, and the success or lack thereof prool_Ls
further information to both researchers ant, develop -
era. Finally, the existence of the dissemination
capability itself needs to be widely public teed to in-
sure that all those having the need can make appro-
priate use of 11.

Applied to any given piece of knowledge or any
given improvement in one or a few schools, the
R and D process and the implementation of improve-
ment process appear to be idetitical. The differences
between the two processes begin to become visible,
however, when the systematic implementation of
improvements in the entire educational system lathe
desired objective. The systematic and continuing
introduction of improvements in education through
judicious innovation and change baseo on research
requires careful attention to the different roles played
by the many independent agencies and 1-stitiltions In
education.

The first attempt, for example, to implement a
new curriculum In economics in a secondary school
undertaken with the aid of the original project staff
responsible for developing It can easily be viewed
as the normal demonstration responsibility of the
project. if the scope of responsibility is enlarged
to include developing the capability of any teaching
staff anywhere in the country where a decision to
Implement that curriculum has been made (that de-
cision assumes, of course, knowledge about the cur-
riculum and a judgement as to its suitability), the
problem le clearly larger than an individual project.
Attention needs to be paid to the problems of devel-
oping mechanisms for the inserrke and preservke
trainingofteachersiouse the new curriculum. That
effort In turn 1.-.:ty point to the particular responsi-
bilities of teacher training Institutions across the
nation both to assist in the particular effort and to
Insure, more gene: ally, that preset/rice training is
undertaken in the light of the almost certain need
for continuing education of teaching staff to keep up
with new departures In curricular application. Thus
we have moved In this one instance very qukkly away
trot, the !Mislaid school setting to the much larger
question of how teacher training Institutions - and
maybe, therefore, Also state teacher certification
agencies - are to play their partkvlar and general
roles of enhancing the likelihood of the adoption of
;rove. Innovation.

The matter CM be carried Wit further. School
boirds should be apprised of the need to collimate,
re-examine torticular objectives in terms of pee-
sent and future social needs; as a consequence they
can be expected to play a signifkint part in the net-
works of differing responsible agencies hating unique
roles in the process cit Implementing educational Im-
provements based on and validated by research The
terposRillitles of industry In helping to develop
materials, In manufacturing, and in selling them
similarly need careful attention. Their responsi-
bilities, W any, for training their customers In the
use of newly developed materials also need to be
considered.

Viewed en a larger stale, then. It would sppear
that many of the questions associated with the actual

a
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imple:nentation of solid innovations system-widede-
pend on factors more closely related to the dynamics
of social change than to the actual research and
development process itself. Thisdynamic-
whether called administration, the politicsof change,
or continuing attention to the ii,tr ic metes of the proc-
ess of building conviction in and a demand for more
effective materials and practices in the schools -
is a necessary condition for the implementation of
the products of R and to In schools. It constitutes,
therefore, an absolutely essential problem for edu-
cational R and I) strategists.

RESIAltal DIVELOPIAINT AND onstkulanom
STURGES OF Tilt PAST

In describing the strategies of the pas;, present,
and future we have elected to characterire broadly
in generalized form the major outlines of attaet as
pursued until a veil few months ago, the kinds of
changes which took place and that have placed us in
a crucial period of transition, and the sorts of di-
rections we project fcr the future.

The availability of mfillor.e of dollars for educa-
tional research and development is a relatively new
phenomenon. The recency of this growth and its
absolute site give some pause for thought. A re-
view of developments will help disclose the range
of options available to us now and in the future.

The first piece of legislation specifically author-
fling the United States Off ice ot Edoc at ion to rupport
research, surveys, and demonstrations in educa-
tion - The Cooperative Research Act - was passed
by the Eighty-third Congress In 1954. In effect, the
Congress said that research In education was impor
tans enough that the nation needed legislation to
authorize Federal support for it. The Act itself, of
course, represented a I tret step in the develcpmci.t
of strategies for conducting R and 1) to improve
education. four years later, In 195$. the Congress
included two titles In the National Defeat, Education
Act (NDEA) authorltlog research on the uses of new
media and on modern foreign lararvsges. These three
authorizations turned out to be but a beginning.
There Irene', a total of seven pieces of legislation
including authorisations pertaining to vocational
education, handicapped thild,-en and youth, libraries
and infor mation science, and to authorisation under
P. L 490, a *will foreign currency program based
on the distribution of surplus foods.

The passage and funding of Federal legislation
athotteing research In education was a major de-
parture in and of Itself. It was retognitiott of the
conviction that Feder al support needed to be directed
to a problem bearing dimensions larger than those
of individual Stales and welling po a resources.
both financial and human, then currently beyond the
means of state and local educational agencies.

The initial forays In support el educational re-
search combined the ideralik WOOS Or areas of con-
cern and the support of technically excellent propos-
es submitted la response to a general call. In the
very first instance, for example. proposals were
requested dealing with mental retardation. As the
research programs expanded la dollar site, 'teeter
proportions were administered on a sonfrkwity

basis. Areas of importance were identified periodi-
cally and interest maintained in those aret.s, but
the guiding frincipte for the support of research was
the technical excellence of proposals rather than the
type of research or the substantive area of concern.
That principle was viable because in the early days
of the research effort it was always possible to fund
all the technically excellent proposals without regard
to the field of study.

Over the years, substantial amounts of applied
research as well is basic research were stimulated
and supported. in more recent years the research
program has moved into two kinds of activity: cur-
riculum Improvement and the establishment of re-
search centers designed to explore programmatically
R and D in a defined problem area in education.
Even with the addition of these new thrusts the same
principle mentioned before was still al.plicable. The
field was young and growing, but it was still possible
to support all of the quality proposals submitted.

nit WENT PAST AND
MI PRESENT

In 1965, several groups including staff inside the
Office of Education, a Presidential Task force, and
others began to take a hard loot at federally supported
research in education, then nearly 0 years old. The
wisdom of earlier strategies was apparent. They
had been successful - In part be Jae of the avail-
ability of dollars, In part because of the generally
unsolicitei mode of operation - In simelating the
growth of and interest in research and development.
The field was 'roving; the submissions of proposals
was increasing rapidly (in fact, at a faster rate than
appropriations); the e due at i one I community as a
whole was beginning to pay attention to the possibili-
ties of research.

IMPORTANT RESEARCH DEVELOPMEnt

Research and Development Centers. The t sly
acquired visibility of research and development,
however, led to concern over some of the apparent
deficiencies of the total research effort as it had
emerged to that point. First, It became apparent
that the individual research projects as a whole -
while the acceptable levels of quality individually -
did not fit together well enough to be considered
Coordinated approaches to substantive problem, In
education. The Research and Develop-vent Centers
were In part created In response to this need, but
it was felt that major chunb of the research effort
shoed be better coordinated and deafened to lead to
cumulative results.

Second, part of the difficulty in developing h:ghly
coordinated eimutative research efforts could be
attributed to the inadequacy of the dissemination of
information to the educational research community
regarding the findings cif completed research and the
natured current research. A strong need was felt.
therefore, foe the establishment of an effective re-
search dissemination system.

Third, a careful examination of the outcomes of
research in termed service tothe schools revealed
that In two stases insadik lent attention was being
paid to the gap between the research stage and
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implementation. First, the stage of development was
not being supported to anything near the degree that
it should. Second, very little attention was being
directed to the change process whereby improve-
ments could be ac tually implemented in wide-
spread fashion.

Fourth, it was clear that the human resources
available for R and D activities would need to be
expanded in at least two ways. Training programs
to develop new talent would be required. New
agencies and institutions previously not eligible for
support would need to be tapped.

Amendments to Research Acts. The response to
these felt needs took the form of a series of amend-
ments to research legislation, the creation of a
series of new program efforts under the aegis of the
newly acquired authority, and the passage of a new
piece of legislation. The basic piece of research
legislation administered by the Office of Education,
The Cooperative Research Act, was amended in 1965
by Title IVO; the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act (ESEA). The amendments broadened the
existing authority to support research, surveys,
and demonstrations in education to include dis-
4emination. The range of eligible institutions was
expanded to virtually all kinds of public and private
organizations whether profit or non-profit. Author-
ity was included to develop programs designed to
train educational research and related personnel,
and to upgrade training programs. The Office was
authorized to award grants as well as contracts,
and the Commissioner was given authority to award
funds for the construction and equipping of facilities
for research and related purposes.

These amendments vastly extended the range of
activities possible under the research program, and
made it feasible for the research program to meet
directly some of the needs identified in the reviews
of the program to that time. In addition, the testi-
mony before the Congressional committees or the
legislative history, as it is called made it very
clear that the broadened authority was to be used
to bridge the gap between research and practice and
to pay substantially more attention to the problems
of implementing the knowledge derived from the
research effort s to date and in the future. The
broadened responsibilities represented by these ad-
dit tonal authorizations have created new demands on
the administration of research and at the same time
have offered new tools for meeting emergent short-
comlags of the research effort.

Training Program. To date, three major new
program thrusts have undergone spirited develop-
ment. A training program designed to expand the
corps of educational researchers has been dew:loped.
This program provic'es both program development
grants and an array of training mechanisms ranging
from institutes of short and long duration through
undergraduate and graduate training programs to
a small postdoctoral effort (Clark, 1967),

Educational Research Information Center. The
Educational Research information Center (ERIC)
has been established with Central ERIC, twelve
clearinghouses, and more to come. ERIC is de-
signed to provide to researchers and practitioners

alike an information storage and retrieval mechan-
ism to make available instantly In easily accessible
indexed form all the research and related data
relevant to a particolar problem. Research in Edu-
cation, the monthly publication of the ERIC system,
has now published several issues and already the
usefulness of this effort has begun to prove itself.

Educational Laboratories. The third and largest
development in the research program has awakened
the interest, excitement, and the enthusiasm of the
entire educational community from local schools,
state agencies, and teacher training institutions to
industry, scholars from the arts and sciences, and
the lay public. We refer to the National Program
of Educational Laboratories. Drawing from re-
sources in regions extending across the nation, new
institutions called educational laboratories have been
created to bridge the gap between research and prac-
tice. These institutions were created by represen-
tatives of all the many agencies and institutions
which play different roles in the implementation
process. They are reflections of the conviction that
it is not enough to do research; that research must
be followed up by development project which, having
established the desired objectives whether curri-
cular. instructicnal, organizational, professional,
or technical then move to the development of solu-
tions drawing upon the best that research has to
offer. The laboratories have also been charged with
the responsibility for active dissemination campaigns
based on the successful development projects they
and others engage in.

We have encouraged the laboratories to conceive
their responsibilities broadly encompassing much
more than mere ly the distribution of information,
although that is a critically important function among
many. Clearly, one of the important steps in the
diffusion of research-based improvement throughout
the educational system is the establishment of demon-
strations. First time demonstrations of feasibility
will be the direct responsibility of the laboratories;
the more widespread diffusion of the sirnessful in-
novations will depend on the degree to which infor-
mation about the innovation is distributed to various
parts of the systems, the degree to which the innova-
tion recommends itself to professionals, and the de-
gree to which credible demonstrations of the new
practice or curriculum are mounted in schools. This
last part of the diffusion process the establishment
of real-life (not hothouse) demonstrations of the in-
novation without the intervention of the inventor
represents a place whet e the labs can work with the
state education agencies and local school districts
to make use of Title III of ESEA. Such demonstra-
tion efforts must be coordinated and well-conceived.
Laboratories can help only in their areas of compe-
tence and program thrust and only by cooperating
cl. ply with state education agencies and the local
school districts.

The laboratories were conceived in such a way as
to invo' 4 in their government and their operation the
many ty pas of different responsibilitis and resources
that combine to f or LI the educational system as we
know it. The hope is that these new institutions
responsible for their own program development and
implementation and knit closely together to form a
network will, as the ir resources permit, at one
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and the same time engage in 1) major efforts to,
develop new materials, practices and organizations
using the outcomes of research; and 2) by utilizing
the expertise brought to them by the involvement of
different agencies and institutions, pursue courses
of action which help to hasten the proc e s a of im-
provement once tested innovations are available.

The strategy for these three new program thrusts
is straightforward. If there is to be an expansion in
research and development, people will need to be
trained or recruited from new areas to f ill the de-
mand. In order to buil ' structures of knowledge and
cumulative improvement, dissemination networks
and the material which moves throughthem will nead
to be better systematized and improved. Finally, to
fill the gap between research and practice, a new
autonomous institution drawing institutionally and
representationally on many resources in the educa-
tion system has been created.

TITLE III OF ESEA

In addition ;.o the new authorizattonsfor research
and the programs mounted as a result of them, the
Eighty-ninth Congress passed Title HI of the ESEA.
This program, authorizing support for projects sub-
mitted by local educational agencies designed to sup-
plement existing school programs or to serve as
models for existing school programs, was an inno-
vation In itself. When (former) Commissioner Kep-
pel testified before the House Subcommitteo on the
Elementary and Secondary bill, he told the Congress-
men that he viewed Title III and Title IV together.
Title IV was to be the means whereby the substance
of educational improvement would receive increased
impetus and attention; Title IIt would be the means
by which local schools could inaugurate the kind of
credible real-life demonstrations which w ou Id be
convincing to their counterparts and become there-
by one of the moving forces for the widespread adop-
tion of tested innovation. T hose responsible for
Title III estimate that this past fiscal year fully 60
percent of the money went to support projects relat-
ing to the functions of development and demonstra-
tion. This year the program expects to do at least
as well. Most important, for the first time local
educational agencies were provided with the funds
and the encouragement to experiment with new ideas.

CURRENT DEMANDS AND
STRATEGIES FOR THE FUTURE

A thorough consideration of the present status
of educational research on the basis of five var t a-
bles provides important clues to the d irections
future strategies may well take. Those five varia-
bles are discussed briefly in the following para-
graphs.

VARIABLES RELATED TO STRATEGIES

The Research Function. The research function
has been charged broadly with 1) the basic research
responsibilities relating to improving our und e r-
standing of the nature of learning and the conditions
for it, 2) developing materials, practices, processes,
and institutions designed to improve instructional
practices, and 3) engaging in a range of activities

running from demonstration to dissemination to train-
ing, in order to ensure that improvements find their
way to implementation in operational settings.

The Financial Demand. Th-t financial d e an d,
represented by the broad responsibilities indicated
above, ls difficult to estimate with precision, but
its dimensions can be sketched. Recent experience
accumulated by the National Science Foundation, the
Office of Education, and the Office of Economic Op-
portunity has shown that full-scale multi-media cur-
riculum development can range in cost from $2 mil-
lion to $6 million per course; even this expense is
engendered by building curriculums for schools a s
they are presently structured. The costs for simi-
lar development for newly organ ized institutions
might well be more. In any case, however, it does
not take very complicated arithmetic to multiply the
above figure by the number of possible course ex-
periences that might be developed for preschool, el-
ementary, secondary, community college , under-
graduate, graduate, and adult education. U one ab
sumes, as we think is reasonable, that such curric-
ula probably ought to be redeveloped every 5 or 7
years it is not unreasonable to project an annual ex-
penditure of a half billiondollars just for curriculum,
hardware, and organizational development alone.
The research effort to support that kind of develop-
ment effort will add another $150 million to $ 200
million to that figure annually. The cost of demon-
strat lo. must also be added - perhaps as much as
$300 million or $400 million annually. A rough rule
of thumb for dissemination activities indicates that
approximately 5 to 10 percent of the research effort
ought to be spent in that area. We can add conserv-
atively for that purpose another $60 million. The
total is slightly more than a billion dollars annually,
an amount which - if added to the current estimated
expenditures of educational institutions for this fis-
cal year - would constitute Just 2.2 percent of the
total. That rate of expenditure for research and de-
velopment approximates the minimum percentage de-
voted to R and D today by American industry. It
strikes us as reasonable that the education Industry,
with estimated expenditures of $48.8 billion in fiscal
1967, should devote a similar proportion of effort
to research and development in areas relevant to its
missions.

The Dollars Available. The actual dollars avail-
able for the broad range of activities associated with
the research effort have grown dramatically. They
are by no means equivalent to the demands briefly
sketched above. But major funding for r e se ar c h
and related activities is still in its infancy. Signifi-
cant educational research funding began only tn1957
at a combined tJSOE /NSF level of $1. 7 million and
has grown this year to an annual levelof $200 to $220
million including USOE research appropriations, the
NSF Course Content Improvement Activities, other
miscellaneous agency expenditures, and Title III of
ESEA (assuming that the 1966 proportion - 60 per-
cent - of the Title III, ESEA, activities going to de-
velopment and demonstration holds for 1967). 3

This level of funding, matched with the estimate
of the conceivable demand for funds for r e search
and related activities, underscores the critical na-
ture of the allocation of financial resources.
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Manpower Resources. The problem of manpower
resources is of crucial importance and is not easily
resolved. A direct response, although a long-range
one, is to train a new corps of professionals having
the kinds of skills required to perform the entire
range of research functions. There are other pos-
sible approaches, however. There already are
in other disciplines and in other kinds ol Institu-
tions Individuals skilled in the research and devel-
opment environment, and who could probably be per-
suaded to turn their attention to the f I e ld of educa-
tion. These considerations were in no small meas-
ure part of the strategy behind broadening Lhe list of
eligible organizations to participate in R and D. They
also played a major role in the early decision in the
administration of research to secure t he active In-
volvement and participation of arts and sciences
disciplines in educational research, a strategy that
has continued until now and willbe maintained in the
future.

The combination of approaches adopted for t he
provision of adequate manpower supplies can be ex-
pected, then, to have considerable bearing on the
possibilities for growth (see Clark, 1965; Guba and
Elam, 1965; Hopkins, 1967).

Successses of Past and Current Efforts. The
successes of educational research end development,
the growing visibility of operations in this area, and
the increasing conviction that research will in the
long run provide the basis fur substantive improve-
ments in education have created new demands upon
the human and financial resources available to t he
research enterprise. As soon as the demand out-
stripped the resources, something that ha ppened
only very recently, the entire picture of suppor t
necessarily was altered. It has now become neces-
sary to allocate limited resources in the face of de-
mands which exceed those resou, ces.

ADDITIONAL STRATEGIES ADOPTED

The five considerations discussed above have led
to the adoption of additional strategies. Broadly
speaking those strategies embrace the three princi-
pal functions discussed below.

Careful Long-Range Planning. Now that the de-
mand has clearly out-stripped the supply of re-
sources, particularly in the financial area, it is
critically important that the allocation of research
dollars to various research functions and to tx.rtic-
ular topics or areas of development be accomplished
in a careful and logical manner. This must be done
in ways to ensure that both short-term and long-
term interests are met, and to maintain and
strengthen the existing political structure of educa-
tion as it has developed over the years.

The careful long-range planning of those re-
sources is much more likely to produce optimum
levels of support for all the different functions and
areas for research and development than is a totally
non-directive approach embracing the competitive
selection of technically excellent but unsolicited pro-
posals for support. Such planning wilt need to take
into consideration the instructional and administra-
tive needs of the different educational levels and the
many kinds of agencies, institutions and organiza-

tions in the field of education, industry, the profes-
sions, and government. Attention will have to be
given to the needs of different target populations, in-
cluding the general student, the handicapped, thedis-
advantaged, and the gifted. This implies, of emir se,
that it will be necessary for us to develop much
more effective mechanisms for planning research
and related activities in order to ensure that all rel-
evant data are canvassed and that ruaximum flexibil-
ity is built into the planning and administrative pol-
icies devolving from that planning. We must be
careful, for example, that we continue to pur sue
the wisdom of earlier efforts in support of research
by maintaining a sii,nilicant portion of the research
budget for unsolicited efforts. This is only one ele-
ment of the larger planning picture, how ever, al-
though a vary important one.

As part of the attempt to improve the data on the
basis of which research and other educational plan-
ning is now done, the Bureau of Research has re-
cently called for proposals to begin pilot pr of ects
we hope will ultimately lead to the establishment of
educational policy centers. These centers would,
on a continuing basis, conduct the kinds of siudien
which would enable all of us to have better ideas, of
the 5-, 10-, 20-, and 30-year picture for education.
How should or might the schools relate to the soci-
ety? What should the range of curricular objectives
be? What kinds of sources might exist for financing
education? How might schooling be structured in the
society in the years to come? W hat technologies
are likely to be available? These centers will not
be engaged in predicting what the future will be. In-
stead, they will try to project the many alternatives
available to us, cost them out, examine the conse-
quences, and thus provide much beterdatatopolicy
planners than are now available. They will provide
a new kind of information and analysis looking to the
future in a systems-oriented interdisciplinary way,
supplementing the Improved prcaent-oriented data
collection which must also accompany the planning
process (see Goodlad, 1967).

The Outputs of Research Process. Our concern
for the outputs of the research process is pragmatic
in part, but it is tied closely to ourconceptionof the
mission of the research effort in education in ge n -
eral and of USOE's research progi am in particular.
We have stated our faith !hat the improvement of ed-
ucation depends in the long run on the systematic
prosecution of a well-conceived R and D effort. The
improvement of education is the fundamental thrust
of the mission; that criterion must be the continuing
evaluative guide we employ in judging the success
of our efforts.

While it is true that the justification for support-
ing research and related activities in education with
public money can only be the eventual and significant
betterment of the educational system as a whole, it
is also true, happily, that the more we can demon-
strate that research has affected school practices in
a positive way, the more likely it will be that great-
er support for the entire research process w lIl be
forthcoming. Thus ve believe that such objectives are
not only good public policy, but good politics as well.
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There can be no denying the growth and the
strength of the interest in results. The Congress
in concerned. The Executive Branch is concerned.
Local school people have made their Interest felt In
a number of ways, particularly in the development
of the programs for the educational laboratories.

We believe, however, that a strong and continu-
ing tension exists between the conduct of research
designed to rncrease our knowledge of basic learn-
ing processes, for example, and the pursuit of de-
velopment projects designed to yield s pec if lc out-
comes for instructional use. The demand f or r e-
sults :ias raised the appropriate and throughly justi-
fiable concern of the academic and scholar ly re-
search community that such demands may tend to
compromise the long-range efforts which are so
badly needed. The continuing tensionbetween short-
term r.'..nd long-term requirements - between today's
youngsters and tomorrow's - is real and constitutes
one of the continuing nightmares of the research ad-
ministrator. This problem is the responsibility of
the administrator of research, and it must be square-
ly met. We believe that it is important that the two
functions not be confused, but that t hey both be
served with sophistication and energy.

The importanne of concentrating on the improve-
ment of schools, and the significanceof development
projects in that effort, signals an increasing atten-
tion to such activities as curriculum development
and explicit attempts to improve instructional prac-
tices. We are increasingly persuaded, for example,
that prudent management of the I i m it ed resources
available at the present time makes it necessary for
us to adopt a research strategy that relates applied
research projects closely to identified development
efforts. We would hasten to add that the preserva-
tion of a signficant portion of funds for unsolicited
proposals will still permit the support of some ap-
plied research unrelated to development since good
ideas will also be generated independently of develop-
ment projects or research plan ning groups and
should be supported on their own merits.

We anticipate, then, still further increase in at-
tention to development kinds of tasks des igned to
produce substantial, measurable, and cumulative im-
provements in the nation's schools.

Continued Expansion of Research and R e at ed
Activities. There is no question in our minds, as
all the preceeding analysis should clearly indicate,
that research and related activities mu st continue
to expand in rapid but judicious ways. By directing
our attention to the development of coordinated strat-
egies for the support of research with the Implica-
tion that greater attention will be paid to the out-
comes of the research effort, we believe that con-
stituencies in support of educational research will
grow and the dollars available for the function will
Increase to what we believe are the regular mini-
mal levels we suggested earlier.

SUMMARY

In this paper we have sketched out the two parts
of the change process: research and development,
on the one hand, and Implementation, on the other.
We have suggested that the principal purpose of the

research effort ought to be viewed as the improvement
of education in the schools. We have indicated the
national need for research, and the i m po r tance
of drawing on national resources to meet that need.
We have described the discrepancy between the po-
tential size of the need in dollar termp and the actual
fiscal resources available. We have suggested that
these conditions lead us to adopt, in effect, multiple
strategies for R and D. These include: 1) better
planning of the research effort; 2) more attention to
the training of research and related personnel; 3) the
establishment of new institutions- the laboratories -
and new programs - Title III - to greatly increase
the opportunities and reepmsibilittes of local school
officials in the research and implementation pr o c -
ess; 4) the continuation of significant proportions of
unsolicited research and development funds; and 5)
increased attention to development efforts designed
to yield butter materials, equipment, and instruc-
tional practices for the schools. All of these strat-
egies will, we hope, lead to increaseaunderstanding
of the ultinnte impact of the research effort, he I p
to bring about substantial increases in the amount of
support committed to research and development I n
education, and will provide the f oundat ion for the con-
tinuing improvement and self-renewal of our educa-
tional system.

NOTE: Dr. R. Louis Bright is no longer with the
United States Office of Education. He Is presently
located at Baylor University in Waco, Texas where
he is a professor.

FOOTNOTES

1. Digest of Educational Statistics, 1966, U. S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington, D. C. ,
1968, p. 17.

2. The imprecision in the estimate derives from a
number of considerations. The research au-
thorizations of USOE in FY 1987 total $99 mil-
lion, but $0 million are for t r n ining and an-
other $14 million are for co-,struction. The
National Science Foundation spends c lose to
$ 17 million a year on curric.41, rn development,
and almost certainly some at the curriculum
development efforts of the Office of Economic
Opportunity will be used by schcols. Similar-
ly, the National Institute of Mental Health and
National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development also spend a considerable amount
on research related to areas of interest to
learning and education. Title Blot ESEA, if
past percentages hold, could well spend $81
million on development and demonstration ac-
tivities. Part of the development of strategies
for educational R and D is the c 'ordination of
these several sources of research and re-
search related funds.

3. The actual figures by program and year are as
follows: (See chart on following page.)
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1954
1955
1956

USOE
Research

$

NSF Course
Content

$ 1,725
35,000
18,000

Title M, ESEA
Dev. and Dem.

1957 1,020,000 650,140
1958 2,300,000 750,310
1959 6,718, 000 6,180,485
1960 10,350, 000 0,302, 055
1901 10,117, 750 0,167,740
1962 11,170, 000 9,389, 946
1963 14,168, 400 12,626,771
1964 19,820,000 14,157, 650
1965 37,703,000 14,889,081
1966 100,141, 241 16,393,383 45, 400,000
1967 99, 600,000 17, 000,000 (eat. ) 81, 000,000 (eat.)
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am= The Wisconsin Research and

Development Center

for Cognitive Learning

THE AGREEMENT between The Uni-
versity of Wisconsin and the United States Office of
Education (USOE) establishing the Wisconsin Re-
search and Development Center for Cognitive Learn-
ing was signed on August 6, 1964. The high expec-
tations held for the Center were expressed by t he
principals to the signing in a number of ways.

University President Fred Harvey Harrington
remarked that the signing denoted "... an impor-
tant day in the history of the University. This agree-
ment marks the culmination of years of effort de-
voted to the improvement of the research capabili-
ties of the School of Education, and opens the way
to still greater developments."

Howard F. Hjel-,, then director of basic re-
search for USW:, described the agreement as fol-
lowing the nett pattern in educational rbsearch of
full institutional commitment Ho stated: "The Uni-
versity has pledged itself to f u I ly investigate the
problem of learning and to disseminate research
findings in a way which will bring about definite
changes in school practices."

Reim found the University well suited for the
commitment it had accepted. "The University was
chosen because of the exceptional quality of its edu-
cational researchers, because of its excellent rela-
tionship with local schools andwith the State Depart-
ment of Public Instruction, and because of the whole-
hearted dedication to the project existing in Madison."

Center Director Herbert J. Klausmeier stated
the primary focus of the Center: "Research empha-

sfizsmi Herbert J. Klausmeier
Ths University of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin

ses will be on learning by children and youth In nor-
mal school situations. Especially stressed will be
the learning of concepts and problem-solving tech-
niques in mathematics and other basic subjects."

The Wisconsin R and D Center w as established
under provisions of the Cooperative Research Pro-
gram of USOE. In 1984 th. Cooperative Research
Program included six major areas: 1) basic and
applied research, 2) demonstration, 3) curriculum
improvement, 4) small contract, 5) research and
development centers, and 6) developmental activi-
ties. Further description of the research and de-
velopment centers was given II, OE Publication
12017, 1963. as follows:

Research and development centers are de-
signed to concentrate human and financial re-
sources on a particular problem area in edu-
cation over an extended period a time in an
attempt to make a significant contribution to-
ward an understanding of, and an improvement
of educational practice in, the problem area.
More specifically, the personnel of a center
will:
1. Conduct basic and applied research studies,

both of the laboratory and field type.
2. Conduct development activities designed to

translate systematically research findings
into educational materials or procedures,
and field test the developed products.

3. Demonstrate and disseminate information
about the new programs or procedures
which emerge from the research and devel-
opment efforts. These activities may
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include demonstrations in a natural, or
operational, setting; the preparation of
films, tapes, displays, publications, and
lectures; and the participation in symposia
and conferences.

4. Provide nationwide leadership in the chosen
problem area.

The preceding ideas about the programmatic re-
:,.arch, development, and dissemination thrust of
an R and D Center in relation to a significant prob-
lem area in education followed logically from expe-
rience with other programs of the Cooperative Re-
search Program of the Office of Education, thefirst
of which, basic and applied research, started on a
modest scale In 1956. Also, the research and de-
velopment strategy had demonstrated a high yield
in selected aspects of industry, agriculture, medi-
cine, and space exploration. A large segment of the
American public desired improved educational prac-
tices. Relevant USOE, university, and other con-
cerned persons throughout the nation felt that a pro-
gram of research and development centers wou Id
bo equally effective in improving education.

An R and D Center, designed to improve educa-
tional practices through programmatic research
and development, might be considered as a concept.
As we know, concepts are abstractions of realities.
A concept is comprised of the attributes, or proper-
ties, of things and events, the attributes being
joined by rules, or ways of combining attributes
systematically. An R and D Center then may be
understood in relation to various attributes and how
they are combined to form a whole. The writer hy-
pothesizes eight crucial attributes of an R and D
Center as follows: problem area, outcomes sought,
research and development program and strategy,
dissemination and adoption program and strategy,
staff, administration and management, locus of op-
eration, and source and stability of funding. The
preceding attributes may be considered as the major
components of a system, or instrumentality,de-
signed to achieve certain general objectives implied
by the problem area Thus, a systems approach is
properly followed in organizing and managing the
Center operations and programs. The rmainder of
this chapter is devoted to a discussion of the various
components of the system, their relationshi9s, and
the outcomes attained thus far by the Cente. staff.

Before further description of the Wisconsin Ft
and D Center, it should be recalled that the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 a b noted
by Bright and Gideonse in the previous chapter, pro-
vided for the establishment of regional educational
laboratories and Title III demonstration and adop-
tion centers in local schools. These two programs
of USOE are much larger than the current R and D
Center Program. As instrumentalities for Improv-
ing educational practices, the writer hypothesizes
that they, too, can be described and understood in
terms of the preceding eight attributes of a center.
It is not the purpose of this chapter, however, to
point to the similarities and differences among the
various research, development, and demonstration
instrumentalities of the USOE but to describe the R
and D Center of Wisconsin as an example of a signif-
icant contributor to the extension of knowledge about
cognitive learning and the improvement of related

educational practices through research and de v e 1-
opment.

PROBLEM AREA

The problem area of the Center is the improve-
ment of education through a better understanding of
cognitive learning. The importance of this problem
area may be inferred from five propositions regard-
ing learning and instruction.

The first proposition is that concepts pr ov id e
much of the basic material thinking, Concepts
possessed by the individua: ,,nable him to interpret
the physical and social world and to make appropri-
ate responses, Concepts once learned then serve
as symbolic mediators between sensory input and
overt behaviors, Without concepts with which to
think, man, like lower-form animals, would be lim-
ited mainly to dealing with sensorimotor and percep-
tual representations of reality, closely tied to l im-
mediate sensory experiences.

A second proposition is that concepts and cogni-
tive skills comprise the major outcomes of learning
in various subject fields. Sentence, noun group,
and transforms represent four concepts in English
syntax, Set, number, and fraction represent con-
cepts in mathematics. In order to learn the con-
cepts of a discipline, a student must acquire cogni-
tive skills. In mathematics these skills are desig-
nated by such terms as arithmetic comprehension
and problem solving. The identificationof concepts
and their arrangement in a hierarchical order and
the identification of cognitive skills are principal
concerns of scholars and curriculum workers in the
various subject fields.

A third proposition, related to the preceding
ones, is that the acquisition of cognitive skills en-
ables man not only to acquire the knowledge of oth-
ers but also to generate new knowledge. Cognitive
processes, such as cognizing, hypothesizing, and
evaluating information, are learned. These and
other processes, combined with cognitive contents,
are designated cognitive abilities or skills. When
the child has learned the cognitive skills of reading,
he can acquire knowledge in the absence of other per-
sons. When he has mastered mathematical concepts
and computational skills, he can find solutions to
problems not encountered in the same form by any
other person.

A fourth proposition is that efficient learning of
concepts and cognitive abilities is related to condi-
tions within the learner and conditions within the
situation. Two conditions within the learner asso-
ciated with efficiency of learning are attention, r e-
lated to motivation, and level of cognitive function-
ing. In school settings, the preceding conditions
related to the student and other conditions related to
the content and sequence of instruction, quality and
availability of equipment and materials, and quality
and methods of Instruction are paramount. More ef-
ficient learning can be attained through better con-
trol of these conditions.

A final proposition is that knowledge about cogni-
tive learning, concepts, cognitive skills, and con-
ditions of learning generated by scholars requires
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validation in school settings. Although the study of
cognitive learning is in its infancy, sufficient know! -
edge has been generated to develop instructionalthe-
ory regarding the teaching and learning of concepts.
The validity of the theories must be tested in school
settings. Similarly, instructional materials for
children and outlines of concepts for teachers must
also be tested for usefulness and validity in school
settings,

PROGRAMS, STRATEGIES,

AND OUTCOMES

Strategies best suited to achieve the Center goals
include the differentiation of the problem area into
research and development programs and other pro
grams. The three research and development pro-
grams are titled Processes and Conditions of Learn-
ing, Processes and Programs of Instruction and
Facilitative Environments; the other programs deal
with Dissemination, Training Activities, and Tech-
nical Support. Tense programmatic activities are
designer to concentrate and utilize human and mon-
etary resources most effectively over an extended
period of time. Each research and development
program is characterized by a sufficiently sharp
focus to assure its identity and by a relatedness of
content and methodology that facilitates the free flow
of information :red personnel among programs. Fig-
ure 1 shows the major operation of the Center and
the program components. These operations and
components are now described in some detail, with
attention first directed to the three R and D pro-
grams and later to the other programs. The objec-
tives of each program are giver and outcomes at-
tained through 1968 are summarized.

PROGRAM 1 -- CONDITIONS AND PROCESSES OF
LEARNING

To increase our understanding of conditions and
processes of cognitive learning, basic research is
needed. To test in school settings the knowledge
from basic research, relevant models and systems
must be developed. To meet these requirements,
the research and development activities comprising
Program 1 are directed toward: a) generating new
knowledge about concept learning and cognitive skills
by conducting laboratory-type experiments or re-
search within the school setting; b) synthesizing ex-
isting knowledge and developing general taxonomies,
models, or theories of cognitive learning; and c) de-
veloping educational materials suggested by the pri-
or activities.

Substantive information from the basic studies in
learning seeds directly into the areaof Instructional
improvement, thus providing from t he behavioral
sciences a foundation for the development of instruc-
tional programs. Also, methods developed In t h e
behavioral sciences are utilized in the research and
development activities of Program 2. At the same
time, the behavioral scientist in Program 1, when
dealing withthe learning of content in a subject field,
utilizes personnel from Program 2 and other
sources who are expert in the subject field, familiar
with instructional processes, or both.

Basic research in cognitive learning has bee h
conducted by the Cater staff and reported regard-
ing concept learning, creativity, 'rereading skills,

rule learning, the shaping of complex human behav-
ior, group pressures on individual performance,and
the transmission properties of various media. Rel-
evant results from these studies have gone into the
development of instructional programs. In addition,
a system of motivation was formulated and put into
operation in selected elementary schools during
1967-68. Creativity training materials and proce-
dures were prepared and received initial testing in
selected schools in 1967-68. Procedures for teach-
ing severely retarded readers were developed and
field tested, starting in 1965, and were used opera-
tionally in selected schools In 1967-68. Other basic
research dealing with concept learning and cognitive
skills is continuing and is being applied to improve-
ment of instructional programs in arithmetic, Eng-
lish, reading, and science.

PROGRAM 2 -- PROCESSES AND PROGRAMS OF
INSTRUCTION

What is an appropriate unit to deal with when at-
tempting to improve instruction, or stated differ-
ently, to achieve greater efficiency of student learn-
ing? The Center staff and school people decided that
it is each building or an integrated set of buildings
which the same children attend rather than individual
children, separate classrooms within a building, or
all the buildings of a local school system. Within
each building, the instructional and other staff must
deal with all the components of an instructional sys-
tem. Similarly, the R and D staff, particularly
those in Program 2, are concerned with allthe com-
ponents of an entire instructional system, although
they may give much more time and effort to devel-
oping and testing one component rather than to
another. Figure 2 outlines the majorcomponentsof
a total Instructional system that are relevant to
a school building. The order from top to bot to m
also indicates the general sequence in which the
staff of the R and D Center and schools move in de-
veloping a prototypic system, such as in reading,
mathematics, science, and English. Variables as-
sociated with each component require research.
Thus, research on instructional processes and the
development of instructional programs are essential
in this program. The specific objectives of Pro-
gram 2 are: a) to establish a rationale and strategy
for developing instructional systems in the cognitive
domain; b) to identify by careful synthesis and
further research sequences of concepts and cogni-
tive skills within and across disciplines; c) to devel-
op assessment procedures and materials for the con-
cents and skills identified above; d) to identify exist-
ing materials or develop new instructional materials
rasociated with the concepts and cognitive skills;and
e) to generate new knowledge through research about
instructional procedures including motivation, Indi-
vidualization, classroom management, and organi-
zation of instruction.

Executing the activities of this program requires
specialists in a subject field, in Instructional meth-
ods, or both, with assistance from behavioral ac
entleets and communication experts. Each project
in this program has at least one staff member whose
speciality Is cognitive learning. In addition, the
program utilizes the many resources out side the
Center Including the University educational TV sta-
tion (WHA-TV) and Educational Testing Service.
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Figure 1: Major operations and components of the Wisconsin R and D Center for Cognitive Learning
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The largest instructional program developed by
the Center staff through 1968 was Patterns in Arith-
metic, a program comprised of TV video tapes, stu-
dent lessons, and teacher notes. It is designed as
a complete program of materials for children and
also for simultaneous in-service education of teach-
ers. As of 1967-68 the materials for Grades 1-4
had been developed and initially tested and were un-
dergoing further field testing in many schools of
Alabama and Wisconsin. The program for Grade 5
was being completed. The development of a proto-
typic instructional program, not using TV proce-
dures and materials, dealing with concepts in math-
ematics, Kindergarten-Grade 8, was started in
1967-68.

Fundamental research was conducted and re-
ported on the learning and teaching of reading,1966-
68, and is continuing. An outline of major content,
behavioral objectives, and related appraisal proce-
dures was developed, Kindergarten-Grade 6, and
relevant instructional materials and procedures
were Identified. The entire prototypic instructional
system was piloted In selected elementary schools,
1967-68, as cooperative school and Center ac t i-
ties, with substantial support of ESEA Title III and
Title I funds.

An outline of concepts rebled to the particle na-
ture of matter and environmental conservation, ap-
propriate for the elementary-school science pro-
gram, was developed, 1965-68. Research on In-
structional methods was reported and other research

Disseminate

substantive

and procedural

results.

is continuing. Preliminary instructional materials
and methods appropriate to the concepts were devel-
oped during 1967-68 and initially tested. Related re-
search and the development of scientific equipment
and materials is continuing.

A prototypic program of instruction in English In
the junior high'school was under development, start-
ing in 1966. An outline of selected concepts of Eng-
lish syntax and a related set of programmed instruc-
tional materials to teach the basic concepts were de-
veloped and field tested during 1966-67. Further
tee,'Ing of the programmed material, and implemen-
tation of the entire curriculum, was started In selec-
ted junior high schools during the 1967-68 schoo I
year and is continuing. Basic research on proces-
ses and conditions of learning Is continuing.

An outline of concepts in verbal argument was de-
veloped, 1965-67, and related testsof critical think-
ing were also developed and initially validated. Pro-
grammed material was prepared during 1967-68 to
teach these concepts. Further research on the pro-
gram and validation of the tests continued, 1467-68.

Two other sets of activities have high pr for ity
for initiation in subsequent years. Research and re-
lated development regarding son la! studies in the
elementary school are projected. Greatly Increased
use of the computer in research and In the manage-
ment of individually guided education is the second
field to be givim increased emphasis.
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Figure 2: Major components of an instructional system
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Instructional System Components

An outline of contentcognitive, psychomotor, affective- -
to be learned.

A statement of related behavioral objectives, or desired
terminal behaviors of students, related to the content.

Instructional materials, media, and consumable supplies
to be used.

Student activitiesone-to-one, small group, class-size
group, and independent study to achieve the objectives.

Teacher activities--organization and direction of student
learning activities, counseling and guiding students,
classroom management, other functions.

Procedures for placement and management of students.

Organization for instructionnongraded units.

Procedures for scheduling flexible use of time, spne,
and equipment.

Other: In school--other educational personnel.
Out-of- se hoot-- home, neighborhood.

V

Students with terminal behaviors
Land characteristics

PROGRAM 3 -- FACILITATIVE ENVIRONMENTS

Achieving improved educational practices re-
quires facilitative environments in selected local
school buildings, in total school systems, and among
various agencies. Thus, the research and develop-
ment activities within this program are designed a)
to develop and test new organizations and relation-
ships among staff that facilitate research and devel-
opment activities on cognitive learning In schools,
and b) to develop and test the effectiveness of the
means whereby schools select, introduce, and uti-
lize the results of research and development. The
same schools that facilitate student learning also
serve as demonstration centers for entire school
systems and the R and D Center.

In seven school systems of Wisconsin environ-
ments were established, 1P65-68, designed to facil-
itate the research and development activities of the
Center and the learning of children througha system

<>

Measurement Tools and Evaluation
Procedures

To assess student's
prior achievements
or readiness to en-
gage in specific ele-
ments of the program.

To ascertain student's
intellectual abilities
and other characteristics.

To measure and evaluate
student's progress
during short and long
intervals.

To evaluate the separate
components and the total
system.

of individually guided education. Anew organization
for instruction that replaces the self-containedclass-
room by instruction and research units and an in-
structional decision-making committee is an integral
component of the facilitative environment of the Mul-
tiunit School. The organization is shown in Figure
3. The characteristics of individually guided educa-
tion and of the organization which facilitates its ex-
ecution merit further attention.

The Multiunit Scheol organization includes botha
formal organizational structure and a procedural
style consisting of several essential components as
shown in Figure 3. The organizational nierarchy of
the Multiunit School consists of groups at three dis-
tinct level:, of operation.

At the classroom level are the Instructional and
Research (1 and R) unite. Each I and R un it has a
unit leader or professional teacher, two or more
regular staff teachers, one or more aides Cr secre-
taries, and in some cases an intern. The number
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Figure 3: Organizational chart of a multiunit school of 600 students
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Secretary Secretary Secretary Secretary
Intern Intern Intern Intern

150 Students 150 Students 150 Students 150 Students
Ages 9 - 6 Ages 6 - 9 Ages 8 - 11 Ages 10 - 12

Unit A Unit B

Building Instructional improvement Committee

SystemWide Policy Committee

of instructional staff varies with the size of the unit.
The intern assumes instructional responsibilities
and does not perform routine and clerical duties.
Each unit is charged with planning and conducting
the total school experience of about 150 students in
the prototype shown in Figure 3.

At a second level of organization, t he principal
and the unit leaders constitute the permanent Instruc-
tional Improvement Committee of the building. The
principal chairs the group, which meets weekly,
more often LI necessary. This committee may bring
in consultants from the central office, the state ed-
ucation agency, or other agencies. Instructional de-
cisions made by the committee are executed in the
units.

At the third organizational level is the Sy ste
wide Policy Committee. Chairedby the superintend-
ent or his designee, this committee includes r e pre-
sentative principals, unit leaders, teachers, consult-
ants, and other relevant central office staff. The
personnel of this Committee have the capabilities
and specialization necessary to mishit the staff of the
Multiunit School. The Committee meets less fre-
quently than either of the other groups, but its oper-
ation Is one key to the success of the Multiunit
School.

The organizational pattern of the Multiunit School
thus differs from that of the traditional, self -con-

Unit C Unit D

talned classroom school in several ways. First, in
the Multiunit School personnel work in units or com-
mittees, rather than in isolation as is the case in
the traditional school. Second, three new roles are
added: unit leader, teacher aide, and instructional
secretary. Finally, the addition of new roles and
the use of personnel in groups rather than alone re-
sults in considerable redefinition of the f a mill ar
roles of principal, teacher, and consultant.

In individually guided education in the Multiunit
School, the Instructional Improvement Committee
determines the objectives for the particular school
building, taking into account system-wide and state
regulations. These are broad institutional objec -
tives for the school building. The staff of each non-
graded Instruction and Research Unit, the replace-
ment for the graded homeroom or self - contained
classroom, then decides the objectives for each
child in the unit. While the unit leader takes the
initiative here, each unit teacher also participates.
Assessment of the child's characteristics is through
observation and by means of focally constructed and
standardized instruments of various types. On the
basis of the assessment each child is then placed In
one-to-one, small group, class-size group, and unit-
size group activities. Instruction employing tu-
torial work and computer-assisted instruction are
examples of one-to-one activities. Activities in
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small groups of two to fifteen are organized to at -
tain socializing and also skill objectives. Inconnec-
tion with skill objectives, 150 children in a unit
might be placed in fifteen small groups for most of
their mathematics instruction and then regrouped In
another fifteen groups for part of their reading in-
struction. Class-size or homeroom activities are
used for achieving any objective where heterogene-
ity is desired. Large unit groups of 40 to 150 are
formed mainly for giving information to the tot al
group or for independent study. The information is
given by a teacher, television, sound mot ion picture,
or by other means. Some music and physical edu-
cation activities are conducted in groups larger than
the usual class size. Independent study is carried
out in small groups, class-size groups, and large
groups.

During 1987-68 approximately 4,600 students in
the elementary school, 1,600 in the junior high
school, and 400 in the senior high school were e n -
rolled in R and I Units In Wisconsin se ho o 1 s. In
these schools, children, educational practitioners,
behavioral scientists, and other staff members of
the Center are brought together in a close working
relationship. Thus the selected schools of Wiscon-
sin providing the facilitative environment comprise
a primary link between improved school practices
and Center research and development.

DISSEMINATION

The R and D Center is committed to disseminate
the products of its research and development activ-
ities to appropriate personnel by various media
and also to install them in selected schools where
others may directly observe the relatededucallonal
practices. So that the Center may fulfill its obliga-
tion of improving educational practice nationally, co-
operation with personnel in key organizations of the
state and nation is essential. An internal informa-
tion section and an external network involving t he
Center and other agencies were established, start-
ing in 1964, and are being extended in order a) to
transmit information directly to scholars and others
through Center supported publications, conferences,
etc. ; b) to communicate information to personnel of
selected school systems and school-related educa-
tional agencies regarding the outcomes of the Cen-
ter's programs as they become ready for dissemi-
nation and school use; c) to distribute knowledge re-
garding cognitive learning and products to agencies
that function as linking mechanisms with schools;
and d) to receive from the other agencies in the net-
work information that may be used to improve t he
Center's products and operations.

Reports of research and descriptions of develop-
mental activities are disseminated through various
publications. In addition, all instructional programs
and procedures produced and tested by the Center
may be observed In selected schools. The Center is
working with other agencies to assure statewide and
national dissemination and adoption of Center prod-
ucts. The State Departmentof Public Instruction of
Wisconsin, regional educational laboratories, Title
I and Title 111 programs of ESEA, local schools of
Wisconsin and other states, agencies of The Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, and the private sector are all In-
volved in the dissemination network.

The Center's publication program carried out by
the Office of Information Services has four major
components Technical Reports, Theoretical Papers,
Working Papers, a Newsletter, and books. Techni-
cal reports describe the rationale, methods, and re-
sults of original .-esearch conducted by Center staff.
Research reviews, atoterncidi of theoretical posi-
tion, and descriptions aril retionAle for project de-
velopment are the cciltcnt of theoretical papers. The
theoretical papers are formel documents that, like
technical reports, maybe classified as monographs.
Practical papers contain information of immediate
significance to educational practitioners in establish-
ing or extending instructional programs guidelines
for beginning new programs, outlines and specific
procedures for instruction, evaluation summaries
and procedures, and progress reports of peojects
conducted in the schools. Working papers present
plans and procedures for initiating and executing re-
search and development activities.

Analyses of Concept Learning edited by Herbert
J. Klausmeier and Chester W. Harris and the pres-
ent book are collections of papers read anddiscussed
at the Center. The first, from a conference of the
same title, was published by Academic Press in the
fall of 1966. The second, from the Center colloqui-
um series, was published by De mbar Educational
Research Services in 1968.

TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Three conditions indicate the need for a high
priority to be given to the training of personnel in
educational research and development in the R and
D Center. First, the nation needs a large number
of able persons in educational researchanddevelop-
ment. The many new programs under the ESEA of
1965 andothers originating in the various states and
local school systems require research and develop-
ment personnel as well as knowledge and solutions
to many educational problems. Second, The Univer-
sity of Wisconsin has both a tradition and the re-
sources to contribute to the training of educational
researchers, particularly beyond the baccalaureate.
The University has strong graduate programs
through which students acquire knowledge and skills
essential for educational research. Third, the R
and D Center at Wisconsin is the largest agency in
the Midwest with educational research and develop-
ment as its primary function.

The informal training of educational researchers
and developers to supplement the formal programs
in the various instructional departments and c o I-
leges, has been a significant contribution of the Cen-
ter to improving education through research and de-
velopment. For example, during 1966-67, informal
training was provided for four vistdoctoralfellows,
sixty-three graduate students employed part time
by the Center, ten ESEA Title IV doctoral fellows,
ten NSF fellows, five NDEA fellows, several Univer-
sity fellows, and forty-two learning specialists em-
ployed by the public schools. Twenty-eight persons
affiliated with the Center were awarded PhD's by
the end of 1967 and are located throughout the coun-
try in a variety of leadership positions. A large group
of persons has been awarded the Master's degree also.
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT

The primary components of the Technic al Section
ate a measurement and design group; product ion
specialists; and computer experts. The design
group providos assistance to the research personnel
on muttered research design and evaluation.
Equally important, this group is continuously devel-
oping new designs to meet the needs of the Center
and refining statistical procedures for the analysis
of data. A measurement expert provides assistance
on problems of measurement and develops more ef-
ficient measurement tools and procedures. Comput-
er specialists coordinate data analysis, from the
conversion of raw data to computer compatible form
through the presentation of the processed data in
table s and graphs, and assist in the application
of computer technology to educational research and
development. A curriculum specialist assists the
staff in identifying and using appropriate reference
materials and in the production of graphical materi-
als. Production experts assist with the development
of instructional, experimental, and informative ma-
terials Le the various media.

STATT

Execution el the Center programs requires
proper interdisciplinary staffing. This Center sub-
scribes to the philosophy that the most productive
research and the development of effective instruc-
tional systems will derive from teams composed
primarily of behavioral scientists, subject-matter
specialists, and experts in curriculum and other
areas closely related to educational practice. Tice
behavioral scientist contributes his research skills
and knowledge of fundamental processes in cognitive
learning; the subject- matter specialist pros ides
knowledge of the subject field; the experts incur tic
ulum and other fields emtribute knowledge about
methodology and other relevant instructional varia-
bles.

Studies of cognitive learning, inc luded in Pro-
gram 1, are beached by behavioral sc lent lots con-
cerned primarily with synthesising and advancing
knowledge in this area. The other experts ContrIc
ute to these studies as learn members when cogni-
tive processes related to specific subject cont en.
are stndied. tn Program 1 in which processes of in-
struction are studied at,t1 it.structional programs
are developed, the prole:la are headed by subject-
matter or curriculum specialists concerned with de
'eloping an instructional system is a subject area,
however, a behavioral scientist Is a tneitber of the
team. Experts in school organisation and the soci-
ology of groups are involved with other staff in the
development and maintenance of the facilitate. en-
vironments, Program 3. Communication epeeist-
ists carry out the dissemination program.

This mutually bend k La Involve:neat of the staff
has two a:total consequences. First, the basic
studies In learning are concerned with developing
knowledge that is relevant to educational practices.
Second, the studies cd instructional processes a ad
the Instructional products that are developed In Pro-
gram 2 have a sound Iolanda bsi In the behavioral Kt-
ciac ea and the subject disciphas.

In addition to the Center staff, many outstanding
interdisciplinary groups are available within the Uni-
versity for cooperative planning and execution of ac-
tivities. Personnel from three of the outstanding ac-
tivitie s in The University of Wisconsin are continu-
ously engaged in consultation and team work with
the Center staff: WHA-TV, a foremost producer of
educational TV programs in the nation; the Survey
Research Laboratory, large and distinguished in-
terdisciplinary survey team; and the Computing Cen-
ter, one of the best In the nation. Thus, the W iscon-
sin R and D Center does not require a large perma-
nent staff in each of these areas of specialty. Rather,
programs and activities are planned and executed
cooperatively as part of the total University of Wis-
consin contribution to improvement of education
through research and development. Other relevant
Interdisciplinary centers and laboratories at the Uni-
versity include the Center for Demography, and Ecol-
ogy, V a Communications Research Center, and a
SocL. Jyblem Research Institute.

Twenty-two persons of professorial rank were af-
filiated with the Center, 1967-611. The departments
In which they held rank included Computer Science,
Curriculum and Instruction, Educational Administra-
tion, Educational Policy Studies, Educational P sy-
enology, English, Psychology, Sociology, and
Speech. Some professors held rank in two depart-
ments.

ADIANSTRATION

Administratively, the Center is located in the Uni-
versity's School of Education but drawn upon the en-
tire University for human and other resources. The
working relationship between the Center and the Uni-
versity is manifested in three ways: professors In
various University departments are membered the
Center's Faculty; both the Dean of Education arki the
Chancellor of the University are involved in review-
ing the Center's activities; and University officials
serve on the Center's Executive Committee, the
Policy Realvr Board, and the Advisory Council.
Figure 4 outlines the administration and man a g e-
ment of the Center.

The Center Director is responsible for planning
the total Center program and its broad strategies.
A director of the research a ad Aevelopment pro-
grams, a ditector of dieser:11hr a director of
operations end business, and a director of a techni-
cal section, with the Center Director, comprise a
Mutate me at

The Executive Committee makes recommenda-
tions regarding policies, programs, and budget. It
consists e de Center Director, who is also the
chairman, three members elected by the Principal
Investigators, and three members appointed by the
Dean of the School of Education.

A Faculty of Print la! Investigstore, consisting
of professors in v a r toys University departments,
participate la the Center's program development,
and they plan and caseate the Center's projects.

The Policy Review Board brings t he necessary
University resources to bear upon the problem
which the Center is Interested is solving. The
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Figure 4: Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning organization chart
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Board is composed of represettatives from the of-
fice of the Chancellor of the Madison Campus; hie
deans of the School of Education and the College of
Letters and Science; the Director of the Wisconsin
Improvement Program; the Superintendent d State
Department of Public Instruction; a member a.f the
Wisconsin Coordinating Committee for Higher Edu-
cation; the Executive Secretariat the Wisconsin Ed-
ucation Association; three departmental chairmen of
the College of Letters and Science and the School of
Education; trul the Center Director. The Board an-
Dually reviews the Center's mission, organisation,
programs and stalling; recommends over all policies;
suggests funding levels.

A National Evaluation Committee confers annual-
ly with Center personnel on the Center's Tee/tress.
The Committee consists of nine individuals of nation-
al reputation Interested in the problem area of the
Center and committed to the Improvement of educa-
tion through research and development activities.

The Center Advisory Centred, composed of <PI-
ters of the University amid a repeesentatin of the
Wisconsin School Board Association, meets once a
year to amayte the Center's progress and to advise
on matters In need of attention. Indivkluals of sht-
tees school systems, including public and parochial
schools and a technical Institute, are Included.

Director
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But Incas

Administrative
Liaison
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1003 01 OffitATION

Because the R and D Center is effectively inte-
grated into the University complex, both on an ad-
ministrative and disciplinary level, it is flirty raj
that the Center program incorporates liar philosophy
of The University of Wisconsin regarding the im-
provement of society through research, develop -
ment, and training. 1 his philosophy is best ex-
pressed in a widely quoted statement:

Whatever may be the limitations ethic h
trammel Inquiry elsewhere, we believe that
the great state University of Wisconsin shook,
ever encourage that continual and fearless
Minns and winnowing by which alone the truth
can be found. (Taken from a report of the
Board of Regents in 1494.)

President Harrhgton has from the beginning im-
plied the extension of these concepts to educational
termite% through the R and D Center, and he contin-
ues to give generously of his time to assist the Cen-
ter In achieving Its goals, and to assure a climate
In which the Center may operate vote effectively.

The Madison Cr npus of The University of W I s-
consist is the foremost research agency In the state
and is among the lendir4 research-oriented univer-
sities In the world. The commitment to educational
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research is substantial as may be inferred from a
statement by then Chancellor Robben Fleming on
July 1, 1965:

With sc xh emphasis on education In to-
day's wor .t would be easy to drift along the
well-marked paths of the past. The strength
of our School of Education lies in its restless
innovation. In cooperation with the schools of
the state, it is forever trying new ways to Im-
prove the primary and secondary schools. In
residence its curriculum Is marked by an un-
usual degree of cross-fertilization, and by an
interdisciplinary faculty. Its research
probing the frontiers of the learning process,
asking, In effect, whether we art on the right
path to begin with.

Implementation of the philosophy implied in the
preceding statements as applied to the RandD Cen-
ter has been demonstrated in two notable ways.
First, the Policy Review Board of the Center, the
most powerful governing agency of the R and D Cen-
ter, is chaired by James Cleary, Vice-Chancellor
of Academic Affairs. This Board reviews the pro-
gram of the Center and takes major responsibility
for assuring adequate staffing o! the Center in light
of its program. The second example of implemen-
tation Is that the actual state support, not an indl
reel contribution, to the Center has increased from
approximately 910,000 in 1965-66 to Si 0 5, 000
1967-64. This state contribution is used almost to-
tally to pay the salaries of principal investigatorsof
the. Center - professors who hold appointments in an
academic department of the University and are budg-
eted fifty percent or more In the Center.

The School of Education is committed to the phi-
losophy that the continuous improvement of public
school education requires unceasing research and
related activities. Dean McCarty, shortly after ar-
rival at the University In 1966, indicated that the
R and b concept Is the most significant educational
Innovation In recent decades and U at all for in s of
worthy educational research merit support. Three
of many possible examples point tc the high priori-
ties given to educational research and related activ-
ities at The University of Wisconsin. First,
$4,024,294was expanded on edgentions1 re-
search and program experimentation in 1965 through
the School of Education. The four sources of the
support were Federal agencies, the Rate of Vf iscon-
sin, private organizations, and loo al school systems.
Second, in th, first seven years of the Cooperative
Research Program a V90E, the Voir e r ity was
awarded grants for thirty-three projects. Third,
the amount of state support for r e search to the
School of Education increased from $t 9 4, 963 in
1964-65 to 604,1116 in 1964-57.

The interdisciplinary nature of the School of Ed-
ocatioe Is a mayor factor in the entInenceof the Uni-
versity In educational research and related activities,
In 11165 the membership In the School of Education
was 1,075 professorsfromseventy-two departments
of the University. Graduate work in preparing eds-
cational researchers is interdisciplinary. Profes-
sors In many departments of the University of f e r
courses taken by graduate students put using pro-

grams to prepare for educational research. further,
many PhD candidates in the various departments of
the School of Education pursue minors in de par t-
ments of the College of Letters and Science while
many PhD candidates In Letters and Science pursue
minors in departments of the School of Education.

SOURCE MID STAMM
OF F1410014

Any organization requiter stable funding over a
period of years in order to secure excellent staff at
reasonable salary levels. Stability of funding w a s
an important consideration in starting the Center.
This Center, In line with the general USOE
was awarded a 5-year grant, starling September 1,
1964, by the USOE with three important provisions:
First, that the contract would be amended annually;
second, that, if for any reason, it became necessary
to discontinue the Center the phasing out pr oc e s s
would be accomplished over a periodof time mutually
satisfactory to The University of Wisconsin and
USOE; and third, In the fourth year, the a c hie ve-
ments and operations of the Center wcreld be evalu-
ated comprehensively in order to arrive at a der t
sion regarding a second 5-year period. The Center
was awarded :opproximately 9500,000 for the first
year of operation. Each amended contract f or the
next three years showed a modest increase in the
level of support.

The second source of support is the State of Wis-
consin. through The University of Wisconsin. Ar
noted earlier, some monies are made directly avail-
able to the Center. This Is, however, not the main
University support. The largest support lies In the
availability of personnel to the Center administra-
tors, professors, graduate students, and classified
personnel and also other personnel In specialized
fields such as computer science, opinion survey,
TV production, and equipment development. The
University also has leased a facility and provides
the many services that are necessary to make an
operation turction well.

Although not a direct source cf funds to support
Center activities, the staff of four local school sys-
tems, particularly the subject- nutter consultants,
the building principals, and unit leaders, Ore con-
siderable lime to refining the concept of individually
guided education in multiunit schools. Also, Ideas
and innovations of the local sctools and the Ft and D
Center are demonstrated through Title M projects
in beet schools. The Rate Department of Public In-
struction Is the principal disseminator of 11 and D
field-tested ideas and materials in Wisconsin.

OINKWOOK StAtUnIft

The preceding description of the Wisconsin Re-
search and Development Center for Cogritive Learn-
ing was written late In the third year of the Certera
existence. Pt Is anticipated that there will not be
sharp changes daring the next decade In any of the
eight major components: problem area, welcomes
*ought, testsrch and development programs and
strategies, dissemination program and strategics,
pattern d staffing, pattern of administration and
management, locos of operations, and source and
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stability of funding: Though sharp changes are not
expected, continuous improvement In all of the se
areas is encouraged. Annually the Executive Com-
mittee of the Center evaluates each program and
project and the related strategies. The National
Evaluation Committee gives piaticular attention to
the significance of the problems being attacked and
the adequacy of the strategies being employed. The
University Policy Review Board examines all ele-
ments of the Center activities but gives particular at-
tention to proper staffing. Field visitors appointed
by USOE officials, and USOE officials also evaluate
all components of the Center. University officials
as individuals, consultants invited by t he Center
staff, and school people provide evaluative informa-
tion. The information from all sources is carefully
analysed by all the Center calf, but particularly by
the Executive Committer, Management Council, and
Director. Annually, the information is formally put

into program plans for the ensuing year. Changes
are also made as essential at any time during the
year. When any element does not function property
or produce at a reasonably high level, it is modified.
The Center now demonstrates higher productivity
and mo:e sophisticated strategies than a year ago.
Its improvement mechanisms are designed to tweet-
Tate these trends.

VANCE

1. Miss Elisabeth Schwenn, Project Assistant, as-
sisted in editing this chapter. The Executive
Committee and Management Council of theCen-
ler contributed to the program description of
the Center and the various faculty and their
research and development staff are responsi-
ble for the results as reported herein.



An OutputOriented Model
of Research and Develop-

ment and Its Relationship

to Educational Improvement

FOR SEVERAL months I have followed
the pages of &ciente attending to the continuing dis-
cussions of research and science policy, generally
concerning myself with the degree to which the pol-
icy questions which arise in educational research
and development can, must, or ought to be c on
sidered as a subset of those whkh sr I se for science
as a whole. Thus it has been with no small degree
of Interest that 1 have read the articles prepared by
Philip Handler (1967), George Daniels (1957), Har-
vey Brooks (1987), Lee DuRridge (1967), and Mi-
chael Reagan (1987).

Coincidental to this continuing dialogue 1 have
been for U. past years engaged in a general ef-
fort to Improve the quality, effectiveness, and Im-
pact of the total research effort in edge at ion. No
smal part ot that time has been spent grappling In
practice with many of the time kinds of issues as
receive explication In the articles cited above. For
some months I have beel thinking about research
and development in education trying to devil op a
model which would express the different functions
within the total research effort, the various sources
of initiative for these different kinds of activity, and
the relationships among both the functions and the
sources of Initiative. My thinking has, of course,
been In no small measure etimelated by recent de-
bate abort the ways in shkh schools, Instruction,
and education are likely to be improved most q sick-
ly and with the most substantial cumulative and k .t-
Inc Impact.

Reviewing the several statements cited above In
terms of their general usefulness for spotlighting

mom Hendrik D. Gideon.'
United States °Mc. of Education

Washington, D.C.

and clarifying analogous problems in the field of ed-
ucational research revealed the particular value of
Reagan's analysts as a summary of points of view
already advanced and as an identification of the gen-
erally individualistic starting point of many of the
theoreticians of science and research policy. The
model presented in this article constitutes, I think,
an instance et exactly that for whkh Reagan called
(1967), namely, a discussion of research and devel-
opment as seen and understood from the point of
view of someone who sees himself a a a sponsor or
user of research and development to at Mere certain
broad purposes in a particular field of human activ-
ity. ft was not developed directly In r e spon se to
Reagan's suggestion; in fact, it was ant: after a col-
league recalled his article with specific reference
to the similarity of view on the research and devel-
opment distinction that t realised how closely what

had formulated came to responding to Reagan's
suggestion for more dialogue on the part of VIM
of research to more adequately balance that which
had been generated by the performers.

The Cuba -Clark Model

Typically, the context for the debate about re-
search and development tot education is a diseussion
et the change process in education. Various models
of change have been proposed. The one which seems
to have the highest degree of currency in eductitios
st the moment places research, development, a ad
disseretnatica in a linear arrangement beginning on
the left with ingetry (research) and proceeding to the
right through development, diffasion, and adottioe
(see Figure 1). In proposing the model Egon Gybe
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and David Clark (1965) called three caveats to atten-
tion. First, they noted that the modelwas construe-
led on logical grounds and that it was largely unsup-
ported by empirical research. Second, they pointed
out that It was not necessary for change to begin at
the research or inquiry stage. Third, they noted
that the model Itself was a uni-dimensional analysis
of change roles which are influenced by a multi -di-
mensional range of variables not entirely accommo-
dated by the model's structure,

As a model of the change process, this particu-
lar schema is simple and logical. However, those
of us who have worked intensely on problems of re-
search policy in education see some shortcomings.
The Cuba-Clark model does not emphasize r.if
ficiently within its structure that initiative for action
of quite different kinds can take place at any point
in their continuum. Because of its linear nature,
and despite the second caveat mentioned above, the
model unwittingly implies that innovations begin with
the findings generated by fundamental research.

The Output Model

The purpose of developing an alternative model
is to create a heuristic which a) illustrates the es-
sential differences between research and develop-
ment activities and b) shows how the two are - or
can be - related to one another and to the operating
educational system. Such a model ought to ilhistrae
the different sources of Initiative and motivation for
beginning various activities. It should be able to
show or imply the interplay among all the functions
in the effort to Improve instruction.

The model developed is based on the conviction
that research, development, and school operations
are different kinds of activities with quite different
objectives or outputs. ft indicates that initiatives
for each kind of activity are the resultsof decisions
based on quite deferent kinds of data and equally dif-
ferent kinds of internal and external needs. The
model Implies that while there may be a strong log-
kal flow from the production of knowledge through
the development of processes to their installation in
operational settings, there may be butt as strong a
flow backwards as operational problems define de-
velopment programs, which, In tarn, reveal the
need for certain bask information and theory.

Figure 2 expresses the model. Three planes are
shown, each symbolising the different orientation of
ictIvities tooducted under research, development,
and school operations. (The model is - as are all
models - an abstraction from reality. In the r e al
world these activities are not always neatly sepa-
rated either In time or location. The point of con-
ceptually - and therefore graphically - separating
them here is to illustrate the essentially different
orientations of the three types of activity and the
consequences of those differences.) For each ac
Hefty represented in Figure 2, the model depicts an
initiative leading to an output characteristic of that
activity.

The lower plane symbolises the knowledge ot ien-
'Won of research. The object et r e sear ch is to
generate new knowledge. One of the significant fea-
tures of research is that when an activity Is begun

the specific outcome Is not known. For research,
C represents an initiative undertaken which culmi-
nates in a research finding represented by Fc.

The middle plane symbolizes what I call the proc-
ess orientation of development. The objectof devel-
opment is to produce materials, techniques, proces
ses, hardware, and organizational formats f or in-
struction which accomplish certain pr e specified
objectives construed to be part of the broader goals
of education. One of the signficant features of de -
velopment is that when an activity is begun, the ob-
jective is known or established at the outset. The
objectives for a development project are cast in the
form of performance specifications (PS), and all ac-
tivities are geared to producing the necessary prod-
ucts and processes which will meet those specifica-
tions. In Figure 1. B indicates an initiative under-
taken for development culminating in the creation of
a process which meets performance specifications
P9b

The top plane symbolizes the activities character
talk of school operations. The operating education-
al system is production oriented. Thus, the object
of school operations is to act upon human beings in
order to train and develop in them various skills,
attitudes, beliefs, and krowledge cakulatedto serve
both society and themselves. Certainly one of the
significant features of initiatives in school operations

Figure 2. An output model of educational research
and development

0 .-
0
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Is the weight of the responsibility on the school ad-
ministrator for choosing the right kinds of proces-
ses to achieve the outputs that society and individu-
iii specify. in Figure 2, A represents an initiative
to Install a process leading to the production of ed-
ucation output EOa.

A "Wadt-Thro 112.' of the Model

To illustrate the relationships among the three
types of activities, consider the following example.
A responsible school official, faced with evidence
that certain outputs desired by the society are not
being achieved for a significant portion of the chil-
dren in his charge, searches other school operations
and ongoing or completed development projects for
processes designed to meet his need. Should he find
nothing to suit his particular problem (e.g. , the low
reading achievement of culturally disadvantaged chil-
dren), he may then exercise his prerogative to call
for the Initiation of a project to design and develop
a process whose perlormt nce specifications are
such that upon Listallttion of the process In his
school, it will yield the desired educational output
(e. g. , increased level of reading achievement in the
target population).

Once the initiative for the development project
has been undertaken and the performance specifics-
lions established, the development project ant con-
ducts a search for relevant research (Mims nich
may offer clues to guide the development project.

Figure 3. A 'Valk-Through" of Cie model

0
A

(Whether or not this step is taken alter the Object
is begun or Immediately before it Is not really im-
portant. What is crucial is that at some point near
the very beginning of the effort such a search Is
made.) Impressed with a particular finding (e.g.,
the tremendous impact of parental altitude on student
achievement as revealed by the survey conducted as
part of the Plowden study), the project may decide
to develop a process which deliberately irks to en-
gender a large measure of parental Involvement in
home Instructional experiences carefully geared to
complementary experiences In the school setting.
Having made that decision the developers may then
discover that they require further Infor mation about
the specific nature of optimum parent-child interac-
tions to stimulate maximum learner achievement.
They may therefore call for a specific initiative of
a research activity to generate further data to guide
the development of materials. When useful findings
are identified they can be incorporated in the devel-
opment effort which then proceeds to SvCcessful con-
elusion. When, using iterative techniques of design,
development, trial, and redesign on the basis of
feedback, materials encompassing both school ex-
periences and parent-child interactions In the home
are successfully developed and validated, they may
then be transferred to the operating setting where
the admtntstrstor may Install the m as part of his
instructional program.

This example is illustrated In termini the model
by Figure 3. E0x at No. I symbolites the soc I al
demand for a certain kind of educational ro,tput (in
the example just given, higher re tulins sch mmeet
for cakurally disadvantaged children). This c tin, '4
creates press on the school :0,410 rilor to re-
spond with some sort of initiative. That ',nuttily.
is represented by A at No. 2. P ay alba II see his
search for an effective process to install. Since he
did not find it, his response was to call for a devel-
opment Initiative (B at No. 3). The next step was
to develop the performance specifications (PSx at
No. 4) such that they correspond to the educational
output desired by society. Once the specifications
for the development project are established,the next
step is to 'survey related research seeking guidance
for the development effoti The search is conducted
and the finding (Fro) of relevance to the perform-
ance specifications and the desired educational out-
put (e.g., the significance of parental attitude) is
Incorporated Into the development project (No. 2).
The call for additional research assistance is sym-
bolised by D at No. $ and the incorporation of rele-
vant findings (again I'm) from that initiative into the
development effort Is syrnbolited by the et :id arrow
to the development lint it No. t. Nember rept.-
rents the completion of the development project, No.
$ the incorporation of the process into se/tool oper-
ation!, and No. 10 the production c4 the desired out-
pit, higher levels of reading achievement, es a con-
sequence.

A Seward at her Possible InterIttlans

The depiction of a sampling of other possible in-
teractions among research, development, and oper-
at loos tea be found is Figure 4.

Example: A Khool cffic lel feels the seed to as-
sess the degree to which instrcetional programs are
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Figure 4. A samplingof other possible interactions

0

serving a particular target population. He calls
therefore for an initiative In research. This Is rep-
resented by the D/D/F-F interaction.

Example: An organiration engaged in de v e lo p-
merit independently concludes that It would be useful
to develop a certain process or product for instruc-
tion. This Is represented by the PJP% Interaction.

Example: Research Is Initiated for Its owe sake
and pursued solely for the knowledge which it pro-
daces. No findings have yetbeenlneorpo rated
either in development oe operations. This Is sym-
bolited by the cir-r-r relation In research.

Example: Research initiated foe its own suit
yields the findings that certain orgiudsational struc-
tures for brie city school systems are always prob-
kens 'cal or that a certain vitamin supplement ad-
ministered between the ages cf S and i can prevent
a form c4 mental retardation atom appearance Can-
ed be detected until somewhat later. Neither one
el these findings needs to pass through development.
Each can be implemented directly I n school opera-
tions (1 no desired). The kind of relatioostapol r e-
search bo practice is !Oust' aced by the 0/ F- r/rvE0g
interaction.

Example: Finally, consider an instance In the
foto of the linear flow or Guba-Clark model f r om
research to development to implement:km Re-

search on early childhood and cognitive growth, for
example, uncovers a number of f indings some of
which may suggest the development of processes
and environments which can actively en:lance such
growth. Development efforts are consequently sup-
ported and carried through to completion. The avail-
ability of the resulting products and pr oc eases is
made known to educational administrators who are
thereby persuaded to incorporate the newly devel-
oped early childhood instructional progr a ms , at
either private or public expense, into t he Nation's
educational system. This kind of sequence Is rep-
resented by the J/F F-F/KIPSI/L/E0j interaction.

THE MODEL AS AN HEURISTIC

All of these representations in Figures 2, 3, and
4 are fairly obvious and straightforward. The u se
of the model as an heuristic, however, profits from
further explanation. One of these uses pertains di-
rectly to the problem of "change process" as ap
plied to education. The model is structured to illus-
trate that the incorporation of research findings In-
to development is just as important and oftentimes
as difficult a proposition as incorporating newly de
veloped processes Into operational settings. The no-
tion that there are obligations on beat research and
development to transfer their 'product." to other
activities Means that each must pay cueful attention
to the way in which its outputs are presented and,
perhaps the very way In which the outputs are pro-
duced. In other words, the requirement that even-
tually there be transfer or incorporation into anoth-
er type of activity places constraints upon the pro-
fessional behavior in each activity which cannot be
ignored without compromising later impeach

This requirement is particularly true for detel-
opment projects, but it is as true for research ac-
tivities. A few concrete examples Illustrate the
point. One such example Is the researcher who pub-
lishes his findings In a sloppy or difficult f or mat
and thereby hinders the likelihood of !ht.: being ir
corpotated ultimately into practice. The research-
er who inadvertently conceals or compromises
his methodology or lesign encounters similar prob-
lems.

Similarly, the final requirement f or a develop-
ment project is that It be usable in operational ai-
ling,. The ultimate desire to Incorporate the devel-
oped process In school operations means that weal
the performance spec if ications tor development
must always be the provision of procedures (teach-
ers' marmots, lltithL4 proceds' ns, etc. lfor accom-
plishing the installation of the innontioos. 11 the de-
velopment is undertaken without reference to that
!act (if, in Mott, the requirement for transfer Is
not built into the performance specifications), the
developer may well have rendered his product ea -
usable. Hence, for example, the desire to involve
teaches and other practitioners to the development
process stems from the seed to have their expertise
and experience continually represented. They con-
stitute, In effect, the embodiment of many of the op-
erational constraints and possibilitks in school s with-
in whkii the finished process w ill operate. There are
other good reasons for involving teachers as well, not
the least of them being the respectability lent io the
project in the eyes o< the practitioners at 1 a r g e by
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virtue of the meaningful presence of teachers in the
effort. This last consideration isolno small impor
tame in securing acceptance of the innovation in the
profession at large. The nature of its importance,
however, should not be mistaken; the involvement
must be meaningful and not merely window-dressing,
for the respectability is lent by their presence only

their contributions are fully utilized and their real
knowledge of what is or may be possible is thoroughly
weighed in the development effort.

One final point might be made the model's
portrayal of the possibility for tra. `ors back and
forth among research, development, p,ratto
That le the obvious emphasis which neea IC be
en to the problem of information flow IV the need
for cat .fully considering techniques for installation
of better knowledge ' better processes into their
Intended settings. Ot) part of this is the dir e c t
responsibility of the researchers and the developers.
Those with obligations for considering the e nt ir e
R and D system for improvement need also to direct
their attention to the diffusion process.

A second feature of the model as an heuristic Is
the way tt helps to clear up part of the problem of
distinguishing between bask and applied research
in education. s The model clearly implies that bask
research (styli., generated independently in re-
search for the sake of the findings alone) and a p
plied research (research conducted to serve a par
titular need identified by people engaged in develop-
ment or operations) differ from one another primar-
ily in terms of the intent of the initiator.. Thus the
knowledge-orientation of the basic reseercher is
central to his activity. Applied researe.% is also
supported for the knowledge which results from it,
but the initiator of the research knows to what in-
strumental use he is going to put his findings. by
depicting both applied and bask research as similar
kinds of activities, the model implies that in and of
ibernatives they look very much alike. The proce-
dures, the design, the sophistication must allbe on
par if either is to be valuable. What distinguishes
the two from one another, if anything does, are the
poppies for which they are initiated.*

A third feature of the model as an heuristic Is
suggestion that decisions to initiate activities of
each of the three types are made according to quite
different criteria and perhaps by quite different peo-
ple. The fundamental scientific elite se le r of re-
search suggests that independent initiatives e er -
c feed there depend heavily on advice from the se knee
community. Development projects, hoe vet, can
also be independently mkt:led, but decisions to be-
gin these kinds of activities are subject to adv is e
from both research and operations. With limited
resources, deciding which needs to satiety through
development floe elsmple, those independently gen-
erated by developers, competed to those stemming
directly kola school operations, compared to those
growing out of research activities) becomes a pattle-
Mutt problem. finally, the kinds of lone-
ly decisions required of school administr eke s it the
operational keel are made by people Is the toatuct
of still different circumstances and institetions. By
emphasizing the essentially different wears of the
activities being undertaken, the model reminds the
policy maker of the need to collect different kinds of

data and statements of need when planning future
activities.

Finally, the frank attempt to represent each of
the activities in terms of particular kinds of outputs
may well be the most significant aspect of the model.
It forces the viewer of the model to consider what
the outputs of each activity are and to think about
how the outputs of each activity are of use to one an-
other. The outputs of research, for example, are
knowledge. Some of. the knowledge produced through
research will find its way into development and Into
school operation. Are there ways of improving the
output of research, making it more powerful, in-
crease the likelihood of its being of use to instruc-
tion and education?

What about the outputs of development? They con-
&Mute, on the one hand, the validation a research
and, on the other, the means by which the e due a
tonal system can improve the manner in which it
carries out its functions. How can development be
improved, how can research be organized to be of
greater use to development, and bow can the educa-
tional system Itself orient its organization to the re-
curring need for the installation of more powerful
validated techniques?

Finally, what happens to educational operations
when they begin to view !heir responeiblittles
in termed output? The contrast can perhaps be
most sharply drawn by considering the implications
of the notion of grading Khoo,. on the trasis ot their
Outp.its rather than students on the basis of I he I r
performance. The ex Istirg practice of grading stu-
dents assumes at bottom that the student is respon-
sible tor his learning and that his failure or success
is a tribute or a consequence of factors intrinsic to
him. The idea of grading a school on the basis of
its *giros assumes quite to the contrary that all
students can learn and that the responsibility of the
schools is to make that happen. We do lot, for ex-
ample, judge the success or failure of medicine or
law be the patient's or client's end state; we judge
it by the degree to which the doctors or lawyers
skillfully utilized the most sophisticated practices
In attempting to serve the client. W e certainly do
not "grade" the patient or client; quite to the con-
trary, it is the professional services themselves
which are assessed. An output orients lion for
school operations would cause the same reorienta-
tion of the direction of assessment In edge anon.
the schools themselves are judged in terms of the
degree to which they are accomplishing their "pro-
election goals," increasingly they may tome to ori-
ent their activities to assessing their own elective-
ness, identifying the teclniquesandproceseeswhkh
need improvement and, as a consequence, e ailing
with increasing sophistication for the kind et devel-
opment activity and research support which *ill
provide the basis for contirming Improvement.

fOOMOItt

I. The author is Director of the Program Planning
and Evaluation Stan at the Bureau al Research,
U.S. Office of Education. Th's paper is writ-
ten is Gideonse' private capacity. No official
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support or endorsement by the U.S. Office of
Education Is intended or should be inferred.

2. This example is, of course, clearly an ideal con-
ceptualization. it is instructive to keep the
model in mind at one looks back over the past
four years at the tremendous developing inter-
est in the establishment of eerly childhood
educational programs. While it is certainly
difficult 11 not impossible to establish an Indi-
vidual cause for such a complex phenomenon,
it is nonetheless significant, I think, that Ben-
tam4n Bloom published his volume St ability
and Change in Human Characteristics (1964)
just at the time the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity was beginning its planning toward the
development of programs to light the war
against poverty. The significant thing about
Bloom's volume, however, was that while his
conclusions firmly underscored the Impor
lance of the early years in the development of
cognitive skills, he also pointedly observed
that there had been little actual experimenta-
tion designed to create environments to en-
hance such skill development. I do not think
that it does violence to Bloom's argument to
interpret It as a call for rigorousdeveiopment
efforts designed to produce environments and
instructional programs which have the effect
of enhancing human capabilities. The pr ob-
lem, however, Is that which exists in all no-
tit) domains. There are large numbers of
children now whom we cannot afford to ignore,
and the consequence has been the attempt to
create operating early childhood programs
based on those convincing research findings
without first haring gone through a de velo p-
mentel stage. The result has been a some
what marginal impact on the target population
despite the clear implications of the research
summarized by Bloom.

3. 1 think it Is also useful at this point to r ec all
Reager.'s view that the social sciences present
something of a different picture in regard to
the distinction between bask and applied re-
search. As be point* out (Reagan, 16 67 ,
p. 1343), no matter how abstruse and abstract
its practitioners attempt to become, soc lel
science research la Inherently r elated to
potential applications.

4. The Initiator and performer are, of course, not
necessarily one and the same person or insti-
tution. The actual Initiator of the research
protect may be a school man, a developer, a
researcher, or a research administrator. The
performer of that research effort mayor may
not hare the same ultimate purpose as the int-
listoe In mind as be undertakes the activity.
Thus, for example, it would be perfectly pos-
sible for a research administrator to s t !mu-
tate a series of reeearch activities relating to

reading which he views as applied research
necessary for a development effort to build
improved reading curricula, while the per-
former of that research sees it as a basic re-
search effort in percept ion or the psychomotor
skills associated with reading.

5. This view, 'believe, tits fairly well with one
part of Harvey Brooks' analysis of the distinc-
tions between basic and applied research
(Brooks, 1967, p. 1706) when he no ted that
"as definite categories, (the terms) basic and
applied tend to be meaningless, but as posi-
tions on a scale within a given environment
they probably do have some significance."
The principal shortcoming with Brook's anal
ysis, however, is that It proceeds almost en-
tirely on the presumption that the distinction
can be resolved by approaching it in some way
from the researcher's point of view. My ex-
perience in the administration of research, as
the model presented in this paper clearly in-
dicates, leads me to believe that the research-
er's view Is only one of several which must
be taken into account in attempting any analy-
sts of the distinction between bask and applied
research. The pi esence of rather different
criteria and alternative vantage points convin-
ces me that Reagan's argument for abandoning
the distinction within research is much more
persuasive as Is the suggestion that the criti-
cal categoritalion Is that between r e s ea r c h
and development.
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